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THE WORLD BANK/IN) ERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE: December 22, 1988

TO: All Operations Evaluation Staff-

FROM: Robert-Jan E.M. van der LugtDGO

EXTENSION: 32888

SUBJECT: Information on Operations Evaluation in the World Bank.

In the framework of the Executive Directors' Information Program
for 1988, we had a session yesterday on Operations Evaluation. Given that
we have updated the information material on Operations Evaluation, we
thought it might be useful to distribute the introductory remarks and
background material to all operations evaluation staff. Of specific
interest might be the fact sheet that we have prepared.

cc: Messrs. Walter Cohn
Keith Thomas



December 20, 1988

THE EX-POST EVALUATION FUNCTION AND PROCESS --

THE WORLD BANK'S APPROACH

1. The basic purpose of ex-post -evaluation is (a) to assess to what

extent and how efficiently the Bank's operations (completed investment

projetcts and policy-based programs) are producing the desired results --

accountability; and (b) to feed back the findings and lessons drawn from

this experience in order to formulate new approaches, policies and

procedures that would improve the efficiency and effectiveness of the

Bank's activities and would increase its responsiveness to the needs of the

member countries -- lesson learning. However, to ensure credibility,

accountability presupposes independence from Management, while lesson

learning calls for integration into the management structure and decision-

making process through an efficient mechanism of dissemination/feedback, if

it is to ensure timely absorption and utilization of the lessons of

experience. The apparent conflict between maintaining independence and

pursuing the integrative task of dissemination/feedback is resolved through

circumspect interaction with the "market" of OED's products -- OED's

audience(s).

2. The distinctive design features of the evaluation function in the

Bank are the following:

(a) Comprehensiveness, in thi sense that, to achieve full

accountability, all completed operations are subjected to

the evaluation process.
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(b) Objectivity, implying that, while the evidence, analysis

and judgments in the evaluation reports are subject to

challenge/scrutiny (by Bank staff, Management, the

Borrower, co-financiers, etc.), the final product is

protected from institutional censorship.

(c) Transparency (openness), in that every report is issued

to member governments and Bank staff, and that the

evaluation process itself- is subject to an independent

annual evaluation by the DGO and oversight by the JAC.

(d) Participation, exercised through self-evaluation by

operational staff and through extensive solicitation of

comments on drafts of audits (and studies) from staff and

the Borrower.

3. - The starting point for an ex-post evaluation is the 'Project

(Program) Completion Report (PCR), prepared by the Bank's operational staff

involved in the preparation and implementation of the project (program)

within three months of the Loan/Credit Closing Date. The rationale for

this rather unique approach is based on the principle that evaluation

should be performed in the first instance by those directly involved in the

activities being evaluated. In this approach, evaluation implies a two-

tier system: the first tier consists of self-evaluation (PCR), while the

second tier, which is undertaken by OED staff, provides for an independent

and more focussed review of the project (program) experience, including the

adequacy and integrity of the evidence, analysis and conclusions presented

in the PCR, and draws the larger lessons (PPAM). The PCR and the audit

(PPAM) documents become integral parts of the final audit report.

4. By reassigning responsibility and accountability, the recent

reorganization has highlighted distinct audiences within the Bank to which
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CED findings and recommendations would have to be disseminated.1

Previously, the OPS had a clear responsibility for ensuring that OED

findings were reviewed and disseminated with appropriate emphasis to the

Operations staff of the Bank. Now, the reorganized sector departments in

PPR do not have that mandate. Althougr they are responsible for distilling

the policy implications of OED findings and converting them into

appropriate Bank-wide policies, the main responsibility for ensuring that

Bank staff take note of OED findings and incorporate them in new operations

rests with various organizational units within the Operations Complex.

5. The new organization, with its sharp country focus, enhances the

opportunities for dissemination and application of OED findings which have

a predominantly country content. However, sector issues are harder to deal

with now because of the multiplicity of smaller units and the substantial

weakening of the earlier informal dissemination network. This suggests

that greater efforts and different linkages will be required to ensure the

same level of awareness among staff, and that dissemination and utilizati.on

of OED findings will have to be more actively managed. And since no single

1/ The major vehicles used by' OED for dissemination of its findings, in

ascending breadth of scope,, are: -(a) Project Performance Audit Reports

(PPARs) prepared by OED staff and Project Completion Reports (PCRs)

prepared by Operations staff not subject to OED's selective audit;

(b) clusters of audits; (c) impact and special studies; (d) the Annual

Review of Project Performance, which provides a synopsis of the previous

year's audits and studies, and documents trends and patterns over time;

and (e) the Annual Report on Operations Evaluation, which provides an

overview of the evaluation activities in the preceding fiscal year, and

reports on the effectiveness of the evaluation system.
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unit has the mandate to deal with the variety of findings requiring

different actions and involving different responsible groups, coordination

will be vital, both in assigning responsibility among units and in planning

and monitoring agreed actions.

6. A Task Force, with OED participation, was formed in December 1987

to review means to enhance the effectiveness of the dissemination/feedback

process in the reorganized Bank. The emphasis in the deliberations of the

Task Force has been on the management response to OED's recommendations and

on identifying in the new Bank the responsibility for follow-up and the

monitoring of the feedback process. Primary responsibility for preparing

the Management's response to OED's recommendations and integrating these

recommendations into Bank operational strategies, policies,- economic and

sector work, and lending operations- rests with Operations and PPR.

Monitoring the implementation of follow-up action would be an integral.part

of action plans prepared by the units concerned. OED's primary

responsibility is to report to the Board on the effectiveness of the whole

process, seen both from aggregate perspective and in terms of individual

OED reports. The report of the Task Force has been reviewed by Management,

and is now being forwarded to the JAC by the DGO for discussion.

7. From OED's perspective, to get the right messages to the right

audiences in the newly reorganized Bank, OED has been examining its own

role in dissemination, taking a number of initiatives and exploring new

ones. These activities and initiatives include: closer interaction with

Bank staff (e.g., seeking their views on topics to be selected for study,
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participation of top OED managers in high level policy-oriented meetings

held by PPR and the Regions); improving the content and presentation of

OED's outputs- (e.g., by prioritizing and targeting findings and

recommendations to specific audiences); improving existing and devising new

dissemination instruments (e.g., revising the content and format of the

Annual Review, considering the production of an OED Digest); widening the

scope of the international dimension (e.g., establishing closer relations

with evaluation units in bilateral and multilateral agencies, participation

in meetings of the DAC and UN groups on aid evaluation, sponsoring seminars

with participation of other agencies); and increasingly publishing a

greater number of studies.2

2/ For details see Annual Report FY88, Annex G.



THE WORLD BANK/INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

- OFFICE MEMORANDUM

DATE: December 16, 1988

. TO: Executive Directors and Alternates

FROM: T. T. Thahane, SEC

EXTENSION: 72185

SUBJECT: Executive Directors Information Program 1988 (SecM88-1144)
Session on Operations Evaluation (OED) Complex

1. The attached material is being circulated as background to the sixth

session of the Executive Directors Information Program to be held on Wednesd,-v:

December 21. 1988, at 10:00 a.m. in the Board Room. The session will.be chaired

by Mr. Rovani, Director-General, Operations Evaluation (OED).

2. Ali Executive Directors, Alternates, and their staff are encouraged to

attend the briefings/discussions, .since these cover the Bank's current

activities in the various complexes.

cc: Mr. Rovani

Attachment

P is



The World Bank
Washingai. D.C. 20433

U.S.A.

YVES ROVANI
Director-Ceneral
Operations Evaluation

EXECUTIVE DIRECTORS INFORMATION PROGRAM 1988

OPERATIONS EVALUATION IN THE WORLD BANK

Please find attached background material for the information
program for EDs session on Operations Evaluation on Wednesday. December 21,
1988.

I would very much appreciate your perusal of the material, so
that basic facts and- figures are known and we can focus our discussions on
issues that are relevant for. the working of operations evaluation in the
Bank today and tomorrow. I recommend that you also look at two OED
publications:

Operations Evaluation Department, Status of Current Work
and Proposed Work Program. and Staff Budget for FY59.
(R88-95), dated April 29, 1988.

Annual Report on Operations Evaluation (FY88). (Report No. 7415),
dated September 1, 1988.

'I have also attached a list of selected OED Reports and Studies,
which, if time permits, would not only introduce you to what I regard as
the more important studies of OED, but also familiarize you with the type
of outputs that we produce. A full listing of all OED Reports - more than
1800 - can be found in the Directory of OED Reports most recently issued in
October 1988. A selected number of OED studies have been published and are
available to the development community at large. A listing of OED

publications todate is also attached.



SELECTED OED REPORTS AND EVALUATIONS

* Annual Review of Project Performance Results for 1987
(Report No. 7404 - R88-205)

* Rural Development: The World Bank Experience
(OED Publication)

* Structural..Adjustment Lending, A First Review of Experience
(Report No. 6409 - SecM86-1083)

* Evaluation of Structural-Adjustment Lending to Turkey

(Report No. 7205 - SecM88-443)

a Sri Lanka and the World Bank: A Review of a Relationship
(OED Publication)

0 Renewable Resource Management in Agriculture
(Report No. 7345 - SecM88-803)

0 Aga Khan Rural Support Program in Pakistan:
An Interim Evaluation (OED Publicition)

. Conditionality in World'Bank Lending: Its Relation to

Agricultural Pricing Policies (Report No. 7357 - SecM88-879)*

& Cotton Development Programs in Burkina Faso, Cote d'Ivoire. and
Togo - An Impact Evaluation (OED Publication)

* PPAR India Railway Modernizatioft and Maintenance
(Report No. 7301 - SecM88-736)

* PPAR Togo, Cote d'Ivoire, Ghana, Cimao Regional Clinker

and Restructuring (Report No. 7328 - SecM88-821)

* PPAR India Dairy Development
(Report No. 6857 - SecM87-784)

0 PPAR Indonesia Irrigation
(Report No. 6864 - SecM87-790



OED Publications

Title Lang

.......................
AGA KHAN RURAL SUPPORT PROGRAM IN PAKISTAN: E
AN INTERIM EVALUATION

12TH ANNUAL REVIEW OF PROJECT PERFORMANCE E
RESULTS

JENGKA TRIANGLE PROJECTS IN MALAYSIA: IMPACT E
EVALUATION REPORT

SRI LANKA & THE WORLD BANK: A REVIEW OF A E
RELATIONSHIP

RURAL DEVELOPMENT: WORLD BANK EXPERIENCE, - E
1965-86

12TH ANNUAL REVIEW OF PROJECT PERFORMANCE F
RESULTS (FRENCH)

RURAL DEVELOPMENT: THE WORLD BANK EXPERIENCE F
(FRENCH), 1965-86

COTTON DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS IN BURKINA FASO, E
COTE D'IVOIRE, & TOGO

COTTON DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS (FRENCH) IN F
BURKINA FASO, COTE D'IVOIRE, & TOGO

PROJECT PERFORMANCE RESULTS FOR 1986 E

RURAL DEVELOPMENT: WORLD BANK EXPERIENCE S
(SPANISH) 1965-86

ANNUAL REVIEW OF PROJECT PERFORMANCE RESULTS, F
1986 (FRENCH)



OPERATIONS EVALUATION

FACT SHEET

STAFFING

- DGO Yves Rovani
- Special Assistant to DGO Robert van der Lugt

- Director Ram Chopra
-'Division I Graham Donaldson*
- Division II Alexander Nowicki

- Annual Review '87 Coordinator Paul Duane

*Paul Duane acting

HL staff (HL) 40
Support staff (SL) 21
Total OED 61

Total Bank 5,496 OED: 1.1

Total Operations 2,926 OED; 2.1%

CUMULATIVE OUTPUT
(As of June 30, 1988)

- PPARs/PCRs 1,679 (covering "1924 Bank/IDA projects)

- Studies 86

- Annual Reports/
Reviews 38



BUDGET (FY89)

(a) Dollars

OED Budget $ 8.6 million

Bank Sudget $786.0 million OED: 1.1%

Operations Budget $428.8 million OED: 2Z

PPR Budget $105.1 million OED: 8.ZZ

The Bank will spend $114.1 million on supervision of 1,770 projects in
FY89. Of this about $7.9 million will be for preparation of PCRs.

Combined total expenses for
PCR preparation and OED
Evaluation is $16.5 million or 2.1Z of total budget

(b) Manpower (staff years)

Supervision by Bank 475
of which

PCR preparation 33

OED

total effective staff years 42.0

project evaluatioTl 16.9
(project audits) (7.9)
(SAL audits) (6.6)
(Pass-through PCRs) (2.4)

Annual Review 3.8

Studies 15.5

Other - 5.8
.(dissemination (1.5)
(ECDP) (1.5)
(other evaluation) l/ (2.8)

_/ JAC and Board related work, evaluation support to Operations, PPR
and EDI, departmental retreat, methodology and work program
development.



Annual Output

FY82 FY83 FY84 FY85 FY86 FY87 FY88 FY89

PCRs received 159 180 178 190 197 222 180 215 a/

Projects Evaluated

PPARs 122 91 111 86 125 109 '71 101

Pass-throughs - b/ 78 84 93 94 111 104 123

122 169 195 179 219 220 175 244

Audit ratio 100% 54% 57Z 48% 58Z 50% 41% 45%

Special Studies Completed c/ d/

Special Studies 1 3 4 4 3 3 el 8 e/ 7-

Impact Evaluations 5 3 8 2 *6 .3 - 5

6 6 12 6 9 6 8 12

aI Planned
b/ Last ye'ar when OED audited all projects
c/ Year when special studies were issued
d/ No details on ongoing work for special studies
e/ Includes one internal study, circulated within the Bank to selected

staff and available upon request.



Work in Progress

Approach Papers Recently Discussed by the JAC

- Procurement in Policy Based Lending
- Evaluation of Bank Free Standing Technical Assistance in Support of Public

Sector Management in Sub-Saharan Africa between 1976-1987
- Bank Support for Small and Medium Industry in Selected Countries
- Sustainability of Irrigation Projects
- Procurement and Construction of Highway Civil Works'in Small Countries
- Rural Roads Maintenance
- World Bank Supported Rural Development in Northeast Brazil
- Annual Review of Project Performance Results

Studies Underway in OED

To be completed Main Work
in FY89 in FY89

Tanzania country study X
Senegal country study X

SALISECAL Procurement X

NE Brazil Rural Development X
Morocco/Mexico Irrigation Impact X
Thailand/Philippines Irrigation Impact X
Resettlement of Displaced People X

- Chile Credit Impact X
India- Credit Impact -X.

Philippines Maintenance of Rural Roads I
Indonesia Maintenance 6f Rural Roads X
Civil Works Contracting/Procurement X
Transport Corridors In Africa X

Indonesia Education. Impact X
Malawi Education Impact X
Colombia Education Impact X
Education Sustainability Study X
Higher Agricultural Education X
Indonesia Education Sector Review X
African Human Resources Development X

Sustainability of DFIs X
Industrialization in NICs X
Impact Small Scale Industry X

Colombia Power Sector Review X
Technical Assistance in Africa X

Project Supervision Review - X

12 14-

Studies to be Initiated in FY89

SAL/SECAL Monitoring
Natural Resources Management II
Brazil Infrastructure Environment
Plantation Crops



Interview with Yves Rovani,
Director-General, within IFC-in its Development De-

partmnent-to facilitate its Familiarit v
Operations Evaluation with issues and enhance feedback. Let

me say also that independence re-
quires responsibility and objectivity
which, in turn, must be supported by

A l about Ogood analysis.

by Leandro V. Coronel Q: Can you briefly describe the evalua-
tion process?

- A: The cornerstone of the evaluation

T he mandate of the Operations tant papers, ror example OED's recent - - process is the Project Completion Re-

T Evaluation Department (OED) is paper on structural adjustment lend- port [PCRJ prepared by Operational

to provide a systematic. comprehen- ing [SAL]. and, of course, the work staff shortly after a project is complet-

sive. and independent review of the program and budget, and our annual ed. We review all PCRs and seek the

Bank's development experience. To review and annual report. views and comments of borrowers and

ind out how OED goes about eval- There is close interaction with man- cormanciers. in 50% ofcases, I send

uating the Bank's work, The Bank's agers and staff at all appropriate the PCR to the Executive Directors

World talked to Yves Rovani. stages. Comniments are invited on every and to the President as the Final eval-

Director-General, Operations Evalua- paper. We review the comments with uative document.

tion. care and take them into account to For the other 50%, we conduct an

ensure accuracy and objectivity. Inter- independent evaluation-reviewing
action continues after papers are is- not only the PCR, but also appraisal

Q: What is the role of 0ED? sued as the feedback process develops documents, reports and files. We also

A: Essentially, it is one of account- within Operations. . interview staff and review project ex-
ability and lesson-learning. We assess perience in the field. I then send the
whether-the Bank's operational pro- Q: On the organizational structure, you audit report to the Board, together

grams and activities produce the ex- have a dotted-line relationship with (ie with the PCR and comments received
pected results. We also help ensure Board and with management. Does this - from the borrowers and colinanciers.-

that the Bank learns from its successes mean you have a high degree of inde- The Project Completion Report is an

and mistakes, and ascertain that the pendence? important step in the project cycle
Bank's self-evaluation processes are A: Yes. This independence allows us to because the findings from onie oper-
functioning satisfactorily. In addition, be original in our thinking. to address ation will be used for subsequent
we encourage member countries to any issue of concern to the Board, to operations. Preparing PCRs is also
develop and build their own self-eval- member countries and to staff, and to educational for staff. I speak from

uation capability and we trade experi- report frankly on our findings. It experience as I myself have done a

ences with evaluation staff in other therefore helps enhance the credibility number of them in the past. Finally.
agencies. of the Bank's performance. Credibility the Project Completion Report is a

is particularly important at this time building block, not only for our indc-

Q: What is your relationship with man- when development resources arc pendent evaluations but also for our

agemement, and with the Board? scarce, administrative budgets tight subsequent special studies and for the
- A: I report to the Board and have an and the effectiveness of aid-is ques- annual review in which we synthesize

administrative link with the President. tioned. But let me stress that indepen- the results of all completed operations
Every evaluation report produced by dence does not mean isolation. OED of the previous year.
OED is circulated to the Executive staff are expected to interact with Op-
Directors and to the President. Within erational staff to keep abreast of is- Q: What are special studies?
the Board, the Joint Audit Committee sues and to help ensure that lessons A: Special studies are a major dimen-
(JAC) exercises oversight over Opera- learned are fed back into operations. sion ofOED's work. They give us an
tions Evaluation, and we work closely This is even more apparent in I FC. opportunity to draw lessons from the
with it. The JAC reviews the work I have the same formal relationship Bank's experience. using aggregates
programs, the outline of studies and with IfC as with the Bank. My over- rather than individual project experi-
all major output of OED and IFC's sight supports the independence of ences.
Operations Evaluation Unit. The thinking of the Operations Evaluation We do several types of special stud-
Board discusses only the most impor- Unit even though the unit is located ics: impact or sustainability studies,



'This independence
allows us to be original in our
thinking, to address
any issue of concern to the Board,
to member countries
and to staff, and to report frankly
on our findings.'

sector reviews. policy and procedural ducting independent evaluations for to articulate the lessons in actionable

reviews, country reviews and policy- only about half the number of com- terms, which as not easy, and to sup-

based lending reviews. Impact evalua- pleted projects, compared to 100% in 'port the dissemination process. We are

tions involve revisiting projects several 1982. That helped release resources trying to help further by responding to

years after they have been completed, for special studies and other work. We requests from Operations Policy Staff
looking at project viability and social have also been increasing the efficien- and the Regions to participate in semi-

impact and at the sustainability of the cy of our evaluations by grouping op- inars or discussions.

institutions involved. A second group erations reviewed. For example. OED
of studies deals with the experience of evaluated five irrigation projects in Q: What about external dissemination

Bank operations in specific subsectors Indonesia during one mission and will of your findings?
while a third group reviews Bank op- produce only one report. A: We have contacts with other agen-

erational policies. The fourth group cies and donors, and we trade experi-

are country reviews which evaluate Q: Who are the people who go out to ences and share information with

Bank-borrower interaction in a given review projects, and have they had any them. We also participate in country
country over time. Two have been previous connection with the projects seminars and are considering publish-

issued, on Pakistan and Sri Lanka. they review? ing more reports provided we can see

More recently, OED started a new A: The people who do this work have a particularly valuable message, a sig-

series of studies on policy-based lend- broad experience and are recruited nificant impact and an important au-

ing, such as the first review of SAL from within the Bank. Our rules dience. We want to be more systematic

experience. prevent OED staff from evaluating and remain cautious about our prior-

The lesson-learning value of special projects with which they have been ities and objectivity.
studies cannot be emphasized enough. directly associated. They also require

They shed light on issues such as so- disclosure of any other relevant past Q: Are the best lessons learned frot

cial impact, balance of programs, aid association with work in the country successful projects or froin failed ones?

coordination, the quality of country or sector which might impair their A: We make a point of looking at
economic and sector work, and the judgment. successes as well as failures. For exam-

factors affecting success or failure of pie we completed an impact evalua-

lending in a given sector that no single Q: What do you do with OED's find- tion of three successful settlement

project evaluation could capture. ings? projects in Malaysia. and an OE )

Q: How many projects does OED re- A: Let me point out first that it is not mission recently returned from West

w i one yayr s dso much what we do with OED find- Africa where it looked at the success-
view in one year? ings but rather what others do with ful impact of cotton-based rural devel-
A: In FY86. we've reviewed 218 proj- them that matters. The Regions arc opncnt p'rojects. In both cases. very

projects annually in the next few responsible for the quality of their valuable lessons have emerged.

years--compared to 122 in FY82. operations. It is, therefore, also their

Thus, in about rive years. the number responsibility to ensure that lessons Q: las the Bank been listening to

of projects reviewed by OED has dou- from experience Bank-wide are re- OED's advice?
bled. flected in new lending. OPS and its A: Yes, the Bank responds to OED

sector departments, in particular, play findings although 0ED's impact

Q: How are you coping with this in- a leading'role through many processes would be difficult to measure. We
crease? to ensure that lessons learned are dis- have very good interaction with Oper-

A: As I said earlier, OED is now con- seminated across the Bank. Our job is ations. For example, we are now invit-
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'Something would be

wrong with the Bank

if it experienced no

failures. After all,

the development

business involves

ed to comment on policy formulation taking risks. The financing of recurring costs and
in sonic or the sector departments in maintenance. have also become
OPS. We have also been pleased to see most important thing sources of major concern. affecting
the active participation of Operational many sectors and countries.
staff in the JAC and the initiatives is not to make the
taken within Operations to discuss the . Q: What are your findings so far on the
country reviews, the SALpaper. some same mistake twice.' ew type of policy-based lending such
of the sector studies and, ofcourse, as structural adjustment?
the annual review. A: We've just completed a paper for

the Board, our first SAL review-
Q: How has OED influenced work in these projects were implemented dur- covering I5 SA Ls. The findings show
the implementation of Bank projects? ing a period otsubstantial economic thc results to have been mixed: Out or
A: Let me give you two examples. I upheaval. these results can be consid- ten countries, four largely achieved
think the systematic attention now ered generally satisfactory. Also, their objectives; in four others the re-
given to sustainability in operational something would be wrong with the suIts have been less satisfactory: while
work may be traced to OED's initial Bank irit experienced no failures. At- in two countries the operations failed.

work on the subject. The increased use ter all. the development business in- But SALs are rather difficult to
or sociological expertise in the design volves taking risks. The most inipor- evaluate because structural adjust-
of projects may be another example. tant thing is not to make the same ment involves the interaction of many

mistake twice. variables about which we still have
Q: How do you define a successful -iuch to learn. The first SALs were
project? . . Q: Can you tell us briefly about the implemented in a very difficult world
A: A successful project is one which 20% that had unsatisfactory outcones? economic environment. SALs were a
achieved the major objectives.intend- A: Perhaps the most significant fea- rapidly evolving product and their
ed at appraisal. PCRs and evaluations ture is that the less successful projects evaluation was like focusing on a
rigorously compare results with ex- tend to be the smaller ones. Thus, if moving target. For us. the SAL review
pectations. Ofcourse. whenever an you assess success in terms of invest- is an interim evaluation, and we plan
economic rate of return could be cal- ments rather than number of projects. to go back to do another one as soon

culated at the outset, it is reestinated you will find that the success rate is as enough new individual evaluations
on the basis of data available after the actually close to 90%. arc available.
project is completed. I have already mentioned newer So. looking at the positive side.

style projects which, being experimen- these operations have improved the
Q: Based on these basic criteria, how is tal, involved more risks. Also the re- policy formulation process within the
the Batnk doing with its projects? suits of agriculture and rurai develop- countries concerned and helped better
A: Eighty percent of the projects re- ment projects in Sub-Saharan Africa integrate country economic and sector
viewed in calendar year 1985 were continue to be poor. Looking at ad- work into lending. What must he said
judged to be successful. Considering verse factors. project dcsign-behind also is that SA Ls are one of several
that we are presently evaluating more which looms the impact oflCxogenlotus lending instruments of the llank. I low
complex and risky projects approved factors such as droughts, commirodity SA Ls, sector and prolect loans are
in the mid '70s and rellecting new prices-remains the major concern. integrated and mutually support each

policy initiatives such as poverty alle- More recently, country budgeting other in coherent country programs is
viation. and considering also that constraints. affecting project funding. the main challenge of the day. *
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THE ORGANIZATION OF EX-POST EVALUATION IN THE WORLD BANK I

Robert-Jan E.M. van der Lugt
Special Advisor and- Assistant to the

Director-General, Operations Evaluation
The World Bank

1/-
This paper provides an overview of OED's ex-post evaluation of Bank projects.
Although originally prepared for a regional seminar on monitoring and
evaluation in East Asia. the discussion is representative of and touches upon
OED's work in all regions.
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THE ORGANIZATION OF EX-POST EVALUATION IN THE WORLD BANK

by Robert-Jan E.M. van der Lugt 2

Overview and Introduction

1. The purpose of this paper is threefold: first, it aims to explain

and describe how the World Bank undertakes ex.post evaluations: second, it

attempts to draw some of the lessons that have been derived from 15 years

evaluation -experience in the World Bank: and third, it tries to distill a

number of findings from that experience, that could be relevant to ex-post

evaluation in East Asia. 3 The paper does not deal with the full range of

monitoring evaluation. 4 Rather it limits itself to ex-post--evaluation.

2. The World Bank can make a more effective- contribution to the

development of its member countries if it' learns from its experience in an

objective manner. With increased lending and greater complexity of its

21 The author is Special Advisor and Assistant to the Director-General,
Operations Evaluation, the World Bank. The views expressed in this paper are
those of the author and do not necessarily reflect the views of the World
Bank.

./ This paper was prepared for the East Asian Seminar on Monitoring and
Evaluation in Kuala Lumpur, December 5 to 10, 1987, under the auspices of the
Wo-rld Bank's Economic Development Institute. It is a sequel to a similar
seminar in Lahore, Pakistan in April 1987 to review the South Asian
Experience with Monitoring and Evaluation.

4/ A useful overview of aid evaluation has been prepared by the DAC Expert Group
on Aid Evaluation: Methods and Procedures in Aid Evaluation, A Compendium of
Donor Practice and Experience, OECD 1986.
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operations and the advent of new instruments such as policy based lending,

the need for the Bank to evaluate its operations upon completion has become

even more pronounced than it was in the early 1970s, when ex-post

evaluation first became a regular feature of the Bank's work. The main aim

of this evaluation process is to help the Bank, and its borrowing countries

improve the design and implementation of future operations, whether

projects or programs. 'The ex-post evaluation process is also one of the

principal ways in which the institution is accountable to its shareholders.

Increasingly the Borrowers themselves have become involved in the ex-post

evaluation of their projects.

3. The Director General Operations Evaluation (DGO) has overall

responsibility for the evaluation function in the World Bank. He reports

directly to the Bank's Board of Executive Directors. The Operations

Evaluation Department (OED) is the DGO's staff arm. All OED reports are

made available to the member governments of the Bank and those of general

interest are published. OED evaluations fall into two main categories:

(i) ex-post evaluations (project performance audits) of all project and

program lending; and (ii) special evaluation studies covering a wide range

of selective subjects relevant for the development concerns of today and

tomorrow. Each year OED prepares an annual review of project performance

results. The main purpose of these reviews is to summarize and analyze the

experience of the full range of evaluations completed by the World Bank in

the preceding year.



4. The World Bank's ex-post evaluation of project/program performance

is a two-tier system. The first assessment of project experience is

normally made by the concerned operational units in the Bank and the

executing agencies of the borrowing government.shortly after completion of

disbursements. This initial assessment is referred to as a Project

Completion Report (PCR). Since 1977 Borrowers have been requested to

prepare PCRs. When a PCR is prepared by the Borrower it may be used as the

final document, accompanied by a supplemental overview, prepared by the

concerned Bank operational unit. PCRs are prepared for all lending

operations and .submitted to OED for independent review. In about half the

cases the PCRs are forwarded to the Executive Directors without OED comment

(but after soliciting and incorporating any comments received from the

borrowers or cofinanciers); in the other half of the cases self evaluation

is supplemented by an independent evaluation by OED staff. The

Department's findings are embodied in a Project Performance Audit

Memorandum (PPAR). which together with the PCR is presented to the

Executive Directors in .the form of a Project Performance Audit Report

(PPAR).

Ex-Post Evaluation Objectives

5. The basic purpose of any evaluation function is two-fold, namely

to assess how far and how efficiently operational programs and activities

are producing the desired results, and to feed this information back into

the formulation of new directions, policies and procedures. However, there

is a fundamental tension between those two dimensions: Accountability on
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the one hand and lesson learning on the other. The former requires full

independence from management for greatest credibility, and conversely, the

latter requires full integration into management for quickest absorption of

useful lessons.

6. Furthermore, the objective of the Bank's lending is not simply to

transfer resources. Bank projects can pursue several other development

objectives including, but not limited to institution building, technology

transfer, social and human development, and will normally include equity

and environmental considerations. In addition, evaluation at the World

Bank has to be responsive .to the concerns of many audiences: the Board of

Executive Directors, Bank management and staff, member countries and the

development community at large. As an international development

organization, the World Bank needs to assimilate and feedback the lessons

of its experience into new -operations. As an international financial

agency the Bank needs to account for its activities both towards its

shareholders.and bondholders as well as the financial and development

communities at large.

7.. To meet the particular needs of the World Bank, a separate ex-post

evaluation function was created. However, independence for accountability

and integration for lesson learning have been intertwined in both the

organization as well as the process of operations evaluation. Ex-post

evaluation is not the only evaluation that takes place in the Bank. There

are other evaluations in the Bank system (for example, course evaluations

by EDI, the evaluation of the research program by the Research Committee,

the examination of systems and practices by the Internal Audit Department.
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etc.). Also, the Bank maintains an elaborate supervision system. which

covers all Bank assisted operations. The supervision system consists of

regular reporting the Borrowers, periodic field visits by Bank staff.

regular middle management reviews of progress in solving implementation

problems, a semi-annual review by senior management of the status of the

more serious problem projects, and an annual discussion of project

implementation experience with the Board.. Projects now include monitoring

and evaluation system to support supervision by the Bank and Borrower, and

of course to assist project management. However, within this wider frame,

ex-post evaluation merits its own and separate place, away from direct

operational responsibilities, to ensure an objective and detached

retrospective on operations and distill lessons for wider applicability.

Operations Evaluation Organization and Mandate

8. A separate operations evaluation organization has been set up in

the World Bank. To provide for the necessary degree of independence, the

DGO is not part of the major management structure of the Bank; rather he is

directly responsible to the Executive Directors of the Bank with an

administrative link to the President. The DGO ranks a Vice President,-

holds office for renewable terms of five years, is removable only by the

Executive Directors and is ineligible for subsequent appointment or

reappointment to the staff of the World Bank. By contrast. evaluation

staff, most of whom have many years of experience in the Bank, rotate

between OED and other Bank departments.
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9. The formal system of operations evaluation in the World Bank dates

back to September 1970, when an Operation Evaluation Unit was established

in the then Programming and Budgeting Department. This Unit was the

forerunner of OED, which was established under the responsibility of a Vice

President in the President's-Office in 1973. In 1975, the DGO position was

created and the structure of the operations evaluation function has

basically remained the same since. The Operations Evaluation Department

has a staff complement of 60, including 40 higher level staff, currently

distributed into a front office and two divisions responsible respectively

for agriculture, human resources and transportation; and policy-based

lending. financial sector industry, energy, public utilities and urban.

10. A standing sub-committee of the Board of Executive Directors--the

Joint Audit Comittee (JAC)--discharges an oversight function over the

Bank's operations evaluation system. ' The JAC meets regularly and reviews

and discusse.s OED's work program and budgets, its annual reviews/reports,

approach papers for special evaluation studies, and subsequently when

finalized the studie's themselves. Also, the JAC has annually, since 1975,

established subcommittees which review a sample of project/program

evaluation reports in order to assess their quality as well as the adequacy

of the operations evaluation system in the Bank.

11. The Director General's mandate.4/ includes:

4/ As described in the latest Annual Report - Annual Report on Operations

Evaluation (FY88), issued September 1, 1988 by the DGO to the Board of

Executive Directors.
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(a) assessing whether the Bank's programs and activities are

producing the expected results;

(b) incorporating OED's assessments and findings into

recommendations which will help improve the efficiency

and effectivenes of the Bank's programs and activities,

and their responsiveness to member countries' needs and

concerns

(c) appraising the Bank's operations evaluation system and

reporting on its adequacy for use within- the Bank and by

the member governments; and

(d) auditing periodically actions taken by the Bank in connection

with the findings of studies by the Operations Evaluation Depart-

ment, and reporting thereon to the Executive Directors and the

President.

12. The principal functions of OED, which is headed by a Director

appointed by the DGO, are to:

(a) assist the Director-General in making periodic assessments of

the adequacy and effectiveness of the operations evaluation

system in the light of the objectives and programs of the

World Bank;
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(b) carry out performance audits on selected completed projects

and to conduct evaluation studies focussing on selected

issues and sectors;

(c) help encourage and assist member countries to develop

their own operations evaluation' system, and

(d) help disseminate evaluation findings regarding Bank operations

both within the institution and to the wider development

community.

13. Thus, operations evaluation in the Bank has a wide ranging

mandate. Post-evaluation involves both Bank operational staff as well as

the Bank's evaluation officers. Increasingly, and appropriately, project

implementing and other agencies in borrowing countries have become .closely

involved in this process.

Project Evaluation

14. As noted above (para. 4) ex-post evaluation is a two-tier system

and -the Project Completion Report (PCR) is the starting point of ex-post

evaluation. The PCR, which to a large extent represents the culmination

of regular project supervision by the World Bank. reviews comprehensively

the extent to which the objectives and expectations. on the basis of which

the Bank loan or IDA credit was approved, have been or show promise of
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being achieved. It examines the reasons for deviations from plans and

attempts to assess their significance critically. Its purpose is not to

record a comprehensive history of the project but to consider candidly, in

the light of what actually happened up to that time, whether in retrospect

the project was worth doing and what lessons" are to be learned from the

experience. The principal questions that are addressed, include the

following:

(a) Project Objectives. Were the objectives of the project

appropriate and clearly defined? Were the project objectives

realized in the judgement of the Bank and of the Borrower?

In realizing or- failing to realize the objectives, what were

the major weak points, or strong points, of the project?

(b) Economic and Social Impact. Are the economic and sociil

effects of the project likely to reach the- expected level?

Was the distribution of project benefits by region or income

group as expected? If the PCR cannot answer these questions

or offer meaningful comment on them so soon after completion.

when should a re-evaluation of the project be scheduled?

(c) Institution Building. How was the question of institutional

development addressed in conjunction with the project? Was

the institution building.strategy adopted appropriate and-

effective in relation to the project and its broader sector
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context? Have agreed or expected reforms in policies and

structures been carried out, and have such reforms been

successful? Were project management arrangements satis-

factory?

(d) Financial Performance. Have the. financial objectives.

including cost recovery and self-financing of investment,

been fulfilled?

(e) Implementation. Was the project and its principal components

fully completed, on time', and within cost estimates? Were

final unit costs reasonable? What changes were made during

implementation, and why? Did the Borrower and its consultants

perform as expected?

(f) dompliance. Did the Borrower and government comply with the

loan covenants and related agreements? .

(g) Efficiency. Could similar projects be prepared, appraised and

implemented in future more quickly or economically without.

undue risk to project and sector objectives?

(h) World Bank Contribution. How does the Borrower perceive the

World Bank's involvement with this project? Were the Bank's

diagnoses of the problems of the Borrower, and those related

to the sector and project, and the resultant definition of



loan objectives and covenants, appropriate in retrospect? Did

the Bank influence the project design or implementation, and

was this influence constructive in retrospect? Has the Bank

learned the lessons of its experience, successful as well as

less- successful, with this project?

i) Other Considerations. Did the project have unintended social,

economic, or environmental effects? If the project likely to be

replicated?

15. As noted in para 4, all PCRs are submitted to OED and reviewed

independently by the operations evaluation staff. PCRs are either

forwarded, a. process otherwise referred to as *pass-through', by the DGO

-to the Executive Directors and the President (after soliciting and

incorporating any comments received from the borrowers or cofinancers), -or

held back for an independent evaluation of the project by OED. Hence PCRs

either constitute the final evaluative document on the project experience,

or they are incorporated into the Project Performance Audit Report (PPAR).

16. An -evaluation by OED, otherwise referred to as a performance

audit, routinely includes an examination of the files, the Board minutes,

interviews with operational staff and, in most cases, visits to project

sites and discussions with Borrowers and beneficiaries. Particular

emphasis is placed in project evaluations on the project's contribution to

the country's development, and on the borrower's view of the project

experience and the World Bank's participation in it. Environmental
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aspects. the role of women, institution building and technical assistance

receive systematic attention while increasingly an analysis is also made of

the factors that will determine if project benefits can be sustained.

17. The audit process includes substantial opportunity for review and

comment. All PPARs are circulated in draft form to the concerned Bank

staff, who are requested to screen for factual errors or

misrepresentations, after which they are sent to the Borrowers and

cofinancers for their comments. Comments from Bank staff, Borrowers and

cofinancers are taken into consideration by OED before reports are

finalized. However, the integrity of the ex-post evaluation requires that

OED retains full responsibility for the final output (and to that extent

therefore, its reports a-re not "cleared" by operational staff). At the

same time, communications from the Borrowers are reproduced in full as

annexes to the report. Only after this -extensive process of consultation

is completed are the reports released to the President and the Executive

Directors by the DGO. At the same time, -like other Board documents, they

are widely distributed within the Bank and to its member countries.

18. Audit work continues to evolve. While the earlier audits largely

concentrated on individual projects, to the extent feasible projects are

increasingly grouped into one audit. This -provides not only logistical

advantages but its also allows greater depth of analysis and better

understanding of the sector context. Clustering enables the auditor to

make inter-project comparisons, to focus on policy issues, and to draw

conclusions from a broader base of evidence. At present roughly 50Z of all

projects audited are clustered compared to hardly any three years ago.
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19. Every year OED prepares the ect Performance

Results. This provides an overview of 
all PPARs and PCRs issued during 

the

preceding calendar year. 
While earlier annual reviews provided 

a simple

overview of project evaluations, 
increasingly the analysis in the annual

review has focussed on a wider range of issues. 
over a longer time horizon,

taking into account findings 'of other evaluative work as well. The

preparation of the annual review 
involves many staff and indvidual 

sector

chapters are subjected 
to an intense dissemination effort 

within the Bank,

so as to ensure maximum 
feedback from Bank staff on findings 

and lessons.

The final report is discussed by the Bank's Board of Executive 
Directors

and is also-made public.

20. As a synopsis of an increasing number of project 
evaluations, the -

annual review remains the 
key account of the performance 

of Bank-supported

projects, and the empirical 
base for drawing lessons from 

past operational

experience. Yet it has become increasingly clear that the sample of

projects reviewed -each 
year is not necessarily a representative 

one, while

past project experience is not always relevant to ongoing operational

concerns. Rather than being encyclopedic, future annual reviews will be

made more thematic in their coverage.

21. The Bank's project evaluation 
system is certainly not unique, 

but

it is by far the most comprehensive among those of development 
agencies.

The cumulative number of 
projects evaluated reached 

1900 _by the end of FY88

(June 30, 1988). In addition 86 special evaluation studies have 
been
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undertaken to date. The costs of this endeavor are considerable. The

overall annual manpower requirements for ex-post evaluation in the Bank has

reached about 70 staff years, comprising almost 50 staff years for PCR

preparation (not counting the considerable costs to borrowers who prepare

their own PCRs) and about 20 for the OED effort.

22. Another feature of the Bank's system is its full coverage. Although

the independent evaluation is selective, PCRs are prepared for all project

and thus the ex-post evaluation system is complete. Originally, OED's

mandate required it to undertake PPARs of all completed projects.

However, depending on the nature of the project experience and its

significance for Bank operations, the depth of the audit process varied.

In a number of cases only sumary reviews were deemed necessary. This

system prevailed until 1982. Since then, under the "pass-through' system,

about half of each year's PCRs are selected by OED for independent

performance. audit, in accordance with criteria laid down by the Board.

These criteria- include: innovative projects (new technology, special

institutional arrangement, policy reform); large/complex projects;

inadequate PCR coverage of issues; high Bank lending priority areas

(poverty orientation, regional factors--i.e., Africa, policy based, highly

indebted countries, etc.), packaging of projects, requests by EDs, and

projects in new member countries. The pass-through ratio varies by types

of operation; for example, SALs and other policy-based lending operations

are all audited. By contrast, audit ratio's are lower in the more

traditional sectors of Bank lending, and in sectors were OED is undertaking

special evaluative work.



23. One of the reasons for introducing selective auditing was the

increasing number of PCRs prepared each year. As the Bank's lending

program increased, so did (with a time lag, of course) the number of PCRs.

The number of PCRs submitted to OED has increased sharply over the last

five years from less than 100 to close to 200, and this number is expected

to level off at around 250 in the years to come. Other reasons for

reducing the proportion of audits include the increasing quality of PCRs

prepared by Bank staff and the increasing ratio of 'follow-on* projects.

24. Nevertheless, the fact that PCRs are passed-through does not mean

that these projects are 'forgotten'. Their experience is, after all

recorded in an evaluative document (the PCR) which is widely distributed as

a Board document. Furthermore, they continue -to be analyzed as building

blocks-or other studies and work done by OED. Most importantly. the Annual

Reviews of Project Performance Results include findings of PCRs in

addition to those of PPARs.

25. Finally, a few words about the Borrower involvement. First, all

ex-post evaluations are finalized as official Board documents. .This

automatically means that they are transmitted in one or more copies to all

the member governments of the Bank. Hence, if nothing else the substantial

stock of evaluative experience is available to all Borrowers. How

internally in each country this information is stored and can be retrieved

is an issue, however, that might merit some further thought.
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26. Second, no ex-post evaluation is produced without an opportunity

for Borrowers to comment. Hence all pass-through PCRs and all PPAR are

sent to the Borrowers for comment and, as noted above, all comments

received are incorporated verbatim in the document that is sent to the

Board. Todate the experience has been that in most cases ex-post

evaluations are reviewed and commented upon by Borrowers, although far from

systematically. Nature of comments also vary considerably. Again, there

might be an issue that needs further discussion namely, are further

improvements in this commenting process feasible and desirable?

27. Thirdly, increasingly, the Bank has encouraged preparation of

PCRs by project management or by agencies of the borrowing governments

carrying out the projects. After all, Borrowers stand to benefit most

from the lessons of experience of their own projects. For this reason.

loan and credit agreements signed since 1977, contain a provision that the

borrower will prepare the PCR., 5/ within six months after the completion

of the loan/credit disbursements, and submit it to the Bank. However,

there is a difference between legal requirements and actual practice.

There is still only a few, albeit increasing. number of PCRs that in fact

are fully prepared by the Borrower. . In most cases the Borrower has been

involved in PCR preparation,* but final PCRs required varying degrees of

5/ Since 1985 this provision has been included in the general conditions
(Article IX).



Bank staff involvement. The trend, however, is promising. but again there

might be an issue here that merits further attention, namely should the

Borrower. produce a "Bank* PCR, or should the objective be that all Bank

financed projects (and for that matter other projects) be ex-post evaluated

by the Borrower (using their own systems and formats, which would provide

the basis for the Bank's PCR but not necessarily produce it).

28. Overall, therefore the framework for Borrower involvement in ex-

post evaluation exists. More needs to be done, however, and the

strengthening of evaluation capabilities in developing countries is

something that -OED strongly endorses.

OED Evaluation Studies

29. Project performance auditing is an important function, but not the

only activity carried out in OED. In addition to synthesizing audit

findings in the Annual Reviews a substantial number of other studies are

being-undertaken in line with OED's mandate to assess the effectivenes and

efficiency of the Bank's operational programs and activities. In many

cases, such studies elaborate on findings of earlier ex-post evaluation

work, whether embodied in PPARs or PCRs.
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30. Evaluation studies can be classified as follows:

(a) country and country sector reviews

- country reviews

- country specific sector and regional reviews

(b) impact evaluations

(c) operational and sector reviews

- comparative sector studies

- operational policy reviews

- operational procedures review

31. Country Reviews. These studies, initiated in 1984 at the request

of the Executive Directors, evaluate the effectiveness of Bank's

interaction with Borrowers in a member country over an extended period in

time. Two country studies were completed in FY86 (Pakistan and Sri Lanka)

and have been very well received by 'the Bank, the countries concerned and

other development agencies. Among the criteria that were used to identify

countries for this program are the following: (i) country conitment; (ii)

fruitful relationship over time (ups and downs not being excluded); (iii)

mid-size country (not so small that findings would be too limited -- not so

big that the exercise would become unmanageable); (iv) size and diversity

of past and prospective lending; and (v) regional distribution.



32. Thus, country reviews focus on the Bank's country programming, the

quality of economic and sector work, the complementarity of economic advice

and lending instruments, aid coordination and the effectiveness of the

policy dialogue. A further two country studies in Sub-Saharan Africa

(Tanzania, Senegal) have been substantially completed. However, before

embarking on further comprehensive country reviews, an assessment of their

impact is needed to determine whether they justify the large amount of

resources they absorb. In the meantime, the country review approach has

been extended to either the sector or regional level. The review of the

Colombia Power Sector is an exampl.e of the former and a possible review of

regional development in Northeast 'Brazil is an example of the latter.

Country specific sector studies focus on sector policy and strategy,

project selection and design, management and financial issues useful for

helping sharpen the Bank's role in both project and sector lending.

Country. regional reviews help to highlight programming and policy

experience and the interaction among projects in different sectors in the

same geographical region.

33. Impact Evaluations. Since 1979, OED has been undertaking impact

evaluations, or 'second look" studies that revisit projects about five

years after completion, when there is a better opportunity to assess

performance and the 'real' impact of the project. Contrary to earlier

predictions at the appraisal or completion stages, a reassessment at that

stage in the project cycle more closely approximates the 'final" results

over the full life of the project. Also, it takes account of developments
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during a phase when the project has become regularized'. i.e., without

receiving special external or internal attention as is the case during the

investment phase. OED impact evaluations normally include socio-economic

surveys to assess the impact of the project on its primary beneficiaries.

To date, impact evaluations have been undertaken mostly agricultural

projects (about 50) and a few education projects. The series is expanding

by about five impact evaluations each year., At present they cover

agricultural credit, irrigation and education projects.

34. The findings' in these -impact evaluations have provided much more

focus on the factors that are important in sustaining project benefits

after completion of the investment phase. The findings of all these impact

evaluations have been reviewed . in an OED special study entitled,

*Sustainability of Projects: First Review of -Experience". As the title

indicates, OED intends to continue evaluating the factors that have an

important bearing 'on project sustainability. Almost every audit now

analyzes this issue in some detail and PCRs are paying increasing attention

to sustainability. mostly as part of sensitivity analyses of rate of return

calculations.

35. Operational and Sector Reviews. Comparative Sector Reviews

compare project experience by major sectors and subsectors across-

countries. These studies emphasize special issues and draw lessons which

are relevant for future operations. These reviews highlight issues in

country sector work, the effectiveness of policy dialogues, project

selection, design and implementation as well as their socio-economic impact
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and the sustainability of project benefits. Other topics taken up in

sector studies include issues in institutional and manpower development,

operation and maintenance and self-financing. Examples of such reviews are

Bank experience with fisheries development, agricultural research and

extension, smallholder livestock, etc. More recently a review of Bank

experience with rural development has been completed. Also the .series of

sustainability studies will be continued at the sectoral level. One such

study covering fertilizer projects has been completed and two more,

covering education and DFI lending are nearing completion..

36. Operational Policy Reviews analyze the Bank's operational approach

to macro-economic or sector policy issues in borrowing countries. They

include reviews of structural adjustment lending and technical assistance.

The latter includes a review of free standing technical assistance projects

in Indonesia (completed) and in Sub-Saharan Africa (underway). A inajor

environmental study addressing the management of renewable natural

resources in agriculture was recently completed. Another study will

attempt to cover human resource development in Sub-Saharan Africa.

Structural adjustment lending will continue to receive close attention. An

impact evaluation of all five SAL operations in Turkey--considered jointly-

has been completed and a second SAL overview is envisaged. Other studies

focus on more detailed policies and practices such as procurement under

policy based lending and monitoring of SALs. In addition, study proposals

have been made. covering the review of the experience with export

development lending and the effectiveness of lending for support of .public

enterprises reform.
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37. Finally, a number of studies cover reviews of Bank operational

procedures. A substantial number of such studies have been completed over

the years, including: Delays in Loan and Credit Effectivenes (1975);

Delays in Project Preparation (1978); Role and Use of Consultants in Bank

Projects (1977); Built-in Monitoring and Evaluation (1977, 1979, 1981,

1984, 1985); The Supervision of Bank Projects (1979); Delays in Project

Implementation (1980); Procurement in Bank Financed Projects (1981);

Compliance with Loan Covenants (1982); Lending Conditionality-Water Charges

(1986)- and Lending Conditionality-Farm Prices (1988).

Dissemination and Feedback

38. The ultimate rationale for operations evaluation is to be found in

its impact on the quality of new projects and programs. Dissemination (the

actual process of -distribution of evaluation finding) and feedback (the

process of learning) must therefore be a high priority in any evaluative

system.

39. However, until recently evaluators have not shown great interest

in the process of dissemination, preferring to concentrate on evaluation,

leaving the dissemination to others. In any case there was a general

feeling that you could not prove that evaluation was useful, as it has

always been very difficult methodogically to trace the impact of evaluative

findings, let alone measure it in quantitative terms. In many cases, of

course, evaluation findings can not be isolated from the general
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progression in development thinking. Furthermore, it would not be prudent

to assume that evaluation provides the sole rationale for management

decisions. Decision making is a complex process influenced by many

factors.

40. Nevertheless, evaluation findings have influenced programs and

policies, although evidence is often anecdotal in nature. Thus, the

systematic attention now given to sustainability in Bank operational work

may be traced to OED's initial work on the subject. Much earlier, the

increased use of sociological expertise in the design of projects may be

another example. Also,' the IDA in Retrospect, (1982) reviewing the first

two decades .of IDA, made extensive use of Operations Evaluation reports.

More recently OED completed an operational policy review of conditionality

regarding cost recovery in irrigation: the Bank is now in the process of

reviewing its guidelines and policies in this field.

41. Partly as a result of OED's review of institutional development in

Africa, follow-up actions have been taken. Special units have been created

in the African Regional Office to provide expert help in designing

institutional development projects. A systematic ~country-by-country

analysis o-f public sector enterprises was undertaken to identify needs for

technical assistance in Western Africa. The design of new lending

strategies for agricultural development in Sub-Saharan Africa is another

example of learning from lessons of experience. The new approach is more

responsive to local conditions, deemphasizes substantial institutional

requirements and places strong emphasis on agricultural research extension.
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42. OED studies are also a source for developing Bank policy and

position papers. An example is OED's study on smallholder livestock

development which provided a substantial input into the Bank's policy paper

on that subject. Furthermore, after review by the JAC of the Sri Lanka and

Pakistan country studies, seminars were organized by the Region to discuss

the follow-up to OED's recommendations. In Nigeria, two PCRs provided the

basis for a week long seminar, attended by senior civil servants, project

and Bank staff to discuss the future strategy for agricultural development

in that country. Also, as a result of the Malaysia Jengka Triangle Impact

Evaluation, Malaysian Government officials expressed keen interest in

reviewing experiences in other countries that the study had analyzed for

comparative purposes. Arrangements for such visits were made.

43. Gratifying as these examples may be,- there is much that remains to

be done to make the process of dissemination more effective. In the first

place evaluators themselves need to focus their conclusion, target their

recommendations and make them action-oriented. They should also remember

their audience and ensure that evaluations remain relevant in relation to

the issues that confront us. While evaluators are solely responsible for

the quality and packaging of their messages, and can do much to improve 
the

distribution of their findings, others share in supporting the

dissemination process. Clearly those responsible in the Bank for policy

formulation should play a leading role. Methods to achieve this vary.

Some departments, especially in those sectors with large staffs, have

distributed "lessons learned" memoranda throughout the Bank. In other
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sectors meetings or retreats are used as a mechanism and in smaller

departments dissemination is part of the normal processes of management and

staff meetings. Increasingly internal Bank publications are used to

highlight evaluation processes and findings.

44. Another effective tool of dissemination is the discussion of OED

reports. All audits and special studies are submitted in draft to Bank

staff and borrowers for their comments. In the case of the Annual Review,

special meetings are arranged with operational staff for each sector

chapter. Through such interaction, the lessons of experience and the

necessary follow-u'p in terms of operational policies and procedures are

clearly identified. In addition, both OED and other Bank departments are

increasingly active in organizing meetings and seminars, for both Bank

-staff and borrowers, to disseminate OED findings. Furthermore, a more

systematic attempt is now made to capture the'feedback, or lesson learning

process itself. Thus, in the framework of the Operations Evaluation Annual

Report, managers were asked what action they had taken or not in relation

to specific OED recommendation in their area of responsibility. A

consolidated report was subsequently submitted to the Board of Executive

Directors.

45. However, dissemination should not only be output oriented, inputs

from evaluation are increasingly important as well. OED is now regularly

requested to comment on draft policy papers and guidelines that are being

developed and its staff members participate in Bank wide task forces to

ensure that evaluations are brought to bear on major development and
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process issues that need to be resolved. In fact, our experience has

clearly shown that the evaluators' independence should not be equated with

isolation. On the other hand, by expanding the scope of active

dissemination, there are clearly issues that relate to safeguarding the

independence and integrity of the evaluation process. Obviously the

.evaluator can never be the decision maker.

46. In fact, a major problem in the evaluation dissemination process

might well be that we tend to think too simplistic about the influence

evaluation can have on the decision making process. Carol Weiss has

explored this in more detail in a recent article 61 and concludes:

'Most evaluation are undertaken in a policy making system where

authority is dispersed, multiple groups have a say, and policy

is the resultant of conflicts and accomodations across a complex

and shifting set of players. The evaluator has little chance of

being a 'grey eminence' standing behind the decision maker.

But evaluation findings that become known in the larger policy

community have a chance to affect the terms of the debate, the

language -in which it is conducted, and the ideas that are

considered relevant in its resolution. Even when decisions

come about through informal compromises and accomodations,

without conscious activation of formal decision-making

machinery, generalizations focus evaluation can percolate into

the stock of knowledge that participants draw upon."

61 Carol H. Weiss (1988): Evaluation for Decisions: Is Anybody There?

Does Anybody Care? In Evaluation Practice, Volume 9, Number 1, February

1988.
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Lessons from Annual Review and Studies

47. As noted above, the annual review remains a major instrument to

aggregate and distill lessons from the Bank's operational experience

obtained through ex-post evaluation. The last Annual Review issued by OED

(and to be published soon) analyzed the 187 loan and credit operations

which were reviewed by OED in 1987. Like earlier reviews it noted that

inadequate attention to the implications of a country's unique socio-

political and economic conditions in project design had damaged performance

in a significant number of projects and recommended that the Bank needs to

strengthen its dialogue with Borrowers (the establishment of country

department should address this need). It also, as did earlier reviews,

clearly established the linkage between project outcome and quality of

preparation, -or - conversely the high risk associated with insufficient

project preparation efforts (premature appraisal). A common thread in five

highly regarded projects in the cohort was the insistence on strong

financial accountability in parastatal-type institutions that implied more

clearly defined responsibilities for their management. With regard to

supervision one of the recommendations of the report related to the greater

use of procurement specialists, and more detailed assessments of

supervision needs during appraisal.

48. In addition to the series of general conclusions, the sector

chapters of the annual review offer more specific findings and

recommendations. For example, *the Bank experience with privatization-of

specific agricultural activities illustrates that successful privatization
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depends very much on the local political and economic environment and the

Borrower's commitment to this policy, the particular type of activity to be

privatized and the transparency of the privatization process. Proposals

for radical departures from established practice are unlikely to be

effective without addressing thoroughly the Borrower's institutional

arrangements and commitment to privatization policies.'" The SAL chapter

was particularly rich in conclusions relating to the delivery of technical

assistance, conditionality clauses, while the whole area of SAL procedures

remains open for further analysis.

49. With regard to SAL conditionality 'clauses, the review reached the

following conclusions:

'First, conditionalities that do not have strong political support

from the Borrower do not work. Second, conditionalities need to

be-soundly anchored in credible economic and sector work or

technical assistance. Third, conditionalities that prove

unworkable, ineffective or irrelevant need to be detected and

revised in timely fashion. Fourth, conditionalities should

focus on the key adjustments called for under the program,

rather than be dispersed on secondary aspects. Fifth,

conditionalities should take into account the macroeconomic

consequences of the policy prescriptions. A related concern

emerging from the broader experience with SAL operations is

the need to improve both the methodology for evaluating

them, and the analysis needed to ascertain the possible

social impacts of the recommended policy changes.*
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With regard to related technical assistance the following conclusions were

drawn in the review:

'First, it did not serve as a substitute for carefully

designed and orchestrated economic and sector work that

fostered dialogue in an environment free of crisis. Second

the studies initiated during -the SAL program tended to cover

the waterfront and exceeded the Borrower's capacity to

absorb, prioritize and implement, as well as the Bank's

capacity to advise and monitor. The Bank should be selective

in choosing studies.*

50. Among the many other general and sector conclusion, one merits

specific reference, namely the Review concluded that there is a bias

towards optimism in Bank appraisal, *Even while acknowledging the adverse

impact of the external environment, particularly severe -in this period, and

the difficulties some Borrowers had with implementation. and even while

recognizing major successes, some issues still require sustained attention

by the Bank: Many of the objectives set at appraisal for the operations

under review were unrealistic; the scheduled rates of implementation for

investment projects in particular were based on excessive expectations, as

were many of the institutional - objectives and appraisal ERRs; and, in the

case of the SALs, the adjustment process took much longer than projected.

Most of the appraisals of the 1987 cohort also appear to have assumed that

the projects would be relatively problem-free most of the time. The
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results portrayed above demonstrate that the implementation conditions

encountered were seldom as accommodating as foreseen at appraisal.' As

earlier annual reviews had reached similar conclusions, the recommendation

was made for a much broader risk analysis of project performance at

appraisal. *A more elaborate and candid assessment of risk at appraisal

that identifies and weighs the key factors to which the project is expected

to be most sensitive could allow better judgements to be made on all other

stages of the project cycle, including the adequacy of preparation, the

likely focus and cost of supervision, the probability of achieving the

intended results, the sharpness of ex-post evaluation and the. quality of

experience gained.,

51. The above are the major but not the only conclusions of the Annual

Review of Project Performance Results.. Studies are other sources of major

evaluative findings, but audits and PCRs are also extremely effective

instruments of lesson learning. The latter tend to focus not on aggregates

and therefore offer insights that are particularly useful for Borrowers and

their implementing agencies and Bank operational staff. We all know that

we should improve preparation, but what about specifics I Most audits

attempt to deal with the latter. For example: A 1986 cluster audit of

five irrigation projects in Indonesia provided the opportunity for the

auditors to address several issues of on-going importance to the entire

irrigation sub-sector in Indonesia which - would not have been possible in

the case of a single project audit. These issues included inadequacies in

project preparation which led to serious problems during implementation and

less than satisfactory rates of return in a few notable examples; poor
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standards of operation and -maintenance which' raise questions about

sustainability of project achievements; the difficult problem of cost

recovery in irrigation projects; and raised questions about the role of

Government, particularly with regard to tertiary system construction and

groundwater deveiopment.

52. Another recent example of a single project audit relevant to- this

seminar is the PPAR for a small scale irrigation loan to Malaysia. This

project, which started in late 1977 and finished early 1985 was adversely

affected during implementation by a fundamental change within the Malaysian

economy, which led to large numbers of farmers abandoning their rice land

and obtaining employment in export-oriented manufacturing industries. As a

result, benefits in the form of increased rice production expected from the

improved irrigation infrastructure did not- materialize, and the estimated

rate of return at project completion was 3Z compared with an expected 23Z

at appraisal. The audit used this experience to illustrate the way in

which an apparently well conceived and prepared project can be derailed by

changing economic circumstances external to the project, and to emphasize

the need for continual awareness of -changes in -the wider economic climate

on the part of project management through the implementation stage.

53. The primary lesson of an Indian Railway Modernization and

Maintenance Audit was that any component of a lending operation that is

likely to have a substantial impact on the level or deployment of the labor

force is going to experience difficulties. Conversely, any component that

is neutral in this respect is likely to proceed smoothly.
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54. A special study of World Bank experience with renewable resource

management in agriculture, completed in 1988. reviewed the findings from

335 completed PPARs/PCRs and 23 impact evaluations to identify the range of

topics and issues encountered in Bank-assisted projects and analyzed twenty

years of Bank experience in twelve representative case study countries.

including Indonesia, Malaysia, and the Philippines. The study documents

the steady increase in environmental concern by the Bank and its Borrowers

over the past two decades. It shows that economic and sector work in the

past has been unable to provide the necessary strategic frame for deciding

what the main resource management issues or operational options were in

Bank Borrower countries, and concludes that, in consequence, selection and

design of projects.has in the main been opportunistic and influenced by

policy papers and Bank operational guidelines rather than by economic and

sector work. In consequence, environmental impact assessments in project

appraisals appear perfunctory in relationship to the project selection and

design process, with environmental issues being given less attention than

they deserved in the preparation and appraisal stages of the project cycle.

55. The special study on Sri Lanka noted that *The recent relationship

between Sri Lanka and the Bank has been on the whole an effective and

successful one. Some difficult steps have been taken. Change required in

the future may be even more difficult, if only because the Aid program

which helped make past reforms possib-le was expanding dramatically in the

past. That is why it is all the more important that Bank staff who deal

with Sri Lanka are strengthened and that they focus their attention in the
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future on a limited number of key issues." The report analyzed the

undoubted achievements in Sri Lanka's development strategy but also

revealed certain remaining problem areas. On the basis of its analysis the

study suggested that some adjustment in Bank procedures could be warranted:

first, focussing the program more clearly on key current and future

problems; second, relating total size of lending more explicitly to policy

changes; third, reducing macro-economic conditions attached to Bank

lending; fourth, focussing recommendations on essential changes, and fifth,

mobilizing additional resources from other donors in support of agreed

policy changes. During the three decades of relationship there have been

periods of fruitful and periods of- poor relations. In order to ensure more

continuity and stability in such relationships in the future, the review

recommended that the Bank should: first, continue low key involvement in

unfavorable periods so the Bank remains familiar with the country; second,

expand Bank interaction at the highest political levels in Government;

third, reduce the number of missions, and fourth, reduce the frequency of

rotation of Bank staff.

56. The Rural Development Review included more than 20 speci-fic

findings and conclusions. No attempt will be made to summarize them here. 7/

Suffice to say that they were all highly relevant, especially since poverty

alleviation in rural areas remains an important objective of Bank lending.

7/ Rural Development, World Bank Experience, 1965-86, A World Bank

Operations Evaluation Study, 1988, pages xvii-xx.
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However, the example also illustrates the problems of attempting to

summarize in a few pages the lessons learned from 15 years evaluation

experience. Unless one accepts a series of generalizations and platitude,

clearly one cannot summarize what is already summarized in very concise

analytical documents.

57. The purpose of this section has not been to provide a systematic

account-of lessons learned, but merely to illustrate the type of lessons

that can be drawn. Hopefully this provides evidence about what usefully

can be expected of ex-post evaluation.

Concluding Remarks

58. Within the elaborate framework of monitoring and evaluation of

projects and the supervision thereof by concerned agencies, ex-post

evaluation has its own role. As a retrospective view, it can focus on

operations in an objective and detached way and from a wider perspective.

Away from direct operational responsibility, it can distill lessons for

wider applicability. Principles of accountability and lesson learning,

however, need to be embodied in any ex-post evaluation system.

-59. The World Bank has intertwined these two principles in both the

organization and process of ex-post evaluation. The system is two-tier.

with the first assessment made by the concerned operational units followed

- by an independent review by the separate operations evaluation

organization. While the Bank's system is not unique, it has demonstrated

that independence and two-tier approaches to project evaluation are

important elements for any ex-post evaluation system.
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60. Borrowers are increasingly involved in ex-post evaluation, not

only as receivers of information or commentators, but increasingly as

active participants in the ex-post assessments themselves. However, there

are great variations in levels of participation among countries. 8/ The

development of evaluation capabilities in developing countries is an

important objective of the World Bank in general and OED in particular.

S/ A first attempt to assess the situation was made by the DAC Expert Group
on Aid Evaluation at a seminar in Paris in 1987, at which evaluation

experts of Africa, Asia, Europe, Latin America and North America shared

their experiences. For reference see Evaluation in Developing Countries,

A Step in a Dialogue, OECD 1988.
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THE WORLD BANK

Operations Evaluation System

Post Evaluation

1. One of the basic purposes of evaluation in any organization is to
assess how far and how efficiently operational programs and activities are
producing the desired results, and to feed the information back into the
formation of new directions, policies, and procedures. Tension may arise
between the reporting dimension of evaluation, for purposes of
accountability, and the learning dimension, to assist management; the former
requires full independence from management for greatest credibility and the
latter, full integration into manag-ement for quickest absorption of useful
lessons. Experience in a number of organizations has shown that the
evaluation function has sometimes been too closely linked to particular
levels of management, with constraints to its freedom in reporting and
originality, and imagination in lesson learning. In other cases, it has
sometimes been too distant from appropriate levels of management, leading to
insufficient practical focus and a lack of impact where this matters rost if
evaluation is to improve future programs. The correct position is hari to
establish and maintain.

2. The World Bank, as an organization of international cooperation for
development, has particular features which have to be taken into account in
considering the appropriate structure of evaluation. It has major resources
-- those it lends and those it spends for administrative purposes -- for
which important allocative decisions have to be made. The World Bank has a
complex decision structure in which decisions on policies, budgets, and
lending and borrowing commitments are made by the Executive Directors;
recommendations on these matters and major administrative decisions are =ade
by the President; and day-to-day operational and administrative decisions are
delegated down the whole structure of management.

3. Moreover, since the objective of the Bank's lending is not simply to
transfer resources but to support problem solving activities in member
countries, the ultimate outcome of its operational decisions depends mainly
on actions by the borrower. Thus, evaluation for the World Bank has to be
concerned with activities at different levels of both the Bank and its
borrowers and be responsive to the concerns of each.

4. To meet the particular needs of the World Bank, a separate
operations evaluation unit was first established by the President in late
1960. Since then, the President from time to time has reviewed with the
Executive Directors the evolution of this function and its place in the
organizational structure. After such a review, in late 1974, the Executive
Directors decided to establish a new post of Director-General, Operations
Evaluation. Appointees to this post would have rank equivalent to that of a
Vice President, hold office for renewable terms of five years, be removable
only by the Executive Directors and be ineligible for subsequent appointment
or reappointment to the staff of the World Bank except in unusual
circumstances. In 1975, the Executive Directors appointed as the first



incumbent a senior officer of the Bank. These arrangements were designed to
ensure familiarity with the problems of development and the operations of the
World Bank, while providing for the constitutional independence deemed
necessary for this function.

5. To further provide for the necessary independence, the
Director-General Operations Evaluations (DGO) is not part of the normal
management structure of the Bank; rather he is directly responsible to the
Executive Directors of the Bank. More in particular the DGO is responsible
for:

(a) assessing whether the Bank's programs and activities are producing
the expected results;

(b) incorporating OED's assessments and findings into recommendations
for the formulation of new directions, policies and procedures with
the purpose of improving the efficiency of the Bank's programs and
activities, and their effectiveness and responsiveness to member
country needs; and

(c) appraising the Bank's operations evaluation system and reporting on
its adequacy for use within the Bank and by the member governments.

6. Operations evaluation in the Bank therefore has a wide ranging
mandate, namely the assessment of the effectiveness and efficiency of Bank
operational programs and activities. However, as a large part of the Bank's
activities relate to investment in projects, it is only natural that the
first emphasis in evaluation is also with these projects. 'Post evaluation
involves both Bank operational staff as well as the Bank's evaluation
officers.

Self-Evaluation

7. In order to achieve the most effective impact on future operations,
the evaluation system in the Bank is based on the principle that evaluation
should be carried out in the first instance by those directly involved in the
activities being evaluated. Evaluation is therefore designed as a two-tier
system. The first tier consists of self-evaluation by the relevant
operational units; the second tier provides reviews of these
self-evaluations, and of the operational experience that they cover, by an
independent operations evaluation staff.

8. Most of the evaluation effort is thus decentralized and carried out
by the same technical departments dealing with ex-ante project appraisal and
supervision of implementation within the World Bank's six regional offices
and the central projects staff. Post evaluation is normally done shortly
after the last loan or credit disbursement is made. The Bank's operational
staff then prepares a Project Completion Report (CR), reviewing the extent
to which the objectives and expectations of the project have been, or are
likely to be, achieved. It examines the significance of any deviations from
plans. It is not intended to record a detailed history of the project, but
to analyze whether the project was worth doing and what lessons might be
learned from it. As a general rule PCRs should normally be prepared six
months after the completion of the loan/credit disbursements but this rule
can be applied flexibly if there is reason to do so.
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9. Increasingly, the Bank has encouraged preparation of PCRs by project
management or by agencies of the borrowing governments carrying out the
projects. The borrowers, after all, stand to benefit more than anyone else
from the lessons of experience relating to their own projects. For this
reason, almost every loan or credit agreement now signed by the World Bank
contains a provision that the borrower will prepare the PCR and submit it to
the Bank.

Project Completion Reports

10. The starting point for post evaluation therefore is the Project
Completion Report which to a large extent represents the culmination of
regular supervision by the World Bank. The PCR reviews comprehensively the
extent to which the objectives and expectations, on the basis of which the
Bank loan or IDA credit was approved, have been or show promise of being
achieved. It examines the reasons for deviations from plans and attempts to
assess their significance critically. Its purpose is not to record a
comprehensive history of the project, but to consider candidly, in the light
of what actually happened up to that time, whether in retrospect the project
was worth doing and what lessons are to be learned from this experience. The
principal questions that are normally addressed, most of which are also asked
during project supervision, and related "if notwhy n.?" questions are the
following

(1) Proiect Objectives. Were the objectives of the projects
appropriate and clearly defined? Were the project objectives
realized in the judgment of the Bank, and as far as known, of
the Borrower? In realizing or failing to realize the
objectives, what were the major weak points, or strong points,
of the projects?

(2) Economic and Social Impact. Are the economic and social
effects of the project likely to reach the expected level?
Was the distribution of project benefits by region or income
group as expected? If the PCR cannot answer these questions
or offer meaningful coment on them so soon after completion,
when should a re-evaluation of the project be scheduled?

(3) Institution Building. How was the question of institutional
development addressed in conjunction with the project? Was
the institution building strategy adopted appropriate and
effective in relation to the project and its broader sector
context? Have agreed or expected reforms in policies and
structures been carried out, and have such reforms been
successful? Were the project management arrangements
satisfactory?

(4) Financial Performance. Have the financial objectives,
including cost recovery and self-financing of investment been
fulfilled?
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(5) Implementation. Were the project and its principal components
fully completed, on time, and within cost estimates? Were
final unit costs reasonable? What changes were made during
implementation, and why? Did the Borrower and its consultants
perform as expected?

(6) Compliance. Did the Borrower and Government comply with the
loan covenants and related agreements?

(7) Efficiency. Could similar projects be prepared, appraised and
implemented in future more quickly or economically without
undue risk to project and sector objectives?

(8) World Bank Contribution. How does the Borrower perceive the
World Bank's involvement with this project? Were the Bank's
diagnoses of the problems of the Borrower, and those related
to sector and project, and the resultant definition of loan
objectives and convenants appropriate in retrospect? Did the
Bank influence the project design or implementation, and was
this influence constructive in retrospect? Has the Bank
learned the lessons of its experience, successful as well as
less successful, with this project?

(9) Other C.:nsiderations. Did the project have unintended social,
economic, or environmental effects? Is the project likely to
be replicated?

Particular emphasis is placed on the project's contribution to the country's
development, and on the Borrower's view of the project experience and the
World Bank's participation in it. Increasingly an analysis is also made of
the factors that will determine if project benefits can be sustained.

11. Guidelines issu-'I to staff require that the Project Completion
Report be selective in ne depth to which particular questions are pursued
and avoid perfectionist of writing and presentation so that the crucial facts
may be brought out and the lessons drawn at the lowest possible cost to the
World Bank and the Borrower. Nevertheless, the costs are considerable. The
overall cost to the Bank o. the projects evaluation process for FY85 is
estimated at about 54 staff years, comprising 39 staff years for PCR
preparation and 15 for the OED input (these figures do not include the
special studies unTdertaken by OED).

12. Guidelines for PCR preparation are included in OMS 3.58 but have
also been published (September 1983) so as to be available to borrowers who
increasingly prepare PCRs. For example some 40: of the 190 PCRs received in
OED in FY85 were prepared by borrowers although only a small number were
complete and nearly all required additional input by Bank staff.

Project Performance Audits

13. To ensure an objective treatment of the project's achievements, each
of the PCRs is in turn reviewed by the staff of the Operations Evaluation
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Department (OED), which is responsible, through a Director, to the
Director-General, Operations Evaluation. OED staff members are selected by
and are responsible to the Director and Director-General and have
unrestricted access to the staff and records of the World Bank and its
affiliates. The Department presently comprises 33 professional staff members
with an almost equal number of support staff.

14. OED reviews systematically and comprehensively, after project
completion, all World Bank lending operations and their contribution to the
development process in member countries. This is done by OED submitting to
the Executive Directors a Proiect Performance Audit Report (PPAR) consisting
of a memorandum testifying to the apparent yAlidity and comp-Kehsyessof
rhe PCR, with whatever qualifications or additions OED deems necessary,
summarizing the project experience and highlighting lessons and issues that
can be derived from this experience. The PCR is also attached to this audit
memorandum and is therefore an integral part of the PPAR. Originally, OED's
mandate required it to undertake project performance audits of all completed
projects. Depending on the nature of the project experience and its
significance for Bank operations, the depth of the audit process varied. In
a number of cases only summary reviews were deemed necessary and the PCR
together with a summary of highlights submitted to the Board (abbreviAeLd,
audit)-. In other cases full audits were undertaken by OED. In addition to
studying all documents bearing on the concerned project preparation and
design and the implementation experience OED staff also engaged in intensive
discussions with the responsible operational staff in the Bank. Such audits
were called int~xmediatuAditd , but if a visit to the country was also
undertaken they became indepth audits.

15. All audit reports are circulated in draft to the responsible Bank
staff and after initial screening for factual errors or misrepresentations
sent to the Borrowers for comment. Comments are taken into consideration
before the report is finalized (however, OED has full responsibility for the
final product and to that extent its reports are not "cleared") and
communications from the Borrowers are reproduced in full as an annex to the
audit memorandum. Only after this process is completed is the report
released to the President and the Executive Directors by the Director-General
Operations Evaluation. At the same time, like other Board documents, it is
widely distributed in the Bank (all departments normally receive copies).

16. However, quality of PCR preparation has considerably improved over
time and inApril1983 a sele .YeAudit ing ysze.was introduced. ?CRs are
still prepared for all completed projects and read in OED. However, for
projects which had no significant shortfall against expectations and no
significant issues of general interest as well as an acceptable analysis of
project experience, no further audit work is undertaken by OED and the PCR
released to the Executive Directors as the post evaluation document.
However, even in these cases the PCR is still first sent to the Borrower for
comment. At present a little under 50%_of the PCRs are being handled as such
"pass throughs". The remainder are being subjected to full audit by OED
staff. This new system of selective auditing has been closely scrutinized by
both Bank staff and Executive Directors and has been found to be working
satisfactorily.
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17. One of the underlying reasons for selectivity was the increasing
number of PCRs prepared each year. As the Bank's lending program increased,
so did (with a time lag, of course) the number of PCRs. The number of PCRs
submitted to OED has increased sharply over the last five years from less
than 100 to close to 200, and we now expect this number to level off at
around 250 for the years to come. Other reasons were the increasing quality
of PCRs and the increasing ratio of follow on projects to projects new in the
sector or subsector.

18. Nevertheless, the fact that PCRs are passed through does not mean
that these projects are "forgotten". Their experience was after all recorded
in an evaluative document (the PCR) and distributed in the Bank.
Furthermore, they continue to be analyzed within the framework of other
studies and work done by OED. Most importantly the annual reviews of project
performance alidit results continue to include findings of PCRs in addition to
those in audit reports.

19. Audit work itself is also continually evolving. While the earlier
audits largely concentrated on individual projects, increasingly to the
extent that that is feasible, projects -re grouped for purposes of audit in
order to provide greater depth of analysis and to allow better understanding
of the sector context in which projects are being executed. Such group
audits have been undertaken for example for six agricultural projects in
Tanzania, four agricultural projects in Malaysia, four transport projects in
Zaire, etc.

Dissemination of Information

20. A major purpose of the evaluation is to learn from experience. To
that extent it is therefore especially important that the evaluation findings
are desseminated to the "right" people. Responsibility for this function is
not limited to OED, but operational staff, especially in the support
departments, also share in the execution of this function. One of the more
important instruments for dissemination of information is the Annual Review
of Project Performance Audit Results. These contain a concise analysis of
the results and findings contained in all PPARs and PCRs issued in a given
year, increasingly against a wider reference point of earlier project
experiences and focussing of issues of particular operational importance.
Ten such Annual Reviews have been issued by OED so far, and the eleventh is
presently being finalized for distribution to the Board.

21. Another major reference document prepared in OED is the Concordance
(short for Concordance to Project Performance Audit Reports Issued by the
Operations Evaluation Department March 1972 to June 30, 1984). This document
iS updated yearly and contains the cumulative findings contained in all PPARs
and PCRs issued by OED. These have been summarized and classified for each
PPAR or PCR and are contained in a computerized memory bank. In addition to
the Concordance as a document the memory bank itself is also accessible and
continuous efforts are being made to.expand the memory bank and to improve
the computerized storage and retrieval system and link it more closely with
the Bank's bibliographic data system (reports desk) and the larger management
information system now being developed in the Bank. As of June 30, 1985 a
total of 1323 projects had been evaluated and their findings are contained in
this datatase.5
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Other OED Activities

22. Project performance auditing is an important OED function, but not
the only activity carried out in OED. In addition to systematically
synthesizing audit findings in the Annual Reviews and in the computerized
data banks, a substantial number of other studies are being undertaken in
line with OED's mandate to assess the effectiveness and efficiency of the
Bank operational programs and activities. In many cases, such studies
elaborate on findings of earlier OED audit work.

23. Projects are not finished at completion. In fact many are expected
to produce benefits for a long period thereafter, be this continued
education, increased agricultural production on the irrigation command area,
or continued improved institutional performance. The PCR in itself is only
capable to capture the investment dimension of the project. For that reason
OED has decided rather early that it would be worthwhile to revisit completed
pdjct about four to five years after project completion t assess how
that particular project continued to function. Such Impact Evaluations have
been undertaken for about 20 agricultural projects or groups of agricultural
projects and 5 impact evaluations each year, mostly in agriculture.

24. The findings in these impact evaluations have provide much more
focus on the factors which are important to sustain project benefits after
completion of the investment phase. The findngs of all these impact
evaluations have been reviewed in a recent OED special study: s
of Projects: FirstR evewof Experience. As the title indicates OED intends
to continue evaluating the factors that have an important bearing on project
sustainability. Almost every audit now analyses this subject in some detail
and PCRs are paying increasing attention to- this subject also mostly in
relation to esiii ana~lysis of rate of return calculations. Further
sustainability studies are pla ned by OED and will relate to sustainability
issues in fertilizer projects, electricity projects and education projects.

25. Other special studies done by OED harvest the experience contained
in certain sectors. Examples are studies of Bank experience with settlement,
fisheries, monitoring and evaluation (4 studies have been completed over the
years), agricultural research and extension, water management in irrigation
projects, rural development in Sub-Saharan Africa, training components in
Bank projects, etc. In the meantime simular studies a-re underway, more in
particular a study of Bank experience with structural adjustment lending.

26. Yet another group of studies reviews in detail Bank operations in a
certain sector in a country. Reviews have been undertaken of Bank operation
in the agricultural sector in Indonesia, the Philippines, and comparatively
Malawi and Burkina Fasso, of the Industries and DFC program in Turkey and the
water supply and waste disposal-program in Tunesia. Studies underway cover
Bank experience in the transport sectors in Kenya and Tanzania, as well as
with a series of import loans in Bangladesh.

27. Based on the experience with these sector reviews, OED has taken the
initiative to widen the scope of attention to the whole range of interactions
between the Bank and a given'country. This is probably the most ambitious
undertaking in operations evaluation so far. Two such country program and
policy reviews are underway.
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28. Another group of studies relates to reviews of spec-ific Bank
QPerational policies. In the past this has intictdedstudies -ieffectiveness
deaiys, delayoii~~p~roject preparation, use of conguJltan=s in Bank projects.
This was followed by studies on the Bank's supevision role, delays in
project implementation, experience with procurement, experience with
covenants included in loan/credit agreements, experience with technical
assistance based on a case study of technical assistance projects, and
components in Bangladesh, and the most recent study on Bank experience with
institution building, based on a number of case studies in Africa. This
series is being continued at present with special emphasis on Bank experience
with conditionality. Two studies are presently being completed and cover
reviews of cost recovery in irrigation and more broadly agricultural pricing
policies. Conditionality studies in other sectors are also being planned.

29. All in all, OED's work programs cover a wide range of studies and
audits, clearly a reflection of the broad mandate of OED to assess the
effectiveness and efficiency of Bank operational programs and activities. It
is also clear that post evaluation does not imply post-mortems. Rather,
because of selectivity and the issue oriented approach OED has followed in
developing its overall programs as well as individual work, it makes
important contributions to what is relevant in the Bank's work today and
tomorrow. Because of the wide range of its attention span as well as
worldwide cove-age OED is also a challenging place to work.

RvdL 9-12-85
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Mechanisms for Integrating OED Findings into the
Policy Formulation Process of the Bank

1. This paper has been prepared at the request of the Joint Audit
Committee (see JAC/M 85-3, para. 6). It reviews the mechanisms in place to
feed back OED's findings and recommendations into the Bank's policy
formulation and operational decisions. In conclusion, the paper also
suggests possible ways of further strengthening this process. The Operations
Policy Staff have been consulted in developing the recommendations of this
paper.

OED Feedback Mechanisms

2. Major OED reports such as the Annual Review or operational policy
reviews, often contain recommendations suggesting changes in Bank policies or
procedures with a view to enhancing operational efficiency and
effectiveness. Such recommendations are followed up both by OED and
operational staff.

3. In L-s(Annual Reports- OED reports regularly on the implementation
of earlier recommendations, detailing the specific measures taken by Bank
management and emphasizing areas where further action may be required. The
last Annual Report (No. 5247, dated August 30, 1984), for instance, indicates
the actions taken by the Bank on specific recommendations made in one of
OED's policy reviews (Compliance with Loan Covenants). This trac king
mechanism has been in place since 1978; recommendations of new special
studies and thE Bank's reaction to them are added from year to year as the
earlier recor 2ndations, already acted upon, are taken out.

4. OEu'sn ual Review rovide another vehicle to followup on lessons
and recommendati -7eimiating from OED's work. The Tenth Annual Review (No.
5248, dated August 30, 1984), for example, devotes a special chapter to the
"Summary Findings, Lessons, Feedback" (Volume One, Chapter IV). In this
chapter, major findings from project evaluations are highlighted and remedial
action is recommended to be applied in future operations. The follow-up
measures are carefully reviewed with operational staff.

5. Moreover, in a special annex (Volume Three, Annex III) the Annual
Reviews flag certain issues that have emerged as of recurring concern. The
purpose of this annex is to provide a ready reference by which progress made
in the more important deficiencies noted can be tracked in subsequent project
evaluations.

6. Specific project-related issues are reviewed with operational staff
concerned as and when they arise. Beyond that, OED endeavors to disseminate
its audit reports more broadly among professional staff in the operating
departments. To ascertain the extent to which OED reports were made
available to and used by operational staff, the department conducted an
informal survay in FY83. The findings varied as between sectors and
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departments, but it appears that readership is less at levels below Division
Qhief because heavy work pressure often prevents staff from reading PPARs
that do not concern them directly. It may therefore be more important for
the operational staff to learn the more general lessons which are provided in
syntheses prepared both by OED and the OPS Sector Departments.

Follow-up Mechanisms Employed by Operational Staff

7. The adequate dissemination among operational staff of the findings
of OED reports and their integration into the operational decision process is
a matter of importance to the Bank's management. A number of mechanisms are
employed to achieve these objectives.

8. First, operational departments ar -directly responsible for the
preparation of project completion reports PCRs) which provide the basis for
ex-post evaluations of individual projects The quality of the PCRs has
improved markedly since project auditing became -selective in mid-1982, and
valuable lessons are learned already at that stage. In addition, operational
staff review individual project performance audi: reports (PPARs) prepared by
OED, and are fully involved in the process of lesson learning from such
operations.

9. The next stage, which involves the broader distribution of
completed PCRs and PPARs, is done selectively to reflect the wide variety of
reports and the different ways the Bank is organized. Every unit in the
Operating Departments receives the reports which are considered relevant to
its work. A Regional Agriculture Division, for example, receives not only
all PCRs and PPARS of its own projects, but also others in which it. is
interested.

10. The ector Departments in OPS/EI- hav- the primary responsibility
for disseminating the lessons of the audits to the different Regions. The
procedures cannot be uniform for they depend on the number and diversity of
projects involved and the number of staff in the sector. In Agicultu
there are a large number of project audits and of staff, and a wide variety
and diversity of projects, ranging from research, to extension, credit,
marketing, crop production, forestry, irrigation, land settlement and so
forth. Accordingly, the Agriculture and Rural Development Department of the
Operations Policy Staff prepares and distributes memoranda on the lessons
learned from PPARs to all managers in the agricultural sector in the Bank, to
Directors of Programs Departments, and to Resident Missions abroad. Summary_
Findin gs the_OED Annual Reviews (para. 4 above) are discussed by Regional
agricultural managers with OED staff under the chairmanship of the Director,
AGR. Similar feedback arrangements exist for other sectors such as industry,
DFCs, education, transport and public utilities, though the specific
mechanisms used vary from one sector to another.

11. Beyond dissemination, the Bank's management is also concerned that
the lessons of experience are integrated into the decision orocesses. The
instructions on Project Briefs require that they record "relevant experience
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acquired in the design or supervision/implementat ion of projects in the same
country," and specifically refer staff to PCRs and PPARs. The Pregident's
Rejorts and Recommendations to Executive Directors for approval of new loans
and credits are required to__iis_.n sthe lessons from prior relevant project
audits and how the proposed project takes these lessons into account. During
the apraisal review process a major function of the OPS advisers is to
bring to bear on new projects the lessons of experience of prior relevant
projects. In addition, numerous studies are undertaken which address broader
issues identified in the project audits and summarized in OED's Annual
Reviews and Annual Reports.

12. The special studies prepared by OED are subject to very close
review, usually on a Bank-wide basis. For example, studies on procurement,
on project supervision, on compliance with loan covenants, and on
institutional development in Africa were disseminated throughout the Bank at
all the relevant management levels, comments were requested and the
management responses were widely considered before the reports were
distributed to the Executive Directors. Actions taken or proposed by the
Bank's Management in response to OED's recommendations are reported to the
Board (see para. 3 above). In the case of the study on loan covenants, for
instance, steps were recently taken by the Bank to use loan covenants more
selectively and to streamline legal documents, as had been recommended by
OED.

13. Finally, project audits and other OED reports are a major source
for special Bank studies such as the IDA Retrospective and World Development
Reports, and a variety of sector papers.

Possible Further Action

14. Over the years, effective feedback mechanisms have been established
both by OED and the operating departments. These mechanisms while not
without shortcomings by and large see to it that OED's findings and
recommendations are taken into account in the Bank's procedures and policy
formulating process. To further strengthen the existing procedures and to
provide direct feedback from experience at a few selected points in the
project and policy formulation process, it is proposed that:

(a) In the course of preparing OED's next 'Annua>1leyiewJ(nd subsequent
- ones) greater emphasis be given to systematic feedback discussions

with OPS and Regional staff. These discussions would be conducted
on the basis of draft sector chapters and summary findings and
would identify changes in Bank policies, procedures and resource
deployment that have occurred, or which are now proposed to be
introduced, over recent years in response to the lessons of
experience emerging from the PCR/PPAR process. The quality of
these discussions has been uneven as between one sector and another
in the past, partly because the time horizon for the Annual Reviews
has generally been only one year. In the future, beginning 1985,
every Annual Review will cover the experience of six years: the
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latest year seen in the evolutionary perspective of the preceding
five years. It is now proposed to undertake the feedback
discussions also in a similar perspective, with greater opportunity
to identify strengths and weaknesses over time and remedial actions
taken or proposed.

(b) In the preparation of sector policy papers and operational
guidelines, OED will be given an opportunity to provide its
comments.

(c) OPS should advise the Regions that where recen t OED findings are
directly relevant to a project under consideration, staff should be
encouraged to consult OED in the initial stages of projecr
preparation. OED should also take the initiative to bring their
findings to the attention of Regional staff and OPS, as
appropriate.

(d) As for operational policy and sector reviews, operational staff be
also requested to attend meetings of the JAC so as to respond to
broader issues when impact evaluation reports, whether singly or in
groups, are discussed.

(e) The Annua lReports on Operations Evaluation review in some depth
the follow-up actions taken by the Bank's Operational management in
terms of the actions proposed above, in addition to continued
reporting on the status of recommendations made by OED in its major
studies and operational policy reviews.

Operations Evaluation Department
April 29, 1985
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July 1, 1985

DISSEMINATION AND INTEGRATION
OF OED FINDINGS IN BANK OPERATIONS

1. The Joint Audit Committee, at its meeting of June 7, 1985,
discussed a paper on "Mechanisms for Integrating OED Findings into the
Policy Formulation Process at the Bank," prepared by the Operations
Evaluation Department (JAC-85-10). At the invitation of the Committee, the
present paper was prepared to provide a more detailed description of the
processes which now exist to feed back OED's findings and recommendations
into the Bank's policy formulation and operational decisions. Because the
processes are somewhat different for project audits than for broader OED
studies, they are described separately. It should be emphasized that OED
findings are generally limited to completed projects and that the Bank has
an extensive process--the Project Implementation Review-by which the
lessons of experience from ongoing operations are identified for
application to new lending (see para. 20).

PROJECT AUDITS

2. The adequate dissemination within the Bank of the findings of
Project Completion Reports (PCRs) and Project Performance Audit Reports
(PPARs) has been a matter of perennial interest to the management and the
Board. Adequate dissemination is important because the proper integration
of the lessons of experience in new lending is a major purpose of these
project audits.

3. While the preparation of PCRs and PPARs involves staff of both
OED and the Operational Departments, more than 70 percent of the time
required for their preparation is in fact that of operational staff. This
means that in the preparation of PCRs and the review of PPARs with OED
staff, the project staff concerned, the operations policy staff, and their
managers are fully involved in the process of lesson-learning which is the
essence of this activity.

4. The next stage, which involves the broader distribution of
completed PCRs and PPARs, is done selectively to reflect the wide variety
of reports and the different ways the Bank is organized. Every unit in the
Operating Departments receives__the reports which are considered relevant to
its work. A Regional Agriculture Division, for example, receives not only
all PCRs and PPARs of its own projects, but also others in which it is
interested. There is some flexibility and room for judgment here and some
difference of views among different participants.

5. The Sector Departments in OPS/EIS have the major responsibility
for disseminating the lessons of the audits to the different Regions. Each
of the Sector Departments has studied very carefully the type of
dissemination which is most appropriate for it. Every Department prepares
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memoranda and organizes meetings with the relevant staff in the Regions on
the findings of project audits and their relevance to new lending. The
specific nature and frequency of these memoranda differ somewhat for they
depend on the number and diversity of projects involved and the number of
staff in the sector. The procedures used for the dissemination of findings
in the Agriculture sector, which has nearly 60 PCRs annually and involves
20 Agriculture Divisions and considerable staff in Resident Missions, need
to be different from those in the Urban Sector, with only few PCRs annually
and staff in only six Divisions, three of which are also responsible for
Water Supply projects, or from those in sectors which have not been
decentralized, such as Population, Industry and Petroleum.

6. 1 In Agriculture and Rural Development, there are a large number of
project audits and of staff, and a wide variety and diversity of projects,
ranging from research, to extension, credit, marketing, crop production,
forestry, irrigation, land settlement and so forth. Accordingly, the
Agriculture and Rural Development Department prepares and distributes to
agriculture and other operations staff in the Regions memoranda on the
Lessons Learned from PPARs. Mprethan sixty of these memoranda have been
issued in the last five-years. or about one per month. Some Lessons
Learned are derived from a single PPAR but others reflect a composite
Lesson based on a set of PPARs that have identified similar issues. The
majority of the PPARs from which these memoranda are prepared relate to
area development and irrigation projects reflecting the dominance of these
two sub-sectors in agricultural lending in the period to which the PPARs
mainly relate. The Africa Regions in particular have been a major focus of
these memoranda 145% of the total).

7. The last six memoranda reflect the range of these attempts to
distill lessons of relevance for future project lending. One dealt with
the issue of establishing independent project authorities, based on a West
Africa livestock project. One dealt with the need for more detailed design
at an early stage in irrigation projects, based on two such projects in
EMENA. Two were derived from agro-industry projects in South Asia dealing
with a wide range of design issues relating to project scope, cost and
training. One dealing with macro-economic and price policy was based on
six projects audited in Eastern Africa and the sixth drew attention -to
certain monitoring and evaluation issues that had been commented on in
recent PPARs.

8. The views of Regional agricultural managers on the OED Eleventh
Annual Review of PPARs were discussed with OED at a meeting chaired by the
Assistant Director of the Agriculture Department.

9. The Department intends to continue its regular contacts with the
OED Agriculture Division and has offered full cooperation in terms of
access to the data base of agriculture lending as an input to the
forthcoming OED study on the Impact of Rural Development. OED is a major
client of this data base which uniquely provides the classification of
agriculture projects according to its poverty focus and contains the data
on beneficiaries and production targets that are needed for OED studies.



10. The Educatian and Training Department disseminates the findings
of PCRs/PPARs 1K'Wirious ways. Traditionally, the Department has
disscussed the findings of the OED Annual Review of Project Performance
Audit Reports with regional education managers, circulated a summary of ky
lessons from recent PCRs/PPARs to all sector staff and called the attention
of staff to points of special operational significance in individual
PCRs/PPARs through special memoranda. The richness of the PCRs/PPARs
presently available has allowed the Department to gradually shift the focus
of annual summaries 'iid tpical memoranda to
systematic and thematic analyses. The vehicle for such analyses are
General Operational Reviews of the sector's implementation experience in
respect of selected issues. Two such reviews have already been
issued--dealing with textbooks and primary education--and three
more--teacher training, institutional development in education in
Sub-Saharan Africa, and issues in educational project management--are
expected to be completed soon. Thus the emperical base of the Department's
policy development has been strengthened. To feed back effectively the
operational experience contained in the PCRs/PPARs to sector staff through
these Reviews, a series of staff training seminars are being organized.
The first of these seminars dealt with the experience with the lessons
learned in textbook projects. Furthermore, the OED special study on
project-related training continues to provide the backdrop for the
Department's efforts to increase the concern and understanding of manpower
development issues among non-education sector staff. A review of more
recent experience with project-related training drew heavily on PCR/PPAR
findings. Finally, considerable dissemination of the sector's experience
through the PCRs/PPARs is disseminated through the functional review
process. Advisers are paying close attention to the treatment of findings
of PCRs/PPARs in the generation of new projects. For FY86 the Department
plans to organize 16 dissemination efforts through Operational Reviews and
seminars.

11. The ,Transportation Department, prior to FY85, disseminated the
findings of PDCsaiiid PPARs through annual meetings with regional staff.
Policy papers such as the ones on Highway Maintenance and on Railway
Problems, drew heavily upon the lessons of past experience. Since early
FY85, the Department has taken further steps to bring the lessons of
experience to the attention of all transport sector staff. Several times a
year, it circulates to regional staff a note calling attention to the
lessons emerging from new PCRs and PPARs. An annual meeting is held with
regional staff to review the lessons learned from the PCRs/PPARs. A
Highway Review Group, including regional staff, deals with issues arising
in projects in the lending program, and as a part of the process the
lessons of past experience are considered. This has effectively increased
regional awareness of problems and solutions tried in other regions. The
Department is planning to undertake Zeeral operational reviews, which take
account not only of the lessons of completed projects but also the current
experience with ongoing projects. Finally, the Department has organized a
large number of seminars and other meetings attended by regional staff
dealing with particular topics; in many of these the lessons of experience
are reviewed.
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12. In the Water Supply and Urban Development Department, PPARs and
PCRs with significant results are discussed at bi-weekly advisers meetings
and division chiefs meet gn. The Department conducts annual meetings with
each Regional division to review its experience on project implementation,
including the findings of PCRs and PPARs. As part of the Department's
Annual Report, PPAR and PCR results are analyzed and ways to implement the
lessons learned are proposed. This year, for the first time, the findings
of OED's annual review of PPARs will be discussed at a meeting with the
Director of OED and OED staff. The results of these discussions will be
incorporated in the Department's Annual Report.

13. The Population, Healtb and Nutrition Department, given the
increasing number of PHN projects reaching the audit stage, has directed
its advisers to systematically review those PPARs which have a bearing on
their areas of responsibility. Based on the advisers' review, a
consolidated memorandum outlining the lessons learned from each project
will be prepared. These memoranda will be circulated to the three
operational Divisions, as well as to the Policy and Research Division, and
will be discussed in their weekly staff meetings. PPARs and PCRs with
particularly significant results will be placed on the agenda for
discussion at the monthly departmental staff meetings.

14. The Industry Department, as a regular part of the lead advisory
role, reviews and comments on all PCRs and PPARs on IDF projects. The
relevant lessons of experience highlighted in the PCRs and PPARs issued
through 1983 were discussed and incorporated into the leport of the Task
F on Portfolio Problems(Yellow Cover Rf port No. 4772), widely
distributed to staff and also discused by the OVPs. OED's recent Annual
Reports highlighted the work of this Task Force. In addition, at the
Department's monthly meetings with the IDF Trision Chiefs, issues arising
in PCRs and PPARs having wider Bank signif-zance are discussed. Regarding
OED's recent Annual Reviews, the Departmen- has followed a more formal
system. As soon as OED's draft chapter on IDF projects is available, the
Department circulates- it to each IDF division for review and comments. The
comments are circulated among the divisions and a joint meeting is then
held with OED to discuss the findings. OED revises the draft chapter,
which is then sent back to the Department for further comments. At this
stage the Department may send a formal memo to OED after consultations with
the Regions. These annual meetings and formal interchanges serve not only
to disseminate lessons of experience but also to draw OED's attention to
the evolving changes in Bank practices and policies, as well as initiatives
being taken by the operational complex to take into account OED's
findings. We understand that in this year's Annual Report, OED will
include, as a result of the meeting on the draft Eleventh Review, a special
section on such initiatives last year in the IDF complex. It should also
be pointed out that a new Policy Paper on Financial Intermediation, now
being finalized, also draws upon the lessons learned from the evaluation of
past projects.

15. With regard to OED reports on Industrial projects, the Department
follows procedures similar to those mentioned above, except that the
dissemination procedures are more streamlined since the Department is
directly responsible for these projects.
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16. The Energy Departmen;t, in the electric power sector, monitors OED
findings in PPARs and special studies and where the results are of special
interest in connection with projects under preparation, a note is
circulated to the Regions calling them to their attention. There have been
several such cases in the past year. The Department also holds an annual
meeting with the Regional power division chiefs to discuss the findings of
PCRs and PPARs and selected supervision issues. In the oil and gas sectors
where PPARs are just beginning to appear, the review procedures are the
same except that the dissemination is directed to the staff of the two
petroleum Projects divisions.

17. Beyond dissemination, we are also concerned that the lessons of
experience are Integrated in the decision processes. As pointed out above,
the project staff contributes a major part of the time required for
preparation and review of project audits. The.instructions on Project _
d5riefsjr'equire that they record "relevant experience acquired in the design
or-spervision/implementation of projects in the same country," and
specifically refer staff to Supervision, Project Completion or Operations
Evaluation reports. We require that President's Reports and Staff
Appraisal Re orts d1cus the lessons from prior relevant project audits
and how the proposed project takes these lessons into account. In order to
highlight this more prominently, we have recently issued Instructions that
the lessons of experience always be treated in a separate paragraph, with a
subheading dxpderience with Pastrending)" During the appraisal review
process, a major functIon of the advisers is to bring to bear on new
projects the lessons of experience of prior relevant projects.

18. In addition, numerous studies are undertaken which address
broader issues identified in the project audits and summarized in OED's
Annual Reports. For example, the Agriculture and Rural Development
Department a) has appointed an Agro-Industry Adviser in response to
numerous problems with these projects identified in project audits; b) has
organized a seminar to discuss the experience with agriculture projects in
Africa highlighted in the Ninth Annual Review of Performance Audit Reports;
OED and Regional staff prepared papers for the seminar and, as a follow-up,
the Agriculture Department organized workshops on Project Design for Africa
in 1984; c) has initiated action on a number of OED recommendations
concerning fishery projects; and d) is following up on OED recommendations
concerning its Monitoring and Evaluation Unit, including training of Bank
staff and project officials, and the establishment of country evaluation
profiles. Other Departments are undertaking similar activities.

OED STUDIES

19. The broader studies prepared by OED are subject. to very close
review, usually on a Bankwide basis. For example, studies on procurement,
on project supervision and on compliance with loan covenants were
disseminated throughout the Bank at all the relevant management levels,
comments were requested from them and the management responses were widely
considered before they were sent to the Executive Directors. The Annual
Reports on Operations Evaluation summarize the current status of
recommendations of OED studies, the management's response to these sudies
and the actions that have or are planned to be taken on recommendations in
these studies. The 1983 Annual Report (No. 4679, August 24, 1983) follows
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up on a number of studies, including those dealing with procurement,
technical assistance, and compliance with loan covenants. The discussion
of procurement lists the major recommendations and the specific actions
that have or were being taken. On tecnical assistance, we have undertaken
a special study on which we reported to the Executive Directors (in the
Ninth Annual Report on Project Implementation and Supervision, Report No.
R84-28, February 9, 1984) and a new OMS on Technical Assistance (4.00) was
issued in September 1984. In connection with the study of loan covenants,
we have taken steps to achieve greater selectivity in the use of loan
covenants and to streamline and simplify legal documents.

OTHER STUDIES AND REVIEWS

20. Project audits and OED's broader studies are a prime source for
special studies such as the DA Retrospective, the World Development
ReporZts, and sector papers such as those on railways or on highway
maintenance, so that the lessons of experience are fed back into new
operations in a number of ways. Moreover, the lessons of experience arise
not only from OED's work, but also from the more than 1q8Q0 projects
currently under supervision. We have an extensive process--the Project
Implementation Review (PIR)--whereby we review not only every single
project but also the project portfolio as a whole, by country and sector,
and undertake special studies of particular aspects of the portfolio, such
as technicalagaistance, cost overruns, cofinancing, etc. These reviews
are helo jice a year and involve the participation of Regional staff and
management, OPS and the Senior Vice President, Operations. As a result of
these reviews, adjustments in ongoing projects and in new lending are made
to reflect the lessons learned long before projects are completed. OED has
full access to the PIR documents, as to all internal Bank documents needed
to carry out its responsibilities, and also participates as observer in the
PIR discussion meetings with the Senior Vice President.

21. After more than ten years experience with the OED system, we have
developed a widely diversified, pragmatic and effective way in which we are
disseminating the lessons of experience and integrating them into new
operations.
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DRAFT

ANNUAL REVIEW

The report in front of you reviews the performance 174 projects

evaluated in 1984. It also places these projects in the context ofQ 2SO
projects evaluated during 1979-83 to highlight performance trends.

All but 15 of the 804 projects evaluated in the past six years have

been completed. On the basis of information available at the time of

evaluation, about( 8%f the completed projects or(89%)of total investme _s

seem to have achieved their major obiectives or were on the way to doing so.

Given the constraints under which many of these projects were implemented,

the overall outcome remains satisfactory.

There is, however, cause for concern about the deteriorating trend

in project performance which has emerged over the past few years. Of the 171

completed projects in the (984 group, 44 projects or(26%i ere regarded as

having unsatisfactory or uncertain outcomes, compared with19%jfor the period

1979-84 as a whole. When eight Tanzanian projects are excluded as

exceptional occurrences, the failure rate can be reduced to(22%.3 It is,

however, still a bit higher than the average of the previous five years.

We shall also call your attention to the distinct sectoral and

regional imbalances in project performance. The rate of projects evaluated

in 1984 with unsatisfactojry or uncertain outcome wa(3 2 for agriculture and

for the two African regions. Only 37% of agricultural projects in

sub-Saharan Africa were considered to have achieved their major objectives.



Preliminary studies undertaken by OED suggest that even the performance of

some of the successful projects may not be sustained over the longer run.

These results suggest the need for a more focussed effort in terms

of project selection, design and implementation. While it is true that

project outcomes have been affected by factors outside the borrowers' and

Bank's control such as adverse weather conditions, civil strife and

deteriorating domestic economic conditions, there were also many cases where

projects projects failed due to inadequate project design, poor management,

weak institutions or unsuited policies. Such constraints need to be

carefully assessed at the time of project appraisal and preparation and may

require changes in project design, strengthening of borrower institutions (as

against setting up project implementation units), changes in policies as well

as strong and sustained Bank support. Solutions to these problems will not

come easy but there are no real alternatives.

There is little point in belaboring past omissions and failures.

In the early to mid-1970s when most of the projects evaluated in this report

were approved, the Bank responded to the needs of its borrowers who wished to

accelerate agricultural and rural deelopment and aimed at diffusing project

benefits down to the-por. In doing so the Bank and borrowers accepted a

higher risk of failure. The Bank has learned from this experience and

started to make changes in its approach and procedures which would reducethe

risk for future projects. This response, however, has been(s rin coming.

Let me mention two aspects of the Eleventh Annual Review, both of

which bear closely on lessons from past project performance. The first

relates to analyses of the gap between rate of return as at the time of
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approval and at the time of audit. This can be mainly seen in sections

covering agriculture and transportation. While findings differ between

agricultural and transportation projects, these analyses provide a step

toward constructive approach to redress any overly optimistic forecasts of

project benefits, thus contributing to lessen failures and avoid their

recurrence. Another features of this Annual Review can be noticed in

statements concerning(feedbacDkof evaluation findings, which for the first

time are incorporate in the Review in a systematic manner and which will set

the pattern for the future Annual Reviews. These feedback sections describe

actions taken by operating staff in response and along with auditors'

recommendating; however, since this is the break-in exercise, their formats

are not uniform. More refinement can be seen in the successive Annual

Reviews.

Finally, this review provides two supplementary notes in Chapter

IV. One of them reverts to the issue of sustainability of project benefits

which was raised in last year's report. It reviews the experience with 14

fertilizer projects supported by the Bank in seven countries. In general, it

finds that experience encouraging. The other note deals with conditionality

as it affects agricultural price policies and irrigation water charges. It

offers the tentative conclusion that there remains a continuing need for

clarification of Bank policies on both subjects.



DIRECTORY TO REPORTS ISSUED BY

THE OPERATIONS EVALUATIONS DEPARTMENT

Board
Report Document Date of Loan/
No. No. Title Credit Snature

I. Annual Reports

871 ScM75-692 First Annual Review of Project Performance Audit Results na.1227 SecM76-481 Second Annual Review of Project Performance Audit Results n.a.- R76-245 Annual Report on Operations Evaluation n.a.1675 SecM77-601 Third Annual Review of Project Performance Audit Results n.a.1707 SecM77-660 Concordance and Directory to Project Performance Audit ResultsIssued by OED-March 1972 to December 1976 n.a.2185 SecM78-673 Fourth Annual Review of Project Performance Audit Results n.a.2190 R78-206 Third Annual Report on Operations Evaluation 11112176 SccM78-699 Concordance to Project Performance Audit Reports Issued by OED -
March 1972 to December 31, 1977

2499 SecM79-356 Concordance to Project Performance Audit Reports Issued by OED -March 1972 to December 31, 1978 na.2637 R79-229 Fifth Annual Review of Project Performance Audit Results n.a.2648 R79-225 Annual Report on Operations Evaluation n.a.3102 R80-264 Annual Report on Operations Evaluation n.a.3107 SecMS-682 Concordance to Project Performance Audit Reports Issued by OED -March 1972 to December 31, 1979 n.a.3117 SecM80-681 Sixth Annual Review of Project Performance Audit Results na.3254 SecM81-33 Concordance to Project Performance Audit Reports Issued by OED -March 1972 to June 30, 1980 na.3607 RS1-246 Annual Report on Operations Evaluation na.3625 SecM81-830 Concordance to Project Performance Audit Reports Issued by OED -
March 1972 to June 30, 1981 n.a.3640 R8 1-265 Seventh Annual Review of Project Performance Audit Results n.a.4101 R82-270 Eighth Annual Review of Project Performance Audit Results n.a.4104 R82-269 Annual Report on Operations Evaluation na.4114 SecM82-848 Concordance to Project Performance Audit Reports Issued by OED -March 1972 to June 30, 1982 na.4679 R83-282 Annual Report on Operations Evaluation na.4720 R83-302 Ninth Annual Review of Project Performance Audit Results (id threevolumes) n.a.4739 SecM83-1079 Concordance to Project Performance Audit Reports Issued byOED-March 1972 to June 30, 1983 n.a.

5247 R84-245 Annual Report on Operations Evaluation n.a.

5248 R84-246 Tenth Annual of Project Performance n.a.
Audit Results (in three volumes)

5284 SecM84-926 Concordance to Project Performance Audit Reports n.a.
Issued by OED-March 1972 to June 30, 1984



Board
Report Document
No. No. Title Date of Loan/

Credit Signature

IL Special Studies

Z-17 R72-55 Operations Evaluation Report: Electric rower na.Z-19 R72-131 Bank Operations in Colombia inn.a.- SecM73-414 Interim Report on Act ins lating to Recommendations of the R.A.
Colombia Evaluation Study328 SecM74-79 Evaluation of First Kenya Education Project Aug. 19, 19645 SecM742 Comparative Evaluation Of Selected Highway Projects n. ,9490 SeM4s~ operations Evaluation Report-Development Finance Companies n.a.

690 SecM75-247 Closing Report on Actions Relating to Recommendations of the
Electric Power Evaluation Report of March 1972 n.m.813 SecM75-339 Delays in Loan and Credit Effectiveness n.a.

853 SecM75-641 Closing Report on Actions Relating to Recommendations of the
Evaluation Study of Bank Operations in Colombia na.1034 SecM76-l00 elaysin Pro'ect Pre aration na.1138 SecM76-262 Diffusinoflnnovations from Bank-Supported Projects n s

1279 SecM76-592 Technical Assistance-A Pilot Case Study: Kenya Livestock I (Credit
129-KE) Sept. 26, 1968

1357 SecM76-784 Operations Evaluation Report: A in two Sept. 26, (96w
volumes) n.a.

1600 SecM77-440 Distribution of Benefits of Port Improvements (Case Studies of La
Goulette, Pisco, Douala, and Karachi) n.a.1758 SecM77-745 Built-In Project Monitoring and Evaluation: First Review n.a.1824 SecM77-865 Study of the Role and Us LCosjMzadnt&in Bank-Financed Projects na.2166 SecM78-649 The Agricultural Program in Indonesia na.2242 SecM78-790 Rural Development Projects: A Retrospective View of Bank
Experience in Sub-Saharan Africa na.

2321 SecM79-3 Review of Bank Operations in the Education Sector n.a.

2724 SecM79-788 Built-In Project Monitoring and Evaluation: A Second Review n.a.
2858 SecM80-129 Operational Policy Review - The Supervision of Bank Projects n.a.
2946 SecM80-280 Operational Policy Review - Delays in Project Implementation n.a.

3077 SecM80-573 Sector Operations Review:' The Industries and DFCs Program in
Turkey n.a.

3173 SecM81-25 The Drought Relief Fund Project: A Review n.a.
3176 SecMSO-828 Second Case Study of Technical Assistance: Selected Agricultural

Development Projects in Afghanistan n.a.

3320 SecM8-91 Built-In Project Monitoring and Evaluation: Third Review n.a.
3415 SecM81-265 Agricultural Credit Projects: A Review of Recent Experience inIndia n.m.
3421 SecM81-293 Water Management in Bank-Supported Irrigation Project Systems:

An Analysis of Past Experience n.a.
3557 SecM8l-636 An Interim Report onMPr fmantnLnues in Bank-Financed Proiects n.a.

3796 SecM82-l18 Sector Operations Review: Agricultural and Rural Development
Program in the Philippines n.a.

3834 SecM82-163 Review of Training in Bank-Financed Projects n.a.

4090 SecM82-782/1 Operational Policy Review - Compliance with Loan Covenants n.a.

4146 SecM82-899 Sector Operations Review : The Water Supply & Waste Disposal
Program in Tunisia n.a.4231 SecM83-9 & 9/1 Operational Policy Review - Review of Bank Technical to Bangladesh n a.

4684 SecM83-879 The World Bank Strengthening Agricultural Research and Extension
- The World Bank Experience n.m.

4984 SecM84-240 Harvesting the Wate- A Review of Bank Experience with Fisheries
Development n.s.

5078 SecM84-466 The World Bank - Built-In Project Monitoring and Evaluation: Rural
Development in Northeast Brazil n.a.

5085 SecM84-457 Institutional Development in Africa - A Review of World Bank
Experience (in two volumes) n.a.

5387 SecM85-041 Agricultural Sector Operations Review: n.a.
Burkina/Malawi

5625 SecM85-560 The Experience of the World Bank with Government- n.a.

sponsored Land Settlement

5718 SecM85-730 Sustainablility of Projects: First Review of n.a.

Experience

5781 SecM85-899 Built in Project Monitoring and Evaluation: n.a.
An Overview



Board Date of Loan/
Report Document Credit Signature
No. No. Title

-V - --

M7ieco Third Irrigation Project (Loan 450-ME) May 25, 1966
2559 SecM79-526 at_____ a 2,16

2963 SecM8M-370 Kenya - Firm S.allholder Agricultural Credit (Cledit 105-KE) yK vy (Credit-- -11opo May It. 1967

'3051 SecM0-539 Sudan - Roseires Irrigation (Loan 234/Credit 2-U) June 14, 1961

3062 SecMS0-540 Colombia - First and Second Education (Loans 552/679-CO) July 31, 1968

3070 SecM80-556 Papua New Guinea - New Britain Smailholder Development (Credits

137/175-PNG) Jan 21, 199

3314 SecM8I-76 Burundi - First Arabica Coffee Improvement (Credit 147-BU)
April 11, 1%9

3587 SecM81-713 Malaysia - Muda and Kemubu Irrigation (Loans 434/500-MA)
..-. .n .Nov. 17, 19%5/

June 15, 1967
-3600 SecM81-736 Madagascar - Lake Alaotra Irrigation (Credit 214-MAG)mmmmmaa..Aug. 17, 1970
3622 SecM81-806 Kenya - First Livestock Development (Credit 129-KE)

.... sept. 26, 1968

3933 SecM82-485 Peru - San Lorenzo Irrigation and Land Settlement (Loan 418-PE)
June 18, 1965

3959 SecM82-662 Colombia - Atlantico Irrigation (Loan 502-CO) JJune 29, 1967

472 SecM83-4
0Q Philippines - First Education (Loan 393-PH)

111 Oct. 28, 1964

4557 SecM83-70 8  Philippines -Second Rural Credit (Loan 607-PH)
___-r_ .___ - June 4, 1969

4575 SecM83-7
9  Indonesia Irrigation Rehabilitation (Credit 127-IND)

!rp Sept. 6, 1984

S4732 SecM83-941 Dominican Republic - Livestock Development (Credit 245-DO)42 - O . May 19, 1971
(4850 SecM84- 16 Malawi - Lower Shire Valley Agricultural Development (Credits

114/363/823-MAI)
14/33...MA. Feb. 5, 1984

March 28, 1973
'4911 SecM84-144 Kenya - First and Second Forestry (Loans 641/1132 and Credit July 7, 1975

565-KE) Nov. 7, 1984

5029 SecM84-302 Benin - Hinvi Agricultural Development (Credit 144-BEN) March 5. 1969
5069 SecM84-458 Thailand - First Education (Loan 471-TH) May 9, 1984

5072 SecM84-462 Ivory Coast - Oil Palm and Coconut Development (Loans 611, 612,
613/759, 760/1036/1382-IVC) June 13, 1969

June 22, 1971
July ,31, 1974
Sept. 1, 1980

'5125 becM54-t,' (ambia - Agricultural Development (Credit 333-GM) Sept. 29, 1972

5170 SecM84-633 Senegal - Settlement Project in the Terres Neuves Region (Credits
254/578-SE) June 18, 1971

,---...n io . ."Aug. 6, 1975

5634 SecM85-580 Sri Lanka - Lift Irrigation (Credit 121-CE) June 19, 1968

5745 SecM85-787 Turkey - Seyhan Irrigation (Stage II) Feb. 28, 1969(Loan 587/Credit 143-TU) Feb. 28, 1969



OPERATIONS EVALUATION DEPARTMENT
PPAR% in Process

(For period ending October 31, 1985)

An Analysis: PPARs: Elapsed Time in OED /a

STANDARD
DIVISION/SECTOR AVERAGE DEVIATION

Division I

Agriculture 9.6 3.7

Education 10.7 3.5

Population 8.7 4.9

Average by Division 9,7 3.

Division 2

DFC/Industry 17.9 6.6

Non-Project Lending/TA 10.3 2.8

Average by Division ij.7 6.5

Division 7

Transp./TourismUrban Dev. 18.1 10.4

Public Utilities 22.6 14.6

Average by Division 19.4 52.0

Overall Average 14.0 9.2 S 6"G..

Projects with Longest Time Preparation Period: No of months

OEDDI Agr: Pakistan Tarbela Dam (Cr. 581 & 771) 23

Educ: Morocco Education III (Ln. 122O) 18

Popul: Bangladesh Population (Cr. 533) 15

OEDD2 DFC/IND: Morocco CIH (Ln. 848 !' 1279)

Non-Pr. lend./TA: Thailand SAL I (Ln. 2197) 13

OEDD3 Trans./Tour./Urban: India Railways XIII (Cr. 582) 57

Public Utilities: India Rural Electr. (Cr. 572) 48

/a Elapsed Time from Date PCR Received to Date Report Sent to D.G.

SOURCE: OED Monthly Wor- Program for Period Ending October 31, 1985
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AGRICULTURE

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF FACTORS INFLUENCING PROJECT PERFORMANCE

1. The following material presents the models for, and results of,
analysing ERRs for agricultural projects reviewed in 1979-83 and 1984. It
should be read in conjunction with

(a) paras. 5.14 to 5.42, but particularly 5.35 to 5.42, and

(b) paras. 5.83 to -5.98, but particularly 5.91

of Volume Two of the Eleventh Annual Review of Project Performance Audit
Results, which it supports.

A. Reestimated ERR

2. Consider the model:

63 2 
(1) ERR = ,1 i X 1 + j a2j X2J + I a3k x3k + a4m 4m + *

i=1j=1k-1 m=1

where
ERR = individual, unweighted economic rate of return estimated

at project completion

X1i = 1 for region i
0 for other regions

*

al = the effect of region South Asia (SA)

12 = " " " Eastern Africa (EA)

13 - Western Africa (WA)

1= " East Asia and Pacific (AEP)

15 Europe, M.East & N.Africa (EMENA)
16 = Latin America and Caribbean (LAC)

X2j = 1 for subsector j
0 for other subsectors

*

a21 = the effect of subsector Credit (CRED)

22 = Area Development (AREA)

23 Livestock (LIV)

24 = " " " Treecrops (TREE)

" 25 =" " Irrigation (IRRIG)

26 = " Others (OTHER)
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X3k - 1 for style k
0 for other styles

*
a31 = the effect of style Pre-'74, Old (OS)

32 - "Poverty Orientation (POV)

33 : ' " Non-Poverty (NONPOV)

X4m = 1 for GNP size m
0 for other GNP size

a~l = the effect of 1981 GNP larger than US$7 billion (GNPL)

42 = smaller (GNPS)

and
c*= Error Term, or the effect of all other factors

3. For the purposes of estimation, this model has been transformed
into the following:

6 6 3
(2) ERR = a01 + I a1i X 1 1 + I a2j X2j + I a3K X3K + a4 2 X42 + C

i=2 j=2 k=2

4. Compared with the initial model, a general constant (a01 ) has been
added and the initial variable in each set has been suppressed. This was
done to make the model conformable with typical procedures for estimation.
The lack of asterisks over the new parameters signify that such new
parameters are now estimated with reference to the corresponding parameters
associated with the variable suppressed from the set. For example, a12 is
now the effect of Eastern Africa minus the effect of South Asia.

B. Difference between Reestimated and Appraisal ERR (ERRDIFF)

5. Models similar to those defined for ERR were also defined for the
difference between reestimated and appraisal rates of return (ERRDIFF) and
the parameters estimated accordingly.

C. Results

6. The results appear in Table 1.
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Table 1: Estimated Coefficients, 1979-83 and 1984

ERR ERRDIFF
Coefficients 1979-83 1984 1979-83 1984

(%) (%) (%) (%)

a0 - CONSTANT 34.1** 31.9** 2.2 -13.1

12 - EA -17.3** -14.3* -3.9 -8.1

13 - WA -11.0** -6.4 -4.7 -1.2

14 - EAP -4.3 5.0 -3.1 12.1

15 - EMENA -9.0** -5.1 -1.8 9.5

"16 - LAC .-14.1** -9.2 -5.1 7.1

22 - AREA -10.5** -8.0 -7.4 6.3

23 - LIV -15.8** -1.2 -8.7* -10.9

24 - TREE -12.8** -8.5 -2.7 6.5

25 - IRRIG -9.8** -3.4 1.8 10.5

26 - OTHER -7.8* -12.9 -6.5* -3.2

32 - POV 1.5 -4.8 -2.9 -7.6

33 - NONPOV 3.3 -5.5 0.4 -2.0

42 - GNPS -1.3 -4.6 -5.3* -2.7

No. observations 190 48 190 48
Residual degrees of freedom 176 34 176 34
R-squared .33 .46 .18 .52
Adjusted R-squared .28 .26 .12 .34
S.E. of regression 12.9 11.0 14.6 12.0
Mean of dependent variable 15.8 10.9 -7.5 -14.9
S.D. of dependent variable 15.3 12.7 15.6 14.8
F-statistic 6.76** 2.25* 2.97** 2.84*

Note:

Tests of hypotheses concerning reestimated ERR coefficients are based on
the following choice of values of t.05(*) and t. o(**) correspond-
ing to the degrees of freedom: sign ignored for the constant; sign
considered for regions and subsectors where the respective comparators
(South Asia and Credit) have long been regarded as better performers; sign
ignored for project style; and sign considered for GNPS where the
comparator was expected by hypothesis to perform better.

Tests of hypotheses concerning ERRDIFF coefficients are based on the same
considerations for sign and hence the same values of the t statistic. In
the absence of prior concerns about the appraisal ERR, the kinds of
hypotheses formulated for the reestimated ERR extend by inference to its
difference with the appraisal ERR.

Tests of hypotheses concerning the significance of regression are based on
F.05(*) and F.01(**) for the appropriate pairs of degrees of
freedom.
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AGRICULTURE

PREDICTING PROJECT FAILURE RATES: IMPLICATIONS

7. The following material presents the analytical models for, and
results of, analysing the implications of project outcome variability for
(unsatisfactory) project performance in 1979-83 and 1984. It should be read
in conjunction with paras. 5.94 to 5.98 of Volume Two of the Eleventh Annual
Review of Project Performance Audit Results, which it supports.

A. Probabilistic Theory of Failure

8. A simple model for predicting project failure rates can be
constructed from the intuitive expectation that projects with low appraisal
ERRs are more likely to fail than those with high appraisal ERRs. As shown
below, the model has some empirical validity.

9. Consider initially the situation where the project appraisal ERR,
X%, and the reestimated ERR, Y%, are both unbiased, and where projects are
considered to be successful only if they achieve a reestimated ERR of at
least 10%. What is the probability that Y<10%, assuming that the expected
value of Y ex ante is the observed value of the corresponding X, and the
standard deviation of Y for any given X is a, common for all X? This
probability, which is expressed diagrammatically in Chart 1, can be found if
the distribution of Y is known. The project failure rate for n projects

n
would be P(Yi 10), which by assumption is equivalent to

i=1
n

P[(Yi-Xi)/o ((10-Xi)/a].
i=l

10. On the further assumption that (Y-X)/a is a standard normal
deviate, it was decided to estimate a for 190 projects reviewed in 1979-83

n
such that P[(Yi-Xi+7.5)/a<(10-Xi+7.5)/a = .25, which was the

i =1
actual failure rate for the 190 projects observed under circumstances of an
average appraisal ERR bias of 7.5%. However, the uniform application of this
bias to all 190 projects, but particularly to those in the lower ranges of
appraisal ERR, resulted in much higher predicted failure rates than 25%, for
any range of values of a; indeed, the minimum predicted project failure rate
overall was found to be 38%. The reason why actual failure rates were as low
as 25% lay with appraisal ERR bias being greater in the higher ranges of
appraisal ERR. Similarly, the appraisal bias for the 1984 group of projects
was found to be stratified in like fashion (Table 2).

11. Using the stratification of appraisal bias for 1979-83 from Table 2
instead of the average value of 7.5%, Table 3 presents an estimated value for
a of 6%, as well as a corresponding predicted distribution of project
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Chart 1: Depicting Appraised Probability of Project
Failure - Diagrammatic Representation

Frequency

Y = Reestimated ERR

10% X ERR

Note: (a) The above curve represents a hypothetical frequency distribution
of the reestimated ERR, Y, anticipated at appraisal for a given
appraisal ERR, X, assuming E(Y]= X.

(b) The shaded area lying under the curve and to the left of a 10% ERR
represents the probability of project failure (when the total area
under the curve = 1).
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failures, in the presence of bias, against appraisal ERR. Table 3 also
presents a predicted distribution of project failures using the same estimate
of a, but assuming no appraisal bias. Table 4 presents the corresponding
predictions for the 48 projects reviewed in 1984, but using a derived
estimate for a of 4%.

B. Implications

12. These results would divide the responsibilities for project
failures in 1979-83 into two broad categories--bias 56%, and dispersion
44%--according to the relative proportions of the additional predicted
failures due to bias (48--20.9) and the predicted failures due to dispersion
alone (20.9). The more biased appraisals of the 1984 group of projects
resulted in a division of responsibilities for its group of failures being
bias 97%, and dispersion only 3% (see Tables 3 and 4).

13. However, the real interest of these results may lie in the lack of
congruence still between the predicted and actual distributions of project
failures in the presence of appraisal ERR bias. Actual failure rates tend to
be more than predicted in the upper appraisal ERR ranges, less elsewhere
(Tables 3 and 4). This suggests that future statistical analyses of project
performance should explore one or more of the following:

(i) testing whether the variability of outcome also increases with
appraisal ERR--which would be consistent with the notion that
higher expected returns are associated with higher risks;

(ii) disaggregating project failure analyses by introducing additional
factors such as size of economy and the livestock and "other"
project classifications identified as important in Working Paper
No. 1.

(iii) transforming the ERR data to recognize the exponential character of
ERRs and hence the likelihood that the distributions used in this
chapter to describe dispersion of ERRs around their expected values
are not symmetrical; and

(iv) expanding the number of predictive models concerning project
performance that allow empirical testing against that performance.
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Table 2: Relation of Appraisal Bias to Appraisal ERR,
1979-83 and 1984

Bias of Appraisal ERR /a
1979-83 1984

Appraisal No. No. of
ERR Projects Bias Projects Bias

10-12 15/b 6.3 1 -4.0
13-15 37 1.1 7 4.0
16-20 47 - 5.9 15 7.5
21-25 32 6.7 7 21.9
26-35 38 8.9 9 16.2
36+ 21 22.0 9 30.9

10-36+ 190 7.5 48 14.9

/a I.e., the mean of the differences between appraisal and
reestimated ERRs.

/b Includes one project appraised at 8%.

Table 3: Distribution of Predicted Project Failure Rates, 1979-83

Predicted failures /a based on a = 6% /b and:
Appraisal No. Project Actual stratification No appraisalERR projects failures of appraisal bias bias

No. Rate Bias No. Rate No. Rate

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

10-12 15 9 60 6.3 12.1 81 6.4 43
13-15 37 9 24 1.1 11.8 32 9.5 26
16-20 47 14 30 5.9 17.4 37 4.4 9
21-25 32 8 25 6.7 5.0 16 0.5 2
26-35 38 5 13 8.9 1.8 5 - -
36+ 21 3 14 22.0 - - - -

10-36+ 190 48 25 7.5 48 25 20.9 11

/a Based on reestimated ERR< 10%.
/b This value of a estimated under the constraint that the sum of the probabili-

ties of individual project failure in column (6) equals 48, the total in
column (3).
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Table 4: Distribution of Predicted Project Failure Rates, 1984

Predicted failures /a based on a - 4% /b and:
Appraisal No. Project Actual stratification No appraisal

ERR projects Failures of appraisal bias bias
No. Rate Bias No. Rate No. Rate

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

%%% %%
10-12 1 - - -4.0 0.2 20 0.35 35
13-15 7 3 43 4.0 2.8 40 0.14 2
16-20 15 4 27 7.5 7.7 51 0.03 -
21-25 7 6 86 21.9 6.9 99 - -
26-35 9 3 33 16.2 1.4 16 - -

36+ 9 3 33 30.9 0.4 4 - -

10-36+ 48 19 40 14.9 19.4 40 0.52 1

/a Based on reestimated ERR( 10%.
7- This value of a estimated under the constraint that the sum of the probabili-

ties of individual project failure in column (6) equals 19, the total in
column (3).

C. Direct Estimation of a

14. The above indirect approach to estimation appears to rest on a
narrow interpretation of a as the standard deviation of Y for a given X, or
on Y being the only random variable. A broader interpretation recognizes
that X is also a random variable, just as Y is a random variable
independently of its expression of outcome variability. For one can envisage
a measure of appraisal ERR dispersion about an expected value, or measure of
appraisal efficiency, such as might be obtained were a typical project
appraised repeatedly and independently, amidst the variety of different
appraisal teams' perceptions about the proposed project and its environment.
Likewise, one can envisage a measure of reestimated ERR dispersion about an
expected value, or measure of evaluation efficiency, such as might be
obtained were a typical project evaluated repeatedly and independently,
amidst the variety of different evaluation teams' perceptions about the
implemented project and its environment. The data available for estimating
these efficiencies, however, are only a single sample Y and a single sample X
calculated for each audited project. The difference between these sample
values (ERRDIFF) reflects, therefore, not only the effects of outcome
variability on Y, but also sampling variations in both Y and X. Table 5
presents direct estimates of (a) the standard deviation of ERRDIFF
corresponding to an appraisal bias which is not differentiated by appraisal
ERR; and (b) the standard deviation of ERRDIFF corresponding to an appraisal
bias which is so differentiated--by the appraisal ERR strata of Table 2.
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Table 5: Standard Deviation of ERRDIFF, 1974-84

1974-78 1979-83 1984
Standard Deviation of ERRDIFF with:

(a) appraisal bias undifferentiated 11.4% 15.4% 14.8%
(b) appraisal bias differentiated 10.5% 14.4% 11.5%

No. of Projects 69 190 48

15. The standard deviations given in Table 5 under item (a) are
presented for the record -only; when compared with those given under item (b),
their slightly larger relative sizes serve to illustrate the limited
significance--in this case--of recognizing the existence of systematic
differentiation of appraisal bias. The standard deviations given under item
(b) are presented because they provide direct estimates of the a that was
estimated indirectly in Tables 3 and 4. Recall that the predicted project
failure rates in those tables were constructed from probability distributions
of (Y-X)/a or variations thereof (paras. 9-11). Hence, when X is recognized
as also being a random variable, a, which was introduced in para. 9 for
simplicity as the standard deviation of Y and a measure of outcome
variability, is really the standard deviation of Y-X. As such, it measures
in addition to outcome variability not only the "noise" of evaluation, but
also the "noise" of appraisal; it has not been possible to separate these
three elements of ERRDIFF dispersion. Comparison of the set of direct
estimates of a given under item (b) in Table 5 with those derived indirectly
in Tables 3 and 4 for 1979-83 and 1984 show that they are broadly
incompatible. This signifies that the two methods of analysis fall
significantly short of providing a satisfactory understanding yet of the
variability of project performance. Essentially, this strongly confirms the
need to pursue more comprehensive analyses of the kind outlined in para. 13.
Nevertheless, the implications of the greater, direct estimates of a for
project failure have been presented for comparison in Tables 6 and 7.

16. Naturally, all three elements of ERRDIFF dispersion are subject to
quality control within the Bank and there will always be room for
improvements in appraisal procedures to increase appraisal efficiency (lower
appraisal ERR dispersion) and for similar improvements to evaluation at
project completion and audit.
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Table 6: Distribution of Predicted Project Failure Rates, 1979-83

Predicted failures /a based on a = 14.4% /b and:
Appraisal No. Project Actual stratification No appraisal

ERR projects failures of appraisal bias bias
No. Rate Bias No. Rate No. Rate

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

10-12 15 9 60 6.3 9.6 64 7.1 47
13-15 37 9 24 1.1 15.7 42 14.6 39
16-20 47 14, 30 5.9 20.9 44 13.7 29
21-25 32 8 25 6.7 10.8 34 6.0 19
26-35 38 5 13 8.9 8.5 22 3.5 9
36+ 21 3 14 22.0 1.7 8 - -

10-36+ 190 48 25 7.5 67.2 35 44.9 24

/a Based on reestimated ERR <10%.
7- This value of a estimated directly, as reported in paras. 14-15.

Table 7: Distribution of Predicted Project Failure Rates, 1984

Predicted failures /a based on a = 11.5% /b and:
Appraisal No. Project Actual stratification No appraisal

ERR projects Failures of appraisal bias
of aprasal iasbias

No. Rate Bias No. Rate No. Rate

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

10-12 1 - - -4.0 0.6 29 0.9 45
13-15 7 3 43 4.0 2.9 49 2.1 36
16-20 15 4 27 7.5 7.6 50 3.9 26
21-25 7 6 86 21.9 5.4 78 0.9 13
26-35 9 3 33 16.2 3.3 36 0.4 4
36+ 9 3 33 30.9 2.5 27 - -

10-36+ 48 19 40 14.9 22.3 46 8.2 17

/a Based on reestimated ERR <10%.
7- This value of a estimated directly, as reported in paras. 14-15.
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STRENGTHENING OED'S INTERNAL PROCEDURES AND RULES OF CONDUCT

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1. The role of an evaluation unit, especially in an international
development agency, is a sensitive one. The parties at interest are many,
including member countries, other donors, contractors, and in the case of the
World Bank, an internationally diverse staff. The need exists not only for
high technical competence in performing evaluation work, but also for
impartiality and objectivity in its execution. This requires that measures be
taken through management and personnel practices and rules of conduct to
maximize the independence of the staff performing this function and protect
them from external pressures in approaching their work. Given the visibility
of this function and its importance as the last step in assessing the Bank's
operational work, it is not only the actual impartiality that counts, but also
the appearance of same. The manner in which the evaluation unit carries out
its work--and is seen to do so--does matter and affects the unit's standing
and credibility.

2. This review has not been investigatory in nature, that is, looking
into the actions or comportment of individuals. Nor has it been a broad
diagnostic examination of the Department, its impact or effectiveness. It has
rather focused more specifically on the internal procedures and guidelines
governing the conduct of the Operation Evaluation Department's (OED's) work,
with the view towards strengthening these, if warranted, in the Department's
and the Bank's interest.

3. Our review has not revealed the emergence of serious problems in need
of strong remedial measures within the topics covered by our terms of
reference, whether from the perspective of those within OED or from those we
have seen who are outside it but intimately familiar with its work. The
review has, however, pointed out a need for tightening up internal operating
procedures and rendering them explicit where they are now only implicit or
unwritten. It has also revealed a need to articulate guidelines relating to
the assignment of OED staff to evaluation work and their rules of conduct in
the interest of safeguarding the individual staff member as well as the
integrity of the functions they perform. These proposed improvements are less
to solve known and identified problems today than to help avoid their
occurrence in the future. At the same time, we recognize the dangers inherent
in overly circumscribing OED's latitude for action or reducing its flexibility
and hence its potential effectiveness. Thus, we have purposely avoided
prescribing overly rigid rules.

4. Our recommendations are in four areas:

(a) Reiterating top management's support to OED--Although OED has
received such support at various times, there is a need for
continuous reinforcement for OED's work from all levels of management
starting at the top. Without such support it will be hard to attract
and maintain a first-class staff with appropriate qualifications and
personal characteristics.



(b) Reinforcing OED's staffing--The evaluation function is no better than
the staff performing it. This point is linked to the first one and
calls for continued attention to recruitment and reassignment of
staff to and from OED, and ensuring that an appropriate mix of staff
is represented there. In the end the best safeguard for ensuring the
objectivity and impartiality of OED's work is in the quality of its
staff.

(c) Updating and articulating internal operating procedures--Some of
these are by now out of date; others are either not in place or in an
informal draft status. We recommend that they be set forth in
writing and serve as working parameters to be used by staff. This
will also help to render the evaluation process more transparent and
to institutionalize a range of current practice. These cover three
areas: Standards and Procedures, the published and widely
disseminated overall description of OED's purposes and how it
functions--now seven years old and in need of updating in several
important respects; audit guidelines, the internal procedures by
which OED staff conducts its work; and, finally, departmental and
divisional operating procedures which are both fragmented and
incomplete at present.

(d) Establishing supplementary rules of conduct, particularly relating to
the assignment of staff to OED work--These guidelines would serve to
support the basic rules of conduct covering all Bank staff (in
Personnel Manual Statement 1.00) and are recommended because of the
special nature of the evaluation function and the need to avoid the
reality and appearance of lack of impartiality. Unlike the rules in
PMS 1.00 which cover outside interests, these guidelines focus on
conditions arising because of pri-or or prospective work within the
institution, since OED is largely staffed by insiders.



I. INTRODUCTION

1. An evaluation function exists within most major institutions. A key

purpose for this function is to perform ex-post reviews of the implementation

and results of an institution's operations and activities. In the World Bank,
the evaluation function is a key component in the regular examination and
improvement of the Bank's support to its borrowing member countries. It is

therefore important to ensure that the Bank's evaluation unit, the Operations
Evaluation Department (OED), functions independently and under operating

conditions that encourage the maximum objectivity and impartiality by its
staff. Accordingly, the President, following consultations with the Board of
Directors, has asked for a review of certain OED internal procedures with a
view toward ensuring that the appropriate internal operating conditions are
being met.

2. The review was conducted by an interdisciplinary working group

comprised of Mr. Richard Lynn, Director, Organization Planning Department
(OPD) as leader; Mrs. Eva Meigher, Assistant General Counsel, Administration
and General Affairs; and Mr. Graham Donaldson, Chief, Division 1, OED, as
members. Mr. Jean-Yves Maillat, OPD management consultant, served as staff to
the group.

3. The following issues were addressed in the review:

(a) How to ensure that OED staff are able to function independently
vis-a-vis Bank Operations or the countries being evaluated.

(b) How staff are assigned to OED work so as to avoid conflict of
interest situations, including whether or not any supplement to the
Bank's rules of conduct may be needed for OED staff.

(c) How to monitor OED work programs so as to avoid excessive delays.

(d) Whether there are gaps in explicit (written) procedures governing
OED's work that need to be closed.

In looking at the above, consideration was also given to such topics as
recruitment and reassignment of staff, reporting relationships, roles of
selected staff, and criteria for project and special topic selection.
Comments on or assessments about individual managers or staff were not
included in the review.

4. The review was conducted using two approaches. One was a review of
relevant documents, such as internal procedures, OED annual reports, Joint
Audit Committee (JAC) minutes and comments, staff working papers, etc . The
other was through selected interviews with those who could illuminate the
issues being addressed. Ov erall, some 34 persons were seen by the working
group. These included the current and former Directors General., all OED
Managers and selected staff, a number of Bank Operations staff, all JAC
members, and evaluation staffs from several other development agencies.
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5. The report first covers a short background on evaluation before

describing the current situation in OED in terms of the nature and

characteristics of OED's work, existing procedures and guidelines, staffing
and rules of conduct. Conclusions and recommendations are then provided on

these and related topics.

6. While this report contains certain procedurai recommendations it is

not designed to cover the full texts of such changes. Assuming agreement with

the concepts set forth here, this latter step would be undertaken as part of

subsequent implementation actions.
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II. BACKGROUND ON EVALUATION

7. Evaluation, in a public agency, can be viewed as essential to the
agency's management and to the authorities responsible for its conduct. Its
functions may include:

(a) establishing accountability for results to the agency and its
sponsors;

(b) eliciting lessons of experience and providing feedback information to
improve the quality of the next cycle of operations; and

(c) providing a basis for expanding, modifying, or discontinuing programs
or activities.

In a development agency, evaluation is geared toward improving the delivery of
development assistance and enhancing the quality of cooperation between donors
and recipients. Most evaluation functions today in a development context
emphasize providing assistance over finding fault. Such assistance may
analyze the impact of development activities on recipients and contribute
toward improving program or project design, refining development policies and
procedures. The function can provide a broader context and framework in which
specific projects can be assessed and subsequent ones improved.

8. Evaluation can be viewed as a continuous process of examining an
agency's projects or programs, and may occur at various stages of a project or
program's life cycle. Early to mid-stage evaluations, which may include
monitoring, may focus on project management and implementation and operating
issues. Ex-post evaluations, on the other hand, tend to address results
achieved, policy implications, and impact on target groups.

9. Evaluation in a development agency also involves not only the
projects and programs but the agencies and individuals who were associated
with them. The parties of interest are many, including recipient governments,
collaborating agencies, and various intermediaries, such as contractors,
suppliers, and consultants, as well as the development staff engaged in
designing and executing the work. Such evaluations may prove to be sensitive
if they should highlight problems, errors of judgment, or unsuccessful
approaches or actions on the part of any of these participants. Since the
development agency must continue to work closely with such parties, there is
likely to be concern on the part of management as to what kinds of information
and findings are to be brought to their attention, in what form, and with what
effect on relations with them. Because of the importance of the function and
its sensitivity, an agency must take particular pains to ensure that its
evaluation function is able to perform independently and with integrity on the
part of its staff. This is usually done through:

(a) establishing procedures and guidelines concerning the evaluation
unit's practices and processes,

(b) ensuring the appropriate staffing leadership of the unit, and

(c) establishing ules of conduct to ensure and protect staff's
impartiality1

1/ For a fuller treatment of these themes, see the Development Assistance
Committee, Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development's, paper
entitled Evaluation Methods and Procedures: A Compendium of Donor
Practice and Experience of April 1985.
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III. CURRENT OED SITUATiON

10. The OED of the World Bank follows a similar pattern to that of other
development agency evaluation units. That it operates in a potentially
conflictual or even adversarial, role is well recognized by OED staff, and the
Bank's management and staff. Several of OED's key characteristics are worth
noting here by way of background.

A. Nature and Characteristics of OED's Work

Stage of Evaluation

11. Since its inception, OED has been concerned only with ex-post
evaluations of individual projects. Projects are examined only after
disbursements are completed, although special studies may look at the content
of an ongoing program in order to assess needed changes in policy and program
directions. This practice, although not found explicitly in writing, means
that evaluation cannot be moved forward in the project cycle to avoid a final
assessment of project performance.

Balance between Lessons of Experience and Performance Assessment

12. OED is not exclusively responsible for undertaking evaluation in the
Bank. Other evaluators include the Regions, Operations Policy Staff, Energy
and Industry Staff and the Economics and Research Staff. Since the focus of
evaluations outside OED is largely on identifying lessons of experience in the
field, OED would seem to have a special role in assessing the effectiveness
and adequacy of past performance. However, an attempt is made in OED to
maintain a balance between past performance assessment and lessons learned,
although the balance to be sought is not clearly defined and may vary from
time to time. In any event, OED evaluations are not seen as a vehicle for
enforcing individual accountability.

Two-tier Approach

13. From its inception until 1983, OED evaluated all completed projects
financed by the Bank, thus guaranteeing universal coverage. As the size of
the portfolio grew, the desirability of this practice was questioned and,
after review, OED was directed by the Board to evaluate at least 50% of
projects completed in any one year. However, starting in 1974, a Project
Completion Report (PCR) has been prepared for all projects by either the
borrower or Bank staff, sometimes using associates such as the UNESCO and FAO
cooperative programs or consultants. The PCR has become the primary
instrument of evaluation and OED evaluates the project primarily by validating
the PCR, although it makes its own assessments and frequently raises other
issues based on its field visits and the review of project documents and
files. Since at the time the PCR is prepared, it is not known whether or not
the project will be separately audited but that there is a better than 50%
chance that it will be, the Bank continues, in practice, to evaluate ex-post
all individual projects completed at least in terms of a PCR. There seems to
be a general acceptance that the PCR concept works well, and similarly that
the selective OED approach to project auditing continues to be appropriate in
affording adequate coverage.
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Availability of Information for Evaluation

14. Since the PCR is the "primary instrument of evaluation," most review
attention is focused on the quality of PCRs. OED can reject a PCR if it

considers it below standard and may request additional information and note,
in its Project Performance Audit Memorandum (PPAM), the inadequacy of the
information provided. In addition, OED, at the direction of the Director
General (DGO) has prepared four reports in the past eight years on project
monitoring and evaluation, through which it has sought to improve the
information available to project managers and to subsequent evaluators. While
the quality of PCRs is generally held to be good, staff differ on this
matter. While most of the needed information is consistently available, there
are significant exceptions. Notably, OED staff find that information on the
beneficiaries of projects is frequently sparse or non-existent. They also
note that project files are often incomplete--with reports or memoranda (such
as comments from OPS made at various stages of the project cycle) frequently

missing. This is an area calling for continued attention.

Role of the DGO

15. The overall independence of OED is in part provided for by the nature
of the appointment of the Director General. The DGO is selected by the
Executive Directors from one or more names put forward by the President of
the Bank after informal consultations with the Executive Directors. He is
selected at the vice presidential level for renewable terms of five years,
without the option to be reassigned to the Bank group staff except in unusual
circumstances. The DGO is responsible to the Executive Directors with an
administrative link to the President. This keeps the independence of the DGO

and preserves his freedom to report openly without personal hindrance.

Protection of OED's Staff

16. OED's management is well aware of the need to ensure the freedom to
act of OED staff and to minimize the external pressures that may inhibit the
full and open disclosure of its findings. To this end OED has, with rare
exceptions, maintained the anonymity of the authors of its reports. This is
not a fully satisfactory measure since most evaluations are undertaken by
"single-member missions" and one requirement of the evaluation is that the OED
staff member should interview the Operations staff responsible for the
project. In addition, all OED visits to countries have to be announced.
Therefore, the identity of the evaluator is widely known or easily
ascertainable within the Bank. While the quality of OED reports is generally
praised there is a feeling among many people interviewed that OED reports are
not always as candid as they might be. Several interviewees felt that
drafters sometimes resorted to wordiness to soften the impact of their
findings. Views were expressed that this aspect deserved continuing attention
by OED management. OED management in their review process also pay particular
attention to the tone of the audit reports to avoid inflammatory statements
which can, perhaps more than anything else, hamper sound and cooperative

relations both with Operational staff and Borrowers.
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B. Existing Internal Procedures and Guidelines

17. OED procedures have evolved over the past decade and a half through
an open approach to the evaluation process. This is provided for by producing
draft reports that are subject to review and written comment by both
Operations staff and borrowing country personnel. Openness is built in
through requiring that all comments be dealt with explicitly. This is done
with respect to Operations staff comments by (a) modifying the report if the
validity of a rebuttal is accepted or by recording the difference of opinion
in a footnote using the language of the reviewer if the viewpoint is not
shared; and (b) with respect to the country comments, by publishing such
comments with an annotation as to whether the report has been modified or the
viewpoint is not accepted and why. This process is facilitated by providing
adequate time for review (six weeks in the first instance) and extending the
time on request, even at the expense of slippages in OED's work program. It

is generally agreed that these are appropriate measures and that the approach
works well.

18. Similarly the process has evolved through the attention given to the
selection of projects for evaluation and of subjects for review. The work
program is developed annually, reflecting primarily issues and concerns raised
at meetings of the Board (all of which the Director General attends) and of
the JAC which also reviews and approves the work program. Through this
process the JAC plays an active role in guiding the direction of OED
evaluations and reviews. The criteria for selection of projects for
evaluation are approved by the JAC after periodic review and discussion. The
Board and the JAC also review OED's major findings and the responses of
management to such findings through their review of individual reports, of the
Annual Report of the Director General, and of the Annual Review of Project
Performance Evaluations.

19. The content of project evaluations is further guided by specifying
information to be presented and issues to be addressed in PCRs (prepared by
Operations or Projects staff) and PPAMs (prepared by OED). And, the content
of reviews is guided by the JAC's review of Approach Papers prepared for all
evaluations and studies other than project audits. These overall procedures
are described in general terms in the published booklet entitled World Bank
Operations Evaluation: Standards and Procedures. This booklet, last
published in 1979, is currently both out of date and out of print and needs to
be current and available if it is to be useful.

20. The content of project completion reports is specified in Guidelines
for the Preparation of PCRs (Operational Manual Statement 3.58), prepared by
OED in collaboration with OPS, which lays down in substantial detail,
requiring 72 pages of the Operational Manual, the information and formats
required. However, those guidelines issued in 1977 are no longer consistent
with actual practice. Further, there is no stated format or written
guidelines covering OED's Project Performance Audit Memoranda, and the Project
Performance Audit Reports. As a consequence, there is some needless variation
between reports issued by OED at this time, rendering comparisons and
compilations of findings difficult.
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21. Detailed steps and processes for the preparation, quality control,
production, distribution, review, and dissemination of OED reports are

specified from time to time by the Director or division chiefs in OED through
various memoranda. However, these are incomplete in their coverage, not

common to all divisions, and not available in a standard form for OED
evaluators.

22. We believe that the state of all of these procedures is in need of
update in the interest of improving the efficiency and effectiveness of the
Department and to render it more transparent to the audiences it serves.

C. Staffing Status

23. As of February 13, 1986, OED had 57 staff (excluding the DGO ) of
which 34 were at grade 21 and above. Of the latter only the Director and the
two evaluation officers at grade 21 were recruited outside the Bank; the
others came to OED with an average Bank experience of 16.2 years for the
division chiefs, 9.8 years for the principal evaluation officers and 10.7
years for the senior evaluation officers. Twenty of those staff (59%) have
been in OED for less than 3 years and only two have been in OED more than 6
years.

24. Although most people interviewed for this study commented favorably

on OED's independence, questions can be raised concerning the impartiality of
staff who are recruited mainly from within the Bank and who evaluate the work
of parts of the institution to which they belonged for an average of ten years
or more, with which they keep close ties, and to which most of them will

eventually return.

Inside vs. Outside Evaluators

25. The debate as to whether an evaluation unit should be staffed with
evaluators from within the institution or from outside is a long standing one,
not confined to OED. Internal evaluators know better the organization, its
programs, policies, procedures and constraints; they are known to the staff;
need little learning time; and are in a better position to follow-up on
recommendations. Outside evaluators can bring specific skills, fresh
perspective and insight, new thinking, and they are free from organizational
biases and personal biases towards staff of the institution; hence they are
assumed to be more objective, impartial and independent.

26. The previously mentioned 1985 OECD paper found that outsiders are
generally hired because of time or specific skill constraints in the usually
small-sized evaluation units and because their presence gives the appearance
of impartiality, and thus enhances the credibility of results. But, according
to this same paper, donor experience does not bear out the outsiders' greater
impartiality, and it states that insiders having no direct association with
the object of the evaluation can be as objective as outsiders.

27. Most of our interviewees seem to share this view, and whether OED
staff, Bank staff, JAC members or outsiders, they saw the disadvantages of
staffing OED with outsiders outweighing the advantages. Their main concern is
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that it would hinder the feedback to Operations of lessons learned. As one
JAC member put it: "insiders are the least bad thing." Our interviewees

generally feel, therefore, that OED should be staffed by a majority of
insiders with a minority of outsiders.

28. OED has recruited some outside evaluators especially in its earlier

years. However, we understand that most of them did not want to make OED

their career and that their later reassignment to other Bank units was

difficult because their profile did not correspond to needs in Operations.
OED also uses consultants to supplement its skills base and to get some of the

fresh thinking that outsiders can provide. From FY81 to FY84 OED has

consistently used the equivalent of 3.5 staff years of consultants' time per
year in addition to its internal staff. In FY85 the figure was 5 equivalent
staff years (or 12.8% of available high level resources) and it is scheduled
to remain at that level for FY86 and FY87.

Reassignment to Operations

29. Whether recruited in-house or outside, OED's evaluators are eligible

for reassignment in Operations because, given its size, it is felt that there

are not enough career opportunities within OED. Some OED staff interviewed

indicated that this may cause some of their colleagues to exercise
self-restraint; if not self-censorship, in order not to compromise their

future reassignment to Operations. They felt this could affect outsiders as

much as insiders if not more so because the former may feel a need to prove

themselves to operational managers and may be looking for a way onto the
Bank's Operational staff. To what extent this is exercised in substance

rather than in style and in what instances OED staff actually exercise such

self-restraint is hard to document.

30. To avoid such problems, reassignments from OED to the Bank could be

forbidden, thus, in effect, making OED the last stop in the institution for
inside recruits and the only stop for outside recruits. This solution,

however, would only prove attractive to some senior Bank staff who have no

desire or no possibility to advance in Operations. It would hinder the

recruitment of well-qualified staff in mid-career. It might also result in
having a unit composed mainly of pre-retirees, which could be very damaging

for its image and credibility.

31. Most interviewees recognize that OED can be a challenging final step

in one's career in the Bank, but they also feel that a passage in OED can be a

broadening experience in mid-career and that the Bank has much to gain from
reintegrating OED staff to Operations. Further, OED stands to attract better
operational staff if they know they can move back to Operations.

32. The rotation of staff from OED to Operations has not always been

easy. There have been cases where OED staff have experienced difficulty in
finding an opening in Operations. Our interviewees seemed to believe that
these difficulties were mainly due to personality characteristics or to

professional calibre rather than to Bank managers holding grudges against
outspoken OED staff.
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33. It is to be noted that staff joining OED since 1983 have had a

gu-aranteed re-entry in their region of origin after a 2 to 3 year passage in

OED (provided to them in writing when they join OED)A'. This seems to have

helped rotate staff into and out of OED. However, we feel that giving new OED

recruits a guaranteed re-entry to their region of origin may affect their

impartiality towards that region. We feel, therefore, that the re-entry

guarantee should apply to Operations as a whole and not just to the region of

origin. We believe this is consistent with the intent of the Bank's

reassignment policy. We also feel that the 2 to 3 year stay in OED mentioned

in the re-entry guarantee is too short and that this should be extended to 3

to 5 years.

Quality of Staff

34. OED has had difficulty in obtaining the calibre of staff it

considered appropriate. Bank staff were, until recently, disinclined to join

OED mainly because many Bank managers tended to underrate the value of

experience in OED and perceived an assignment in OED as a "gap in one's

career." This situation, however, has been changing over the past two years

or so. Proof is in the fact that the recent openings in OED have been filled

quickly, that there have been more qualified candidates than positions

available, and that there is presently no uncommitted higher-level vacancy in
OED. This is in contrast with a few years back when some vacancies could take
up to two years to be filled.

D. Rules of Conduct

35. Ensuring OED staff's independence requires that clear guidance be

given to staff as to what may constitute or appear to constitute a conflict of

interest with respect to assigned work and how one is to deal with it.

Rules Applicable to all Bank Staff

36. World Bank staff members, including OED staff, are subject to the

Principles of Staff Employment which were approved by the Executive Directors
in August 1983 and which set forth the respective rights and obligations of

the Bank and IFC and the institutions' staff members. The introductory
section of Chapter III of the Principles, which relates to the general
obligations of staff members, provide-s that:

"The sensitive and confidential nature of much of their work requires of

staff a high degree of integrity and concern for the interests of the

Organizations. Moreover, as employees of international organizations,

staff members have a svecial responsibility to avoid situations and

activities that might reflect adversely on the Organizations, compromise

their operations, or lead to real or apparent conflicts of interest."

1/ Memorandum from Mr. Stern, SVPOP, to Operational Vice Presidents, dated
June 13, 1983 and titled "OED Staffing."
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37. Staff members are mandated to "discharge their duties solely with the
interests and objectives of the Organizations in view" and to "respect the
international character of their positions and maintain their independence by
not accepting any instructions relating to the performance of their duties
from any governments." Further, staff members may not take any action that
would adversely reflect on their status as international civil servants or "on
the integrity, independence and impartiality that are required by that status."

38. Staff Rules will be issued to implement Chapter Three of the Staff
Principles. Pending the issuance of Staff Rules, the pertinent provisions of
Personnel Manual Statement (PMS) No. 1.00 (Outside Activities and Interests)
remain in effect. By its terms PMS No. 1.00 covers individuals employed on
regular, fixed-term, part-time or temporary appointments and any consultants
filling a regularly budgeted staff position. We have been informed that
through individual letters of appointment, the provisions of PMS 1.00 are also
made applicable to other consultants engaged for a six-month term or longer.

39. PMS No. 1.00 provides guidance to staff to avoid conflicts or the
appearance of conflict between their private interests and activities or their
former employment and their duties to the Bank. Prohibition of the

acquisition of certain interests is provided in certain situations and
disclosure and abstention from exercise of responsibility, except as

specifically instructed, in others. In this manner embarrassment either to

the staff member concerned or to the Bank would be avoided.

Rules Specific to OED

40. As far as rules of conduct applying specifically to OED are

concerned, we could only locate one written instruction on the subject: the
Director's Instruction No. 2 entitled "Conflict of Interest in the Preparation
of Evaluation Reports" of April 18, 1985. The Instruction states that

"Staff are recommended to avoid, to the extent possible, assigning the
author of a PCR for evaluation of the same PCR.... Any staff constraints
with regard to change in work program, arising as a result of these rules,
should be discussed between the staff and the division chief concerned."

It should be noted that the Instruction refers to a PCR an OED staff member

may have written and not to a project one might have been associated with
while in Operations. However, OED staff we interviewed recognized that there

is an unwritten rule to the effect that one would not evaluate one's former
project work. Some felt the rule was absolute; others felt it was to be
applied flexibly.

41. Since there do not seem to be other written or generally accepted
unwritten rules on this subject, OED staff had different perceptions as to
other restrictions that may apply. Some thought that OED staff are barred,
for their first year in OED, from evaluating any project originating in the
Region from which they came. Others either thought that the restriction only
applied to their division of origin or to the country they had been working on
and some had never heard of such a rule.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

A. Summary of Findings

42. Our review has not revealed the emergence of serious problems in need
of strong remedial measures within the topics covered by our terms of
reference, whether from the perspective of those within OED or from those we
have seen who are outside of it but intimately familiar with its work.
However, we do find the need for follow-up action in several areas in order to
strengthen OED's functioning and its internal practices and procedures. This
strengthening begins with the need to reaffirm top management support to OED
and their assistance in ensuring that OED is staffed with those of high
technical competence and integrity. The review has pointed out a need for
tightening up internal operating procedures and rendering them more explicit
where they are now only implicit or unwritten and therefore subject to wide
swings in interpretation. It has also revealed the need to articulate
guidelines relating to the assignment of OED staff to evaluation work and
their rules of conduct with respect to it. This is in the interest of
safeguarding individual staff members as well as the integrity of the function
they perform. These proposed improvements are less to solve known and
identified problems today than to help avoid their occurrence in the future.
At the same time, we recognize the dangers inherent in overly circumscribing
OED's latitude for action or reducing its flexibility and hence its potential
effectiveness. So we have purposely avoided prescribing excessive rules or
prohibitions.

B. Commitment of Bank Top Management to the Evaluation Function

43. The Working Group's proposals for procedural and rules of conduct
improvements will not in and of themselves ensure an effective and objective
evaluation function. The real test is in the quality of staff employed by OED
and how they undertake their work when they are there. The impetus for
building a first rate staff in OED must begin with top management and its
continuing commitment to a viable evaluation function and OED as its
instrument. The Senior Vice President, Operations, has signaled this
importance in 1983 by establishing guaranteed re-entry, encouraging the
identification and reassignment of staff to OED, and recognizing an assignment
in OED as a positive career move. But despite improvements in the last two
years in assignments to and from OED, some of the old perceptions of OED as a
disadvantageous assignment still persist. One important way of combating
these perceptions is to have regular reinforcement of the importance of OED to
the institution and its career-broadening potential at all levels of Bank
management, starting at the top. This should be enforced in practice on a
continuous basis through the sector reassignment panels. This process will
then be self-sustaining as high caliber staff are attracted to serve in OED
and as staff in OED find attractive assignment opportunities after an OED tour
of duty. Attention to resource needs would be another measure of management's
commitment to the function.
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C. Internal Procedures and Guidelines

44. In view of the need to (a) maintain an open and transparent
evaluation process, (b) provide a measure of consistency across OED's work,
and (c) guide staff in the execution of their work within OED, coupled with
the need to update and complete current procedures and guidelines governing
these elements, we make the following recommendations.

45. The review group recommends that OED's Standards and Procedures
publication be updated and reprinted as a matter of priority and that it be
regularly updated thereafter as the published and readily available reference
guide on what OED does and how it does it. We further recommend that its
content be expanded to include the following:

(a) the process for selecting projects to be evaluated and topics to be
reviewed;

(b) the procedures for review of the work program and of individual
reports;

(c) the major issues, subjects and themes to be given attention in OED
evaluations and reviews; and

(d) all major policies and guidelines applied in implementing the
functions of OED, including where appropriate any different policies
or criteria that might be applied to particular sectors or subjects.

46. We further recommend that the guidelines for the preparation of PCRs
(OMS 3.58), which are now out of date, be revised in collaboration with OPS as
soon as practicable and that it be accompanied by similar guidelines for the
preparation of PPAMs and PPARs to be prepared and revised regularly as
complementary companion pieces to the PCR guidelines.

47. In view of the need to clarify the internal processes for

preparation, quality control, production, distribution, review, and
dissemination of OED reports, we recommend that OED management decide on a

common format for operating guidelines, perhaps based on a loose-leaf book
similar to the OMS, reconcile differences in procedures between divisions
where possible and extend the coverage of such guidelines to include the
essential steps in the pursuit of all regular OED functions. These should
also be regularly updated as changes are needed. Among the specifics to be
included should be the formal requirement to establish terms of reference for
all audits and back-to-office reports for all field missions in order to
improve OED's product while making fuller use of OED's collective expertise.
In preparing these internal guidelines the purpose is not to reduce staff
flexibility, but rather to facilitate efficient operations, improve
coordination among OED staff, and achieve greater openness of OED's work.
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48. We also see the need to strengthen work planning and control
processes governing the completion of audit reports. Specifically, the
working group recommends th t all audits should be completed within 24 months
of the receipt of the PCRI This would allow ample time for grouping
project audits for efficiency (i.e., to allow field visits to two or more
projects concurrently) and full opportunity for review and comment by Bank
staff and country officials while ensuring that excessive delays are not
incurred on a y evaluation and that the evaluations of difficult projects are
not shelved.1 The careful attention of OED's management to the monthly
review of the work program would be an important concomitant to this action.

49. Finally and while less tangible than the foregoing procedural
changes, we believe that an appropriate operating environment must be fostered
by OED's management if OED is to maintain and expand its effectiveness. This
could be characterized as encouraging experimentation on evaluation approaches
and methodologies; maintaining a collegial working climate with peer
interaction, collaboration, and teamwork; and ensuring open communications
both within OED and beyond. OED has had a tradition of "lone evaluators," in
part in response to budgetary constraints, which may not take sufficient
advantage of the collective experience available in the department. Where
possible, team work should be encouraged and, where this is not possible,
processes should be adopted such as those indicated above for terms of
reference and back-to-office reports to facilitate the exchange of information
and views on project and policy issues. This recommendation should be
addressed by the OED management team.

D. Rules of Conduct

The Desirability of Special Guidelines

50. While all Bank staff are presumed to be impartial and objective,
special care needs to be taken to maximize the fact and appearance of OED
staff's independence, impartiality and objectivity.

51. OED staff, like other Bank staff, are subject to the Principles of
Staff Employment and to PMS 1.00. However, neither gives guidance
specifically to OED staff because of their particular status as evaluators of
the Bank's and the borrowers' activities or because they are recruited
primarily from Operations with a view to rejoining Operations after a
specified period. We conclude that it would be desirable that additional
rules of conduct apply to OED staff. The rules we recommend offer protection
to the staff member, who in doubtful cases would be covered by a'clearance
from his director, and to the institution by barring staff members from
performing evaluations in some cases presenting a risk of conflict of interest
and by requiring disclosure in other cases while at the same time keeping the

l/ We note that the average time in which audits are completed is 14 months;
thus 24 months should be considered as an upper limit.

2/- In the exceptional case where the audit cannot be performed within the
24-month limit, the existing rule requiring that the JAC be informed, is
to be maintained.
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necessary operational flexibility. Moreover, clear guidelines are to the
advantage of the institution because they show that it is aware of and
sensitive to the importance of the reality and appearance of impartiality and
independence of the evaluation function. They would also defuse criticism of
the evaluation at some future date by those who might imply that a potential
conflict of interest had not been taken into account in assigning the
evaluation.

52. In considering whether supplemental rules of conduct should apply to
OED staff and what the nature of such rules should be, a variety of factors
peculiarly relevant to OED was weighed. We considered that:

(a) there do not seem to be substantial questions raised about actual
lack of independence by OED staff;

(b) the Director General is selected by the Executive Directors from one
or more names put forward by the President of the Bank, after
informal consultations with the Executive Directors and that he is
responsible to the Executive Directors with only an administrative
link to the President of the Bank;

(c) there are multiple reviews of evaluations with different
perspectives;

(d) OED has 34 staff in grades 21 and above with only one or two staff
members working in some sectors and that, therefore, flexibility of
assignment is required;

(e) knowledge and experience with respect to countries and sectors are
assets in performing the evaluation functions; and

(f) the Bank does have general rules regarding conflicts arising from
financial interest and prior employment.

We also considered, however, that:

(a) for an evaluation function to be effective, it must be perceived to
be independent;

(b) the Bank's conflict of interest rules do not take into account the
possibility of potential conflicts because of prior or future
employment within other departments of the Bank;

(c) evaluations are not undertaken by teams, but generally by
individuals;

(d) associations, affiliations, or attitudes might result in
prejudgments; and

(e) the lack of written guidelines on the circumstances under which
disqualification was desirable or should be considered exposed staff
members and the Bank to possible criticism.
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53. More specifically, consideration was also given to possible pressures

or the appearance of lack of objectivity that might arise because of prior or

future employment in Operations with respect to the following: (a) evaluation

of a project or of non-project work with which the evaluator was previously

associated; (b) evaluation of a project involving an organizational unit in

which the evaluator worked or to which the evaluator knew he would be

reassigned; and (c) evaluation of a project involving a country on which the

evaluator had worked. It was concluded that special OED guidelines should

apply in all these situations.

Close Association with a Project under Review

54. There was a consensus among those interviewed that if an OED staff

member had worked on a project in any phase of the project cycle, he should be

barred from evaluating the project. It is recommended that this absolute

prohibition be limited to those cases where the OED staff member was the

project officer, or a member of any of the mission teams or the manager
directly supervising the work. The prohibition should apply to all OED staff
through the level of Division Chief. The OED Director and the Director

General would not be barred because of their probable lack of direct personal
involvement in the project but should consider whether disqualification is

advisable under the circumstances of the particular case. If the DGO chooses

to disqualify himself, the Director would assume the DGO's responsibility and

this would be made known to the JAC.

Other Association with Work under Review

55. In those cases where an OED staff member had worked on a project in

another capacity than described in the previous paragraph, or had been
associated with non-project work under review, we believe that the staff
should not be automatically barred from doing the evaluation or the review but

that he/she should (a) disclose in writing, before undertaking an evaluation
or a review of an evaluation, any past association with the work under review;
(b) discuss with the supervisor at the level of Division Chief or higher the
closeness and timeframe of such past association, the perceptions created by
the participation of the staff member in the evaluation, and other relevant
factors such as the efficiency and staffing needs of the unit; and (c) ask

that the Director decide, upon recommendation of the supervisor concerned,
whether the OED staff member should proceed with the evaluation or be
disqualified. If the staff member is not disqualified, the supervisor will

bear in mind, while reviewing the evaluation, those factors brought up by the
staff member. This rule should apply to all staff through the OED Director
except that the DGO would decide on the disqualification of the Director. The

DGO would also decide on whether the circumstances warranted his own
disqualification.

Past or Future Association with a Bank Unit or Country concerned

56. There was a diversity of views on whether an evaluator would be
impartial and appear impartial with respect to projects originating in
organizational units from which he came and/or to which he would subsequently
be assigned. Some emphasized the necessity for flexibility while others
emphasized the threat to impartiality in maintaining contacts and
relationships with former colleagues or in avoiding to antagonize future
colleagues and jeopardize future assignments. There was the same difference
of views with respect to the desirability of evaluating projects in countries
with which one had gained great familiarity through close professional
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association. Some emphasized the advantages of expertise and familiarity and
the necessity of flexibility in assignments, and others the threat to
independence that was posed by this familiarity.

57. We believe that a desirable balance could be achieved among these
considerations by requiring the OED staff member to disclose any relevant past
or future association with the Bank unit or the country concerned by the
project being evaluated, following the disclosure procedure described in para
55 above.

Nationality

58. The working group also considered whether an OED staff member should
evaluate projects in the country of the staff member's nationality. The
working group recommends that no special rules should apply to OED in this
respect and that the prevailing policy applied in Operations should be
observed. This policy discourages full time assignment to one's own country
(as is the case with Programs staff) but does not prohibit part-time
participation in activities relating to the country of one's own nationality.

Other Considerations

59. Finally, we considered whether other conditions could be identified
which were likely to affect a staff member's objectivity and concluded that
the staff member should be given the opportunity to seek agreement for
disqualification if he/she felt that personal affiliations, associations,
prejudgments, attitudes and/or biases were likely to cloud his/her objectivity
or impartiality. The procedure to follow would be the same as in the case of
disclosure described in paragraph 55 above except that the disclosure is not
required but is at the staff member's discretion.

60. A chart reflecting the recommendations relating to the special rules
of conduct for OED staff is attached.

E. Staffing

61. If independence in ascertaining accountability were the only
objective to be achieved, it would clearly result in the establishment of an
OED unit completely separate from the Bank with staff appointed from the
outside whose career in the Bank would be limited to OED. However, since
there is a broad agreement that evaluation should be designed to improve
assistance rather than to find fault, OED should be staffed by a majority of
experienced Bank staff who have already built their track record and are
widely respected by their Bank colleagues for their professional competence,
that they be offered a guaranteed re-entry in Operations (rather than their
region of origin) after a 3 to 5 year stint in OED, and that a minority of
outsiders should be recruited through fixed-term appointments, exchanges with
evaluations units of comparable international organizations, donor aid
agencies or borrower agencies or through increased use of consultants. This
would best serve the Bank's and OED's needs and would help ensure OED's
independence and reduce any potential self restraint of its staff.
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62. It is equally important that OED should screen and select its staff
carefully, not only on the basis of their technical competence but also on the
basis of (a) their potential evaluation skills, (b) their personal traits with

regard to integrity, objectivity and impartiality, (c) their ability to deal

and communicate with others, (d) their personal authority and credibility, and
(e) their degree of commitment to the evaluation process.

63. Many interviewees felt that if staff with the appropriate
professional calibre and personal characteristics are selected there should be
few, if-any, problems of objectivity, impartiality, independence, reassignment
to operations, and possible resulting lack of candor.
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V. SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS

Commitment of Bank Top Management to the Evaluation Function

o Bank management to regularly reinforce OED's importance to the
institution and to be attentive to OED's resource needs (para 43).

o Sector reassignment panels to ensure rotation of well-qualified staff
to and from OED (para 43).

Internal Procedures and Guidelines

OED to:

o Update, expand and reprint OED's Standards and Procedures (para 45).

o Update, in collaboration with OPS, the guidelines for the preparation
of PCRs and to prepare similar guidelines for the preparation of
PPAMs and PPARs (para 46).

o Issue internal operating guidelines in one common format; to be

included is the formal requirement for establishing terms of
reference for all audits and back-to-office reports for all field
missions (para 47).

o Strengthen work planning and control processes in order to complete
all audits within 24 months of receipt of PCR (para 48).

o Foster an appropriate operating environment conducive to team work
and open communications (para 49).

Rules of Conduct

OED to adopt the following rules of conduct (also summarized in attached
chart):

o OED staff through Division Chief to be barred from evaluating a
project with which they were previously closely associated; Director
and Director-General to consider self-disqualification (para 54).

o OED staff through Department Director required to disclose to and
discuss with their supervisor before undertaking the work, (a) any
distant association with a project being audited, (b) any past
association with non-project work under review, and (c) any past or
future association with a Bank unit or a country concerned by the
project being audited. Director to decide eventual disqualification
of all staft under him. DGO to decide on disqualification of
Director and to consider self-disqualification (paras 55-57).

o OED staff through Department Director. to be given the opportunity to
seek, at their discretion, disqualification for other reasons likely
to cloud their objectivity. Director to decide on eventual
disqualification of staff under him. DGO to decide on
disqualification of Director and to consider self-disqualification
(para 59).
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o No specific limitations for OED staff to work on matters involving
their country of nationality. The prevailing Bank policy should
apply (para 58).

Staffing

OED to:

o be staffed in majority by experienced Bank staff who come to OED for

3 to 5 years with a re-entry guarantee to Operations (para 61).

o have a minority of its higher level staff come from outside the Bank,

either through fixed-term appointments or exchanges with evaluation
units of other institutions (para 61).

o select its staff carefully and not only on the basis of technical
competence (para 62).
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Supplementary Rules of Conduct - OED Staff

OED Activity Nature of Potential Rule

Conflict

1. Project Evaluation If OED staff member Absolute prohibition
had worked on the on evaluation of pro-
project cycle as ject; applies through
project officer, division chief level.
member of mission OED Director and
teams or manager DGO decide whether
directly supervising they should disqualify
the project. themselves.

2. Project Evaluation If OED staff member Mandatory disclosure
had worked on the to direct supervisor
project in another at level of division
capacity than chief or above; deci-
described above; sion on disqualifica-

or tion made by Director
If OED staff member: for all staff under
(a) is a past member him and by DGO for the
of Bank organizational Director. DGO decides
unit (Division, on his own disquali-
Department or Region) fication.
in which project was
handled.
(b) is a prospective
member of Bank organi-
zational unit (through

re-assignment) in which
project was handled.
(c) has worked on
country of project.

3. Non-project Work If OED staff member Same as rule No. 2
had been
associated with non-

project work while
in Operations.

4. Project Evaluation If OED staff member Voluntary disclosure
and Non-project Work has associations, by OED staff member to

affiliations, atti- direct supervisor at
tudes likely to level of division
cloud objectivity. chief or above; deci-

sion on disqualifica-
tion made by Director
for all staff under him
and by DGO for the
Director. DGO decides
on his own disqualifi-
cation.
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ORD STAFFING REVIEW

(Grade 21 and up)

I~~~FY I11 1 -T Y6
II I l a t i

IFY791 FY801 FY811 FY821 FY831 FY841 FY85 Halfl

Assignment and recruitment I I I I I I I I I
Iinto OED 1 3 1 0 1 7 1 6 1 4 1 7 1 5 1 3 1

1 1 1 1 1 1 1
lReassignment out of OED I -1 1 1 3 1 3 1 1 1 6 1 41-II I I I I I I I I I
ITerminations I - 1 1 1 - 1 2 1 - I - I 5 1 2 1
I 1 1 1 1 I I I IIStaff at end of period 1 22 1 20 1 24 1 25 128 1 29 1 28 1 31* 1

Authorized strength 1 22 1 23 1 26 1 28 I 28 1 30 I 32 I 34*

IVacancies at end of period I - 3 1 2 3 - I 1 4 I 3

At the time of this report, of the 3 vacancies at the end of the first half of
FY86, two have been filled and the last one is committed (to be filled in May1986).

*The increase in authorized strength is due to the fact that two former
research assistants were graded at level 21 during the job grading exercise
and have now the title of evaluation officers.



ORGANIZATIONAL ASSESSMENT OF OED

September 3, 1982



Organizational Assessment of the Operations Evaluation Department

Background

1. In July the Organization Planning Department agreed to do a

- 1/
quick diagnostic assessment of the OED proposal- to create a

divisional structure in the Operations Evaluation Department (OED). The

Terms of Reference for the assessment are in Annex 1.

2. In carrying out the assessment Mr. Petter Langseth and Mrs.

Patricia Suarez (OPD consultants) (a) reviewed documentation related to

OED's present and future work program and staffing and resource

allocations; (b) conducted selected interviews with staff, both within

and outside OED; and (c) evaluated various organizational alternatives.

On August 19, 1982, we met for a progress review, at which time we

clarified some of the outstanding issues and generally agreed upon the

near and longer-term organizational structure and objectives. This

memorandum expands upon our discussion at the August 19th meeting to

which you indicated agreement in principle with the adjustments. Also

included in the memo are some other nonstructural issues related to work

programming, staffing and process changes.

Criteria and Assumptions

3. In formulating our recommendations, we developed a set of

criteria and assumptions as a basis for evaluating your proposal and

several alternative proposals.

1/ Memo from S. Kapur to OED staff dated July 23, 1982, "Revised
Departmental Organization and Procedures".
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4. The criteria used were:

- clear lines of responsibility and ease of working within

the structure;

- clarity of management functions;

- reasonable span of control;

- flexibility;

- balance within the organization both in workload and in

staffing; and

- impact of structure on the morale of the staff and the

working environment.

5. Along with the criteria were some basic assumptions which

allowed us to limit the range of possible alternatives and come up with

certain modifications to your original proposal. The key assumptions

governing the next 3 years' activities were:

- OED would follow the same or a similar audit strategy as

has been used in FY83, i.e., approximately 60% of the

total disbursed projects would be audited either

in-depth (field audit) or on an intermediate basis (desk

audit);

- Development strategy changes made in the mid to late

1970s will require adjustments in OED resource

allocation in the mid 1980s;

- No changes in OED top management (Director-General and

Director) are expected over the next three years.



Recommendations

6. Based on our assessment and the useful discussions in the

progress review, we recommend that OED:

- proceed as already proposed over the short-term, but

leave the sections as informal designations;

- move towards a "divisions-only" structure during the

next twelve to eighteen months;

- redistribute the sector composition of the divisions to

reflect a better balance of workload and compatibility

among sectors;

- establish a central administrative unit reporting to the

Director and request in the FY84 budget a Programming

and Budgeting Officer position to manage the

administrative unit;

- develop detailed job descriptions;

- document internal operating procedures under the new

approach; and

- develop a detailed action plan to implement the

recommended changes.

7. To arrive at our recommendation for a "divisions-only" structure

(see Annex 2) we analyzed four other structures. Those alternatives -

the pre-August organization, the division/section structure (the OED

proposal), a section-only proposal and a structure with three divisions
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reporting directly to the Director-General are included as Annex 3 with a

summary of the "pros" and "cons" of each.

8. A "divisions-only" structure would evolve gradually. Quality

control would fo'rmally rest with the Division Chief, but each audit or

study would be reviewed by one of the senior sector specialists. (The

concept of having a designated individual as "lead" specialist for a

sector would continue.)

9. The difference between this structure and the OED proposal is

that it does not include formal sections. Our rationale for recommending

that they not be formalized is based on:

- the size of the sections -- except for agriculture --

consist of only 2-4 people which compartmentalizes

staff and inhibits flexibility in the organization;

- horizontal communications within divisions are easier

with less formal structure;

- the span of control for the division chief without

formal subordinate units is reasonable -- there are

between 7 and 10 higher-level staff per division, most

of whom are senior evaluation officers with solid work

experience who do not require much if any day-to-day

supervision;
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- the time which would have been spent on management and

administration by the section chiefs can instead be used

to do operational work - in effect, achieving a more

efficient and effective use of these scarce staff

resources.

10. We also recommend a slight shift of sector coverage within the

divisions based on present and future workloads. The agriculture section

should become a division by itself. Agriculture audits and special

studies represent 30% of the department's staff and work program. The

agriculture sector also has the highest intensity of audits (80%), of

which 60% are in-depth audits. Combined with the fact that the

agriculture section already has eight higher level staff, it makes sense

to have a separate agriculture division.

11. Making agriculture a separate division will require some

adjustment in the other two divisions. We recommend combining industry

and DFC's with the transportation, tourism, urban development and public

utilities sectors. Education, training and family planning, together

with structual adjustment, technical assistance and program lending, and

policy review would form the third grouping. Our grouping the divisions

in this way seems to us to combine more closely the hard sectors

(industry, public utilities, transportation) in one division and the soft

sectors (education, training and technical assistance) and program-type

work in another.

12. Redistributing the sector coverage would provide a better

balanced organization -- both in terms of workload and sector groups. It
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is also intended that this adjusted structure would take into account the

Bank's changing emphases in the mid to late 1970s so that OED could

better perform its audits as the emphasis changes in its work program in

the next 2-3 yeats. Annex 4 shows the distribution of OED work program

for FY83 by sector and audit intensity. Annex 5 includes the disbursed

loans and credits by sector which are expected to be ready for auditing

1/between FY84 and FY88.-

13. In your proposed organization the departmental administrative

work is assigned to various individuals in the department. While this

balances the administrative workload among the three divisions, it

requires that senior operational staff spend time on certain

administrative matters which could be handled more efficiently and

effectively by a less senior staff member within a central unit. Our

recommendation is to create an Administrative Unit reporting to the

Director which would be responsible for:

- coordination of overall programming and budgeting, with

divisional inputs;

- departmental status reports and work programs;

- word and data processing support;

- departmental time and attendance reports; and

- training coordination

1/ We have also included the workload distribution under our modified
structure and compared it with the original OPD proposal.
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The unit would be headed by a Programming and Budgeting Officer and would

include the word processing staff and the staff assistant already in

charge of preparing administrative reports (Ms. Reyes). We recommend

that for FY84 you request an additional position for a Programming and

Budgeting Officer.

14. On the nonstructural side we recommend that internal procedures

and job descriptions be documented. Since you are making a number of

modifications to the way the departmental work was carried out

previously, and responsibility for carrying out the work program has been

delegated to the divisions, sound operating procedures and job

descriptions are essential. These should include:

- job descriptions which detail major functions and

responsibilities of the Director, Division Chiefs,

senior evaluation officers with lead responsibility for

sectoral quality control, other senior evaluation

officers, and the Programming and Budgeting Officer;

- consistent formats for departmental status reports and,

to the extent possible, audit reports and studies;

- a consistent and documented approach to "pass through"

- audits;

- guidelines for use of consultants;

- the budget procedure and the responsibilities of each

division in the preparation of the work program and

budget; and

- criteria for use of interdisciplinary advisory groups;

- frequency and content of departmental meetings.

The latter two points need attention to help ensure better "horizontal

coordination and communication" in OED.



Next Steps

15. in our recommendation for a "divisions-only" structure we

suggested that this should occur over a twelve to eighteen month period.

The reason for this is to allow for a gradual change from your original

proposal to the modified one to coincide with personnel changes which are

expected to occur over that same period, i.e., the retirement of Mr. Kirk

and the reassignment of Mr. Malone. We would support you in your effort

to formalize the divisional structure now but would hold off on formally

appointing section chiefs. We suggest you continue to call the section

chief designees "senior evaluation officers" for their sector specialty,

and formally add that descriptive term to their title if you feel it to

be necessary and appropriate.

16. We suggest you announce to your staff the changes we have

recommended followed by a staff meeting with all staff, your Personnel

Officer and the OPD consultants responsible for the assessment. We could

put together a short paper, similar to this memo but excluding the

personnel issue (para. 15), which could serve both as an announcement and

the basis for discussion at the meeting.

17. Finally, OPD will be pleased to work with OED to prepare job

descriptions and procedural guidelines, the former in coordination with

PMD. We suggest a meeting at your convenience to discuss the

implementation program and OPD's possible assistance to OED in it.
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Operations Evaluation Department
Organizational Assessment

Terms of Reference

Purpose

The Organization Planning Department was asked by Mr. S. Kapur,
Director, Operations Evaluation Department (OED) to do a quick diagnostic
assessment of his proposal to create a divisional structure in OED.
This, in essence, would formalize a structure which is already in place.
In carrying out this assessment, OPD would:

(a) Assess proposed structure against alternative structures keeping
in mind the present and future work program, and

(b) Determine whether any operating or management process changes
might be needed to carry out the work more effectively.

Tasks

(a) Review relevant background documentation.

(b) Interviews with selected staff within OED and selected managers
within the Operations complex.

(c) Analysis of the organizational options.

(d) Analysis of staffing arrangements and working relationships.

End-Product

A short assessment memoranda providing an outside "estimate of
the situation," with respect to organization structure, including a
commentary on the specific issues indicated above. The memorandum will
include a suggested course of action and timetable for addressing
specific problems identified.

Staffing and Timing

The assessment will be led by Mrs. Patricia Suarez and
Mr. Petter Langseth, both OPD Management Consultants. Mr. Richard Lynn,
OPD Principal Management Consultant, will be the Project Adviser. A
progress review will be prepared by Mr. Kapur by August 19, 1982, with
the final memorandum drafted for his review by September 3, 1982. After
Mr. Kapur has reviewed the memorandum and discussed it with Mr. Weiner,
Director General, OED, OPD will assist Mr. Kapur in implementation of any
changes as required.
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Comments

The above organization assessment is not designed to provide a
definitive review of OED's activities, nor serve as a vehicle for
evaluating the effectiveness of OED's output.
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ALTERNATIVE ORGANIZATION STRUCTURES IN OED

1. Alternative 1: Pre-Auptzst 2 1982 Structure
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Alternative 1: Pre-August 2, 1982 Structure (continued)

The pre-August 2, 1982, structure was characterized by the fact that the

number of staff over the last six years had more than doubled, while the

quantity and diversity of the work being done had increased even more.

While some changes,- according to Mr. S. Kapur, had been made in the

department's internal way of working to adjust to the change of OED's

size and responsibility, these changes had largely remained informal.

According to the director (memo to all staff dated July 23, 1982), "The

structure has remained flexible, pragmatic in the day-to-day operations,

and a mixture of hierarchical and matrix management. While this approach

has helped us to achieve what we have, the disadvantages have also become

increasingly clear, necessitating a change."

Issues

The positive elements in this structure were, compared with Projects

departments in the Bank, that OED had fewer management layers (three

compared to five). All senior managerial staff reported directly to the

director, which made decision-making easier (centralized). This

structure was simple and reflected the work program then in place in

OED. The major issues raised in the pre-August 2 structure were:

o Little delegation of authority and responsibility to the middle

management. The director performed the essential quality control

in the department.

o The span of control of the director was with 18 staff members

reporting directly to him--considered to be too large.

o The lack of defined authorities, functions and responsibilities in

middle management created complex reporting relationships,

especially between the section chiefs and the chief evaluation

officers.

o In the pre-August 2 structure, OED did not have one central

function responsible for the department's administrative

functions. Since these administrative functions were disbursed to

various staff at different levels, it was difficult to handle them

in an efficient, cost-effective and consistent manner.
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2. Alternative II: OED's Proposed Reorganization
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Alternative II: OED's Proposed Reorganization (continued)

The central point in this new structure is to group sections under the
three chief evaluation officers who will function as division chiefs
with primary responsibility for work program and budget preparation and
implementation and delegated responsibility in personnel matters. They
will be assisted by, and work in consultation with, senior evaluation
officers in charge of the sections under them and will, in turn, report
to the department director who will continue to be responsible for
overall management.

Issues

Compared with the pre-August 2 structure, there are several improvements
in the structure proposed by Mr. S. Kapur. The major positive change was
the delegation of line authority to the division chiefs (work program-
ming, personnel matters and some quality control). By giving the chief
evaluation officers this division chief authority, the director also
reduced his span of control from 18 to 3 staff reporting directly to
him. By delegating the authority to sign all draft audit reports going
out to Bank staff for comments to the division chiefs, the director will
no longer be involved in editing of early drafts, thus easing his
workload. The divisionalization will possibly give opportunities for
more horizontal communication and teamwork across sections, as different
sectors will report to the same division chief. Having assessed this
structure according to the criteria cited in para. 3 of the text, we
would raise the following issues:

o The administrative functions in the department are delegated to
different people at different levels, and we question whether
these functions can be performed cost efficiently, effectively,
and consistently without one central person in charge.

o In the pre-August 2 structure, the chief evaluation officers were
not formally division chiefs, and the number of line managers in
OED was 7 out of 28 higher level staff (25 percent). By intro-
ducing the division chiefs and keeping the section chief, OED has
more than 35 percent of the higher level staff as managers.

o The roles of the chief evaluation officers and the section chiefs
are still unclear, and, with the proposed sector composition, it
will be hard to find division chiefs with the experience and
background to perform meaningful, substantive quality control.

o The section chiefs resist the divisionalization as they see
erosion of their responsibility and question the purpose of a new
management layer.
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Alternative II: OED's Proposed Reorganization (continued)

o By giving the chief evaluation officers the function and
authorities of a division chief and at the same time keeping the
section chiefs, one management layer is actually added. According
to the interviews with staff, the basic substantial input was done
on the section level, and staff questioned the purpose and the
cost effectiveness of having three quality control layers above
the section.

o There is a considerable staffing imbalance in the sections
(agriculture has 30 percent of the staff) and also in the proposed
divisions (11, 6, 7). Reviewing the predicted workload for the
different sections, it seems that this imbalance is going to
remain if not increase.

o The rationale behind the sector composition was partly driven by
the departmental commitments (e.g. annual report, administration)
of the chief evaluation officers and not as much by issues such 'as
staffing balance, future workload or related projects. The fact
that the agricultural sector has 30 percent of the staff, by far
the highest number of projects to date and in the coming years,
and the highest audit intensity (80 percent) is not reflected in
the structure. Some of the other sections have only two or three
staff members, and a formal section is probably not needed.
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3. Alternative ITTI: Sector Croupings Only
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Alternative III: Sector Groupings Only (continued)

A sectoral grouping is assessed as one out of five alternative structures

partly because it reflects a viable option and partly because 
this

structure is the one preferred by several of the staff interviewed. In

this alternative, the section chiefs are considered the line managers

reporting directly to the director. The chief evaluation officers are

considered to be in an advisory capacity and do not have any

subordinates. The department's administrative functions are performed by

a central staff unit (front office) headed by one higher level staff

member.

Issues

This structure comes out with fewer management layers. The sector

grouping is simple and reflects the work program, and, because 
the

sectors are homogeneous, it will be easier for the section chiefs to

execute substantive quality control of the section. This structure

could, as it does not take away any authority or functions from the

section chiefs, create less frustration among those higher level staff.

The major issues regarding this structure are:

o The role of and need for three evaluation officers in an advisory

capacity is unclear.

o There is still an imbalance in the workload and staffing of the

sections (agriculture--30 percent of the projects and higher level

staff). Some of the sections are too small to be recognized as a

formal section.

o There would, however, still be more than 25 percent of the higher

level staff in management positions.

o The director would still have a large span of control with 
10

people reporting directly to him.

o There would be less opportunity for horizontal communication and

teamwork across sections. Each section chief will have the

authority to plan his/her own work program and assign the

necessary staff.
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4. Alternative IV: Office of the Director General
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Alternative IV: Office of the Director General (continued)

This possible longer-term proposal to be considered when a new Director
General is appointed and the Director position becomes vacant, basically
introduces the following changes:

o The department head position would be abolished, and the Director
General would have the institutional responsibilities and
functions as today and in addition carry out the functions of the
department.

o There would be three well-qualified, independent division chiefs
and two support functions (administration unit and planning and
budgeting) headed by higher level staff to support the Director
General.

o Divisional sector composition will be changed in order to better
reflect future workload (partly reflected in Alternative V).

Alternative IV is based on the assumption that OPD's "Divisions Only"
alternative is implemented in FY83/84 and that the department gain
relevant experience with (1) chief evaluation officers as real division
chiefs, (2) centraliziation of all administrative functions in the
department and (3) improved communication and teamwork. The benefits of
this structure would, in short, be:

o Reduced number of management layers (two).

o Only 12 percent of the staff in management positions.

o Division structure is balanced (staffing and workload) and
reflects the future work program (FY87/88).

o It is a simple organization.

o All departmental administrative functions are centralized.
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WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

0 E MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Alexander Kir (/ Chief Evaluation Officer, OED DATE: July 27, 1982

FROM: Petter Langseth, Management Analyst, OPD

SUBJECT: Operations Evaluation Department: Organizational Assessment

1. Thank you for agreeing to help us in our organizational
assessment of the Operations Evaluation Department. This is to confirm
that we are scheduled to meet at 3:30 p.m. on Thursday, July 29, 1982 in
your office.

2. The Organization Planning Department (OPD) was asked by Mr. S.
Kapur, Director, OED to do a quick diagnostic assessment of his proposal
to create a divisional structure in OED. In carrying out this assess-
ment, OPD would:

(a) assess the proposed structure against alternative structures
keeping in mind the present and future work programs; and,

(b) determine whether any operating or management process changes
might be needed to carry out the work more effectively.

3. Our meeting would focus on a number of areas including:

(a) your views on the proposed departmental reorganization as
outlined in Mr. Kapur's memo of July 23, 1982;

(b) any further changes that you feel are needed to improve the
working efficiency of the department.

cc.: Ms. Patricia Suarez, OPD

PLangseth:hb

,7kyf(V



DRAYT
TNRuth:alg

January 28, 1976

(Xrganizatixknl2Manul Sta~em1ent No. 1.70)

Introduction

1. The Director-General., Operations Evaluation directs. the operations

evaluation work of the World Bank and is responsible for the Operatioris Evaluation

Department, the Director of which reports to the Director-General.

2. The purpose of operations evaluation is to assess and improve the World

Bank's contribution to development through systematic analysis of each project's

results compared to expectations, and of the Bank's past experience in areas

having to do with general development and lending and with matters of operational

policy and practice. The Bank shares reports of its operations evaluation work

with members and borrowers, providing them with actual erforw, nce data on the Bank's

operations and the attainment of its operational objectives, as well as technically

useful information for those in both developed and developing countries who are

actively engaged in economic development activities. The Bank's operations evaluation

work is carried out with full- professional integraty and independence from day-to-

day operat-fons.

Orgai.zat ion of Work

3. Work progra3s of the Operations Evaluntion Department have three major

componenti~s:

(a) Project Performanc Audits

(b) Evaluntion Studies

(c) Management Policy Reviews

4. Project Pcrformance Audits comprise the largest volume of work of the

Depar'Lriut and provide a broad base for work in the other categories. The

Departmtlnt prepares Projec> Performance Audit Report on all Bank-assisted

projects about one year after completion of loan/credit disburseoements, using

bas:ic dat a froi Proljcect Comple >io- Rcpori prcpured by the Bank operating,



departments within six months of completion of disbursements. The Project

Performance Audit Report assesses the effectiveness of the project, and of. the

Bank's participation in it, against the project objectives envisaged at the

time of loon/credit approval. Annually the Department prepares a Review of

Project Performance Audit Results) which is a synthesis and composite analysis of

the preceding year's Audits.

5. Evaluation Studies examine past experience in groups of projects selected
around a common theme, such as Bank/IDA lending and other development assistance in a
specific sector. Evaluation Reports generally contain recommendations for improving
the effectiveness and efficiency of operations in the area involved. Closing

Reports of Evaluation Studies, prepared a year or two after the Reports, review the
Bank's action on the recommendations.

6. Management Policy Reviews analyze a particular aspect of Bank operational
policy or procedure, and study its application in a number of cases to determine
its operational impact and if and how it needs to be revised. Management Policy

Reviews are more highly focussed than Evaluation Studies, in which all aspects of a
group of projects are examined. Management Policy Reviews include follow-up by the
Operations Evaluation Department on Bank action taken on recommendations emanating
from its reports of the Reviews.

Organization of Staff

7. The Operations Evaluation Department is organized with a Director and
several small units, each of which, with one exception, has a sectoral orientation
and undertakes Project Performance Audits and Evaluation Studies in the sector(s)
assigned to it. The one unit without sectoral boundaries is responsible for
Manageir nt Policy Reviews,
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Mr. Thomas Ruth November 15, 1976

Gerald Alter

Manual Statement on qperations Evaluation

At the Operational Vice Presidents' meeting today Mr. Knapp suggested,
in response to the discussion at the Executive Directors' meeting on opera-
tions evaluation last week, Instructions should be given to the staff
that when repeater loans are being proposed staff reactions to OED evalua-
tions of earlier loans should be included in the President's Report or
Appraisal Report, as appropriate. Please take this suggestion into account
in HS 3.60 on Operations Evaluation. You may also wish to consider Issuance
of a circular to be filed with AS 3.15 on Loan/Credit Documentation Pro-cedures.

You may also wish to consider whether HS 2.00 on Loan/Credit Process-
ing should contain a provision for the Operations Evaluation Department
periodically to identify those loans in the work program which can be con-
sidered "repeater loans" to which 0E0 evaluations have a special relevance.
Operational managers could then be informed that they would be expected toassure that these evaluations are taken into account in loan processing andthe results su-riarized in the loan documents.

The substance of fir. Knapp's sujestion will be communicated by
Mr. baum to his Department Heads at an early meeting.

cc - Messrs. Knapp
Baum ,
Bohr v-

GAlter:dbs



Mr. T. Ruth, OPD November 3, 1977

Shiv S. Lspur, Director, OLD

O9S on eratims Evaluatioa

Sozn time ago we were asked to assist in preparing a draft
OM on Operations Evaluation. In view of the material which already
exists on this subject, particularly the booklet on Standards and
Procedures, it does not seam sensible to duplicate it for an OM. We
feel, therefore, that a short OMS which incorporates the other relevant
doce-wnts by reference should fill the bill. A draft along these lines
is attached.

Attachwent

cc: Mr. Weiner

JHCollier.:mjb



OPERATIONAL MANUAL STATEMENT

Operations Evaluation

The operations evaluation system of the Bank is described in the

booklet, "Operations Evaluation - World Bank Standards and Procedures"

issued in June, 1976. This booklet gives a complete account of the

objectives of operations evaluation, the procedures by which it is

implemented and the respective roles of the Operations Evaluation Depart-

ment, the regional staff and other units of the Bank Group. Staff should,

therefore, regard this booklet as constituting the basic operational

statement governing operations evaluation.

Since the publication of the Standards and Procedures booklet

two Operational Manual Statements have been issued which amplify certain

of the topics which the booklet discusses. The first of these is OMS No.

3.55, dated March, 1977, on "Project Monitoring and Evaluation". The

Standards and Procedures booklet contains a brief section on "Built-in"

Evaluation, which stresses the importance of involving the borrower in the

evaluation process and of ensuring that the necessary steps are taken to

build a monitoring andevaluation function into the more complex Bank projects.

OMS 3.55 describes the concepts and definition of monitoring and evaluation

systems and sets out what is involved in their design and implementation.

The second OMS issued recently concerning operations evaluation

is No. 3.58, "General Guidelines for Preparing Project Completion Reports".

This describes the purpose and scope of Project Completion Reports, the

method of preparation and presentation and the procedures for handling them.

Specific guidelines dealing with individual sectors will be issued shortly in

the form of Annexes to OMS 3.58.



WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: All OED Staff DATE: July 12, 1982

FROM: Shiv S. Kapur

SUBJECT: Divisionalizat n

As most of you are aware, it is proposed to introduce a formal

divisional structure in this Department. Instructions to this effect

are being issued separately. In the meantime, I have requested the

Organization Planning Department to advise us on the divisionalization

as well as any other structural changes which might contribute to the

more efficient working of this Department. Mr. Lynn of that Department,

together with one or two of his colleagues, will be visiting this

Department and speaking to some of you individually before formulating

their recommendations. You are requested to extend them your full co-

operation so that we obtain the maximum benefits from whatever structural

changes are introduced.

cc: Mr. Weiner
Mr. Rohrbacher, Director, OPD

~' ~r~ -p~~ -- -- ~ -- ~rr--,- rlr -v- -- ~ ''~~*r



WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM 005
TO: All OED Staff DATE: October 2, 1981

FROM: Shiv S. Kapur

SUBJECT: Departmental O anization; Chief Evaluation Officers

With effect from October 1, Mr. Otto Maiss has taken over

as Chief Evaluation Officer from Mr. Bohr. For the present, Mr. Bohr

will, however, remain in the Department and work mainly on the per-

formance audits of urban development projects.

Effective the same date, the responsibilities and functions

of Chief Evaluation Officers will be revised as shown below and in the

attached organization chart. The proposed changes reflect: (i) the

experience of the last year or so; (ii) further enlargement and diver-

sification of the Department's work; and (iii) greater delegation of

responsibility to the Chief Evaluation Officers.

A. Chief Evaluation Officer, Agriculture, Education, Training and

Family Planning

He will carry responsibility for the first draft of all PPARs

and impact evaluation studies relating to the above sectors to

the point where these would be acceptable without further review

for being sent out to the Regions and Central Operating Depart-

ments for comments before being dispatched to the countries,
where necessary. The procedure to be adopted is further discussed

below.

The impact evaluation studies, sector and sub-sector reviews and

other special studies will be planned and designed in close

consultation between the Senior Evaluation Officers and the Chief

Evaluation Officer. The Chief Evaluation Officer will be responsible

for their timely execution, for monitoring their progress from time

to time, and for the first complete draft of the requisite quality

before it is put up to me.

The Chief Evaluation Officer will be assisted by the Senior

Evaluation Officer, Education, Training and Family Planning and

the Senior Evaluation Officer, Agriculture. The Senior Evaluation

Officers will continue to be primarily responsible for the plan-

ning, programming and implementation of the work in their

respective sectors, including discussions with their counterparts

in the operating complex, whenever necessary.

Mr. John Malone will be the Chief Evaluation Officer for

Agriculture, Education, Training and Family Planning.
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B. Chief Evaluation Officer, Policy Review, Industry, DFCs and Non-

Project Lending

The Policy Review Section, which has so far reported to me direct,

will now be placed under the above Chief Evaluation Officer. In

consultation with the Senior Evaluation Officer, Policy Review,

the Chief Evaluation Officer will be responsible for planning,

designing, monitoring and implementing all policy reviews and 
cross-

sector studies. His role in developing appropriate methodology for

the special studies and reviews and in monitoring their progress

will be especially important. He will also be responsible for the

first complete draft of the Annual Review based upon sector contri-

butions and following the pattern agreed upon jointly with me, the

other Chief Evaluation Officers and the Senior Evaluation Officers.

He will be expected, in consultation with me, to determine and

develop topics for special comment.

In addition to the above, he will be responsible for the supervision

and review of project performance audit reports in industry, DFCs,

program loans, structural adjustment loans, and technical assistance.

In this area, he may need to take a personal role in auditing

structural adjustment loans.

The respective responsibilities of the Chief Evaluation Officer and

the Senior Evaluation Officer, Industry, DFCs, Program Loans,

Structural Adjustment Loans and Technical Assistance, will be

similar to those mentioned in the description of the role of the

Chief Evaluation Officer, Agriculture.

Finally, he will be in overall charge of the assignment of research

assistants to various tasks and their rotation between different

sections in accordance with needs and priorities. He will carry

out this responsibility in consultation with the other two Chief

Evaluation Officers and, in the event of disagreement, with me.

Mr. Otto Maiss will be the Chief Evaluation Officer, Policy Review,

Industry and Non-Project Lending.

C. Chief Evaluation Officer, Infrastructure and Administration

He will carry responsibilities and perform functions similar to those

of the other two Chief Evaluation Officers in respect of the Public

Utilities and Transport and Tourism sectors, both regarding PPARs

and special or sector/sub-sector studies. He would also be responsible

for the new urban development PPARs for which the primary responsibility

will be shared between the Public Utilities and Transport Sections,

depending upon the mix of individual projects.



He will continue to be responsible for the first complete draft 
of

the Annual Report on Operations Evaluation for which he will have

the assistance of a research assistant.

In regard to administrative responsibilities, he will be the 
budget

officer for the Department, responsible, in consultation with 
me and

other senior staff, for putting together the annual OED work program

and budget, coordinating with PAB, and monitoring expenditures 
in

relation to the budgetary provision from month to month. He will

have the authority to ask for review of requests for consultants 
and

temporary support staff. He will also be responsible, with the

assistance of the administrative secretaries and senior staff assistant,

for administrative matters relating to all secretarial staff, 
includ--

ing recruitment and selection. The professional staff concerned will

be associated with the selection process.

Mr. Alexander F. Kirk will be the Chief Evaluation Officer, 
Infra-

structure and Administration.

In addition to the above responsibilities, the three Chief

Evaluation Officers, on the recommendation of the Senior 
Evaluation Officer

concerned, will be responsible for authorizing annual leave 
other than

home leave to all staff under their control. Home leave applications

will continue to come to me as hitherto. In addition, the Chief

Evaluation Officers will carry out any other responsibilities 
and functions

which may be assigned to them from time to time.

It is proposed that the first drafts of project performance 
audit

reports should in future be initialed by the 
Chief Evaluation Officer

concerned and sent across for preliminary comment to the Projects/Programs

division chiefs concerned. Since this move has various implications,

however, for the evaluation function, for OED and for the Regions, it

will be brought into force only after the new system has 
settled down

and other implications have been discussed internally 
in the Department.

Attachment

cc: Mr. Weiner
Mr. Evans, PMD



OPERATIONS EVALUATION DEPAR'IMT

D I R E C T 0 R

Shiv S. Kapur

CEF E7AIUATICN OFFICEP, AGRICUL'URE. CHIEF EVALUATION OFFICER, POLICY CHIEF EAUATION OFICE , Mln-

EZUCATICN, TRAINIrG AND FAMILY REVIEW, INDUSTRY AND NON-PROJECT STRUCTURE, URBAS D=flCIE1T An

PLxNIING LENDING AIXISTRATION

John M. Malone, Jr. Otto MaiBs Alexander F. Kirk

Senior Evaluation Officer, Senior Evaluation Officer, Senior Evaluation Officer

Agriculture Policy Reviev Public Utilities

Hans Kordik 
Robin W. Bates

John Burrovs-

Senior Evaluation Officer,
Senior Evaluation Officer, Senior Evaluation Officer, Industry, Trasort, Touriom and Urban

Education, Training and Family DFCs, Structural Adjustment and Develorient

Planni:g Program Loans & Technical Assistance
Tillzan N. Newner

Ralph Rcmain George C. Maniatis -

Research Assistants
Elizabeth Gross
Poonsook Mahatanankoon
Kathryn McPhail
Kathryn Shrivastays
Pouran Soltani



WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: All OED Staff DATE: July 23, 1982

FROM: Shiv S. Kapur

SUBJECT: Revised Organi ional Structure and Procedures

1. The attached memorandum outlines the more important changes
in the formal organizational structure and procedures of the Department.
Procedures not mentioned in the memorandum will continue as at present
until further changes are introduced from time to time.

2. A team of experts from the Organization Planning Department
has been requested to assess the organizational procedures of the Depart-
ment and the changes proposed in the attached memorandum. They will be
meeting with some of you in the coming weeks. Such modifications as may
be necessary in the light of the OPD report and our own experience in the
next six months will be made at the end of January 1983.

3. The unit costs provided for the work program are based on
estimates and are different from those derived from work sheets and
used for program formulation in the past. In order to get a firm grip
on unit costs and provide a basis for efficient operation of the Department,
it is essential that Research Assistants and all professional staff,
including SEOs and CEOs, fill in the time-sheets regularly and as
specifically in regard to work items as possible. Without this, a
reasonable co-relation between the work program and the budget cannot
be established and reviewed.

4. The background and rationale for the proposed changes are
explained in the opening paragraphs of the memorandum. For the reasons
mentioned there this seems to be the appropriate time to initiate formal
change. The proposals contained in the memorandum will therefore become
effective as of August 2, 1982.

5. As you will notice, there are minor discrepancies in some of
the figures in Attachment II of the memorandum. CEOs/SEOs will review
the figures as they concern them and adjust them for internal consistency.
Revised statements should be provided to my office.

6. It is proposed to make a brief presentation of the contents
of the attached memorandum at a meeting of all OED staff at 3:00 p.m.
on Wednesday, July 28. Questions will be invited and clarifications
provided.

Attachment

cc: Mr. Weiner



WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: All OED Staff DATE: July 23, 1982

FROM: Shiv S. Kapur

SUBJECT: Revised Departmental Organization and Procedures

I. Background

1. In the last six years, the number of staff in this Department
has more than doubled while the quantity and diversity of the work being
done have increased even more. Within the Bank and outside, the
Department now enjoys stability and a high level of visibility. OED's
reports are being increasingly used as source material for purposes of
research and for preparing crucial Bank policy documents. While changes
have been made in our internal ways of working to adjust to the changed
OED size and responsibility, these changes have largely remained informal.
The structure has remained flexible, pragmatic in the day-to-day operations,
and a mixture of hierarchical and matrix management. While this approach
has helped us to achieve what we have, the disadvantages have also become
increasingly clear, necessitating a change.

2. A change in the formal structure has been under consideration
for some time. It was however decided to postpone action until after
discussions had been completed on the findings of the 1982 Attitude Survey.
The follow-up meetings have provided very useful insights into the working
of the present system and reinforced the need for a formal change.
Especially important has been the universally expressed desire to strengthen
team work in the Department. The present system, fragmented as it is
between small sector units, has not been particularly conducive to team
work, especially across sector boundaries. An organizational structure
is needed to create management units of a viable size which would be
neither too large nor too small for interactive team work. Such units
should also be able to meaningfully carry out delegated responsibilities.

3. Recent experience with the development of the FY83 work program
and budget, and the delegation of responsibilities already in train for
the implementation of that work program and for the major items of the
discretionary budget, further make it appropriate that the management
structure be reorganized at this time.

4. The revised organization and procedures will be as outlined below
and in the attached organization chart. As you have separately been
informed, I have also requested the Organization Planning Department to
review this Department's organization in the light of our changed circum-
stances and responsibilities. Experts from that Department will be meeting
with staff members of OED at different levels and are expected to make
their recommendations by the end of September 1982. The revised organiza-
tion and procedures outlined in this memorandum will be therefore provisional;
further changes that may be found necessary on the basis of OPD recommenda-
tions, will be considered and implemented by the end of January, 1983.



II. Objectives

5. The purpose of the reorganization is to devise viable, cohesive
units or divisions to which maximum responsibility and authority can be
delegated for initial work programming and its day-to-day implementation
and monitoring. It is expected that by promoting team work at the
divisional level and cross-sector task assignment to individual staff
members, the quality of work, job satisfaction, and staff morale will
improve. Improvements are also expected to result in task assignment,
understanding of work expectations and in feedback on performance. Vertical
and lateral communications would be enhanced.

III. Revised Structure

6. The revised structure is outlined in the attached organization
chart (Attachment I). The central point is to group sections under the
three Chief Evaluation Officers who will function as Division Chiefs, with
primary responsibility for work program and budget preparation and
implementation and for delegated responsibility in personnel matters.
They will be assisted by and work in consultation with Senior Evaluation
Officers in charge of the sections under them, and will in turn report to
the Department Director who will continue to be responsible for overall
management. It has already been proposed to OPD that the Chief Evaluation
Officers be redesignated as Division Chiefs. This proposal will be taken
up with PMD after the OPD report and recommendations have been received;
the Senior Evaluation Officers in charge of the different sections will at
the same time be redesignated as Section Chiefs. Chief Evaluation Officers,
in consultation with the Section Chiefs, will draw up revised job descrip-
tions and the proposed division of responsibilities between them. This
work should be completed and the job descriptions submitted to me by the
end of September after which it is intended to discuss them with the group
of supervisors for each division in a series of meetings before being
finalized.

7. In parallel with the above actions, secretaries to the Chief
Evaluation Officers will begin to function as Administrative Secretaries
for the proposed divisions. They will do so under the overall supervision
of Miss Duncan. Revised job descriptions for Administrative Secretaries
will also be developed to the above schedule. The Administrative Secretaries
should consult with Miss Duncan for this purpose and meet together with
the latter to ensure broad conformity with each other and agree upon
appropriate assignment of special department-wide responsibilities. The
draft job descriptions should then be approved by the Chief Evaluation
Officers and sent to me for information.

8. The authority and responsibility of the Chief Evaluation Officers
in the revised system, as well as some relevant procedures, are broadly
outlined below. The responsibilities will be clarified in greater detail



in the job descriptions. They will also be reviewed at the mid-term review
proposed below and changes made in the light of experience at that time.

9. Responsibilities for certain department-wide functions will
continue to be centralized and allocated to various individuals. These
are shown in para. 20 below. A task force comprising Mesdames. Duncan,
Uyehara, Kaciur and Lubman will review the filing system in the Depart-
ment at various levels and come up with an efficient system to be made
operational after the Department moves to the new building.

IV. Functions, Responsibilities and Procedures

A. Work Program and Budget

10. The work program and budget for FY83 has been developed in a
series of meetings with the senior staff. The work program and related
resource allocations for each section and division have been agreed. Alloca-
tions of consultants, in consultant-year and financial terms, as well as
the proposed operational travel and budget have also been agreed in respect
of each section and division. A summary table appears at Attachment II
and constitutes the work expectations for the Department.

11. It will be the responsibility of the Chief Evaluation Officers,
with the assistance of the Section Chiefs, to implement and monitor the
above program within the resources allocated. The Chief Evaluation Officers
will have the authority to hire consultants as and when necessary, to
determine and authorize their fees, and to authorize all operational travel
for staff and consultants under their control. They will sign all opera-
tional travel requests and communications to countries announcing mission
.travel, on my behalf. Necessary action has been taken to inform Accounting
Department of the necessary delegation of authority.

12. Administrative responsibility for budgetary items other than
consultant costs and operational travel will continue to be centralized
under Mr. Kirk. He will also have the contingency fund for consultant
fees and for operational travel, including the operational travel of the
Department Director and the DGO. Recourse to this congingency fund by
the divisions will be limited to priority needs which cannot be otherwise
met in the last four months of the fiscal year. Chief Evaluation Officers
will have to establish priority and justify recourse to the contingency
fund by a note to Mr. Kirk. Release of contingency funds will be made
with my prior approval.

13. In implementing the work program, the Chief Evaluation Officers
will sign the covering memoranda for distribution of the first drafts of
audit reports seeking comments of Bank staff. Discussions with Bank staff
on draft audits and special studies will be conducted by the principal
authors under the supervis-on of Section Chiefs and Chief Evaluation Officers
who will intervene either when requested by their staff or when they
consider it appropriate in the interest of smooth and cost-effective
operation of this Department. All draft reports for country comments will
be sent under my signature to enable preliminary review by me and avoid
possible confusion among borrowers.
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14. For the above system to work, the CEOs will ensure that their
Administrative Secretaries maintain full running account of budgetary
expenditures authorized and committed by the CEOs against the two major
items mentioned above. Copies of the monthly printouts received from
ACT will be made available to Chief Evaluation Officers. The Adminis-
trative Secretaries will be instructed by Mrs. Kaciur on the use of
these printouts in conjunction with the consultant fees and operational
travel commitment documents to be maintained by the Administrative
Secretaries. This should enable each CEO to monitor expenditures
relating to his division and under his control. Mr. Kirk will continue
to monitor overall departmental expenditures and put up monthly sum-
maries and printouts for my information. Requests for temporary
assistance and for overtime will be sent by the CEOs concerned to Mr. Kirk
for review and authorization on my behalf within the departmental budget.
After authorization has been given, it will be responsibility of the
Administrative Secretary concerned to arrange with PMD for suitable
temporary help.

15. For special studies, advisory groups will be constituted and
announced by me in consultation with the principal author and the Chief
Evaluation Officers. These advisory groups will cut across divisional
boundaries to permit broad participation and perspective being brought to
bear on the studies. The advisory groups will be convened from time to
time by the principal author of the study and will meet to determine the
design, scheduling, resource allocation for the study and review of the
draft reports.

B. Personnel Matters and Special Responsibilities

16. The Chief Evaluation Officers will authorize all leave, includ-
ing home leave, to staff under their control. They will also ensure
timely advertisement of secretarial vacancies and interview and hire
secretaries, whenever necessary, in consultation with their Section Chiefs
and with PMD. The initial steps about the hiring of research assistants
will continue to be taken by Mr. Kirk, the three Chief Evaluation Officers
together constituting the panel for screening applications and interviewing
candidates for research assistant positions in the Department. On the
recommendation of this panel, I shall interview the selected candidate
before appointment is offered. The recruitment of professional staff to the
Department will be done by me in close consultation with SEOs and CEOs.
The SEO and CEO concerned will join me in interviewing such staff whenever
such interviews are found necessary.

17. The Chief Evaluation Officers, assisted by their Section Chiefs,
will exercise full responsibilities as Division Chiefs for job counseling
of their staff on a continuing basis, helping individual staff members to
develop their training programs in the light of their present and anticipated
career developuent needs, and for full and open vertical and lateral
communication within and outside the division. They will approve individual
task assignments and work schedules developed by Section Chiefs, and
ensure that proper work expectations are established for all staff



under their control. They will consult with other CEOs and Section Chiefsconcerned for establishing inter-disciplinary tasks and staff assignments
for their accomplishment.

18. Chief Evaluation Officers will provide continuing feedback onperformance to their staff and ensure recognition at their level for goodwork done. They will also make recommendations to the Director forrecognition of exceptionally good performance and be responsible for
providing the justification and making recommendations to me for careergrowth promotions for staff under their control, where justified, subject topara.20(c) below in respect of research assistants. Annual merit increasesin salary will continue to be based on consultation between me and the
CEOs accompanied by their Section Chiefs and, in respect of secretaries,
by their Administrative Secretaries.

C. Centralized Responsibilities and Front Office

19. The following activities will be part of the departmental frontoffice:

(a) all work handled by Mrs. Reyes, including the departmental
library. The task force for the development of an improved
computerized memory and retrieval system, led by Mr. Egbert,
will report to me directly; and

(b) word processing operations, staff and equipment under the im-
mediate charge of Mrs. Tillman.

20. In addition to their other responsibilities, the following staffwill be in charge of certain responsibilities for the Department as a whole:

(c) Mr. Kirk: for overall work program and budget formulation and
the control and monitoring of both delegated and non-delegated
budgetary expenditures as well as contingency reserves. He will
also initiate and coordinate action for the recruitment and
promotion of research assistants.

(d) Mr. Malone: for coordinating and arranging the associate train-
ing of evaluation staff from the donor and borrowing country
agencies.

(e) Mrs. Uyehara: will continue to act as the senior Administrative
Secretary in the Department to regulate secretarial work flows
between divisions whenever made necessary by work load "peaking".
She will also continue to act as the Training Coordinator for
the Department. In this role, she will receive special recom-
mendations for training from Chief Evaluation Officers, state-
ments of agreed training needs extracted from staff AERs and put
them up to me, along with other relevant information, for
nomination of staff for training.



(f) Mrs. Kaciur: will assist Mr. Kirk in monitoring budgetary
expenditures and will prepare the overtime reports.

(g) Mrs. Luhman: will act as the Leave and Attendance Clerk
for the Department.

(h) Miss Duncan will receive the monthly forecasts for trans-
lation from the divisional Administrative Secretaries and
process them for handling by the Language Services Division.

V. Review

21. As mentioned above, the revised organization and procedures
will be provisional and subject to adjustments in the light of
recommendations expected from OPD. Experience with all components of
the system will be reviewed at the end of January 1983. Major changes
recommended by OPD will also then be considered along with the experience
with the work program and budget formulation for FY84. The latter will
be initiated by the Chief Evaluation Officers in respect of their
divisions at the end of October, to permit consolidation and review
and the submission of the draft to the Director-General in January.

Attachments
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ATTACHMENT I

OPERATIONS EVAIDATION DEPARIMENT

D IRECTOR

Shiv S. Kapur

CH E7AIVATIC. OFFIC. AGRICULTURE. CHIEP EVAWATION OFFICER, POLICY CHIEF EVAWATION CF7ICL'F, IXP.A-
.UCATICI, 1 AND FAMILY REVIEW, INDUSTRY AND NON-PROJET. STRUCIVRE, URMAN DEV.CIri"N- AND

P:XANING LENDIIN ADMINTSTFATXC

John M. Malone, Jr. Otto Maise Alexander F. Kirk

Senior Evaluation Officer, Senior Evaluation Officer, Senior Evaluation Officer,

A-riculture Policy Reviev

Hans Kordik
John Burrove /

Senior Evaluation Officer.

Senior Evaluation Officer, Senior Evaluation Officer, Industry, ransport, Tourism and Urbxa

Education, Trainirg and Family DFCs, Structural Adjustment and Development

Parnir Program Loans & Technical Assistance
.... Timan N. Neuner

George C. Maniatis

James Maraj

Research Assistants sesenrch AssistftntB 1/ Mr. Peter Callejas (presently

McPhail in EAP) has been selected
Kathryn MhalElizabeth Gross
Kathryn Shrivastava Poonsook Mahatanankoon for this position. Date of

Pouran Soltani transfer not known yet.



Attachment II

Page 1 of 3

WORK PROGRAM AND BUDGET, FY83

AGRICULMURE, EDUCATION, TRAINING AND FAMILY PLAMIING DIVISION

-- UNIT/WORK PROGRAM -- ESOURCES BUDGET - FY83 83 o------Operational
Staff & Consultant Resources Travel
Staff Consultant Total Consultant Fees No. of Amount
----- Person Week-------- $ Trips T$)

Chief Evaluation Officer
Source:

1 Chief Evaluation Officer Q 40 PW 40 - 0-
Total -4-0 - -

Use:
Management and Review 40 - 140
Total _V0_

I. Agriculture

Source:
1 Section Chief 9 40 PW 40 40
7 Professionals 8 40 PW 280 280
1.5 Research Assistants 8 40 P4/ 60 60

Total 360 + 99 4 79 218,500 29 145,000

Use:
Management and Review
40 Audits

30 In-depth 9 7 PW 210 8 218 12,000 11 55,000
10 Intermediate @ 4 PW 40 - 40 - - -
10 Pass-through - - - - -

5 Impact Evaluation Studies 68 52 120 118,000 10 50,000
3 Special Studies 39 39 78 88,500 8 4o,ooo
Annual Review 23 - 23 -- -

Total 3i 99 218,500 29 145,000

II. Education, Training & Family Planning

Source:
1 Section Chief @ 40 PW 40 40
2 Professionals 9 40 PW 80 80
1 Research Assistant @ 40 P4- 140 40

Tota- _- 6 30,000

Use:
Management and Review 20 - 20 - -
15 Audits

10 In-depth )
5 Intermediate ) 6 PW 90 - 90 - ) 5 25,000

12 Pass-through @ 0.5 P1W 6 - 6 - - -
1 Impact Evaluation Study (Thailand) 12 - 12 - 1 5,000Annual Review, Education 10 - 10 -

Annual Review, Population 2 - 2 - --
Total 140 - 3/ 14 -0 30,000

1/ In the above computations, the Division has not converted Research Assistant time into professional staff equi-
valents. This is being allowed to stand but should be corrected before the mid-term review.

2/ Discrepancy between resource availability and use probably due to Research Assistant conversion in the figures
for resource use but not in resource availability (see note 1/ above).

/ Reserve provision of 0.1 (or 5 weeks) of consultant time ($11,500) is available in the Education Section budget
for initiating a special study, to be completed in FY84.



Attachment II

Page 2 of 3

INFRASTRUCTURE AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT DIVISION

-- UNIT/WORK PROGRAM --- ------------------ RESURCES BUDGET -

Staff & Consultant Resources Operational
Travel

Staff Consultant Total Consultant Fees No. of Amount
---- Person Week------ ( Trips ($)

Chief Evaluation Officer
Source:

1 Chief Evaluation Officer 8 40 PW 40 - 40 --
Total 7--

Use:
Management and Review
Annual Report ) 40- -

Total -]- -

I. Transportation, Tourism & Urban Development

Source:
1 Section Chief @ 40 w 40 40
2 Professionals @ 40 Pw 80 80
Total 120 + 21 = 141 46,000 10 50,000

Use:
Management and Review - - - - -
21 Audits

9 In-depth 8 7 PW 42 21 63 46,ooo 10 50,000
12 Intermediate @ 3.5 PW 42 4240 Pass-through @ 0.5 PW 20 20

Annual Review 16 16
Total 120 -1 V6,00 10 50,000

II. Public Utilities

Source:
1 Section Chief 9 30 PW 30 30
2 Professionals @ 40 and 33 PW 73 73
Total 103 + 21 = 124 46,ooo 6 30,000

Use:
Management and Review 14 - 14 - - -
15 Audits

7 In-depth @ 7 PW 35 14 49 30,700 6 30,0008 Intermediate @ 3.5 PW 19 7 26 15,300
38 Pass-through @ 0.5 PW 19 19

Finalize Tunisia Study 4 4
Annual Review 12 12

Total 103 2 30,000
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POLICY REVIEW, INDUSTRY AND NON-PROJECT LENDING DIVISION

-- N UNIT/WORK PROGRAM- ---- -___ RESOURCES BUDGET -FY83--------

OperationalStaff & Consultant Resources Travel

Staff Consultant Total Consultant Fees No. of Amount------ Person Week----- - (t- Trips W

Chief Evaluation Officer
Source:

1 Chief Evaluation Officer @ 40 PW 40 -0
Total - -

Use:
Management and Review ) -0
Annual Review of PPARs ) - -

Total -

1. Industry & DFCs

Source:
1 Section Chief @ 40 PW 40 401 Professional @ 30 PW 30 30Additional Support 24 24Total + 21 115 46,000 7 35,000

Use:
Management and Review 8 - 8 - - -
15 Audits

8 In-depth 9 6 PW 36 12 18 26,300 6 30,0007 Intermediate @ 4 PW 28 28
18 Pass-through @ 0.5 PW 91 SAL AuditE14N 5 9 14 19,700 1 5,000Annual Review 7 7

Seminar (Yugoslavia)
Total 

21 115 46,007 35,000

II. Policy Review

Source:
1 Section Chief @ 40 Pw 40 10
3 Professionals @ 40 PW 120 1202 Research Assistants @ 20 PW 40 1/ 140Total200 

+ 15 215 34,500 9 45,000

Use:
Management and Review 6 6
Covenants Study 6 2 6
Institutional Development Study 188 2/ 203 34 500 45000
Total ---0-a2- J!;u 5-- - 95 00200 15 215 34,500 9 45,000

./ Professional-equivalent.

2/ Reserve provision.

perations Evaluation Department

July 23, 1982



IH[ WORLD RANK INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM

DATE: May 2, 1986

TO: Mr. Barber B. Conable

FROH: Yves Rovan 7rrectorGeneral, Operations Evaluation

EXTENSION: 33035

SUBJECT: Operations Evaluation in the World Bank

1. The Bank has a comprehensive system of operations evaluation

designed to:

* elicit lessons from experience relevant for future development

activities;

* assess the adequacy and effectiveness of Bank policies and

procedures; and

* establish a comprehensible record of the Bank's activities and

achievements.

The system has three levels. All completed operations funded by the Bank

are evaluated by those responsible for them ("self evaluation") and a

sample of these operations are audited independently. The findings of

these evaluations are used as building blocks in the further review of Bank

experience across sectors, processes or policies through special studies of

selected subjects.

2. The self evaluation is based on the preparation of a Project

Completion Report (PCR) for each completed Bank and IDA lending

operation, currently 200-250 a year. This PCR is prepared by borrower or

Bank staff under the auspices of the responsible Regional office. The

independent evaluation, currently made for 50 percent of completed

projects, is made by the Operations Evaluation Department (OED) and

presented in a Project Performance Audit Memorandum (PPAM). Together, the

PCR and PPAM comprise a Project Performance Audit Report (PPAR) which is

sent for comment to borrower and Bank staff and, once these comments have

been reflected in the document, is sent to the Board of Executive

Directors. PCRs of operations not selected for independent audit are

considered the final evaluative documents; they are similarly sent to

borrowers for comments and subsequently to the Board. The results of the

year's evaluations are reviewed synoptically in an Annual Review of Project

Performance Results issued by OED. These Reviews increasingly look at the

annual findings in the context of those that have accumulated over a longer

period. They are issued for public use in the same format as they are

issued to the Executive Directors, but (so far) with country and project

names deleted.
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3. As to the results of Bank operations, all but just over 20 of

almost 1,200 operations reviewed by OED have been taken to completion.

Well over 80% of the completed projects--representing about US$23 billion

in IBRD and IDA lending and US$70 billion in total investments--appear to

have achieved their major objectives and were judged to have been

worthwhile at completion. Impressive as the overall results are, however,

the trends of performance have not been consistent, and a recent

deterioration in various indicators of performance raises substantial

issues of approach, objectives, instruments of lending, policy and

institutional environment, and project design that bear on the viability of

operations. Several factors would appear to account for the decline in

performance. First, Bank lending in the 1970s expanded rapidly and reached

into new areas; projects became more complex, sought wider objectives, and

were technically and institutionally more innovative. Second, the physical

and economic environment has been unusually difficult, especially in

Sub-Saharan Africa. Third, unfavorable economic policies have strongly

contributed to the difficulties.

4. OED uses about two-thirds of its resources to carry out the

mandatory project audits and prepare the Annual Review just mentioned; the

remainder are used for special studies. These can be classified as

follows.

* Impact Evaluations, which look at the impact of Bank projects

about five years after their physical completion (about 25 such

evaluations undertaken to date).

* Bank (sub)Sector Experience Reviews, looking at Bank lending

experience in for example, fisheries, settlement programs,
project monitoring and evaluation.

* Country Sector Reviews, covering say, water supply in Tunisia or

agriculture in Malawi and Burkina Faso.

* Policy Reviews, looking at experience with the implementation of

Bank policy on for example, institution building, loan

effectiveness, and with Bank conditionality.

* Policy-Based Lending Reviews, such as the Bangladesh program

loans review and the review of structural adjustment lending,

presently underway.

* Country Reviews, a systematic review of the whole range of
interactions between thb Bank and a country over a long period.
Studies for Sri Lanka and Pakistan have been completed and a
third covering an African country is being planned.
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5. The Operations Evaluation Department is constituted as an

independent unit within the Bank, under the direction 
of a Director-

General, Operations Evaluation (DGO). The independence of OED is fostered

by the unique position of the DGO. He is selected by the Board, appointed

for five-year terms, without the right of subsequent employment in the

Bank, and reports to the Board with an administrative 
link to the

President. The Board has assigned oversight responsibility for operations

evaluation to the Joint Audit Committee (JAC), which now includes eight

members drawn from among the Executive Directors. In its monthly meetings,

frequently attended by other Executive Directors as well, 
JAC reviews OED's

budget and work program, all its special studies, sector 
sections of the

Annual Review of Project Performance Results, and a sample of evaluation

reports (PPARs and PCRs). Each spring the full Board approves OED's work

program and budget and each fall it reviews OED's Annual 
Review, Annual

Report on Operations Evaluation and the JAC's annual report. The full

Board also discusses OED special studies that the JAC recommends for its

consideration. The sentiments expressed in these meetings suggest that

Executive Directors value the function of OED highly and consider it an

important asset of the Bank.

6. The Operations Evaluation Department (OED) is the staff arm of

the DGO. Because of the complex and sensitive nature of the evaluation

process, the staff of OED needs to be of the highest competence and

maturity. OED has therefore in the past decade mainly been staffed by

senior staff from the operating complex of the Bank. OED has some 34

higher level staff supported by a somewhat smaller number 
of research and

administrative support staff. Its resources account for less than one

percent of the Bank's administrative budget and in fact, over the FY85-87

period, its budget allocations have declined in real terms 
and as a

percentage of the Bank's budget. Its anticipated output for FY86 and

projected output for FY87 are summarized in the attachment. 
In a new

departure, OED will evaluate the Aga Khan Foundation's rural support

program in Pakistan. This evaluation, for which the Bank will be fully

reimbursed, will give us insights into how effectively nongovernmental

agencies implement poverty-oriented rural development projects.

7. OED is at present in a period of transition as regards its

management and the focus of its operations. Arising out of challenge to

the integrity of OED evaluation procedures (which proved unfounded)

Mr. Clausen instituted a review of certain internal procedures and rules of

conduct. The report prepared by a review team drawn fromn senior staff of

OED, LEG, and OPD was sent to Mr. Clausen in April 1986 with the suggestion

that it be distributed to members of the JAC. The first recommendation of

the review report was that "there is a need for continuous reinforcement

for OED's work from all levels of management starting at the top."
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(

8. The current DGO was appointed for a five-year term in March
1986. The Director of the Department resigned effective March 28, 1986 and
has not yet been replaced.

9. Recent developments both inside and outside the Bank provide an
opportunity to take a new look at OED's programs. Concerns about aid
effectiveness, learning from experience and cooperation among donors are
very much alive in the international community today ("donors don't learn,
donors don't share" as quipped by Prof. Cassen). These concerns of course
are particularly relevant to the Bank Group given the current resource
requests of Bank and IDA.

10. Within the Bank, energy/petroleum and urban projects are now
maturing, changing the sectoral mix of completed projects to be evaluated.
Policy-based lending was introduced in 1980 and has accelerated since the
1985 Seoul annual meetings. As the initial Structural Adjustment Loans
reach the evaluation stage, the EDs, including particularly those who were
skeptical originally, are very keen to see the lessons analyzed and fed
back into current policy lending. Regrettably, we have had to postpone
discussion of the first Overview of Structural Adjustment Loans several
times, including most recently from July 1986, because of difficulties in
putting an acceptable draft together. The matter is currently under review
and the study will be given highest priority for completion, by September
1986 at the latest.

11. OED is presently at a crossroads. After more than a decade, the
project-by-project evaluation system--from which the Department has derived
its budgetary resources--is well established and provides an important
stock of data. There is now more demand for aggregative and more complex
analysis of the effect of Bank policies and of emerging issues in fields
such as institutional development; natural resources development and the
environmental impact of development projects; human resources development;
the alleviation of poverty and the sustainability of project benefits.
During the coming year, we should like to examine the feasibility of
shifting the Department from a supply-driven work program to a program that
will focus more sharply on policy issues of importance for the Board and
its constituencies and for the Bank, and to expand, in conjunction with the
Bank's external relations and operations staff, the internal and external
dissemination of OED findings and lessons. This growing emphasis on
special studies and dissemination will require redeployment of staff and
increased resources. By the time of the mid-year budget review in early
1987, we shall present a detailed three-year work program that will reflect
this new focus.

Attachment
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OPERATIONS EVALUATION DEPARTMENT

A. Output
Forthcoming Projected

FY86 FY87

1. Project Evaluations: 220 250
Audits 134 138
PCRs reviewed but not audited 86 112

2. Annual Report of DGO * *
Annual Review of Project Evaluations * *

3. Special Studies:

Forthcoming FY86

World Bank in Pakistan - A Review of a Relationship
World Bank in Sri Lanka - A Review of a Relationship
Review of Experience in the Fertilizer Subsector
Bangladesh Review of the Experience with Import Credits Nos. 1-10
Power Projects Revisited: Sustainability of Benefits
Rural Development - Implementation of a Strategy
The Smallholder Dimension of Livestock Development - A Review of Experience
Conditionality in Bank Projects: Agricultural Price Policies
Impact Evaluation Report - Malaysia First, Second and Third Jengka Triangle

(Lns. 533/672/885-MA)
Impact of World Bank Lending for Educational Development in Korea: A
Review

Impact Evaluation Report - Korea Pyongtaek-Kumgang Irrigation (Credit
600-KO)

Projected FY87

Review of Structural Adjustment Lending Experience
World Bank in (Kenya?) - A Review of a Relationship
Development of Transport Sector in Kenya and Tanzania, 1960-80
Education Projects Revisited - Sustainability of Benefits
Impact of World Bank Lending for Education Development in Thailand
Agricultural Marketing in Bank-Supported Projects
Natural Resources Development - Impact on an Ecological Zone
Pakistan - The Aga Khan Rural Support Program - Interim Assessment of the

Performance and Impact I
Impact Evaluation of India Tarai Seeds (Loan 614-IN) and Indonesia Seeds
(Credit 246-IND)
Impact Evaluation of Bangladesh Foodgrain Storage (Credit 381-BD)
Impact Evaluation of Western Africa Cotton Development Projects
Conditionality in Bank Projects: Irrigation Water Charges
Sustainability of DFCs
Technical Assistance Review (Indonesia?)
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B. Resources
FY86 FY87

1. Authorized Positions
Director-General 1 1
Director i i
Division Chiefs 3 3
Higher Level Staff 34 34
Support Staff 21 21
Consultants (staffyear equivalent) 5 5-

2. Budget ($ '000)
Salaries 2,843 2,898
Discretionary (mainly travel and consultants) 1,423 1,508.5
Total 4,266 4,406.5



THE WORLD BANK/INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE: September 16, 1988

TO: Mr. Moeen A. Qureshi

FROM: Yves Rovani

EXTENSION: 33035

SUBJECT: Operations Evaluation

1. In the past few weeks OED's Annual Review of Project
Performance Results was issued to the Board, followed by my Annual

Report on Operations Evaluation. On August 31, the Joint Audit

Committee discussed the Annual Review; the Annual Report has been

discussed by the JAC on Wednesday. Both reports are scheduled for the
full Board on October 18, 1988.

2. I would like to take this opportunity to thank you and your
staff for the attention and support you have given to help strengthen
evaluation, dissemination and feedback in Operations during the
extremely busy past year. I wish to stress and thank you particularly
for the constructive and extremely effective role played throughout by
Mr. Vergin.

3. It was very important to me in this first post reorganization

year not only to avoid erosion of the evaluation system in the face of
the massive effort which had to be invested in lending, but also to

take the opportunity to identify actions required to improve the
contribution of evaluation to the quality of Bank operations. Many

activities needed the support of Operations such as the PCR Working
Group, the D&F Task Force, the improvement in programming PCRs

(including adjustment operations) for FY89, and helping me report to

the Board on follow-up to past OED findings.

4. As you know, OED has contributed its share of the collective
effort and is also helping Operations to review the PCR backlog.
Attention continues to be given not only to the relevance of the

various outputs of OED but also to improvements in design and

formulation of conclusions and recommendations which can make them

more operationally relevant in the new context of the Bank. Current

innovations in progress include more systematic clustering of audits,
redesigning next year's Annual Review and possibly the preparation of

abstracts or digests of OED products.

5. At this point, I thought it might be useful to select a few

questions arising from the Annual Review and Annual Report which might
deserve your attention. If this meets with your agreement I would

plan in future to advise you informally of other substantive issues
emerging from our work, in addition to the process issues which for

the time being have of necessity been the prime focus.
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Risk Assessment

6. You may remember that the Annual Review stresses the need to
review risk analysis (RA) or risk assessment as I would prefer to call
it, since my concerns go well beyond the mechanical sensitivity
analysis included in most SARs under the heading Risk Analysis. I am
concerned for the Bank to improve the whole process of RA, at all
levels, to make it a useful tool of project design, and if necessary
project rejection; and to improve the transparency of the process so
that higher management, and even the Board, can see what risks have
been taken into account, and the basis on which decisions have been
made. The proposal is further elaborated in the annex.

7. Hopefully little additional staff time would be required
since it should involve only the orderly recording of ideas which have
been incorporated in the project design. Rather than introduce RA
Bank-wide, it might be sensible to start with its experimental
introduction, say for IDA projects in Africa.

8. Such an initiative would be seen as responsive to our critics
who claim that the Bank is mesmerized by the transfer of funds, and
insufficiently sensitive to how well funds are spent. It would also
be responsive to Mr. Boehmer's mordant comment at the JAC on the
Annual Review, that he was not too concerned about project
difficulties resulting from "bad luck" with respect to risks which had
clearly been considered at appraisal, but that he was very concerned
by the emergence of problems which apparently had not even been
considered.

Other Issues

9. You may recall that this year's Annual Report contains a
large section (Annex B) in which operational managers report on the
follow-up actions taken in response to selected OED studies and
project evaluations. The responses have been carefully reviewed in
OED and suggest that in some instances further action would be
desirable. While most of these issues will be followed up directly
with the managers concerned, there are a few that I would like to
bring to your attention.

10. One of them has a bearing on the risk assessment. A
statistical analysis carried out by OED and subsequently confirmed by
an EAS paper, concluded that appraisal estimates of economic rates of
return are generally over-optimistic, and are usually'not borne out by
the completion estimates. You may wish to consider follow-up work in
Operations in an effort to reduce the degree of over-optimism in
future projects.

11. Project monitoring and evaluation appears to be well
established and supervised in most sectors, although there are some
questions in respect of those sectors where M&E is most complex. For
instance, in agriculture where a central M&E unit was dismantled
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during the reorganization and no new mechanisms seem to be in place
now to guide and support regional staff; and in human resources, where
this issue has not been satisfactorily resolved in a project context
for any of the subsectors. The management response to a recent OED
study on that subject concludes that "M&E remains a somewhat neglected
area of Bank input."

12. Another issue is smallholder livestock development. OED and
operations staff agree that this is an important area for the Bank to
be involved since OED's study of 1986 showed that results were better
than generally perceived from the experience with free standing
livestock projects. Yet, actual lending for livestock development has
declined, possibly calling for a review of future lending programs.

13. One major item in OED's work program is country reviews. So
far two studies have been issued (Pakistan, Sri Lanka), another two
are under way (Senegal, Tanzania) and two more are scheduled to
commence next year. These reviews are some of the highest cost
outputs of OED. While the more recent ones are better focused and
more cost-effective, I would appreciate your and Senior Operational
Managers' views on ways in which we can make them operationally more
useful and relevant.

14. I understand that you have heard of our concern about project
files and that some action to correct existing problems has been
initiated. OED would be happy to provide documented examples of the
deficiencies in the existing system, and assist in resolving the
problems.

Attachment

cc: Mr. Hopper



A n n e x

Risk Assessment

1. Current practice is too much a "risk rationalization"
approach which considers the effect of deviations from a basically
optimistic scenario such as "if yields are 10% less (or if investment
costs are 20% more) then the ERR will fall from x to y." The fact
that the Bank is involved in project preparation may indeed create a
conflict of interest for processing operations requiring this "stop
and think" approach.

2. Ideally, the RA should be a narrative of less than a page,
outlining the key conditions necessary for project success assessing
their relative weights and judging the ability of the project to adapt
to unfavorable outcomes (technical issues such as the condition of the
underground for dam foundations, the availability of infrastructure,
markets, etc., would be treated in more detail in relevant sections,
while the risk assessment section would capture only the essential
judgments ensuring that we do not pile risk upon risk). Probabilities
should be included in the RA, but there seems to be no benefit in
aspiring to reduce a RA to a single number. OED could work with
Operations to suggest a check list of topics to be considered, amongst
which institutional capacity, management quality and continuity (or
political economy considerations in the case of adjustment) would be
included, calling for staff judgment on them if they are likely to be
major factors in the success of the operation.

3. Introduction of RA needs to be seen by staff as part of a
rededication of the Bank to only supporting the highest quality
projects. It would make their responsibilities and accountability
clear, and s'imilarly those of managers at all levels in the process.
Management has to be seen to take as much pride in a poor project
caught and rejected before Board presentation, as it does in a good
project sent to the Board.

4. A related idea would be to include an assessment of how
intensive supervision might have to be, what it should focus on in
particular, and when in the implementation process it should take
place. A thoughtful assessment might allow the more discriminatory
approach to budgeting that is being called for.
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Meeting of September 18, 1987

Proposed Agenda

1. The next major output of OED

(a) The Annual Report and Annual Review, which are
scheduled for JAC review in October and Board
discussion in mid-November.

(b) The evaluation bf Rural Development Lending since
Nairobi which is scheduled for JAC review in
mid-October.

I would like President's agreement to:

- scheduling Board discussion of the Rural
Development paper along with the Annual Report and
Annual Review;

- review and comment on Annual Report and Annual
Review before I send them to the JAC and Board, as
a sign of support to OED and because of the post
reorganization message in the Annual Report.
(Staff work will minimize the reading.)

2. Review of the Project Completion Reports process and
contents.

Follow-up to previous meeting in July. Paper promised
is attached. President's support would be very much
appreciated.

3. PPR/OED Relationship

Very short information piece attached. Requires no
action.

4. External role of OED

In the last year, I have improved the presentation of

OED's output, with much editorial support from
International Relations, and have started a publications
program. Although OED has been forgotten in the
distribution of Public Affairs slots, I have decided to

continue to all extent affordable. Upon the advice of

Julian Grenfell, I have taken a Public Affairs expert of
his choice as my consultant to help design a strategy
for presenting the Bank's evaluation experience to

external audiences, starting -in next calendar year.



This is intended to help the Bank. President's support

would be welcome.

5. Brazil Environment Study

Brief note attached.

6. Information of DGO OED about Policy Committee decisions,
etc.

Marianne Haug is handling.



PPR RELATIONSHIP

From my perspective, building the relationship
with PPR is a major opportunity to enhance the contribution
of experience to the resolution of development issues - at
all levels - confronting the Bank, and to breathe new life
into the dissemination and feedback process. All exchanges
of views at various levels between PPR and OED managers and
staff have been positive and there are already numerous
examples. There remains the need to develop an agreed
- albeit unbureaucratic - framework and to concretize
action.

At this point, I have two suggestions:

1. Rethink "Mechanisms for Feedback", two papers

prepared by OED and OPS respectively, at the request of the
JAC which discussed them in 1985. Processes need to be
revisited. Specifying the type of issues and problems PPR
and OED should meet regularly to discuss which types of

dissemination and feedback ventures could be cosponsored
could be useful. If a paper could be prepared for the JAC
on the subject before they ask for it, even better.

2. We could conduct jointly with each department
of PPR - sector and country policy - a review of:

- the stock of accumulated experience to identify
issues requiring follow up; and

- the principal issues - strategic and otherwise -
confronting PPR and requiring evaluation
experience. Matching the two, and adding the
existing OED work program plus our subsequent
thinking, we could develop a list of priority
issues requiring follow up action of all kinds:
country and project policy, strategy, aid
coordination, evaluation, etc., which would
contribute to PPR and OED programs and help
focus our respective comparative advantage.

I will propose the above to David Hopper, who
has invited me to his retreat and has indicated that he
would invite OED staff to PPR meetings and was prepared to
promote PPR cooperation with OED.

September 18, 1987



OPERATIONS EVALUATION - THE BANK'S EXPERIENCE

by Robert van der Lugt

Overview and Introduction

1. An efficient World Bank can make a more effective contribution to
the development of its member countries. With recent combined annual lending
by the World Bank and its affiliates exceeding $17 billion, the need for the
Bank to evaluate its operations upon completion has become even more pro-
nounced than it was in the early 1970s, when ex post evaluation first became
a regular feature of the Bank's work. The main aim of this evaluation
process is to help the Bank, and its borrowing countries improve design and
implementation of future operations, whether project, program, or sector
loans. The evaluation process also gives added substance to the ways in
which the institution is accountable to its shareholders, the 151 member
countries that provide the resources or guarantee the borrowings undertaken
by the Bank to finance its lending.

2. The Director General Operations Evaluation (DGO) has overall
responsibility for the evaluation function and reports directly to the Bank's
Board of Executive directors with an administrative link to the President.
The Operations Evaluation department (OED) is the DGO's staff arm. All its

reports are made available to the member governments of the Bank and those of
general interest are published. OED evaluations fall into two main
categories: (i) operations audits of projects, program and sector lending;
and (ii) special studies of sectors country relationships and other selected
subjects. Each year OED prepares the Annual review of Project Performance
Results. The main purpose of these Reviews is to assess the performance of
the World Bank supported projects evaluated in any given calender year any to

analyze experience gained from their evaluation.

3. The World Bank's evaluation of project performance is a two tier
system. The first assessment of project experience is normally made by the
operational units concerned or by the borrower government at the time of
completion of disbursements in the form of a Project Completion Report
(PCR). PCRs are prepared for all projects and submitted to OED for review.
In about half the cases the PCRs are forwarded to the Executive Directors
without OED comment (but after soliciting and incorporating any comments
received from the borrowers or colenders); in the other half of the cases
self evaluation is supplemented by by an independent evaluation by OED staff
and the department's findings together with the PCR are presented to the
Executive Directors in the form of a Project Performance Audit Report (PPAR).

4. This paper attempts to describe the Bank's experience with opera-
tions evaluation, the process and involvement of borrowers in the evaluation
functions, the lessons that have emerged and issues that need to be addressed

in adjusting the evaluation function to the demands of the future. The paper
covers the following topics: (i) objectives of the evaluation function; (ii)
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organization of operations evaluation in the Bank; (iii) the project evalua-

tion process; (iv) evaluative studies; (v) other evaluation activities; (v)

dissemination and feedback; and (vi) issues and challenges.

Post-Evaluation Objectives

5. The basic purpose of any evaluation function is twofold, namely to
assess how far and how efficiently operational programs and activities are

producing the desired results, and to feed this information back into the

formulation of new directions, policies and procedures. However, there is a

fundamental tension between these two dimensions: accountability on the one

hand and lesson learning on the other. The former requires full independence

from management for greatest credibility, and conversely, the latter requires

full integration into management for quickest absorption of useful lessons.

6. The objective of the Bank's lending is not simply to transfer

resources but to support problem solving activities in member countries.

Evaluation at the World Bank has to be responsive to the concerns of many

audiences: the Board of Executive Directors, Bank management and staff,
member countries and the development community at large. As an international

organization cooperation for development, the World Bank needs to learn and

feedback the lessons of its experience into new operations. As an inter-

national financial agency the Bank needs to account for its activities both

towards its share holders and bondholders as well as the financial and devel-

opment communities at large.

7. To meet the particular needs of the World Bank, independence for

accountability and integration for lesson learning have been intertwined in

both the organization as well as the process of operations evaluation.

Operations Evaluation Organization and Mandate

8. A separate operations evaluation organization has been set up in
the World Bank under the general direction of the Director General Operation

Evaluation (DGO). To provide for the necessary independence, the DGO is not

part of the normal management structure of the Bank; rather he is directly

responsible to the Executive Directors of the Bank with an administrative
link to the President. Appointees to this post have rank equivalent to that

of a Vice President, hold office for renewable terms of five years, are

removable only by the Executive Directors and are ineligible for subsequent

appointment or reappointment to the staff of the World Bank. By contrast,
most of the other evaluation staff rotate in and out from OED to the Bank,

normally after many years of experience in the Bank.

9. The formal system of operations evaluation in the World Bank dates

back to September 1970, when an Operation Evaluation Unit was established in

the then Programming and Budgeting Department. This Unit became the

Operations Evaluation Department (OED) under the responsibility of a Vice

President in the President's Office in 1973. In 1975, the position of

Director General Operations Evaluation (DGO) was created. This structure of
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DGO and OED has basically remained the same since. However, the department

has more than doubled in size to its present 60 staff members. This staff
complement includes 39 higher level staff, currently distributed into a front

office and three divisions: Agriculture and Human Resources; Industry and
Policy Review; and Energy, Infrastructure and Urban Development.

10. A standing sub-committee of the Board of Executive Directors--the
Joint Audit Committee (JAC)--discharges an oversight function over the Bank's

operations evaluation system. The JAC meets regularly and reviews and
discusses OED's workprogram and budgets, its annual reviews and reports,
approach papers for evaluative studies, other than project evaluations, and
the studies themselves. Also, the JAC has annually since 1975, established
subcommittees which review a sample of project evaluation reports in order to
assess their quality as well as the adequacy of the project evaluation system
in the Bank.

11. The Director General's mandate is to:

(a) assess whether the Bank's programs and activities are producing the
expected results;

(b) incorporate OED's assessments and findings into recommendations for

the formulation of new directions, policies and procedures with the

purpose of improving the efficiency of the Bank's programs and

(c) appraise the Bank's operations evaluation system and report on its
adequacy for use within the Bank and by the member governments

12. The Operations Evaluation Department (OED) is the staff arm of the
Director-General. It is headed by a Director appointed by the DGO. The

principal functions of OED are to:

(a) assist the Director-General in making periodic assessments of the
adequacy and effectiveness of the operations evaluation system in
the light of the objectives and programs of the World Bank;

(b) carry out performance audits on selected completed projects and to

conduct evaluation studies and operational policy reviews:

(c) help the Bank encourage and assist member countries to develop
their own operations evaluation system;

(d) assess actions taken by the Bank on the findings of OED studies and

report thereon to the Executive Directors and President; and

(e) help disseminate evaluation findings regarding Bank operations both

within the institution and to the wider development community.

13. Thus, operations evaluation in the Bank has a wide ranging man-
date. Post evaluation involves both Bank operational staff as well as the
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Bank's evaluation officers. Increasingly, and appropriately, it also

involves project implementing and other agencies in borrowing countries.

Project Evaluation

14. In order to achieve the most effective impact on future operations,

the Bank's evaluation system is based on the principal that evaluation should

be carried out in the first instance by those directly involved in the
activities being evaluated. Evaluation is therefore designed as a two-tier

system. The first tier consists of self-evaluation by the relevant opera-
tional units; the second tier provides independent reviews of these self-

evaluations, and of the operations they cover, by the operations evaluation
staff.

15. Most of the evaluation effort is thus decentralized and carried out

by the same departments that deal with project appraisal and supervision.
Post evaluation is normally done shortly after final loan or credit disburse-

ments when operational staff routinely prepare a Project Completion Report
(PCR).

16. The PCR is the starting point for the post evaluation and to a
large extent, represents the culmination of regular project supervision by
the World Bank. The PCR reviews comprehensively the extent to which the

objectives and expectations, on the basis of which the Bank loan or IDA

credit was approved, have been or show promise of being achieved. It

examines the reasons for deviations from plans and attempts to assess their

significance critically. Its purpose is not to record a comprehensive
history of the project but to consider candidly, in the light of what

actually happened up to that time, whether in retrospect the project was
worth doing and what lessons are to be learned from the experience. The

principal questions that are addressed, most of which are also asked during
project supervision, include the following:

(a) Project Objectives. Were the objectives of the project appropriate

and clearly defined? Were the project objectives realized in the
judgement of the Bank and of the borrower? In realizing or fail-

ing to realize the objectives, what were the major weak points, or

strong points, of the project?

(b) Economic and Social Impact. Are the economic and social effects of

the project likely to reach the expected level? Was the distribu-

tion of project benefits by region or income group as expected? If

the PCR cannot answer these questions or offer meaningful comment
on them so soon after completion, when should a re-evaluation of

the project be scheduled?

(c) Institution Building. How was the question of institutional devel-

opment addressed in conjunction with the project? Was the institu-

tion building strategy adopted appropriate and effective in rela-
tion to the project and its broader sector context? Have agreed or
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expected reforms in policies and structures been carried out, and
have such reforms been successful? Were project management
arrangements satisfactory?

(d) Financial Performance. Have the financial objectives, including
cost recovery and self-financing of investment, been fulfilled?

(e) Implementation. Was the project and its principal components fully
completed, on time, and within cost estimates? Were final unit
costs reasonable? What changes were made during implementation,
and why? Did the borrower and its consultants perform as expected

(f) Compliance. Did the borrower and government comply with the loan
covenants and related agreements?

(g) Efficiency. Could similar projects be prepared, appraised and
implemented in future more quickly or economically without undue
risk to project and sector objectives?

(h) World Bank Contribution. How does the borrower perceive the World
Bank's involvement with this project? Were the Bank's diagnoses of
the problems of the borrower, and those related to the sector and
project, and the resultant definition of loan objectives and
covenants, appropriate in retrospect? Did the Bank influence the
project design or implementation, and was this influence construc-
tive in retrospect? Has the Bank learned the lessons of its expe-
rience, successful as well as less successful, with this project?

(i) Other Considerations. Did the project have unintended social,
economic, or environmental effects? Is the project likely to be
replicated?

17. All PCRs are submitted to OED and then reviewed independently by
the operations evaluation staff and either "passed through" and forwarded by
the DGO to the Executive Directors and the President (after soliciting and
incorporating any comments received from the borrowers or co-lenders), or
used as part of an independent evaluation of the project by OED. The depart-
ment's evaluation includes an examination of the files, the Board minutes,
interviews with operational staff and, in most cases, visits with the
borrowers and beneficiaries at project sites. The department's findings are
then written up in a Project Performance Audit Memorandum (PPAM). This
together with the PCR constitutes the Project Performance Report (PPAR).

18. All audit reports are circulated in draft form to the responsible
Bank staff, and after initial screening for factual errors or misrepresenta-
tions, they are sent to the borrowers and cofinancers for their comments.
Detailed comments from Bank staff are taken into consideration by OED before
reports are finalized (however, OED has full responsibility for the final
product, and to that extent its reports are not "cleared" by operational
staff) and, in addition, the communications from the borrowers are reproduced
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in full as annexes to the audit memoranda. Only after this process is
completed are the reports released to the President and the Executive
Directors by the DGO. At the same time, like other Board documents, they are
widely distributed within the Bank.

19. Particular emphasis is placed in project evaluations on the the
project's contribution to the country's development, and on the borrower's
view of the project experience and the World Bank's participation in it.
Environmental aspects, the role of women, institution building and technical
assistance receive systematic attention while increasingly an analysis is
also made of the factors that will determine if project benefits can be
sustained. Audit work itself is also continually evolving. While the
earlier audits largely concentrated on individual projects, to the extent
feasible projects increasingly are grouped into one audit report in order to
provide greater depth of analysis and to allow a better understanding of the
sector context in which they are being executed. Such group audits have been
undertaken, for example, of six agricultural projects in Tanzania, four
agricultural projects in Malaysia, four transport projects in Zaire, six
irrigation projects in India, and three dairy projects in India.

20. Originally, OED's mandate required it to undertake project perfor-
mance audits of all completed projects. However, depending on the nature of
the project experience and its significance for Bank operations, the depth of
the audit process varied. In a number of cases only summary reviews were
deemed necessary. This system prevailed until 1982. Since then, under the
"pass-through" system, about half of each year's PCRs are selected by OED for
independent performance audit, in accordance with criteria laid down by the
Board. These criteria include: innovative projects (new technology, special
institutional arrangement, policy reform); large/complex projects; inadequate
PCR coverage of issues; high Bank lending priority areas (poverty
orientation, regional factors--i.e., Africa, policy based, highly indebted
countries, etc.), packaging of projects, requests by EDs, and projects in new
member countries. The share of PCRs audited varies by types of operation;
for example, SALs and sector adjustment loans are all audited. Similarly

many of the agricultural projects in Africa, where the failure rate is high
are audited. By contrast audit ratio's are lower in the more traditional
sectors of Bank lending.

21. One of the reasons for introducing selective auditing was the
increasing number of PCRs, prepared each year. As the Bank's lending program
increased, so did (with a time lag, of course) the number of PCRs. The
number of PCRs submitted to OED has increased sharply over the last five
years from less than 100 to close to 200, and this number is expected to
level off at around 250 for the years to come. Other reasons include the
increasing quality of PCRs prepared by Bank staff and the increasing ratio of

"follow-on" projects to projects new in the sector or subsector.

22. Nevertheless, the fact that PCRs are passed through does not mean
that these projects are "forgotten". Their experience is, after all recorded
in an evaluative document (the PCR) and distributed to the Board and in the
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Bank. Furthermore, they continue to be analyzed within the framework of
other studies and work done by OED. Most importantly, the Annual Reviews of
Project Performance Results continues to include findings of PCRs in addition
to those of audit reports.

23. Every year OED prepares the Annual Review of Project Performance
Results, which provides an overview of all PPARs and PCRs issued during the
preceding calendar year. Findings are analyzed along with patterns of
experience and their implications for future operations. The Annual Review
is also made public.

24. The cumulative number of project evaluations reached 1,545 at the
end of FY86. Access to this large and unique source of information is
assured through a computerized retrieval system which continues to be
expanded and updated. Enlarged storage capacity has enabled the system
access to much more extensive textual and numeric information. In addition,
a directory of all OED reports has been widely distributed in the Bank and to
bilateral and multilateral agencies. However, as Board documents OED reports
themselves are subject to limited distribution.

25. Increasingly, the Bank has encouraged preparation of PCRs by
project management or by agencies of the borrowering governments carrying out
the projects. The borrowers, after all, stand to benefit more than anyone
else from the lessons of experience of their own projects. For this reason,
loan and credit agreements signed since 1977, contain a provision that the
borrower will prepare the PCR, within six months after the completion of the
loan/credit disbursements, and submit it to the Bank.

26. The Bank's project evaluation system is certainly not unique, but
it is by far the most comprehensive among those of development agencies, and
its costs are considerable. The overall costs of the project evaluation
process for the Bank has reached about 70 staff years, comprising almost 50
staff years for PCR preparation (not counting the considerable costs to
borrowers who prepare their own PCRs) and about 20 for the OED report.
Another feature of the Bank's system is full coverage. Although the
independent evaluation is selective, PCRs are prepared for all project and
thus the ex-post evaluation system is complete.

OED Evaluation Studies

27. Project performance auditing is an important OED function, but not
the only activity carried out in OED. In addition to systematically synthe-

sizing audit- findings in the Annual Reviews and in the computerized data
banks, a substantial number of other studies are being undertaken in line
with OED's mandate to assess the effectiveness and efficiency of the Bank's
operational programs and activities. In many cases, such studies elaborate
on findings of earlier OED audit work.

28. Four major groups of studies can be distinguished:

(a) impact evaluations and sustainability studies;
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(b) country reviews;

(c) comparative sector studies; and

(d) operational policy reviews.

29. Impact Evaluations. Since 1979, OED has been undertaking impact
evaluations, or "second looks" - studies that revisited projects about five

years after completion, when there is a better opportunity to assess perfor-
mance and the "real" impact of the project. Contrary to earlier predictions

at the appraisal or completion stages, a reassessment at that stage in the

project cycle more closely approximates the "final" results over the full
life of the project. Also, it takes account of developments during a phase
when the project has become "regularized", i.e., without receiving special

external or internal attention as during the investment phase. OED impact

evaluations normally include socio-economic surveys to assess the impact of

the project on its primary beneficiaries. To date, impact evaluations have

been undertaken for about 33 agricultural projects of groups of agricultural

projects and a few education projects. The series is expanded by about five

impact evaluations each year, mostly in agriculture.

30. The findings in these impact evaluations have provided much more

focus on the factors that are important in sustaining project benefits after

completion of the investment phase. The findings of all these impact evalua-

tions have been reviewed in an OED special study entitled, "Sustainability of

Projects: First Review of Experience". As the title indicates, OED intends
to continue evaluating the factors that have an important bearing on project

sustainability. Almost every audit now analyzes this issue in some detail

and PCRs are paying increasing attention to sustainability, mostly as part of

sensitivity analyses of rate of return calculations. Another sustainability

study has recently been completed covering fertilizer projects. Further

sustainability studies will cover education, irrigation, agricultural credit

power and DFC projects.

31. Country Reviews. These studies initiated in 1984 at the request of

the Executive Directors evaluate the effectiveness of Bank's interaction with

borrowers in a member country over an extended period in time. Two country

studies were completed in FY86 (Pakistan and Sri Lanka) and have been very

well received by the Bank, the countries concerned and other development

agencies. Among the criteria that are being used to identify further

countries for this program are the following: (i) country commitment; (ii)

fruitful relationship over time (ups and downs not being excluded); (iii)
mid-size country (not so small that findings would be too limited--not so big

that exercise would become unmanageable); (iv) size and diversity of past

prospective lending; and (v) regional distribution.

32. Despite the initial success of the program, it has been difficult

to obtain firm commitment to individual country studies both inside the Bank

and at the country level. Of immediate priority are two country studies in

Sub-Saharan Africa. Should preliminary contacts prove positive, OED would
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undertake these reviews--one in an anglophone and one in a francophone
country--over the next two years, looking for complementarity of issues.
Afterwards, and before embarking on further comprehensive country reviews in
either LAC, EMENA or East Asia and the Pacific, a more detailed assessment of
their impact will be required to determine whether they continue to justify
the large amount of resources they absorb. In the meantime, other lower cost
but similar approaches at a sector or regional level in a given country are
being explored. The country and regional distribution of these studies, as
well as the comparative sector studies discussed below will complement that
of the country reviews.

33. Country specific sector reviews must yield interesting results on
sector policy and strategy, project selection and design, management and
financial issues useful for helping sharpen the Bank's role in both project
and sector lending. At this point, country sector reviews are being consid-
ered for infrastructure, environment, electric power, education, agriculture
and transportation. Country regional reviews would help to highlight
programming and policy experience on the interaction among projects in
different sectors in the same geographical region. Northeast Brazil has been
tentatively identified for such a review as the Bank has long had a special
involvement in this region.

34. Comparative Sector Studies. Cross country studies review project
experience by major sectors and subsectors. These studies emphasize special
issues and draw lessons which are relevant for future operations. Examples
are studies of Bank experience with settlement, fisheries, agricultural
research and extension, water management in irrigation projects, rural
development in Sub-Saharan Africa, and training components in Bank projects.
A review of Bank experience with rural development is being completed and
other studies covering forestry, urban development, higher agricultural
education, small scale industry, and rural water supply are under considera-
tion.

35. Operational Policy Reviews. These studies review the Bank's opera-
tional approach to macro-economic or sector policy issues in borrowing
countries. A major environmental study has been set in motion addressing the
management of renewable natural resources in agriculture. Another study will
attempt to cover human resource development in Sub-Saharan Africa.

36. A substantial number of such studies have been completed over the
years including: Delays in Loan and Credit Effectiveness (1975); Delays in
Project Preparation (1976); Role and Use of Consultants in Bank Projects
(1977); Built-in Monitoring and Evaluation (1977, 1979, 1981, 1984, 1985);
The Supervision of Bank Projects (1979); Delays in Project Implementation
(1980); Procurement in Bank Financed Projects (1981); Compliance with Loan
Covenants (1982); Bank Technical Assistance-Kenya (1976) and Bangladesh
(1983); Lending Conditionality-Water Charges (1986); and Lending
Conditionality-Farm Prices (1987).
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37. Structural adjustment lending will continue to receive close
attention. An impact evaluation of all five SAL operations in Turkey--
considered jointly--and a second SAL overview are envisaged. In addition, it
is proposed to review the experience with export development lending and the
effectiveness of lending for support of public enterprises reform.

38. The program also includes reviews of the experience with free-
standing technical assistance projects in Indonesia and in sub-Saharan
Africa. This will be supplemented by a review of studies financed under Bank
projects, initially in the education sector. On the basis of these and other
OED studies and findings, an overview of Bank experience with technical
assistance will be prepared.

39. Further studies will focus more on internal policies and practices,

including: (i) a review of supervision effectiveness; (ii) procurement under
policy based lending; (iii) comparative approaches to internal financial
management, accounts and audits in IDF, agricultural credit and irrigation
development; and (iv) conditionality in Bank projects. It is also proposed
to survey the experience with utility pricing and related covenants in the
power, water supply and the telecommunications sectors. A broader perspec-
tive might be taken at a later stage on conditionality issues in general.

Other Evaluative Activities

40. The operations evaluation system covers but a fraction of the
substantial evaluation and auditing efforts undertaken in or by the Bank.
Constitutionally, the DGO is not concerned with the functions of internal
auditing or the external auditor, neither does the system cover the
activities of the Bank's financial complex. Also the operations evaluation
system limits itself to post-evaluation in contrast to monitoring and evalua-
tion which is an ongoing which effort and concern in all Bank operations.
Through this and supervision efforts, on which the Bank spends considerable
resources--more than 500 staff years per year, and which circulate in the
biannual project implementation review, there is a continuous and ongoing
cycle of learning and feedback. But even in the field of ex-post evaluation,
OED is not the only actor.

41. Obviously as mentioned above, Bank operational staff provide a

major input into project evaluations through their PCRs, but other parts of
the Bank sustain their own self evaluation systems. The Bank's Economic
Development Institute has always evaluated its individual courses and

seminars and reports on these in its regular annual reports. Its self
evaluation was considerably expanded since the advent of its new five-year
development plan and at Board request OED has been involved, albeit to a
limited extent, in the mid-term evaluation of the plan, including a separate
OED assessment of this self evaluation process. In the research complex,
procedures have been established by the Research Policy Council to evaluate
completed research projects. OED does not have the specialized expertise or

resources to evaluate the Bank's research output.
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Dissemination and Feedbacks

42. The ultimate rationale for operations evaluation is to be found in
their impact on the quality of Bank operations. Disseminating OED's findings

and feeding them back into new operations is therefore a high priority.
However, at the same time it should be noted that impact is hard to trace and

often impossible to measure. Furthermore, in many cases a parallelism of
ideas occurs.

43. Dissemination clearly cannot operate in a one-way street. OED's

job in the process is limited and consists largely of articulating lessons in

actionable terms--not an easy task by any means--and supporting the dissemi-
nation process. The regions are responsible for the quality of their opera-

tions. This includes the responsibility to ensure that lessons from experi-

ence Bank-wide are reflected in new lending. The Bank's Operational Policy
Staff (OPS) and its sector departments in particular, play a leading role
through many processes to ensure that lessons learned are disseminated across

the Bank.

44. Methods to achieve this vary. Some OPS departments, especially in

those sectors with large staffs have distributed "lessons learned" memoranda
throughout the Bank. In other sectors meetings or retreats are used as a

mechanism and in smaller departments dissemination is part of the normal

processes of management and staff meetings. Increasingly internal Bank

publications--such as those in the agricultural and transport sectors--are
used to highlight evaluation processes and findings.

45. Another effective tool of dissemination is the discussion of OED

reports. All audits and special studies are submitted in draft to Bank staff

and borrowers for their comments. In the case of the Annual Review, special

meetings are arranged with operational staff for each sector chapter.
Through such interaction, the lessons of experience and the necessary follow-

up in terms of operational policies and procedures are clearly identified.
In addition, both OED and OPS are increasingly active in organizing meetings

and seminars, for both Bank staff and borrowers, to disseminate OED findings.

46. The dissemination process is, however, not only output oriented,
OED inputs are also valuable. OPS is now requesting OED comments on draft

policy papers and guidelines, and uses OED studies as a source for developing
Bank policy and position papers. A recent example is OED's study on small-

holder livestock development which provided a substantial input into the

Bank's policy paper on that subject. Furthermore, after review by the JAC of

the Sri Lanka and Pakistan country studies, seminars were organized by the

Region to discuss the follow-up to OED's recommendations. In Nigeria, two

PCRs provided the basis for a weeklong seminar, attended by senior civil

servants, project and Bank staff to discuss the future strategy for agricul-

tural development in that country. Also, as a result of the Malaysia Jengka
Triangle Impact Evaluation, Malaysian Government officials expressed keen

interest in reviewing experiences in other countries that the study had

analyzed for comparative purposes. Arrangements for such visits were made.
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47. The impact of all these activities on Bank operations, however,
remains difficult to quantify and evidence is often anecdotal. But the

systematic attention now given to sustainability in operational work may be
traced to OED'.s initial work on the subject. Much earlier, the increased use

of sociological expertise in the design of projects maybe another example.
Recently OED completed an operational policy review of conditionality regard-
ing cost recovery in irrigation; the Bank is now in the process of reviewing

its guidelines and policies in this field.

48. Partly as a result of OED's review of institutional development in

Africa, follow-up actions have been taken. Special units have been created

in the African Regional Offices to provide expert help in designing institu-

tional development projects. In Western Africa, a systematic country-by-
country analysis of public sector enterprises has been undertaken to identify

needs for technical assistance. The design of a new lending strategy for

agriculture in Sub-Saharan Africa is another example of learning from lessons

of experience. The new approach is more responsive to local conditions,
deemphasizes substantial institutional requirements and places strong

emphasis on agricultural research extension.

49. As to external dissemination, there is regular contact with other

donors and agencies. Increasingly OED staff participate in EDI courses and

country seminars. Consideration is also given to publishing more of the OED

output provided there is a particularly valuable message, a significant

impact and an important audience. However, it is also true that much remains

to be done to achieve more effective information sharing and lesson learning
among donors.

Issues and Challenges

50. Dissemination will remain one of the major challenges the Bank's

operations evaluation system will face in the years to come. Initiatives in

this area will be staff intensive, requiring an effective marshalling of
limited resources into priority areas without compromising the independence

of OED and the qualify and intensity of its evaluation which must remain the

cornerstone of the operations evaluation system.

51. There is scope for enhancing OED's impact on the Bank and outside,
as there has been growing demand for OED findings by other aid donors and the

general public. To respond to those needs the following areas of attention

have been identified:

* Closer interaction between OED and the Bank's operations staff.

This will not only reduce overlap between the learning facet of

OED's activities, and the research and policy function of the

Bank's operational complex, but also enhance institutional know-

ledge through frequent exchanges on project and country experience.

o Wider dissemination of OED findings by selected publication of OED

reports, and by more frequent conference participation, contribu-
tions to journals and the like.
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* Increased interaction with borrowers so that OED's findings tran-

slate into improved evaluation procedures in the field and more
focussed use of the findings from past OED work.

o More emphasis on the presentation and quality of OED output. More
concise reports on individual projects or review of comparative

experience will find a wider readership. This is basic to improv-
ing dissemination of findings among Bank staff, member governments

and, where appropriate, the development community at large.

52. Internally, an important challenge is the growing number of

completed projects. As a result of the growth in number of PCRs and PPARs
and the increasing complexity and costs of PPARs involving projects with a

poverty or policy focus, project evaluations have claimed an increasing share

of OED resources that have remained constant over the last years. As a
consequence the resources for OED studies, a particular valuable tool for
providing findings, have fallen.

Projects Evaluated
FY82 FY83 FY84 FY85 FY86 /c

PPARS 122 /b 15 111 86 124

Pass-throughs - 78 84 93 94

122 169 195 179 218

Audit papers 100% 54% 57% 28% 57%

/a PPARs as% of total projects evaluated.
7W Last year when OED audited all projects.
/c The estimate for FY87 is a total of 210 projects

evaluated and a 52% audit ratio.

53. Special studies have become a particularly valuable tool for draw-

ing and feeding back findings, not only in specific sectors and subsectors
but also with regard to the balance of lending programs, the quality of

country economic and sector work, and social impact. Thus, the balance

between the various evaluation activities needs to be restored. This can be

done to some extent by dropping the audit ratio further. However dropping

the audit ratio without without sacrificing accountability and the quality of

findings requires that project completion reports be timely and of constant

good quality. This in turn will require that OED and Bank staff allocate

more time to monitoring and evaluating PCR's.

54. Quality of PCRs and timeliness of project evaluation is another

challenge as these have been issues for some time and require more atten-

tion. Borrower involvement has complicated these administrative processes

and so have product linkages. OED audits are linked to PCRs and are thus
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supply driven; however, OED has no control over the PCR pipeline. The

Borrower PCR substitutes for Bank PCRs in some cases but not all, but in any

case substantially influences the latter's preparation. However, that

raises questions as to who is responsible for the quality of the end

product. Responsibilities have become blurred and some rethinking is needed.

55. Another issue relates to the product we would like at the end of

the process. To date the emphasis has been on producing a PCR acceptable to

the Bank. However, there might be too much emphasis of producing documents
for distribution to the Bank's Board. What is needed in the final analysis

is a process of evaluation in the countries concerned, but in the first

instance geared to their own benefit and in a format and content most suit-

able for internal needs.

56. The final challenge is in the field of improved self-evaluation in

the Bank's member countries. Borrowers' PCRs are uneven in quality. While

in some countries and sectors borrowers PCRs are fully satisfactory, in many

cases they are not given the priority assigned to new and ongoing operations

by senior staff. The greatest deficiencies are in the more complex sectors

where institutions are weakest. To upgrade the quality of borrower's; PCRs,

Bank staff will have to continue to guide and help borrowers in the actual

preparation of such documents. However, improving self-evaluation is

important far beyond the requirements of the PCRs. Not only is there growing

interest in evaluating completed projects in donor countries, but an

increased need to do so in borrowing countries facing increasingly severe

investment allocation decisions under circumstances of serious resource

constraints. Also there is a substantial need for borrowers to be able to

better coordinate ex-post evaluation undertaken in their countries. A medium

to long-term program of training and support will need to be developed to

strengthen borrowers' ex-post evaluation capabilities. Give its long

experience in the field OED would be in a good position to coordinate such

efforts.

57. However, it is inescapable that some of the issues mentioned will

also arise in the development of an ex-post evaluation system in the

countries concerned, namely the tension between accountability and lesson

learning and the tension between independent performance audit and agency

prepared completion reporting.



NUMBER OF PROJECTS EVALUATED BY YEAR
AND TYPE OF EVALUATION

No. of Projects Evaluated

Evaluation No. of Reports Not Audit

Year Issued Audited Audited Total Ratio

Through CY75 89 107 107 100

CY76 63 70 - 70 100

CY77 92 109 109 100

CY78 90 98 98 100

CY79 113 130 130 100

CY80 73 87 - 87 100

CY81 96 108 - 108 100

CY82 127 107 20 127 84

CY83 164 88 90 178 49

CY84 146 97 77 174 56

CY85 174 99 93 192 52a

TOTAL 1,227 1,100 280 1,380 80

a Audit ratios by major sectors were: SALs: 100%, Agriculture: 69%, Human Resources: 50%, DFCs: 44%, Transportation: 39%, Public

Utilities: 30%, Industry: 23%, and Other Sectors: 50%.
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Chart 1.11 Average Cost Overruns'
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Chart 1.4 Project Results, 1974-85
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58 Bank Policies. Activities, and Finances

ar at io
Table 3-3 (continued ceedc

Arivity Location Cooperaling agency In fisc

Direct Training (continued) were
Water supply/sanitation (R) Barbados CDB/PAHO camp
Senior seminar on water supply/sanitation (N) Mexico Secretaria de Desarrollo Urbano y im p

Ecologia/PAHO out o
Agribusiness development projects (R) Jamaica IICA/University of the West Indies cover
Public expenditures programming (R) Costa Rica Instituto Centroamericano de the ei

Administracion Publica of Ba
Resources for education and their Trinidad Commonwealth Secretariat numt

cost-effective use (R) view
cal l

Note: Activities listed exclude assistance given by EDI staff to activities organized by other institutions. There weie seventeen
such activities in Fiscal year 1986. It
N = national activities; R = regional activities; IR = interregional activities; W = worldwide activities. Consi

sons
desig

materials production has accounted for 14 per- projects after a loan has been fully disbursed. port(

cent of total EDI expenditures during the past Comparing actual experience with what had with

two years. The output of completed materials been expected before tie project was launched Ily d

was above the five-year plan target in fiscal has become an essential part of the Bank's pro- disse

1985, and about the same level of production cess of learning how to make development assis- Perf

was maintained in fiscal 1986. The materials tance more effective. The evaluation function in be a

completed during the past year place greater em- the Bank is the responsibility of the Operations rienc

phasis on macroeconomic and sectoral-manage- Evaluation Department (OED), which, although view

ment issues, including such broader topics as the administratively linked to the President of the ence

private provision of public services, entrepre- Bank, is directly responsible to the Executive 0

neurial development, and public-enterprise Directors. man

management. A large proportion of these mate- Since July 1981, a selective system of project- publ
rials has been produced under contract with uni- performance auditing has been in operation. at ti
versities and other institutions, as well as with Under this system, member governments and 3 198
individual consultants, throughout the world. Executive Directors receive staff reports on the year

Cofinancing of EDI activities amounted to $4 outcome of all completed projects. These re- find

million in fiscal 1986, about 25 percent of EDI's ports are read by staff of the OED, who subse- Ity f
total expenditures and an amount far larger than quentily prepare audits for approximately half sust
in fiscal 1985 ($2.3 million). The bulk of the in- the completed projects. The criteria for selecting viot
crease was accounted for by the United Nations projects for audit as applied by OED have been It

Development Programme (UNDP), the Cana- approved by the Joint Audit Committee of the the

dian International Development Agency Executive Directors, which also carries out an wer

(CIDA), and the International Fund for Agricul- in-depth review of a sample of the reports and mat

tural Development (IFAD). audits issued during the year. 811
In mid 1985, the EDI created an Evaluation The system of selective auditing does not jeop- abo

Committee that sets evaluation policies and pro- ardize the integrity of the Bank's post-evalua- len

cedures for the EDI's work and monitors their tion function. Under the two-tiered evaluation obj

implementation. The Committee has reviewed system, the self-evaluation function by opera- ety
the EDI's evaluation techniques and has broad- tional staff is now firmly established in the me

ened and strengthened their application. It is ini- Bank, and, in addition to undertaking separate ovc

tiating an experimental evaluation of the effect evaluations of about half the projects, OED's vie
of EDI training in one sector in three countries. evaluation officers scrutinize all reports before tle

It also is preparing a plan for the mid-term eval- they are issued. cle:

uation of the EDI's five-year plan that will be Borrowers' comments are sought on all evalu- rel
carried out in fiscal 1987 in collaboration with ation reports, and, in a growing number of clii
the Bank's Operations Evaluation Department. cases, borrowers participate directly in the prep- Ba
This work will include a special evaluation of aration of reports on completed projects. In ad- pai

LDi's program in China. dition, OUtD and Bank operational staff often op
visit project sites and hold extensive discussions is

Operations Evaluation with borrower representatives and beneficiaries -tII

A notable feature of the Bank's work is its sys- when evaluating completed projects. The com- vii

tem of independently evaluating the results of bined borrower input by written comment, prep- pLh



Bank Activities 59

aration of reports, or through country visits, ex- In addition to its project evaluation, OED
ceeded 90 percent of all reports and audits issued completed three impact evaluations and ten spe-
in fiscal 1986. One hundred twenty-four projects cial studies during the year, most of which were
were subjected to performance audits in fiscal reviewed by the Joint Audit Committee; some
1986; in addition, reports covering ninety-four were also discussed by the Executive Board.
completed projects were passed on to the Execu- The Joint Audit Committee maintains contin-
tive Directors after scrutiny by OED, but with- uing oversight of the OED work program and of
out OED audit. The cumulative total of projects its effectiveness. The conclusions of the Joint
covered by reports or audits reached 1,545 by Audit Committee, the Annual Report of the Di-
the end of fiscal 1986. Reflecting the expansion rector-General, Operations Evaluation, on the
of Bank operations in the mid and late 1970s, the status of the Bank's evaluation system, and
number of completed projects coming up for re- OED's 1985 Annual Review of Project Perfor-
view and evaluation is likely to rise to 250 in fis- mance Results were all reviewed by the Execu-
cal 1987. tive Directors.

The ultimate objective of Bank evaluation
continues to be to identify and disseminate les- Internal Auditing
sons that can contribute to improvements in the Internal auditing is an independent appraisal
design and implementation of future Bank-sup- function within the World Bank that reviews
ported projects. By bringing together experience and evaluates Bank operations and activities as a
with similar projects, lessons can be more read- service to the Bank. This appraisal function is
ily drawn and more efficiently confirmed and accomplished through operational audits of the
disseminated. The Annual Review of Project financial and operating systems and procedures

Performance Results continues, as in the past, to used in the conduct and management of the

be a valuable mechanism for summarizing expe- Bank's operations. The overall objective of the
rience by sector, and, through a process of re- Internal Auditing Department (lAD) is to assist
view with operating staff, bringing that experi- vice presidents, department directors, and other

ence to bear on the design of future projects. managers in the effective discharge of their re-

OED's Annual Review of Project Perfor- sponsibilities by providing them with periodic
mance Results, covering calendar year 1984, was reports and appraisals carried out on activities

published in February 1986. The review looked within their respective areas of responsibility.

at the performance of 174 projects evaluated in IAD places particular emphasis on examining,
1984 against tire background of the previous five reporting on, and, where necessary, recotf-

years. The review presented the preliminary mending improvements in the adequacy and ef-
findings of two ongoing studies on conditional- fectiveness of the Bank's system of internal con-
ity and gave further attention to the subject of trol and the identification of possible means of
sustainability that had been addressed in the pie- improving time efficiency and economy of opera-
vious annual review. lions and the use of resources.

In terms of overall results, all but fifteen of IAD's examination and evaluation of the ade-
the 804 projects reviewed over the past six years quacy and effectiveness of policies, systems, and
were taken to completion. On the basis of infor- internal controls used in the management and
mation available at the time of evaluation, sonic conduct of activities include, as appropriate, an
81 percent of completed projects, representing assessment of the reliability and integrity of fi-
about 87 percent ($16.5 billion) of 111{t/IDA nancial and operating information and the
lending, appeared likely to achieve their major means used to identify, measure, classify, and
objectives or prove worthwhile. Given the vari- report such information. The department also
ety of negative factors surrounding the iniplc- reviews systems established to ensure adherence
mentation of these projects in recent years, the with those governing agreements, instruments,
overall outcome is satisfactory. However, the re- and related decisions, regulations, policies,
view found the continuing downward trend in plans, and procedures that could have a material

the major indicators of performance to be a effect on operations and reports and determines
clear cause for concern and examined the main the extent of such compliance. In addition,

reasons for the trend. To some degree, the de- where appropriate, each audit includes an evalu-
Cline in performance reflects the shifts in World ation of the means utilized to safeguard the
Bank lending during the decade of the 1970s- Bank's assets from various types of losses, an

particularly into new and more difficult areas of appraisal of the efficiency and economy with
operations, w hich were known to cai ry a hirher which resources are used, and the accomplish-
list ()Il aihom C *1 t me dqe cc, 11 1 kA 1, 1-1 m1cil ol ~ a lse s a il a d oblce ikes ol spe-
the difficult ecunuinic, linancial, and policy cii- cific pOgi ams o opciationls.
viromnment facing these projects diring their im- The department has established work pro-
plementation. grains designed to achieve its objectives. These
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TH, WORLD BANK/INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE: March 27, 1986

TO: Mr. Yves Rovani, Director General, DGO

FROM: Yukinori Watanabe, Director, OED

EXT: 2924

SUBJECT: Redeployment of Human Resources in the Front Office

In conjunction with the creation of the Dissemination and Feedback

Unit, the Management Information System (MIS) and related administrative

duties have been assigned to Poonsook Mahatanankoon who will perform the
following duties and responsibilities:

1. Coordinate the computerization of the departmental administrative
functions, e.g. OED Work Program, Operational Travel Request, OED

Budget, PCRs Forecast, with a view of integrating all these into OED
MIS./a

2. Administer and monitor the "Monthly Schedule of Project Completion
Reports (PCRs)Expected" to operational staff to ensure timely
delivery of PCRs to OED.

3. Prepare consolidated report, "Project Completion Reporting Schedule"
to be sent to Senior Vice President of OPerations from OED Director

and copied to Bank's senior management to keep them abreast of
recent development on PCR system.

4. Coordinate with OED division chiefs to update the departmental
monthly work program.

5. Prepare and monitor the departmental monthly work program to assist

OED senior managers meet OED's commitment to Joint Audit Committee
(JAC) and Executive Directors.

6. Provide important indicators on progress of report preparation on
the above.

7. Liasise extensively with staff of front offices of operating
departments to resolve issues on PCR schedule data.

8. Serve as adminstrative point of contact for all queries on
PPARs/PCRs raised by staff Bankwide.

9. Formulate the departmental Capital Budget and Computing Activities
Budget in accordance with IRMD and PBD guidelines.

/a Task to be accomplished by a core team from Front Office composed by
Mmes. P. Mahatanankoon, E. Reyes and L. Kwaku in coordination with
Mmes. E. Tang and C. Denaro of PBD.

P-1 867
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10. Monitor the Capital Budget and Computing Activities expenditures
and prepare status report showing actual vs budget figures for the
current year.

11. Provide indicators, e.g. PCRs forecast in formulation of the OED
Work Program and Budget for the next fiscal year.

12. Provide trends and statistical analyses to support the OED work
program and PCR system.

13. Assist in the computerization of the PCR Schedule to facilitate
electronic communication with the operating departments (possibly
using LAN) in the future.

14. Perform other duties as assigned.

c: Messrs. Donaldson (OEDDl)
Maiss (OEDD2)
Shields (OEDD3)
Lynn (OPD)
Mossop (PMD)

Mmes. Kwaku (OEDOD)
Mahatanankoon(OEDOD)
Reyes (OEDOD)



THE WORLD BANK/IFC

FOR YOUR INFORMATION

February 26, 1986
FYI/86/21

STAFF ANNOUNCEMENT

Mr. Shiv S. Kapur, Director-General, Operations Evaluation, will
retire on February 28, 1986.

Mr. Kapur has had a long and distinguished career with the Bank. He
was appointed in 1969 to the Western Hemisphere Department, serving as Loan
Officer and then as Division Chief with responsibility for a number of Latin
American countries. In 1976, Mr. Kapur was promoted to Director of the
Operations Evaluation Department and in June 1984, he was appointed
Director-General, Operations Evaluation.

I wish to take this opportunity to extend my very best wishes to Shiv
for a long and happy retirement.

I am pleased to announce that the Executive Directors have selected
Mr. Yves Rovani to succeed Mr. Kapur as Director-General.

Mr. Rovani, a French national, has been with the Bank for almost 30
years. He began his career in 1956 as a Financial Analyst in the Public
Utilities Division of the then Technical Operations Department. In 1967,
Mr. Rovani was appointed Advisor-Finance in the Public Utilities Division.
The following year, he moved to the Office of the Director, Projects
Department, as Financial Advisor. Mr. Rovani was promoted to the post of
Director, Public Utilities Department (later Energy, Water and
Telecommunications Department) in 1972. After the Department's reorganization
in 1979, he continued to oversee the Bank's energy operations as Director of
the Energy Department.

Mr. Rovani's appointment as Director-General, Operations Evaluation,
will be effective on March 1, 1986.



THE WORLD BANK 'INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM

DATE: January 28, 1986

TO: All OED Staff

FRM: Graham Donaldson, Chief, OEDDI

EXTENSION: 2893 &1

SUBJECT: Review of OED Internal Procedures

1. A committee has been established to review OED internal
procedures, the Terms of Reference for which are attached for your
information.

2. Please note paragraph 6 which provides, inter alia - " All OED
staff who wish to contribute views on topics under consideration will be
invited to do so by contacting a member of the working group." For purposes
of scheduling meetings it would be helpful if you would advise me of your
wish to meet with one or all of the committee. However, if it is preferred
you may, of course, contact one of the other committee members direct.

3. If you wish to participate you should so indicate by Friday,
January 31, 1986. Staff on mission should contact me on their return.

Attachment

GDonaldson:vc

P-1867
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Terms of Reference:
Review of ORD Internal Procedures

1. In view of the importance of the evaluation function to the World

Bank and the anticipated retirement of the Operation Evaluation Department's

(OED's) Director General, senior management has decided to undertake a review

of selected OED administrative and operating procedures.

2. The review will be conducted by an interdisciplinary working group

comprised of Richard Lynn, Director, Organization Planning Department (OPD) as

leader; Mrs. Eva Meigher, Assistant General Counsel, Administration and

General Affairs; and Mr. Graham Donaldson, Chief, Division 1, ORD, as

members. Mr. Jean-Yves Maillat, OPD management consultant, will serve as

staff to the group. As appropriate, staff of the Personnel Management

Department will also be engaged in the effort.

3. The following specific issues will be included in the review:

(a) How staff are assigned to OED work so as to avoid conflict of

interest situations, including whether or not any supplement to PaS

1.00 may be needed for OED staff.

(b) How to monitor OED work programs so as to avoid excessive delays,

especially on controversial projects.

(c) How to ensure that OED is able to function independently vis-a-vis

Operations or the member countries, e.g., on the handling of critical

comments on OED reports.



(d) Whether there are Saps in explicit (written) procedures on the above

that need to be closed.

In looking at the above, consideration will also be given to such topics as

recruitment and reassignment of staff, reporting relationships, roles of

selected staff, and criteria for project and special topic selection.

Comments on or assessment about individual managers or staff will not be

included in the review.

4. The review will be conducted using two approaches. One is a review

of relevant documents, such as internal procedures, ORD annual reports, Joint

Audit Committee minutes and comments, staff working papers, etc. The other

will be through selected interviews with ORD managers and staff, former OED

staff members, and Operations or others knowledgeable of ORD's work.

These may be done individually or via small group discussions. All ODD staff

who wish to contribute views on the topics under consideration will be invited

to do so by contacting a member of the working group.

5. The review will be completed with a brief report at the end of

February, 1986. While the report may contain recommendations for procedural

additions or modifications, it is unlikely to cover the full texts of such

changes. Assuming agreement, this latter step would be undertaken as part of

subsequent implementation actions in March or beyond.



DATE: January 22, 1986

TO: Telephone Directory Coordinator, ADM

FROM: Yukinori Watanabe, Director, OED

EXTENSION: 32924

SUBJECT: Change of Telephone Book Entries for OED

The present designations in the Organizational Listing of
the Telephone Directory have become out of date. We would like to
request a revised Organizational Listing as attached with new
designations inserted in red.

Attachment

OFFICIAL FILIE COPY



Organizational Listing continued

Extmnwon Room

OPERAONIS EVAWATION STAFF

OFICE OF THE DiREC. lENEPAL, OPEPJNO EMaENW (DGO)

Director-General ................................ Shiv S. Kapur ................ 33035.......... H7021

op-rbm RAAuM* -pr"" (0E"

Director........................................Yukinor Watanabe ........... 32924.......... H6089

DIVISION CHIEF
Division 1, Agriculture and Human Resources ..... Graham Donaldson ......... 32893 .......... H6045

P'incjpA SIor Evaluation Officer, Agriculture c J%. 'i* V 51
and Rural Development ........................ ;!s% il.................3288W.........H607t

Pr i vC p A Spir Evaluation Officer, Agriculture and fa L L 41'U (44h 8) 28

Rural Deelopment ................................ 3289.......... H60F4

*rghCp 4r Evaluation Officer, Human Resources .........-...... -

DIVISION CHIEF
Division 2, industry and Fplic Rev w .......... Otto Maiss ................ 32911.......... H6005

Se$or Evaluation Officer, cyeview. ..... John R. Burrows ............ 32906.......... H6021

r jr S or Evaluation 0 A cer, In u ,1CS
S" ..................... George C. Maniatis ......... 33040..........H6031

DIVISION CHIEF
Division 3, Infrastructure and Urban Development Brian Shields ............... 32926.......... H61 11

frlc if &A SWn0r Evaluation Officer,'Tansportation
and Urban Development ..................... Tillman H. Neuner .......... 32174..........H6095

Princ .'epa4 Svi6i Evaluation Officer, Public Utilities \......... Peter Callejas .............. 32917.......... H6121

91 November, 1985 issue
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T i[ WORLD HANK INTF RNATIONAL i INANCE 0RPRA TION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM cogs
'A/TE November 25, 1985

T') Mr. Yukinori Watanabe, Director, OED

F H)M Otto Maiss 0M

F XTF NSAN

SU[ A Change of Organizational Designations

The present designations in the organizational listing of
the Telephone Directory are somewhat out of date. I suggest the
following changes:

Senior Evaluation Officer, Program & Policy Review
Technical Assistance
..... John R. Burrows

Senior Evaluation Officer, Industry & DFCs
..... George Maniatis

If you agree, I will see to it that these changes are
reflected in the next edition of the Directory.

P 1866



OPERATIONS EVALUATION DEPARTMENT

Organization Chart

DIRECTOR
Yukinori Watanabe

Division 1 Division 2 Division 3

Agriculture & Human Resources Industry & Policy Review Infrastructure & Urban Development

Chief: Graham Donaldson Chief: Otto Maiss Chief: Brian Shields

Lead Lead Lead

Senior Evaluation Officer, Senior Evaluation Officer, Senior Evaluation Officer,

Agriculture Policy Review Transportation, Tourism &

Christian Polti John Burrows Urban Development
Tillman H. Neuner

Lead Lead Lead

Senior Evaluation Officer, Senior Evaluation Officer, Senior Evaluation Officer,

Agriculture Industry, DFCs & Public Utilities

Hans Kordik Non-Project Lending Peter Callejas

George Maniatis

Lead
Senior Evaluation Officer,

Human Resources
(Vacant)

World Bank - 24619

September 1, 1985



OPERATIONS EVALUATION DEPARTMENT
Organization Chart

DIRECTOR

Yukinor Watanabe

DIVSION I DIVISIO 3 _________

AGRICULTRE &iMt& P Y-ANSpORTATIQp,-TCURI94

Chief: Graham Donaldsor@ Chief: Otto Malss CheW8 dF-6qW;

L f A i-,
SENIOR EVALUATION OFFICER SENIOR EVALUATION OFFICER, SENIOR EVALUATION OFFICER.

AGRICULTURE 64 " t--- POLICY REVIEW TRANSPORTATION, TOURISM &
Plak+ oisJohn Burrows URBAN DEVELOPMENT

Christian Polti Tillman H. Neuner

SENIOR EVALUATION OFFICER, SENIOR EVALUATION OFFICER,C INDUSTRY, DFCs & NON- PUBLIC UTILITIES
( ~~c t eLT- (L __v-PROJECT LENDING Peter Callejas

- HGeorge Manlatis

7r &J f; 10 CEVAL TOF E
E CATO TR IIN1

He soune-'JameAM,~ yh
World Bank-24619

octobe"74+-



OFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE: June 27, 1985

TO: Mr. T. N. Ruth, OPD

FROM: Yukinori Watanabe, Director, OED

EXTENSION: 32924

SUBJECT: Organizational Listing - Operations Evaluation Department (OED)

Thank you for your expeditious handling of the title changes in the
Operations Evaluation Department. There are, however, some modifications
necessary in the Organizational Listing found on page 89 of the May 1985
issue of the World Bank/IFC Telephone Directory. I have, therefore,
attached a copy of page 89 with the revisions.

Attachment

cc: Messrs. Donaldson

Gamble
Chai

P-1867
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Extension Room

Assistant Director ............................... Enzo R. Grilli ............... 61820.......... 17-102DIVISION CHIEF
Commodity Studies and Projections ................ Ronald C. Duncan ........... 61967 ......... 6-165Global Analysis and Projections ................... Peter Miovic ................ 69348 ........ 7-136

Development Research Department (DRD)

Director .....................--.............. Gregory K. Ingram ......... 61001........18-115
Senior Adviser .................................. F. Graham Pyatt .............. 61003..........18-117
Chief, Economic Adviser ........... ............ Vittorio Corbo ............... 69788..........1 8-121
Living Standards Measurement Unit ................ Dennis N. de Tray ............ 61277.......... 18-138
Chief, Analytic Support Unit ...................... Alexander Meeraus .......... 61031.......... 18-113DIVISION CHIEF
Development Strategy ............................ Um a j. Lele ................. 61251..........18-127
Public Economics ............................... Gerardo P. Sicat ............. 61231.......... 18-149
Productivity ................................... Alan H. Gelb (acting) ......... 61217-.........18-162
Employment and Income Distribution ............ Constantino P. Lluch ......... .61271.......... .8-139
International Economic Research ............... Joseph Michael Finger ....... 61278.........I 8-137

OPERATIONS EVALUATION STAFF
OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR-GENERAL, OPERATIONS EVALUATION (DGO)

Director-General ............................... Shiv S. Kapur ................ 33035.......... H7021

Operations Evaluation Department (OED)
Director ..................--............... Yukinori Watanabe..........32924.........H6089
DIVISION CHIEF
Division 1, Agriculture and Human Resources ....... Graham Donaldson .......... 32893 .......... H6041
Senior Evaluation Officer, Agriculture oa- J P,,I

@Rd H.m . .pmet .. . ...... . Hans Kordik ................ 32887.......... H6071
Senior Evaluation Officer, Agriculturea4pf- < (Lp - 4-

I I .r. . istian J. Polti ............. . 32891 .......... H6059
RVISIONCHIEF

Division 2, Industry and Policy Review ............. Otto Maiss .................. 32911 .......... H6005
Senior Evaluation Officer, Policy Review . ............ John R. Burrows ............. 32916 .......... H61 23Senior Evaluation Officer, Industry, DFCs

and Non Project Lending ....................... George C. Maniatis .......... 32915.......... H6009DIVISION CHIEF
Division 3, Infrastructure and Urban Development ... Alexander F. Kirk ............. 32926 .......... H6095Senior Evaluation Officer, Transportation

and Urban Development ....................... Tillman H. Neuner ........... 32900 .......... H6033
Senior Evaluation Officer Publc- ....ti.... Peter Ca!k-ja ............... 32902 .......... H6029

LEGAL DEPARTMENT (LEG)
OFFICE OF THE VICE PRESIDENT AND GENERAL COUNSEL (VPG)

Vice President & General Counsel ................. Ibrahim F.I. Shihata ........... 74945 ........... E723Associate General Counsel ................... Hugh N. Scott .............. 72315 .......... E715
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THE WORLD HANK INTf HNAIONN ! 1N\N N

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
I "T June 24, 1985

'> Mr. Yukinori tanabe, Director, OED

\j IM Peter Callejas

E X I NSON 32902

SuJBET Organizational Listing in Telephone Directory

For my position description in the listing of Operations

Evaluation Staff on page 89 in the Telephone Directory, we need to add

the word "Energy" after Public Utilities. Your authority is required

to make the above change.

P-1866
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THE WORLD BANK /'INTERNATIONAL FINANCE HOHPOHAl ION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE May 29, 1985 KOC/17/85

TO Mr. Stanle ni aveetil, PBD

FROM T. N. Rut vAw

EXTENSION 69420

SUBJECT Master Organization Code: Operations Evaluation Department

1. The Director-General has approved some transfers of functions
among the three divisions of OED, creating a need to change the divisional
titles. Accordingly, please make the following title changes as soon as
is convenient, effective May 1, 1985 if possible:

Department Division Organizational Unit Abbreviation

570 10 *-Division 1--Agriculture and
Human Resources OEDD1

20 *-Division 2--Industry and Policy
Review OEDD2

30 *-Division 3--Infrastructure and
Urban Development OEDD3

2. As we discussed, it may be impractical to make related budgetary
transfers before the beginning of FY86, i.e., next July 1. I suggest that
the concerned people copied on this memorandum take the matter up with
appropriate staff of the Accounting Department.

cc: Y. Watanabe, Director, OED
N. Collins, PHD D. K. Karstens, ADM, H-2109
P. Langseth, OPD N. Y. Lao, COM, 1-3-257
A. Attena, ADMTR, C-205 L. Leisenring, ADH, C-225
S. Chandra, ACT, 1-4-167 C. Lowndes, SVPNS, E-1236
N. Cuadra, IRD, M-407 F. Murias, ACT, 1-4-163
C. Denaro, PBD, D-708 D. I. Murray, ADMCB, F-122
E. Franklin, ACTBC, 1-4-274 W. Prilliman, ADM, B-111
V. Gautam, IRD (15), H-3072 E. Rosolina, ADM, C-225
N. Harrison, ACT, 1-4-139 R. Scheu, PMD, 1-2-137
K. Herat, PBD, D-743 V. Veizaga, COM, 1-3-255
P. H. Herley, PND, 1-2-118 R. Voight, OPD
R. T. Hu, PMDDR, (3) 1-3-273 B. Vollmer, ACT, 1-4-175
T. N. Hynes, ADM (2), A-122 R. Wijeratne, OPD

TNRuth:sst

P- 1866



Thank you. However, I am concerned
that the figures of agricultural
>rojects may be inflated while, on the
other hand, the complexity and high
cost of SAL audits has been lost
sight of. In other words, the
numerical comparison may be
misleading.

SSK
05/16
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WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

May 16, 1985

Mr. pur:

Re: OED Work Program (Memo to
Mr. Petter Langseth, OPD)

By this memo, I am actually paying an old debt.
You are aware that at the time when I pressed OPD
for comments on our organizational change in
Divisions I and II, I was told that these would be
readily available upon receipt and review of our
workload indicators for the past years and also
for FY86. However, in light of the urgency,
agreement was reached between Mr. Langseth and
myself that OPD would prepare and transmit its
comments to OED based on oral briefings from us
and would leave detailed statistical data for
future presentation.This memo, therefore, is simply
meant to place the workload data in OPD's files.
I don't think they would be misused.

Y. Watanabe

P-18
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Mr. Watanabe:

ay is this information being submitted
at this time? OPD has already given
its view and the reorganization has
already been implemented. The time for
a further review should be a year from
now.

SSK
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THt WORLD HANK INT[HNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM JOS
DATE: May 10, 1985

TO: Mr. Petter Langseth, OPD

FROM: Yukinori Watanabe, Director, OED

EXTENSION: 32924

SUBJECT: OED Work Program - Number of PPARs and PCRs
Between FY82 and FY85, and Estimated for FY86

Attached are tables showing the distribution of PPARs and PCRs
for FY82 through FY86 which are indicative of OED's workload in terms of
ordinary evaluation activities. The figures for FY86 have been based on
the number of projects for which 85 percent or more will have been
disbursed by the end of 1985 and adjusted to the probability of PCR
deliveries before the end of FY86.

When these numbers are compared on a Divisional basis, care needs
to be taken of the fact that Division 2, although handling a smaller number
of projects than the other Divisions, has responsibility for non-project
lending review for which significant staff input is required and also for
country review work which consumes a large amount of both staff and
consultant resources. Division 2 is also the coordinating unit in the
preparation work for the Annual Reviews of Project Performance Audit
Results for which staff resource injections are needed for nearly half of
each fiscal year.

The mechanical comparison of Divisional workload on the basis of
numbers of audit reports produced by each Division, therefore, would not
always be warranted. To be more precise about such comparison, there is a
need for an integrated evaluation of different work components in each
Division, consisting of regular audit preparations, impact evaluation
reviews, special studies, the Annual Report and the Annual Review
preparation, and other related work.

Attachments

cc: Mr. Kapur, DGO

YWatanabe/llk

P-1867



Table 1: REPORTS PROCESSED BY OED

Sector FY81 FY82 FY83 FY84 FY85 (Est.)

PPARs/PCRs Issued

Agriculture 41 45 40 47 27

DFC & Industry 18 20 10 13 10

Public Utilities 14 19 10 11 13

Transportation/
Tourism/Urban 12 27 12 23 21

Education 7 8 18 16 6

Population 1 3 1 1 5

Technical Assistance 1 - - - 1

Non-Project Lending -- - 9

Total 94 122 91 111 91

PASS-THROUGH PCRs

Agriculture 11 14 18

DFC/Industry & Non-
Project Lending 16 18 25

Public Utilities 16 16 18

Transportation/Tourism/
Urban 28 24 26

Education 7 12 10

Population - - 2

Total 78 84 99

GRAND TOTAL 169 195 190

OEDOD

05/10/85



Table 2: FORECAST OF PROJECT
COMPLETION REPORTS FOR FY86

Sector Division Total

Agriculture OEDD1 76

Human Resources 21
(Family Planning) (2)
(Education) (19)

DFC & Industry OEDD2 40

Technical Assistance &
Non-Project Lending 18

Public Utilities/Energy OEDD3 41

Transportation 46

Tourism 2

Urban Development 6

Total 250

OEDOD
05/10/85
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THI WORLD HANK INTFRNATIONAL FINANCF CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE: May 10, 1985

TO: Mr. Petter Langseth, OPD

FROM: Yukinori Watanabe, Director, OED

EXTENSION: 32924

SUBJECT: OED Work Program - Number of PPARs and PCRs
Between FY82 and FY85, and Estimated for FY86

Attached are tables showing the distribution of PPARs and PCRs
for FY82 through FY86 which are indicative of OED's workload in terms of
ordinary evaluation activities. The figures for FY86 have been based on
the number of projects for which 85 percent or more will have been
disbursed by the end of 1985 and adjusted to the probability of PCR
deliveries before the end of FY86...

When these numbers are compared on a Divisional basis, care needs
to be taken of the fact that Division 2, although handling a smaller number
of projects than the other Divisions, has responsibility for non-project
lending review for which significant staff input is required and also for
country review work which consumes a large amount of both staff and
consultant resources. Division 2 is also the coordinating unit in the
preparation work for the Annual Reviews of Project Performance Audit
Results for which staff resource injections are needed for nearly half of
each fiscal year.

The mechanical comparison of Divisional workload on the basis of
numbers of audit reports produced by each Division, therefore, would not
always be warranted. To be more precise about such comparison, there is a
need for an integrated evaluation of different work components in each
Division, consisting of regular audit preparations, impact evaluation
reviews, special studies, the Annual Report and the Annual Review
preparation, and other related work.

Attachments

cc: Mr. Kapur, DGO

YWatanabe/llk

P1867



Table 1: REPORTS PROCESSED BY OED

Sector FY81 FY82 FY83 FY84 FY85 (Est.)

PPARs/PCRs Issued

Agriculture 41 45 40 47 27

DFC & Industry 18 20 10 13 10

Public Utilities 14 19 10 11 13

Transportation/
Tourism/Urban 12 27 12 23 21

Education 7 8 18 16 6

Population 1 .2 1 1 5

Technical Assistance 1 - - - 1

Non-Project Lending - - - - 9

Total 94 122 91 111 91

PASS-THROUGH PCRs

Agriculture 11 14 18

DFC/Industry & Non-
Project Lending 16 18 25

Public Utilities 16 16 18

Transportation/Tourism/
Urban 28 24 26

Education 7 12 10

Population - - 2

Total 78 84 99

GRAND TOTAL 169 195 190

OEDOD
05/10/85



Table 2: FORECAST OF PROJECT
COMPLETION REPORTS FOR FY86

Sector Division Total

Agriculture OEDD1 76

Human Resources 21
(Family Planning) (2)
(Education) (19)

DFC & Industry OEDD2 40

Technical Assistance &
Non-Project Lending 18

Public Utilities/Energy OEDD3 41

Transportation 46

Tourism 2

Urban Development 6

Total 250

OEDOD
05/10/85



i Y WHL C HANK INTFHNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORA7TON -

OFFiCE MEMORANDUM
DA.&E: May 7, 1985

TO: Mr. Ian A. Scott, PBDIP

FROM: Yukinori Watanabe, Director, OED

EXTENSION: 32924

SUBJECT: Coordination of Planning Assumptions

This is in response to your memorandum dated April 11, 1985. Our
comments refer to Attachment V. If you have any questions please contact
Mr. Maiss on extension 32911.

Attachment

cc: Mr. Maiss

P-1867



ATTACHMENT V

Function; OED

Please confirm and specify currently Please identify problems with
available data inputs (planning existing data inputs, and data
assumptions) necessary for your inputs from other parts of the
functional planning activities: Bank which you need for your

planning activities but do not
obtain:

- Scheduled project 1) Planning and Budgeting
completion reports (PCR)' Department has refused to

let us have copies of
- joint audit committees CPPs, only allowing us
priority listing of: access by reading in their
* impact evaluation reports offices. These documents
* special studies are relevant to both our

Special Studies and Impact
Studies for specific
countries, and for preparation
of PPARs.

2) There has been no central
depository for IMF reports in
the Bank, and it has been
extremely difficult to locate
many IMF documents relevant to
evaluations of Structural
Adjustment Loans and other
policy-based lending. As of
February 1985 the Regional
Chief Economists are supposed
to be responsible for keeping
IMF documents. This system
will need to be monitored to
see that in fact it is
effective, and that documents
are kept for a sufficiently
long time, perhaps 10 years.
Getting documents from the IMF
through the Secretary's Office
is very difficult and
time-consuming.
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The attached reflects suggestions
from my division. No comments have
been received from divisions 1 and 3.
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DRAFT

May 3, 1985

To: Mr. Ian A. Scott, PBDIP

From: Yukinori Watanabe, Director, OED

Subject: Coordination of Planning Assumptions

This is in response to your memorandum dated April 11,

1985. Our comments refer to Attachment V. If you have any questions

please contact Mr. Maiss (ext. 32911).

Attachment

OMAISS/lcu



ATTACHMENT V

Function: OED

Please confirm and specify currently Please identify problems with
available data inputs (planning existing data inputs, and data
assumptions) necessary for your inputs from other parts of the Bank
functional planning activities: which you need for your planning

activities but do not obtain:

- Scheduled project
completion reports (PCR) 1) Planning and Budgeting Department has

refused to let us have copies of CPP's,- joint audit committees
priority listing of: only allowing us access by reading in their" impact evaluation reports
o special studies offices. These documents are relevant to

both our Special Studies and Impact Studies

for specific countries, and to preparation

of PPARs.

2) There has been no central depository

for IMF reports in the Bank, and it has

been extremely difficult to locate many

IMF documents relevant to evaluations of

Structural Adjustment Loans and other

policy-based lending. As of February 1985

the regional Chief Economists are supposed

to be responsible for keeping IMF documents.

This system will need to be monitored to

see that in fact it is effective, and

that documents are kept for a sufficiently

long time, perhaps 10 years. Getting

documents from the IMF through the

Secretary's Office is very difficult

and time-consuming.



-HE WORLDl RANK INTFRNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE: April 26, 1985

TO: All OED Staff

FROM: Yukinori Watanabe, Director, OED

EXTENSION: 32924

SUBJECT: Organizational Changes in OED

In light of our further work program and with a view to
streamlining operations in Divisions 1 and 2, the following organizational
changes will take place in these two Divisions effective May 1, 1985.
These changes will enable Division 2 to cope with its increasing workload
in DFC/Industry project evaluation activities in the coming years and will
prevent its span of control from being overly extended. For Division 1, it
is expected that by combining staff expertise in the areas of education and
population audits, human resource implications of the Bank's lending
operations can be more deeply analyzed and evaluated.

The following will, therefore, be the effect of these changes:

(i) the Education unit of Division 2 will be transferred to
Division 1; the unit will be allotted additional assignments of
evaluating population projects, and change its name to Human
Resources Unit.

(ii) The number of higher-level staff positions in the Human Resources
unit will be reduced from three to two while one additional
higher-level position will be added to the DFC/Industry unit in
Division 2.

(iii) In accordance with the above changes, Divisions 1, 2, and 3 will
change their names, respectively to: Agriculture and Human
Resources Division; Industry and Policy Review Division; and
Infrastructure and Urban Development Division.

(iv) Changes in office space arrangements associated with the
abovementioned transfer of function will be further discussed as
a part of the Departmental restructuring of offices, which would
reflect the staff increase in FY85.

YWatanabe/llk

cc: Mr. Kapur, DGO
Mr. Collins, PMD
Mr. Lynn, OPD

P-1867



Mr. Watanabe:

Para. 1 of this memo contradicts the
last para. of your memo to files of
April 10 on this subject. You had
then quoted Mr. Langseth to say that the
proposed change could not be made
without OPD's approval. However,
please go ahead now with your
proposal.

SSK
04/24



THE WORLD BANK/ INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE: April 23, 1985

TO: Mr. S. Kapur, Director-General, OED :
Mr. Y. Watanabe, Director, OED 4

THROUGH: Richard B. Lyn

FROM: Petter Langs

EXT: 69421

SUBJECT: Organizational Changes in OED

1. According to the Organizational Guidelines (Organization Manual
Statement 0.10): "A transfer of functions and/or restructuring across
divisions within a single department" can be proposed by department directo
and needs the approval of the Director-General (V.P., S.V.P. or E.V.P.).

2. Accordingly, you have followed the process described in the
guidelines and assuming that the change otherwise is within the guidelines,
the approval can be given by the Director-General.

3. In initial review of the proposed change, OPD raised two concerns:

a) What is the rationale for changing OPD's recommendations of 1982?

b) To what extent is there a factual or perceived link between the
reorganization and the recent issues raised by staff in the
Education Unit.

4. Based on further information given to us by OED we understand that
the change was proposed in order to balance the workload between Division 1
and Division 2, which since OPD's study of 1982 has been impacted by the
following factors:

a) Factors reducing the workload in agriculture (Division 1)

- Average implementation time in agriculture in Operations is
now closer to 9 years than the 7.8 years quoted to OPD in
1982. This will delay the increased number of agricultural
projects forecasted to come to OED in FY86 (see attachment).

- The audit intensity in agriculture is down from 80% to 60%.

b) Factors increasing the workload in Division 2:

- The number of DFC and industry projects have close
to doubled.

'rR 24 prEP-

P-1 867



Mr. S. Kapur - 2 - April 23, 1985

- The number of SALs has increased and these projects are
demanding more staff time than originally planned.

5. The proposed changes will enable Division 2 to cope with its
increasing workload in DFC/Industry project evaluation activities and will
prevent the span of control under the Division Chief from being overly
extended.

6. The creation of a Human Resource Unit in Division 1 will balance the
workload between the increased number of projects in population and health and
the reduced workload in the education sector, and incidentally achieves a more
balanced apportionment of units among OED's divisions.

7. OPD was further given to understand by you that the move of the
Education Unit from Division 2 to Division 1 has no relationship to the recent
complaints from staff in the Education Unit, but is rather motivated by the
workload factors set forth above.

8. Based on these findings and the fact that the move of the Education
Unit into Division 1 and its name change to Human Resource Unit is otherwise
within the organizational guidelines, OPD believes it is within the Director-
General's authority to effect these changes.

PL:jpm
1823A
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THF WORLD HANK INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE: April 12, 1985

TO: Mr. Graham Donaldson, Chief, OEDD1

FROM: Yukinori Watanabe, Director, OED

EXTENSION: 32924

SUBJECT: Organizational Changes in OED

In connection with the OPD review of the subject matter (see my

memo to Files, dated April 10, 1985), my appointment with Mr. Langseth has

been arranged for 9:30 a.m. on Tuesday, April 16, 1985. I would appreciate
your attendance at this meeting and, prior to the meeting, I would like to
discuss with you the current and future workload in agriculture and other
sectors, including education. For this purpose, please prepare a table
indicating the actual number of projects audited over the past few years
and the number estimated to be audited over the next two to three years
together with the number of special studies and impact evaluation reviews
in these periods.

YWatanabe/llk

P-1867
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'HE, WORLD RANK INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORAT ON

OFFICE MEMORANDUM

DATE: April 11, 1985

TO: Mr. Y. Watanabe, OEDOD

FROM: I. Scott, Division Chief, DI

EXTENSION: 76931

SUBJECT: Coordination of Planning Assumptions

Since Petter Langseth interviewed you last January/February, a
draft report describing current functional planning practice has been
produced. It contains an examination of 12 functional planning areas (see
Attachment I) and represents an important input to the formulation and
structuring of the institutional planning function currently underway. We
thank you for your support in helping us to reach this stage.

At this time, we are in the process of checking the planning
assumptions necessary for each specific functional area. In this respect
we would appreciate your participation in:

- confirming the major current inputs (planning assumptions) to
your functional planning process as expressed in the text
(Attachment II) and graphical representation (Attachment III).
Attachment IV provides some background information on the scope
procedure and presentation format of the draft report.

- identifying the major information (planning assumptions) which
you need as inputs from other functions in the Bank, but do not
obtain satisfactorily. This includes information which is not
currently available in the Bank, information which is available
but not transmitted to your function, information which is
available but is not of sufficient quality or properly formatted
for your functional needs.

Attachment V can be used as a basis for the coming meeting with
Petter Langseth and Josue Tanaka to confirm, identify and further specify
your planning assumptions. Thank you for your collaboration.

JT/cf

P-1867



ATTACHMENT II

OPERATIONS EVALUATION PLANNING

1. Operations Evaluation Planning is concerned with two major

activities: the Project Performance Audit Reports (PPAR) and the Special

Studies and Impact Evaluation. Due to the different nature of these

activities, the planning inputs and processes differ and are described

separately below.

Planning of PPAR Activity

2. The PPAR production level can be estimated based on the number of

PCRs (Il) to be generated by the Regions. The number of PCRs itself can be

predicted from the number of current lending operations and the average time

of disbursement for different project types. As an additional input, OED

obtains from the Controller's Loan Balance System a print out of all

projects/loans with disbursement levels above or equal to 85% [12]. The

PPAR plan can then be derived since PPAR are completed within one year of

the PCR for some 60% of completed projects.

Planning of Special Study and Impact Evaluation Activity

3. Other OED activities are not directly derived from the Operations

project cycle and involve a selection process. The Impact Evaluations and

Special Studies of operating policies and practices or patterns in Bank

projects performance require the definition of specific areas of concerns.



Based on these areas, projects can be selected and examined in depth.

Impact evaluations are prepared for about six projects a year and focus on

socio-economic and impacts on the country's economic development. Special

studies can focus either on specific methods or approaches used by the Bank

or on project types. The major input to the selection of study and impact

areas to be focused upon results from the identification of issues [131 by

the Board, the President's Report, Senior Management, the Operations Complex

or through OED's PPAR's. Based on these inputs, OED formulates a list of

proposed studies for the next three years to the Joint Audit Committee

(JAC). The JAC sets priorities upon which OED elaborates a three-year plan

to be approved by the JAC. Individual studies are defined with milestones

and resources within the plan.

OPD
4/2/85
1601A



ATTACHMENT III

OPERATIONS EVALUATION FLANNING

INPUT PROCESS OUTPUT
Time Span

Source Data

Operations Ii. Project Completion
Reportsves PPAR Activity
Reptrller. ot B e Forecasting ,_01. Planned PPAR 12 months

Controller 12. Loan Balance
System

Board Issues Proposal 02. Three Year Plan 36 months
Sr. Management 13. Issues Identification - JAC Priority Setting ' - Impact Evaluations
Operations - Special Studies
OED
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ATTACHMENT V

Function: OED

Please confirm and specify currently Please identify problems with

available data inputs (planning existing data inputs, and data

assumptions) necessary for your inputs from other parts of the Bank

functional planning activities: which you need for your planning

activities but do not obtain:

- Scheduled project

completion reports (PCR)

- joint audit committees
priority listing of:

* impact evaluation reports
o special studies



ATTACHMENT I

FUNCTIONAL PLANNING AREAS

The following functional planning areas have been covered:

- Operations Planning

- Financial Planning

- Human Resource Planning

- Information Resource Planning

- Facilities Planning

- Organization Planning

- Compensation Planning

- External Relations Planning

- Research Planning

- Operations Policy Planning

- Cofinancing Planning

- Operations Evaluation Planning



ATTACHMENT IV

INTRODUCTION

Purpose

1. This report contains a description of the main functional planning

processes currently used in the Bank. It provides in a single document the

basic information on each of twelve individual functional planning processes

and supports the detailed specification of the proposed institutional planning

process.

Scope

2. The type of information included in this report is descriptive. The

inclusion of evaluative information is beyond the scope of this report. The

analytical format adopted in this descriptive study provides however a good

basis for the examination and evaluation of the quality of linkages between

each of the individual processes and for the subsequent derivation of process

improvements at the institutional level.

3. This report focuses principally on planning and is therefore

concerned with how activities are defined to fulfill objectives and how

priorities among those activities are set. Functional strategy or objectives,

when available, are viewed as an input to planning. Similarly, a description

of the downstream processes such as programming, budgeting, monitoring and



-2-

evaluation are beyond the scope of this study. However, in some specific

cases, planning and programming are closely related and executed

simultaneously. A joint description has been performed in these cases.

Procedural Aspects

4. The analysis of each functional planning process is developed in

terms of major data inputs and outputs, and includes a brief examination of

input/output relations. The main obstacles to the preparation of this report

are the current dynamic nature of functional planning processes and the

resulting difficulty to find formal documentation of these processes. Many

processes have either been recently implemented (Operations Policy, Research

Planning) or are at an early implementation stage ( Human Resource,

Information Resource, Facilities Planning). Certain aspects of some well

established processes, such as Operations Planning, have also been changing

recently due to the growing uncertainty of the operating environment. This

significant rate of process change results in- a paucity of formal current

documentation on these processes and often requires reference to actual

memoranda and working documents. It also places interviews as a central

source of current and relevant information. Main sources of information for

this study include therefore:

- interviews (29 interviews focused on process description across

the Bank with a minimum of one interview per function and seven

interviews for Operations planning);

- review of existing descriptive function-specific documentation;
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- review of actual work documents reflecting current process

characteristics;

- review of new process or process improvement proposals.

5. Twelve functional planning processes are examined in this study

covering most of the current Bank planning activities. In the selection and

definition of these twelve processes, emphasis was given to the specificity

of the function and to the level of budgetary resources associated with each

function. Another criterion was to avoid derivative support functions whose

planning would be almost completely determined by the work program of a

higher level function. Such criteria lead to different levels of

organizational aggregation; for example, the Finance complex planning

activity is described in terms of a single financial planning process while

the PA complex planning activity is reflected in terms of five separate

functional planning processes.

Presentation Format

6. In subsequent sections, the presentation of each functional

planning process includes:

- a definition of the major data inputs and outputs;

- a brief description of input/output relations;

- a graphical representation;

- a list of references.

The graphical representation is included in a fold-out page at the end of

each section and can be used as the reader goes through the text.



-4-

7. The following convention has been adopted to link the descriptive

text to the graphical representation:

- (Ix] in the text refers to data input number x on the graphical

representation;

- [0y] in the text refers to output number y on the graphical

representation.



THE WORLD BANK/INTERNATIONAL fINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE April 11, 1985

TO Mr. Yukinori Watanabe, Director, OED

FROM Otto Maiss

EXTENSION

SUBJECT Departmental Reorganization

1. There are basically three reasons for the proposed
departmental reorganization. First, an imbalance has developed
over the past year or two, between the education group and the
industry/DFC group in Division 2. The education group at present
has three professional and one research assistant positions; the
industry/DFC group has three professional positions. Yet the
respective work loads of the two groups have grown widely apart,
as shown by the number of projects to be evaluated:

Project Evaluations (average per annum)
Actual 1981/84 Expected 1985/88

Education 18 18
Industry/DFC 19 36

This imbalance is a reflection of past trends in Bank
lending; to address it in terms of staff resources it is proposed
that one professional position be shifted to the industry/DFC group.

2. Second, the sector "human resources" is at present split
between Division 1 (population, health, nutrition) and Division 2
(education). It is proposed that these areas of responsibility be
joined in one group under the guidance of a Lead Senior Evaluation
Officer. The number of operations to be handled by this group would
average about 22 per year.

3. Third, over the last year or two the staffing situation in
Division 1 has become less tight than in the other two Divisions.
It is therefore proposed that the human resources group would be
established in Division 1, which would receive two professional and
one research assistant positions (plus one staff assistant) from
Division 2. The work load for project evaluations would then be
distributed as follows:

No. of Operations to be
Evaluated

Division 1: Agriculture & Human
Resources 85

Division 2: Industry/DFC &
Non-project Operations 50

Division 3: Transport/Public
Utilities 75

P-1866
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Each Division would then be responsible for two major sectors, and
would have two Lead SEO positions.

4. As you can appreciate, organizational decisions are not
simply a numbers game. The 50 operations in Division 2, for example,
include 8 SAL operations which cost about three times as much as
regular evaluations. A weighted equivalent of Division Two's work
load would therefore be about 66. In addition, Division 2 carries
the added responsibility for major policy review studies, and for
OED's Annual Review. OED's Annual Report is the responsibility of
Division 3.

5. The proposed reorganization would therefore establish a
better balance between the Divisions in terms of broad sector
responsibilities, and redress the imbalances in their respective
work loads that have developed since the last reorganization. As
we have to operate under the constraint of a "zero budget" the scope
for alternative solutions appears to be limited.



FORM NO. 75

(6-831 THE WORLD BANK/IFC
DATE:

ROUTING SLIP April 11, 1985
NAME ROOM NO.

Mr. Kapur

Mr. Donaldson

Mr. Maiss

APPROPRIATE DISPOSITION NOTE AND RETURN

APPROVAL NOTE AND SEND ON
CLEARANCE PER OUR CONVERSATION
COMMENT PER YOUR REQUEST
FOR ACTION PREPARE REPLY

INFORMATION RECOMMENDATION

INITIAL SIGNATURE

NOTE AND FILE URGENT

REMARKS:
Re: Organizational Changes in OED

A meeting to further discuss the
above subject has been arranged with
Mr. Langseth for Tuesday, April 16, 1985,
at 9:30 a.m. in my office.

FROM: ROOM NO.: EXTENSION:
Y. Watanabe
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM

DATE: April 10, 1985

TO: Mr. Y. Watanabe, D' ector, OED

FROM: Petter Langset Management Consultant, OPD

EXT.: 69421

SUBJECT: Organizational Changes in OED

1. After reviewing your proposed changes in OED's organization, we

conclude that further information is needed before OPD can endorse your

proposal.

2. In our 1983 study we recommended, based on OED's work load

forecast (see Attachment), that the agriculture section should become a

division by itself. This was then agreed and implemented.

3. The fact that you propose to reverse that decision suggests a

need to understand your thinking and current circumstances further. We,

therefore, suggest that you delay your planned implementation date until

at least after we have discussed these matters. I am available to do

that at your convenience.

Attachment

cc: Mr. M. Collins, PMD

P 1867



Annex 5

ALTERNATIVE DIVISIONAL WORKLOADS BASED ON NUMBER OF DISBURSED LOANS AND CREDITS IN FY84-88

OED RECOMMENDED DIVISIONS DIVISION I DIVISION II DIVISION III

Z/

4. A!4

AVERAGE 8.7
IMPLEMENTATION TIME 1/ 7.8 8.4 5.9 2.5 6.3 7.0 5.2 8.0 2.8 2.6 7.3

PREDICTED NUMBER OF
DISBURSED LOANS AND
CR- -TS PER SECTOR 2/

FY84 65 21 3 16 13 25 - 30- 3 4 36 216

FY85 64 22 5 12 7 26 4 28 5 1 38 232

FY86 88 19 4 (11) 13 20 13 32 13 6 40 259

FY87 83 22 10 (8) 10 27 14 34 6 - 32 246

FY88 85 22 3 (7) 10 29 19 47 10 29 271

)PD'S RECOMMENDED D1VMI DIVISION II DIVISION III

;ECTOR COMPOSITION

788 85 32 144

ndit Intensity (80%) (60%) (35%)

Io of Projects 68 19 50
:o be Audited

t/ Average Processing Time (Board Approval to Project Completion) for Projects cowpleted in
period FY80-82 in years. Source: PAB, September 1, 1982. ( ) predicted SAL

21/ IBRD & IDA, Country Lending Programs through FY85, February 27, 1981.

3/ ter Supply & Sewerage - 8.7, Power - 8.0



rHF WORLD HANK NTE [ HNATlONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

O FICE MEMORANDUM
DATE: April 10, 1985

TO: Files

FROM: Yukinori Watanabe, Director, OED

EXTENSION: 32924

SUBJECT: Organizational Changes in OED

Mr. Langseth, Management Specialist in OPD, called me late on the
afternoon of Tuesday, April 9, to say that OPD is in need of OED's workload
data, particularly the number of projects audited by sectors or subsectors,
in order to assess the implications of the proposed organizational
changes. Since the proposal, he said, appears to run counter to the thrust
of the OPD recommendations of 1982, it will be necessary to review the most
recent and future workload distribution amongst the divisions in OED.
After completion of the review, which is expected to take about one week,
he said it may be useful for the Directors and some staff of the two
Departments to further discuss this matter.

I told him that our proposal is totally justified in view of the
current and future workload in Divisions 1 and 2; that a substantial
increase in the number of projects is taking place and will continue in the
DFC/Industry sectors; that this increase combined with the increasing
workload in non-project lending audit and policy reviews have overstretched

the manager's span of control in Division 2; that with regard to the
education sector, the number of projects (at around 18) is and will remain
constant in the next few years; that the merger of education with

population, health and nutrition operations in Division 1 would enable the
Department to undertake more in-depth analyses in human resource
implications of the Bank's operations. I also indicated to him that

although I do not know much about the 1982 discussions between OPD and OED
on OED's organizational restructuring, the proposed change has taken into
account both the workload distribution and the compatibility of sectoral

arrangements in the two divisions; and that, therefore, it goes along with
the line of thought developed in the OPD report in 1982. Mr. Langseth
then expressed his concern that as a result of this change Division 1,
which had already been suffering from a heavy volume of projects for
processing in the agricultural sector, could become overloaded. I advised
him that the total number of projects estimated for processing in Divisions
1 and 2 are 100 and 130, respectively.

I also emphasized the importance of special studies in measuring
the workload of OED Divisions as these now absorb about one half of the
staff's time. Mr. Langseth appreciated this point, but kept to his
position that OPD would like to undertake a comprehensive organizational

review of all aspects of the proposed changes.

P-1867
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Finally, I inquired of him whether there were procedures or
established practices which did not permit organizational changes such as
those proposed by OED to be undertaken without OPD's agreement. He said
that any intra-divisional restructuring could be implemented with the
approval of the Vice President only, but that OPD's consent is mandatory in
the case of inter-divisional restructuring.

YWatanabe/llk

cc: Mr. Kapur
Mr. Donaldson
Mr. Maiss



THE VORLD BANK /INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM

DATE: April 4, 1985

TO:- Mr. Petter Langseth, OPD

FRMC: Y. Watanabe, Director, OED

EXTENSION: 32924

SUBJECT: Organizational Changes in OED

Regarding our earlier conversation on the above subject, attached
for your comments is the draft announcement of Organizational changes in
OED. In view of the implementation date of April 15, 1985, it would be
appreciated if your comments could reach us by April 9, 1985.

Attachment

cc: Mr. M. Collins, PMD

YWatanabe:vc

P-1867



DRAFT

DATE: April 2, 1985

TO:- All OED Staff

FROM: Yukinori Watanabe, Director, OED

EXTENSION: 32924

SUBJECT: Organizational Changes in OED

In light of our further work program and with a view to

streamlining operations in Divisions 1 and 2, the following organizational

changes will take place in these two Divisions effectiveApril 15/ 1985.!

These changes will enable Division 2 to cope with its increasing workload

in DFC/Industry project evaluation activities in the coming years and will

prevent its span of control from being overly extended. For Division 1, it

is expected that by combining staff expertise in the areas of education and

population audits, human resource implications of the Bank's lending

operations can be more deeply analyzed and evaluated.

The following will, therefore, be the effect of these changes:

(i) the Education unit of Division 2 will be transferred to

Division 1; the unit will be allotted additional assignments of

evaluating population projects, and change its name to Human

Resource Unit.

(ii) The number of higher-level staff positions in the Human Resource

unit will be reduced from three to two while one additional

higher-level position will'be added to the DFC/Industry unit in

Division 2.

(iii) In accordance with the above changes, Divisions 1, 2, and 3 will

change their names, respectively to: Agriculture and Human



All OED Staff - 2 - April 2, 1985

Resources Division; Industry and Policy Review Division; and

Infrastructure and Urban Development Division.

(iv) Changes in office space arrangements associated with the

abovementioned transfer of function will be further discussed as

a part of the Departmental restructuring of offices, which would

reflect the staff increase in FY85.

YWatanabe/llk

To be cleared with and cc: Mr. Langseth, OPD

cc: Mr. Kapur, DGO
Mr. Collins, PMD



THE WORLD BANK/INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE: April 2, 1985

TO: Mr. Shiv S. Kapur, DGO

FROM: Yukinori Watanabe, Director, OED

EXTENSION: 32924

SUBJECT: Organizational Changes in OED

Under your instructions, issuance of the announcement on OED's
organizational changes has been held up for some time. I would now like to
resubmit the draft announcement for your approval. The draft has been
revised as follows:

(a) the name of Division 3 has been changed to "Infrastructure and
Urban Development;"

(b) item (iv) on page 2, which sets out redistribution of Lead SEO
positions, is deleted. This change has been made in accordance
with Mr. Donaldson's advice that more discussions will be needed
to identify job content for Lead SEO positions; and

(c) the implementation date for these changes is now set for
April 15, 1985.

Finally, consultation between OED and OPD may be necessary with
respect to these changes. Your guidance as to whether such consultation
should take place before or after your approval would be appreciated.

Attachment

YWatanabe/llk

P-1867



DRAFT

DATE: April 2, 1985

TO:- All OED Staff

FROM: Yukinori Watanabe, Director, OED

EXTENSION: 32924

SUBJECT: Organizational Changes in OED

In light of our further work program and with a view to

streamlining operations in Divisions 1 and 2, the following organizational

changes will take place in these two Divisions effective April 15, 1985.

These changes will enable Division 2 to cope with its increasing workload

in DFC/Industry project evaluation activities in the coming years and will

prevent its span of control from being overly extended. For Division 1, it

is expected that by combining staff expertise in the areas of education and

population audits, human resource implications of the Bank's lending

operations can be more deeply analyzed and evaluated.

The following will, therefore, be the effect of these changes:

(i) the Education unit of Division 2 will be transferred to

Division 1; the unit will be allotted additional assignments of

evaluating population projects, and change its name to Human

Resource Unit.

(ii) The number of higher-level staff positions in the Human Resource

unit will be reduced from three to two while one additional

higher-level position will be added to the DFC/Industry unit in

Division 2.

(iii) In accordance with the above changes, Divisions 1, 2, and 3 will

change their names, respectively to: Agriculture and Human



All OED Staff - 2 - April 2, 1985

Resources Division; Industry and Policy Review Division; and

Infrastructure and Urban Development Division.

(iv) Changes in office space arrangements associated with the

abovementioned transfer of function will be further discussed as

a part of the Departmental restructuring of offices, which would

reflect the staff increase in FY85.

YWatanabe/llk

To be cleared with and cc: Mr. Langseth, OPD

cc: Mr. Kapur, DGO
Mr. Collins, PMD



FORM NO. 75
(6-83) THE WORLD BANK/IFC

DATE;
ROUTING SLIP March 25, 1985

NAME ROOM NO.

Ir. Langseth

APPROPRIATE DISPOSITION NOTE AND RETURN

APPROVAL NOTE AND SEND ON

CLEARANCE PER OUR CONVERSATION

COMMENT PER YOUR REQUEST

FOR ACTION PREPARE REPLY

INFORMATION RECOMMENDATION

INITIAL SIGNATURE

NOTE AND FILE URGENT

'ARKS: Re: Organizational Changes in OED

For OPD review and comments. As

discussed, attached please find the draft

OED announcement concerning organizational

changes in Divisions 1 and 2. In light

of the implementation date, April 1, 1985,
I would appreciate it if you could give

ir reply as quickly as possible.

FROM: ROOM NO.: EXTENSION:
Y. Watanabe H-6-089 32924



Mr- Watanabe

This paper was in your out box.

Would you like to initial before I
send off. Thanks.



DRAFT

DATE: March 25, 1985

TO: All OED Staff

FROM: Yukinori Watanabe, Director, OED

EXTENSION: 32924

SUBJECT: Organizational Changes in OED

In light of our further work program and with a view to

streamlining operations in Divisions 1 and 2, the following organizational

changes will take place in these two Divisions effective April 1, 1985.

These changes will enable Division 2 to cope with its increasing workload

in DFC/Industry project evaluation activities in the coming years and will

prevent its span of control from being overly extended. For Division 1, it

is expected that by combining staff expertise in the areas of education and

population audits, human resource implications of the Bank's lending

operations can be more deeply analyzed and evaluated.

The following will, therefore, be the effect of these changes:

(i) the Education unit of Division 2 will be transferred to

Division 1; the unit will be allotted additional assignments of

evaluating population projects, and change its name to Human

Resource Unit.

(ii) The number of higher-level staff positions in the Human Resource

unit will be reduced from three to two while one additional

higher-level position will be added to the DFC/Industry unit in

Division 2.

(iii) In accordance with the above changes, Divisions 1, 2, and 3 will

change their names, respectively to: Agriculture and Human



All OED Staff - 2 - March 25, 1985

Resources Division; Industry and Policy Review Division; and

Infrastructure and Urban Development Division.

(iv) On account of these changes, the Lead SEO positions in the

Divisions will be redistributed as follows:

Number of
Lead SEO

Division Unit Positions Incumbent

Agriculture and Agricultural and 2 C. Polti
Human Resources Rural Development J. Kordik

Human Resource
Development 1 Vacant

Industry and Industry 1 G. Maniatis
Policy Review Policy Review 1 J. Burrows

Infrastructure and Transportation & 1 T. Neuner
Urban Development Urban Development

Public Utilities 1 P. Callejas

(v) Changes in office space arrangements associated with the

abovementioned transfer of function will be further discussed as

a part of the Departmental restructuring of offices, which would

reflect the staff increase in FY85.

YWatanabe/llk

To be cleared with and cc: Mr. Langseth, OPD

cc: Mr. Kapur, DGO
Mr. Collins, PMD
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DATE:
ROUTING SLIP March 22, 1985

NAME ROOM NO.

Mr. Kapu -ro/r)

APPR8PRIATE DISPOSITION NOTE AND RETURN

APPROVAL NOTE AND SEND ON

CLEARANCE PER OUR CONVERSATION

COMMENT S PER YOUR REQUEST

FOR ACTION 1PREPARE REPLY

INFORMATION RECOMMENDATION

INITIAL SIGNATURE
NOTE AND FILE URGENT -

9EMARKS: o,
Rel Or nizational Changes in OE

Attached, for your approval, is a
draft announcement to the OED staff on
the reorganization arrangements for
Divisions 1 and 2, and other related
changes, which have been previously
discussed in the staff meeting.

FROM: ROOM NO.: EXTENSION:
Y. Watanabe



DRAFT

DATE: March 22, 1985

TO: All OED Staff

FROM: Yukinori Watanabe, Director, OED

EXTENSION: 32924

SUBJECT: Organizational Changes in OED

In light of our further work program and with a view to

streamlining operations in Divisions 1 and 2, the following organizational

changes will take place in these two Divisions effective April 1, 1985.

These changes will enable Division 2 to cope with its increasing workload

in DFC/Industry project evaluation activities in the coming years and will

prevent its span of control from being overly extended. For Division 1, it

is expected that by combining staff expertise in the areas of education and

population audits, human resource implications of the Bank's lending

operations can be more deeply analyzed and evaluated.

The following will, therefore, be the effect of these changes:

(i) the Education unit of Division 2 will be transferred to

Division 1; the unit will be allotted additional assignments 3 f

evaluating population projects, and change its name to Human

Resource Unit.

(ii) The number of higher-level staff positions in the Human Resource

unit will be reduced from three to two while one additional

higher-level position will be added to the DFC/Industry unit in

Division 2.

(iii) In accordance with the above changes, Divisions 1, 2, and 3 will

change their names, respectively to: Agriculture and Human



All OED Staff - 2 - March 22, 1985

Resources Division; Industry and Policy Review Division; and

Transportation and Public Utilities Division.

(iv) On account of these changes, the Lead SEO positions in the

Divisions will be redistributed as follows:

Number of
Lead SEO

Division Unit Positions Incumbent

Agriculture and Agricultural and 2 C. Polti
Human Resources Rural Development J. Kordik

Human Resource
Development 1 Vacant

Industry and Industry 1 G. Maniatis
Policy Review Policy Review 1 J. Burrows

Transport and Transport 1 T. Neuner
. Public Utilities Public Utilities 1 P. Callejas

(v) Changes in office space arrangements associated with the

abovementioned transfer of function will be further discussed as

a part of the Departmental restructuring of offices, which would

reflect the staff increase in FY85.

YWatanabe/llk

cc: Mr. Kapur



THE WORLD BANK

Operations Evaluation System

Post Evaluation

1. iOne of he basic purposei of evaluation in any organization is to
assess how far and how efficiently operational programs and activities are
producing the desired results, and to feed the informat .on back into the
formation of new directions, policies, and procedures. Leneion-ma----
b-utsze; the repo of",
accountability, anIh an~2 ~ t 52.tmngmn;te~~~
requires full independence from management for greatest credibility and the ,s
l*tter, full integration into management for quickest absorption of useful
lessons. Experience in a number of organizations has shown that the
evaluation function has sometimes been too closely linked to particular
levels of management, with constraints to its freedom in reporting and
originality, and imagination in lesson learning. In other cases, it has
sometimes been too distant from appropriate levels of management, leading to
insufficient practical focus and a lack of impact where this maters most if-
.e ic fue prog-FGs-- The co rect position is hard to
establish and maintain.

4 The World an organization of international cooperation for
development,Chas particular features which have to be taken into account in
considering the appropriate structure of evaluation. It has major resources
- those it lends and those it spends for administrative purposes -- for
which important allocative decisions have to be made. The World Bank has a
complex decision structure in which decisions on policies, budgets, and
lending and borrowing commitments are made by the Executive Directors;
recommendations on these matters and major administrative decisions are made
by the President; and day-to-day operational and administrative decisions are
delegated down the whole structure of management.

3. Cmoreoverj since the objective of the Bank's lending is not simply to
transfer resourcei but to support problem solving activities in member
countries, the ultimate outcome of its operational decisions depends mainly
on actions by the borrower. Thus, evaluation for the World Bank has to be
concerned with activities at different levels of both the Bank and its
borrowers and be responsive to the concerns of each.

4. /To meet ths p'ticulcr-needs of tthe World Bank, a separate
operations evaluation unit was first established by the President in late
1960. Since then, the President from time to time has reviewed with the
Executive Directors the evolution of this function and its place in
organizational structure. , ate e cu ve
Diftctors-d-e1ided to establish a new post of Director-General, Operations
Evaluation. Appointees to this post would have rank equivalent to that of a
Vice President, hold office for renewable terms of five years, be removable
only by the Executive Directors and be ineligible for subsequent appointment
or reappointment to the staff of the World Bank except in unusual
circumstances. (In 1975, the Executive Directors appointed as the first



incumbent a senior officer of the Bank 1 These arrangements were designed to
ensure familiarity with the problems of development and the operations of the
World Bank, while providing for the constitutional independence deemed
necessary for this function.

5. To further provide for the necessary independ Ce, the
Director-General Operations Evaluations (DGO) is not art of the normal
management structure of the Bank; ather he is di ctly responsible to the
Executive Directors of the Bank. ore in part ular the DGO is responsible
for:

(a) assessing whether the Bank's ograms and activities are producing
the expected results;

(b) incorporating OED's as essments and findings into recommendations
for the formulation f new directions, policies and procedures with
the purpose of i oving the efficiency of the Bank's programs and
activities, and heir effectiveness and responsiveness to member
country needs, and

(c) appraisi the Bank's operations evaluation system and reporting on
its ad uacy for use within the Bank and by the member governments.

6. Operations evaluation in the Bank therefore has a wide ranging
mandate, namely the assessment of the effectiveness and efficiency of Bank
operational programs and activities. CUffwever, as a large part of the Bank's
activities relate to investment in projects, it is only natural that the
first emphasis in evaluation is also with these projects. Post evaluation
involves both Bank operational staff as well as the Bank's evaluatiot7
officers.

Self-Evaluation

7. In order to achieve the most effective impact e
the evaluation system in the Bank is based on the principle that evaluation
should be carried out in the first instance by those directly involved in the
activities being evaluated. Evaluation is therefore designed as a two-tier
system. The first tier consists of self-evaluation by the relevant
operational units; the second tier provides reviews of these
self-evaluations, and of the operational experience that they cover, by an
independent operations evaluation staff. Af i t k f f --3 c f

8. Fkost of the evaluation effort is thus decen ralized and carried out
by the same technical departments dealing with ex-an e project appraisal and
supervision of implementation within the World Bank' six regional offices
and the central projects staff. Post evaluation is ormally done shortly
after the last loan or credit disbursement is made '-fe Bank's operational
staff *e& prepares a Project Completion Report (PCR), reviewing the extent
to which the objectives and expectations of the project have been, or are
likely to be, achieved Oit examines the significance of any deviations from
plans. It is not in nded to record a detailed history of the project, but
to analyze whethe the project was worth doing and what lessons might be
learned from it) s a general rule PCRs should normally be prepared six
months after the completion of the loanleedit disbursements but this rule
can be applied flexibly if there is reason to do so.
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9. Increasingly, the Bank has encouraged preparation of PCRs by project
management or by agencies of the borrowing governments carrying out the
projects. The borrowers, after all, stand to benefit more than anyone else
from the lessons of experience relating to their own projects. For this
reason, almost every loan or credit agreement now signed by the World Bank
contains a provision that the borrower will prepare the PCR and submit it to
the Bank.

Project Completion Reports

10. The starting point for post evaluation therefore is the Project
Completion Report which to a large extent represents the culmination of
regular supervision by the World Bank. The PCR reviews comprehensively the
-extent to which the objectives and expectations, on the basis of which the
Bank loan or.IDA credit was approved, have been or show promise of being
achieved. It examines the reasons for deviations from plans and attempts to
assess their significance critically. Its purpose is not to record a
comprehensive history of the project, but to consider candidly, in the light
of what actually happened up to that time, whether in retrospect the project
was worth doing and what lessons are to be learned from this experience. The
principal questions that are normally addressed, most of which are also asked
during project supervision, and related "if not,why not?" questions are the
following

(1) Project Objectives. Were the objectives of the projects
appropriate and clearly defined? Were the project objectives
realized in the judgment of the Bank, and as far as known, of
the Borrower? In realizing or failing to realize the
objectives, what were the major weak points, or strong points,
of the projects?

(2) Economic and Social Impact. Are the economic and social
effects of the project likely to reach the expected level?
Was the distribution of project benefits by region or income
group as expected? If the PCR cannot answer these questions
or offer meaningful coment on them so soon after completion,
when should a re-evaluation'of the project be scheduled?

(3) Institution Buildin. How was the question of institutional
development addressed in conjunction with the project? Was
the institution building strategy adopted appropriate and
effective in relation to the project and its broader sector
context? Have agreed or expected reforms in policies and
structures been carried out, and have such reforms been
successful? Were the project management arrangements
satisfactory?

(4) Financial Performance. Have the financial objectives,
including cost recovery and self-financing of investment been
fulfilled?
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(5) Implementation. Were the project and its principal components
fully completed, on time, and within cost estimates? Were
final unit costs reasonable? What changes were made during
implementation, and why? Did the Borrower and its consultants
perform as expected?

(6) Compliance. Did the Borrower and Government comply with the
loan covenants and related agreements?

(7) Efficiency. Could similar projects be prepared, appraised and
implemented in future more quickly or economically without
undue risk to project and sector objectives?

(8) World Bank Contribution. How does the Borrower perceive the
World Bank's involvement with this project? Were the Bank's
diagnoses of the problems of the Borrower, and those related
to sector and project, and the resultant definition of loan
objectives and convenants appropriate in retrospect? Did the
Bank influence the project design or implementation, and was
this influence constructive in retrospect? Has the Bank
learned the lessons of its experience, successful as well as
less successful, with this project?

(9) Other Considerations. Did the project have unintended social,
economic, or environmental effects? Is the project likely to
be replicated?

Particular emphasis is placed on the project's contribution to the country's
development, and on the Borrower's view of the project experience and the
World Bank's participation in it. Increasingly an analysis is also made of
the factors that will determine if project benefits can be sustained.

11. Guidelines issued to staff require that the Project Completion
Report be selective in the depth to which particular questions are pursued
and avoid perfectionism of writing and presentation so that the crucial facts
may be brought out and the lessons drawn at the lowest possible cost to the
World Bank and the Borrower. Nevertheless, the costs are considerable. The
overall cost to the Bank of the projects evaluation process for FY85 is
estimated at about 54 staff years, comprising 39 staff years for PCR
preparation and 15 for the OED input (these figures do not include the
special studies undertaken by OED).

12. Guidelines for PCR preparation are included in OMS 3.58 but have
also been published (September 1983) so as to be available to borrowers who
increasingly prepare PCRs. For example some 40% of the 190 PCRs received in
OED in FY85 were prepared by borrowers although only a small number were
complete and nearly all required additional input by Bank staff.

Project Performance Audits

13. To ensure an objective treatment of the project's achievements, each
of the PCRs is im=buz reviewed by the staff of the Operations Evaluation



Department (OED), which is responsible, through a Director, to the
Director-General, Operations Evaluation. OED staff members are selected by
and are responsible to the Director and Director-General and have
unrestricted access to the staff and records of the World Bank and its
affiliates. The Department presently comprises 33 professional staff members
with an almost equal number of support staff. W~4. ,

14. OED reviews systematically and comprehensively, after project
completion, all World Bank lending operations and their contribution to the
development process in member countries. This is done by OED submitting to
the Executive Directors a Project Performance Audit Report (PPAR) consisting
of a memorandum testifying to the apparent validity and comprehensiveness of
the PCR, with whatever qualifications or additions OED deems necessary,
summarizing the project experience and highlighting lessons and issues that
can be derived from this experience. The PCR is also attached to this audit
memorandum and is therefore an integral part of the PPAR. f0riginally, OED's
mandate required it to undertake project performance audits of all completed
projects. Depending on the nature of the project experience and its
significance for Bank operations, the depth of the audit process varied. In
a number of cases only summary reviews were deemed necessary and the PCR
together with a summary of highlights submitted to the Board (abbreviated
audit). In other cases full audits were undertaken by OED. In addition to
studying all documents bearing on the concerned project preparation and
design and the implementation experience OED staff also engaged in intensive
discussions with the responsible operational staff in the Bank. Such audits
were called intermediate audits, but if a visit to the country was also
undertaken they became indepth audits]

15. All audit reports are circulated in draft to the responsible Bank
staff and after initial screening for factual errors or misrepresentations
sent to the Borrowers for comment. Comments are taken into consideration
before the report is finalized Iiowever, OED has full responsibility for the
final product and to that extent its reports are not "cleared") and
communications from the Borrowers are reproduced in full as an annex to the
audit memorandum] Only after this process is completed is the report
released to the President and the Executive Directors by the Director-General
Operations Evaluation. At the same time, like other Board documents, it is
widely distributed in the Bank (all departments normally receive copies).

16. HoWez"., luality of PCR preparation has considerably improved over
time and in April 1983 a selective auditing system was introduced. CPCRs are
still prepared for all completed projects and read in OED However, for
projects which had no significant shortfall against exp tations and no
significant issues of general interest as well as an--gcceptable analysis of
project experience, no further audit work is undeftaken by OED and the PCR
released to the Executive Directors as-the'post evaluation document.
However, even in these--cates-the PCR is still first sent to the Borrower for
comment. tpresent a little under 50% of the PCRs are being handled as su9-
"pass throughs". The remainder are being subjected to full audit by OED
staff. This new system of selective auditing has been closely scrutinized by
both Bank staff nd Executive Directors and has been found to be working
satisfactorily.
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Other OED Activities

22. Project performance auditing is an important OED function, but not
the only activity carried out in OED. In addition to systematically
synthesizing audit findings in the Annual Reviews and in the computerized
data banks, a substantial number of other studies are being undertaken in
line with OED's mandate to assess the effectiveness and efficiency of the
Bank operational programs and activities. Lin many cases, such studies
elaborate on findings of earlier OED audit workJ

23. Projects are not finished at completion. In fact many are expected
to produce benefits for a long period thereafter, be this continued
education, increased agricultural production on the irrigation command area,
or continued improved institutional performance. The PCR in itself is only
capable to capture the investment dimension of the project. For that reaso

y OED has decided rather early that it would be worthwhile to revisit completed
projects, about four to five years after project completion to assess how
that particular project continued to function. Such Impact Evaluations have
been undertaken for about 20 agricultural) projects or groups ofrgastbrrrlt
projects

24. [The findings in these impact evaluations have provide much more V
focus on the factors which are important to sustain project benefits afte
completion of the investment phase) The findngs of all these impa
evaluations have been reviewed in a&-eeet-OED special studyL- ustainability c
of Projects: First Review of Experience IX"Etle title indicates OED intends
to continue evaluating the factors that cave an important bearing on project
sustainability. Almost every audit now analyses this subject in some detail
and PCRs are paying increasing attention to this subject as1- Mgr in~r
r-elation to sensitivity analysis of rate of return calculations. Further
sustainability studies are planned by OED and will relate to sustainability
issues in fertilizer projects, electricity projects and education projects.

25. Other special studies done by OED harvest the experience contained
in certain sectors. Examples are studies of Bank experience with set emt t t
fiaheries-, monitoring and evaluation e Cvlf

yeae-), agricultural research and extension, water management in irrigation t&-tavl x

projects, rural development in Sub-Saharan Africa, training components in K
Bank projects, etc. EIn the meantime simular studies are underway, more in Ic* W
particular a study of Bank experience with structural adjustment lendinjg '#"

26. Yet another group of studies reviews in detail Bank operations in
certain sector in a country. Reviews have been undertaken of Bank operation
in the agricultural sector in Indonesia, the Philippines, and comparatively
Malawi and Burkina Fasso, of the Industries and DFC program in Turkey and the
water supply and waste disposal program in Tunesia. Studies underway cover
Bank experience in the transport sectors in Kenya and Tanzania, as well as
with a series of import loans in Bangladesh.

27. Based on the experience with these sector reviews, OED has taken the
initiative to widen the scope of attention to the whole range of interactions
between the Bank and a given country. This is probably the most ambitious
undertaking in operations evaluation so far. Two such country program and
policy reviews are underway.
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28. Another group of studies relates to reviews of specific Bank
operational policies. In the past this has included studies in effectiveness
dve ., delays in project preparation, use of consultants in Bank projects.
This was followed by studies on the Bank's supervision role, delays in
project implementation, experience with procurement, experience with
covenants included in loanlod.i-t agreements, experience with technical
assistance based on a case study of technical assistance projects, and
components in Bangladesh, and the most recent study on Bank experience with
institution building, based on a number of case studies in Africa. This
series is being continued at present with special emphasis on Bank experience
with conditionality. Two studies are presently being completed and cover
reviews of cost recovery in irrigation and more broadly agricultural pricing
policies. Conditionality studies in other sectors are also being planned.

29. All in all, OED's work programs cover a wide range of studies and
audits, clearly a reflection of the broad mandate of OED to assess the
effectiveness and efficiency of Bank operational programs and activities. It
is also clear that post evaluation does not imply post-mortems. Rather,
because of selectivity and the issue oriented approach OED has followed in
developing its overall programs as well as individual work, it makes
important contributions to what is relevant in the Bank's work today and
tomorrow. - o ' t e ipan B well p a t

RvdL 9-12-85
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17. One of the.underlying reasons for selectivity was the increasing
number of PCRs prepared each year. As the Bank's lending program increased,
so did (with a time lag, of course) the number of PCRs. The number of PCRs
submitted to OED has increased sharply over the last five years from less
than 100 to close to 200, and we now expect this number to level off at
around 250 for the years to come. Other reasons were the increasing quality
of PCRs and the increasing ratio of follow on projects to projects new in the
sector or subsector.

18. Nevertheless, the fact that PCRs are passed through does not mean
that these projects are "forgotten". Their experience was after all recorded
in an evaluative document (the PCR) and distributed in the Bank.
Furthermore, they continue to be analyzed within the framework of other
studies and work done by OED. Most importantly the annual reviews of project
performance audit results continue to include findings of PCRs in addition to
those in audit reports.

19. Audit work itself is also continually evolving. While the earlier
audits largely concentrated on individual projects, increasingly to the
extent that that is feasible, projects are grouped for purposes of audit in
order to provide greater depth of analysis and to allow better understanding
of the sector context in which projects are being executed. Such group
audits have been undertaken for example for six agricultural projects in
Tanzania, four agricultural projects in Malaysia, four transport projects in
Zaire, etc.

Dissemination of Information

20. A major purpose of the evaluation is to learn from experience. To
that extent it is therefore especially important that the evaluation findings
are desseminated to the "right" people. Responsibility for this function is
not limited to OED, but operational staff, especially in the support
departments, also share in the execution of this function. One of the more
important instruments for dissemination of information is the Annual Review
of Project Performance Audit Results. These contain a concise analysis of
the results and findings contained in all PPARs and PCRs issued in a given
year, increasingly against a wider reference point of earlier project
experiences and focussing of issues of particular operational importance.
Ten such Annual Reviews have been issued by OED so far, and the eleventh is
presently being finalized for distribution to the Board.

21. Another major reference document prepared in OED is the Concordance
(short for Concordance to Project Performance Audit Reports Issued by the
Operations Evaluation Department March 1972 to June 30, 1984). This document
is updated yearly and contains the cumulative findings contained in all PPARs
and PCRs issued by OED. These have been summarized and classified for each
PPAR or PCR and are contained in a computerized memory bank. In addition to
the Concordance as a document the memory bank itself is also accessible and
continuous efforts are being made to expand the memory bank and to improve
the computerized storage and retrieval system and link it more closely with
the Bank's bibliographic data system 4*epeitsadaak) and the larger management
information system now being developed in the Bank. As of June 30, 1985 a
total of 1323 projects had been evaluated and their findings are contained in
this database.
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-- Special studies focus on specific issues (e.g. s tanability,

institutional development); sector (e.g. ucation in Korea,

transport in East Africa, small fa livestock); or the Bank's

interaction with a given count (Pakistan/ Sri Lanka).

-- Annual Reviews synthesize findings o ndividual project evaluations.

They identify patterns and tr s emerging from the totality of

project evaluations, an ighlight lessons of experience which are uK o eg,

widely applicable./

Lesson Learning and Feedback: Evaluations carried out by OED b ng out

4MPe &TA lessons of experience and .er4 e importa instruments for

feedback. This is especially true for the Ann Reviews which contain

special chppters on "Summary Findings Feedback"; there, major findings

from a multitude of project e uations are highlighted and remedial

action is recommended o be applied in future operations. The follow-up

measures are e ensively reviewed with operational staff, tje Joint Audit

Committe , and the full Board of Executive Directors.

exist for special studies. Recommendations made in

these studies are usually followed up by a written management response

which explains the position of senior management on these issues and

details the remedial actions taken or planned. The Annual Report -4-tha-

..DCO-provides an additional tracking mechanism through which management's
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reactions of OED recmmmendations are Wought to the ED's attention.

Operating departments have also developed feedback mechanisms which serve

to desseminate OED's findings and to apply the lessons to new projects

and programs.

-- PCR's are the responsiblilty of operating departments a ovide

direct feedback to the staff involved.

-- Sector departments in OPS/ftt are responsible for wider dissemination o C-1)

to all operating staff. The mechanisms employed differ by sector:

-- of memoranda on Lessons Learned from PPARs (agriculture,

transportations, Uetteirg);

-- regular meecings of operational managers and training seminars

for staff education,(urban development);

-- task force dealiag with special problems and (rawikg on the
N~

findings of PPARs -(industry

-- Operational guidelines instruct staff to consider lessons of past

experience in the design of new projects. b iL

t V~ +k' ft ~ s~~~w~
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last six years - 692 out of 789 or nearly 88% - included components
designed to strengthen institutional capability both at the sector and
project levels. Around 85% of these efforts were considered at audit to have
achieved substantial or partial results, although these figures can be
deceptive in terms of longer-run institutional development. Technical
assistance, staff training, legal covenants and special studies aimed at
broader development were the most frequently used means to promote
institutional development.

An analysis of the trends of performance in 789Ltcmpleted projects
reviewed in the last six years (Chapter II, Charts 1-5) A -

(i) a resumption increase in cost overruns in projects evaluated
last year after a steady decline in those reviewed in 1981-83.
Domestic and international price inflation in 1979-82, when most of
those projects were implemented, remains the main reason for cost
overruns. However, the 1984 results may represent a deviation and- Z
the trend of the three previous years may re-establish itself
subsequently;

(ii) average completion delays for the past six annual groups have
remained within a range of 60-80%, with completion delays in the
1984 group at the upper level of that range, at 71%. The reasons
include difficult economic and financial circumstances in borrower
countries, deficient institutional and management capability in the
face of increased project innovation and complexity, and
chronically unrealistic completion forecasts at appraisal;

(iii) the proportion of projects changed during implementation ontinues
to dec confirming the abatement in the risin nd noticed in
last year's r . Having peaked at 8 of projects changed
during implementation the 1982 r , this proportion declined
to 61% in 1983 and 1984. In I nt years, the reasons for change
during implementation hay anged r inadequate initial project
design to unforeseeab changes in borrower orities and project
environment and e arger proportion of agric al projects
reviewed and anged. While the reasons for the recent im ement
are dif ult to identify, they could foreshadow improved
simp project design which would be less prone to subsequent
changes;

) a continuing decline in the weighted average rate of return
(M estimated at audit for all projects reviewed in 1979-84 geff-M9-

(') an increase in the aube-- of projects and-thcae-whose
.N cllcoz a te tm. ufduit a~uneertit4a -f-rom- 2%ofthcc _
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(vi) a continuing concentration of failures in agriculture: 25% of the
total failures in 1979-83 and 37% of those in 1984; and

(vii) urie, t ep ptern
of failures in certain sectors and Regions. The- *% of
agricultural projects reviewed in 1979-84 failed in Eastern and
Southern Africa, 29% in Western Africa and 32% in the Latin America
and Caribbean region. Western Africa also had a failure rate of
50% in industry and development finance company projects in the
same period and 30% in education. Whether this represents a
variation on the last review's "vulnerable equation" of agriculture
in sub-Saharan Africa, is difficult to say.

Last year's review examined n some detail he reasons for the
recent overall decline in performance Those reasons remain valid for the
period now covered, with some of them present in a more acute form in the
later years of economic and financial distress in several borrowing
countries. In general, the larger aspiration of the projects carried within
it a higher risk of failure. This aspiration was reflected in the bolder
directions of Bank lending, the deliberate guest for growth with equity, the
extension into new and 0isore difficult areas of operations, and the search for
broader policy ajd institutional objectives. In hindsight, one could argue
that the risks couliSave been contained by tempering aspiration with greater
prudence, by relating project design more closely to institutional
capabilities and sociocultural factors in borrower countries, and by testing
technology and borrower and beneficiary receptivity to change through pilot
projects before embarking on full-scale operations. Hindsight, however, is
also a great simplifier. In defense of its' redord is necessary to recall
the driving need in the Bank of the mid-1970s to respond o the needs of its
borrowers. It is also well to remember that it takes time before a series of
project level decisions produce their results, and those results fall into an
instructive pattern. It is not that the Bank did not learn from its
mistakes; only that its full response has been slow in coming. This response
is presented in some detail in the feedback sections of Chapter III.

An analysis of the factors underlying unsatisfactory or uncertain
performance in agriculture in the 1979-84 review group assigns the main
responsibility to project design problems, including institutional
arrangements. A strong connection between institutional design and
performance on the one hand and project failure on the other was observed in
W1% of failed agricultural projects in 1979-84. Even in the more recent 1984

b group, most of the projects having unsatisfactory performance were apparently
designed with inappropriate institutional arrangements, and for 33% of the
projects this was considered to have been the single most important factor
contributing to their failure. The other contributing design factor -
inappropriate project content - affected of the 1984 group and included
cases of overly complex design and unsuitabl technology.
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Difficult economic, financial and policy environlnts were the
other major factors and variously affected the results in

rbn ein ti-4wo-A a reg4e. The adverse
effect of government policies surfaced as a significant factor in the
relatively small 1984 group of agricultural projects but was interestingly
found to have been less significant over the 1979-83 period. Another
interesting even if tentative conclusion of this review is that agricultural
projects in small economies may tend to be more vulnerable. Given the less
intense Bank presence in these economies, there has been a tendency to
undertake complex projects with a multiplicity of objectives. This has often
created a predisposition to failure, aggravated by the relatively infrequent c
contact between the Bank and borrowers.

This review provides two supplementary notes in Chapter IV. The
note on conditionality as it affects agricultural price polici~es and -
irrigation water charges is based on two ongoing studies and of f rs some
tentative conclusions. Two conclusions are shared by both stud es. One,
that there remains a continuing need for a clear statement of nk policies
on both su *ects and, two, having arrived at such p icies their
implementation hould be more firmly pursued than it has been in the past.

The othe supplementary note reverts to the iss of sustainability
of projects and thei benefits which was broached for e first time in last
year's review. The p sent note, also based on a s dy nearing completion,
reviews the post-comple on experience of 14 ferti4 zer plants supported by
Bank lending in seven fferent countries. general, it finds that
experience encouraging as ell as instructi . Issues that have been
examined range from capacity tilization, to roject management, technology
transfer and adaptation, the a ilability o raw materials and spare parts,
demand and supply balances, as ell as ther policies and institutional
environments within which these proj cts ave their lives.

In a broader sense, the no ffers a fascinating insight into the
balance between risk taking and r sk a rsion which project designers and
decision makers must strike almost all important aspects of the
development process. There are examples in his study of the balance having
been tilted too far in o direction or the other, with significant
implications for project p rformance and shift in the costs and benefits
that can result. To com icate matters further, t can be argued - as was
apparently done by the vernment of India, with mix results, in respect of
some of these fertil er projects - that indirect be efits must also enter
the equation when choices are made on the route to developing domestic
expertise or con truction and equipment supply capability. In all this the
Bank, accordin to the study, played a constructive an careful role,
providing exprt and objective advice when needed and help g to resolve
problems when they surfaced. In the choice of technology and pro ess design,
again, the Bank was moderate in its counsel, without setting its fa e against
efficient even if more innovative approaches.



THE WORLD BANK INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE November 15, 1984

TO Files

FROM Yukinori Watanabe, Acting Director-General, OE

EXTENSION 32924

SUBJECT OED Operations

Mr. Rakhonen, Assistant Secretary, Board Operations, called
me this afternoon, informing me that as a part of the ongoing EDs'
Information Program, a meeting was scheduled for 2:30 p.m., December 3,
in Room E-1224 on OED operations.

He said reference should be made to the meeting held on
January 21, 1983 which is similar to this one. OED is expected to
prepare, soon after the Thanksgiving holidays, a note summarizing its
operations for submission to the Board members. This note should reach
the EDs two weeks before the meeting.

cc: Mr. Kapur
Division Chiefs



Brief Note on Operations Evaluation:
Some Facts

1. Organization

The organization is headed by a Director-General, Operations
Evaluation, appointed by the Executive Directors. Appointees of
this position have rank equivalent to that of a Vice President,
normally hold office for renewable terms of five years, are
removable only by the Executive Directors and are inelligible for
subsequent appointment or reappointment to the staff of the World
Bank except in unusual circumstances. The first incumbent, a
senior officer of the Bank, was appointed by the Executive
Directors in September 1975. These arrangements are designed
to ensure familiarity with the problems of development and the
operations of the World Bank, while providing for the constitu-
tional independence deemed necessary for this function (see
attached Organization Chart No. 1).

2. Functions

The Director-General is responsible for appraising the World
Bank's operations evaluation system and reporting on its
adequacy, and for conducting independent reviews, on a selective
basis, of operational activities and programs to determine
whether the objectives of these programs are being realized and
how they might be made more effective, efficient, and responsive
to the needs and concerns of the member governments. He dis-
charges these responsibilities with the assistance of the
Operations Evaluation Department (Organization Chart No. 2).

3. Costs

The following table summarizes the staff costs of the
Operations Evaluation Department and the Office of the Director-
General.
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Costs and Output

Actual FY85
FY80 FY81 FY82 FY83 FY84 Program

Program Positions

Higher Level 24 27 29 29 31 33
Assistant 3 5 5 5 5 5
Secretarial/Clerical 18 19 20 20 20 20

Total 45 51 54 54 56 58

Output

No. of Project Perform-
ance Audit Reports 109 94 122 91 111 125

No. of Project Comple-
tion Reports reviewed
but not audited - - - 78 84 125

No. of Projects
Reviewed 109 94 122 169 195 250

No. of Special Studies
Completed 10 12 15 14 14 14

Program Costs

$m 3.0 4.1 4.6 5.3 5.8 6.6
FY84 $m 4.5 5.0 5.2 5.9 5.8 6.5
% Share of Total
Administrative Expenses 1 1 1 1 1 1

4. Staffing

The staff of the Operations Evaluation Department is as a rule drawn
from the senior operating staff of the World Bank. They are normally
reassigned back to the operating complex after a service of around
four years in the Operations Evaluation Department. This arrangement
has the advantage of the Operations Evaluation Department being staffed
with experienced professionals with direct and immediate knowledge of
the Bank's operations and, in turn, of providing such staff with the
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wider perspective which the operations evaluation function offers in
preparation for their return to the operating complex.

Attachments

December 3, 1984
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CHART NO. 2

OPERATIONS EVALUATION DEPARTMENT

Organization Chart

DIRECTOR

Yukinon Watanabe

DMVISION 1DMSION 2 DMSION 3
AGRICULTURE & FAMILY POLICY REVIEW INDUSTRY. DFCs TRANSPORTATION, TOURISM,

PLANNING EDUCATION & NON-PROJECT LENDING URBAN DEVELOPMENT &

Ch~ief: Graham Donaldson* Chief: Otto Malss PUBUC UTILTES
Chief; Alexander F. Kirk

SENIOR EVALUATION OFFICER' SENIOR EVALUATION OFRCER SENIOR EVALUATION OFFICER,
AGRICULTURE & FAMILY -POLICY REVIEW TRANSPORTATION, TOURISM&

HLANNING KrdJohn Buows URBAN DEVELOPMENT
Hans ordlkTillman H. Neuner

SENIOR EVALUATION OFFICER
INDUSTRY DFCs & NON- PUBLC UTILTIESPROJECT LENDING Peter Calkejas

George Manlatis

'Etfective October 1. 1984
SENIOR EVALUATION OFFICER.

EDUCATION
James A Mara

World Bank-24619

September 1, 1984
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performance plans for FY84. We should

discuss.
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Shiv S. Kapur 392329



THE OPERATIONS EVALUATION DEPARTMENT:

OBJECTIVES AND UNIT PLAN

The Bank's essential purpose is to help its developing member
countries build up their productive resources and improve the living
conditions of their people. To achieve this purpose, the Bank under-
takes extensive economic and sector work, develops and implements country
lending programs, and provides formal and informal technical assistance
to borrowers at various stages of the operations that it supports. In
close interaction with these countries, the Bank seeks to improve their
development policies and institutions. It also seeks to encourage capital
flows to the developing countries from other sources.

The organization, policies and procedures which support these
purposes are kept under constant review. Alternating action and reflec-
tion is built into all aspects of the Bank's work. This reflective
process is most visible in, although not limited to, the activities of
the Operations Evaluation Department (OED). It keeps under continuing
review the outcomes of the Bank's operational activities, policies and
procedures, reports its findings to the Bank's Executive Directors,
management and staff, and interacts with evaluation activities in other
parts of the Bank.

Objectives

Operations evaluation as it. is centered in OED has five main

objectives:

(i) to critically review experience with all Bank
operations and related policies and procedures
to draw lessons that will help improve the Bank's
efficiency and effectiveness;

(ii) to develop empirical evidence about operational
experience relevant to the Bank's present
concerns which would help to validate or improve
current operational policies;

(iii) to help borrowing countries improve their policy
and institutional environment for development by
offering feedback on experience with Bank-supported
operations; and

(iv) to help meet the requirements of the Bank's
accountability to its members by reporting the
results of the above activities on a continuing
basis, through the Director-General, to the
Executive Directors and the President.

The Department also seeks to assist borrowing countries in
developing their own evaluation functions, and interacts closely with
evaluation in other multilateral and bilateral aid agencies. These
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activities are intended to help strengthen evaluation generally and thereby
promote more effective use of development assistance and of resources in
developing countries.

Activities and Outcomes

OED pursues the above objectives through a variety of activities.
It:

(i) undertakes ex-post evaluations of Bank-supported
operations and related policy dialogue and
technical assistance in all sectors and member
countries. It does this through a process of
intensive collaboration with the Bank's operating
staffand with borrowers and their agencies and
officials at all levels;

(ii) synthesizes the results of individual project
performance evaluations in an annual review to
formulate an overview of operational outcomes,
and identify recurring patterns of successes
and failures and the lessons they may hold for
current operations;

(iii) for projects in selected subsectors, under-
takes in-depth impact evaluations to provide
a longer perspective on the direct and indirect
economic, social and institutional results of
Bank-supported operations and, through groupings
of such cases, commentary on the longer term
effectiveness of the Bank's development efforts;

(iv) undertakes reviews of experience with major Bank
operational policies and practices;

(v) undertakes reviews of non-project lending, and
of the Bank's economic and sector policy dialogue
with borrowing countries, to assess the effective-
ness of Bank policy advice and its instrumentation;

(vi) undertakes programmatic reviews of past and
ongoing operations in sectors of major Bank
involvement in individual or groups of countries,
to provide commentary on strategic planning and
decision processes in the Bank and its borrowers;

(vii) plans to carry out country reviews of the Bank's
policy dialogue and operations programs in
selected countries -- their objectives, analytical
bases, efficiency and effectiveness.

OED's work program is so structured as to be sensitive to the
interrelations among these activities. It is time-phased to provide
comprehensive coverage of the Bank's operations and operational policies.
Its essential context is relevance to the Bank's current operational concerns.
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OED findings are relayed to the operating complex through comprehensive
informal and formal feedback arrangements. Collaborative efforts are

undertaken with borrowers and co-financiers with similar objectives.

Constituencies

The primary constituency for OED's work is the Bank as represented
by its Executive Directors, senior management and operating staff. Its
wider constituency includes its donor members on the one hand, which have

a legitimate interest in the effectiveness of Bank-supported operations,
and policy makers and managers in its developing members who must make
the most efficient use of the scarce resources at their disposal. OED also
interacts with the development community at large and, in so doing, projects
the image of the Bank in terms of the effectiveness of some of its funda-
mental purposes.

Priorities

The following three would constitute the priority areas for the
Operations Evaluation Department in the next two years:

(a) It has been a special challenge for OED to strike
the proper balance between its institutional
independence and the need for interaction with
other departments in the Bank to maximize benefits
from OED's work. It is now proposed to strengthen
the linkages between OED and the other departments
so as to sharpen the feedback of lessons to the
operating complex. To illustrate:

(i) OED's rolling program of special studies
has been developed in coordination with
the Operations Policy Staff and the
Research complex. The basis for collaboration
between OED and the Country Policy Department
on a series of country studies has been
established. It is now proposed to mutually
agree on the terms of reference for these
studies, to apportion the countries for
study by the two departments, and to make
available to each other the material emerging
from these studies to achieve the maximum
complementarity and cost effectiveness in
carrying out the country reviews.

(ii) The Director-General, Operations Evaluation,
is discussing with the Vice President, Operations
Policy Staff, and the Vice President, Economics
and Research Staff, how interaction between OED
and the OPS and Research complexes can be
strengthened. The VPERS is considering how the
DGO can support the newly proposed research
policy group in an appropriately informal
manner. OED reports will begin to identify
issues of policy relevance for possible in-depth
investigation by the Research staff.
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(iii) OED staff will be encouraged to serve informally
on advisory groups for activities in the
operating complex. Thus, a senior OED staff
member is bringing to OPS and a Regional group
the fruits of his reviews of experience with
the design and implementation of technical
assistance projects. Another OED staff member
will support a Regional group on a five-year
technical assistance and training program for
the preparation and design of agricultural

projects in Costa Rica.

(iv) Joint studies and seminars based on OED's work
will be encouraged. A report on the sociological

lessons of agricultural and rural development
projects has been jointly sponsored by OED and
the Agriculture and Rural Development Department
of OPS. A seminar on Bank experience in rural
development in Nigeria and Niger was recently
sponsored jointly by OED, AGR and West Africa
Region; the discussion focussed on issues arising
out of OED's work in these two countries.

It is proposed to intensify on a systematic basis such joint efforts
so as to enlarge and deepen the impact of OED's work and improve its
usefulness to the Bank.

(b) Substantially greater.effort will be devoted to the evaluation
of non-project lending (structural adjustment loans and
program loans of various types). About eight to ten
structural adjustment loans alone are coming up for

performance audit in FY84. The dominant concern of
OED's work so far has been project lending. In order
to adequately cope with the new directions of work
represented by reviews of country programs and non-
project lending, OED's capability to deal with macro-
economic policy issues will have to be considerably
strengthened. A panel of top-level outside consul-
tants is being put together to supplement OED's in-house
capability in these areas. OED's staffing pattern will
also have to change.

(c) The participation of the Bank's borrowers and
co-financiers in evaluation function will be
strengthened further. It is proposed:

(i) to encourage borrowers to collaborate more

fully in OED's audits, impact evaluations and
special studies. This collaboration has been
intensifying over the last couple of years.
It has now reached a point where it can be
built more systematically into OED's work,
especially on the sector policy and insti-
tutional issues to which OED will be giving
more attention in the coming years. The
benefits of such collaboration for borrowers
should be substantial;
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(ii) OED and the Regions have been collaborating
to help develop project completion reporting
and evaluation capabilities in the borrowing
countries. The results, which have been modest
to date, are reported regularly in the Annual
Report on Operations Evaluation. It is now
intended to sharpen the focus on selected
countries wishing to develop their own
evaluation function; and

(iii) two impact evaluations have recently been
undertaken jointly with the Caisse Centrale
of France and the Ministry of Economic
Cooperation in the Federal Republic of Germany.
Based on the results of these pilot efforts,
joint evaluations will be undertaken with
selected co-financiers in the next two years.
The purpose will be to carry forward the
collaborative nature of co-financing and
expand the base of OED's work.

June 13, 1983
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THE OPERATIONS EVALUATION ORGANIZATION

Introduction

1. The Operations Evaluation organization is resyonsible for the
assessment of the effectiveness and efficiency of Bank!/ operational programs
and activities. These evaluations help in the formulation of new directions,
policies and procedures for the Bank's work. The Director-General, Operations
Evaluation oversees the evaluation work. He discharges these responsibilities
through the Operations Evaluation Department (OED) which is headed by the
Director.

The Director-General

2. The Director-General, Operations Evaluation, is directly responsible
to the Executive Directors of the Bank for:

(a) Assessing whether the Bank's programs and activities are producing
the expected results;

(b) Incorporating OED's assessments and findings into recommendations for
the formulation of new directions, policies and procedures with the
purpose of improving the programs' and activities' efficiency,
effectiveness and responsiveness to the member countries' needs and
concerns; and

(c) Appraising the Bank's operations evaluation system and reporting on
its adequacy for use within the Bank and by the member governments.

3. The Director-General is appointed by the Board of Executive Directors
for renewable terms of five years with a rank equivalent to that of Vice
President. The Director-General can only be removed by the Executive
Directors and is ineligible for subsequent appointment or reappointment to the
staff of the Bank except in unusual circumstances.

1/ The term "Bank" whenever used in this statement includes the International
Bank for Reconstruction and Development, the International Development

Association and the International Finance Corporation, unless otherwise
specified.
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4. The Director-General is not concerned with the functions of the
Internal Auditing Department, although he maintains continuing contact with
its Director on matters affecting the internal effectiveness and efficiency
of the Bank. Nor is he directly concerned with the functions of the
External Auditor who is appointed by the Executive Directors to examine and

report on the annual financial statements of the World Bank and its
affiliates. However, as with the Director, Internal Auditing, he maintains
continuing contact on matters of mutual concern.

Operations Evaluation Department (OED)

5. The Operations Evaluation Department consists of the office of the
Director and three divisions. The three divisions are:

- Division 1 - Agriculture and Population

- Division 2 - Policy Review, Industry, DFCs, Education and

Non-Project Lending

- Division 3 - Transporation, Tourism, Urban Development and
Public Utilities

6. The Director, OED, is responsible for the overall management of
the Department and, through his division chiefs and their staffs, for
performing the following principal functions:

(a) To carry out performance audits on completed loans and credits
financed by the Bank, and to conduct evaluation studies and
operational policy reviews on subjects which the Director-General
and/or the Executive Directors determine to warrant examination,
with a view to identifying areas for improvement in the Bank's
policies and procedures and their applications. These subjects may
include analyses of deficiencies as perceived by member countries
and clients in Bank operations with a view to determining how their
recurrence in future operations may be prevented.

(b) To audit periodically actions taken by the Bank in connection with
the findings of studies by the Operations Evaluation Department,
and report thereon to the Executive Directors and the President.

(c) To help the Bank encourage and assist member countries to develop
an operations evaluation function, in particular by carrying out
evaluations of Bank-assisted programs jointly with staff of the
member countries.
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(d) To help disseminate evaluation findings regarding World Bank opera-
tions and the lessons emerging therefrom both within the Bank and to
the wider development community.

(e) To make periodic assessments of the adequacy and effectiveness of the
Bank's operations in the light of its objectives and programs.

7. To discharge these functions, the Operations Evaluation Department
has unrestricted access to the staff and records of the Bank. Without com-
promising its independence, OED staff endeavors at all times to maintain close
and continuing contact with Bank staff so that staff views are adequately
considered in OED reports, and the analyses and findings of these reports are
understood. While the Department does not issue instructions and is not
involved in implementing particular practices and procedures, its work is
aimed at reaching specific conclusions and pointing to necessary directions of
change, and subsequently reporting to the Executive Directors and the President
the Bank's responses to its findings.

Organization of Work

8. Work programs of the Operations Evaluation Department have three
major components:

(a) Project and Program Performance Audits

(b)- Evaluation Studies

(c) Operational Policy Reviews

9. Project and Program Performance Audits comprise the largest volume of
work of the Department and provide a broad base for work in the other cate-
gories. The Department -prepares Performance Audit Reports on Bank-assisted
projects and program loans about one year after completion of disbursements,
using basic data from loan Completion Reports prepared by the Bank operating
departments within six months of completion of disbursements. The
Project/Program Performance Audit Report assesses the effectiveness of the
project or program loan, and of the Bank's participation in it, against the
project or program objectives envisaged at the time of loan/credit/investment
approval. Annually, the Department prepares a Review of Project/Program
Performance Audit Results, which is a synthesis and composite analysis of the
preceding year's audits.
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10. Evaluation Studies examine past experience in groups of projects
selected around a common theme, such as Bank/IDA lending and other development
assistance in a specific sector. Evaluation Reports generally contain recom-
mendations for improving the effectiveness and efficiency of operations in thearea involved. Annual Reports on Operations Evaluation review the Bank's
action on the recommendations.

11. Operational Policy Reviews analyze a particular aspect of Bank opera-
tional policy or procedure, and study its application in a number of cases todetermine its operational impact and benefit, and if and how it needs to berevised. Operational Policy Reviews are more highly focused than Evaluation
Studies, in which all aspects of a group of projects are examined. Opera-
tional Policy Reviews include follow-up by the Operations Evaluation Depart-
ment on Bank action taken on recommendations emanating from its reviews.
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Mr. Gerald C. Evans, Personnel Officer, PMD October 5, 1981

Shiv S. Kapur, Director, OED

OED Organization

I am attaching a memorandum indicating very much enlarged
delegation of responsibility to the Chief Evaluation Officers and
the restructuring of their functions. The responsibilities and
functions of the Senior Evaluation Officers remain unchanged; the
intention of the memorandum is to define clearly the greater role
and responsibilities of Chief Evaluation Officers in their supervisory
function.

Following the reassignment of responsibilities, I shall
appreciate your arranging the names and titles in the Bank telephone
directory to be shown as follows:

Chief Evaluation Officer, Infrastructure,
Urban Development and Administration . . . Alexander F. Kirk

Chief Evaluation Officer, Policy Review,
Industry and Non-Project Lending . . . . . Otto Maiss

Chief Evaluation Officer, Agriculture,
Education, Training and Family
Planning . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . John M. Malone, Jr.

Senior Evaluation Officer, Public
Utilities . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Senior Evaluation Officer, Industry,
DFCs, Structural Adjustment and
Program Loans and Technical Assistance . . George C. Maniatis

Senior Evaluation Officer, Agriculture . . Hans Kordik

Senior Evaluation Officer, Transport,
Tourism and Urban Development . . . . . . Tillman H. Neuner

Senior Evaluation Officer, Education,
Training and Family Planning . . . . . . ....---

Senior Evaluation Officer, Policy
Review . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . John Burrows

Attachment

SSKapur: rmd

OFFICIAL FILE COPY



WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: All OED Staff DATE: October 2, 1981

FROM: Shiv S. Kapur

SUBJECT: Departmental 0 anization; Chief Evaluation Officers

With effect from October 1, Mr. Otto Maiss has taken over
as Chief Evaluation Officer from Mr. Bohr. For the present, Mr. Bohr
will, however, remain in the Department and work mainly on the per-
formance audits of urban development projects.

Effective the same date, the responsibilities and functions
of Chief Evaluation Officers will be revised as shown below and in the
attached organization chart. The proposed changes reflect: (i) the
experience of the last year or so; (ii) further enlargement and diver-
sification of the Department's work; and (iii) greater delegation of

responsibility to the Chief Evaluation Officers.

A. Chief Evaluation Officer, Agriculture, Education, Training and
Family Planning

He will carry responsibility for the first draft of all PPARs
and impact evaluation studies relating to the above sectors to
the point where these would be acceptable without further review
for being sent out to the Regions and Central Operating Depart-
ments for comments before being dispatched to the countries,
where necessary. The procedure to be adopted is further discussed
below.

The impact evaluation studies, sector and sub-sector reviews and
other special studies will be planned and designed in close
consultation between the Senior Evaluation Officers and the Chief
Evaluation Officer. The Chief Evaluation Officer will be responsible

for their timely execution, for monitoring their progress from time

to time, and for the first complete draft of the requisite quality
before it is put up to me.

The Chief Evaluation Officer will be assisted by the Senior
Evaluation Officer, Education, Training and Family Planning and
the Senior Evaluation Officer, Agriculture. The Senior Evaluation

Officers will continue to be primarily responsible for the plan-
ning, programming and implementation of the work in their
respective sectors, including discussions with their counterparts
in the operating complex, whenever necessary.

Mr. John Malone will be the Chief Evaluation Officer for

Agriculture, Education, Training and Family Planning.
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B. Chief Evaluation Officer, Policy Review, Industry, DFCs and Non-

Project Lending

The Policy Review Section, which has so far reported to me direct,

will now be placed under the above Chief Evaluation Officer. In

consultation with the Senior Evaluation Officer, Policy Review,

the Chief Evaluation Officer will be responsible for planning,

designing, monitoring and implementing all policy reviews and cross-

sector studies. His role in developing appropriate methodology for

the special studies and reviews and in monitoring their progress

will be especially important. He will also be responsible for the

first complete draft of the Annual Review based upon sector contri-

butions and following the pattern agreed upon jointly with me, the

other Chief Evaluation Officers and the Senior Evaluation Officers.

He will be expected, in consultation with me, to determine and

develop topics for special comment.

In addition to the above, he will be responsible for the supervision

and review of project performance audit reports in industry, DFCs,

program loans, structural adjustment loans, and technical assistance.

In this area, he may need to take a personal role in auditing

structural adjustment loans.

The respective responsibilities of the Chief Evaluation Officer and

the Senior Evaluation Officer, Industry, DFCs, Program Loans,

Structural Adjustment Loans and Technical Assistance, will be

similar to those mentioned in the description of the role of the

Chief Evaluation Officer, Agriculture.

Finally, he will be in overall charge of the assignment of research

assistants to various tasks and their rotation between different

sections in accordance with needs and priorities. He will carry

out this responsibility in consultation with the other two Chief

Evaluation Officers and, in the event of disagreement, with me.

Mr. Otto Maiss will be the Chief Evaluation Officer, Policy Review,

Industry and Non-Project Lending.

C. Chief Evaluation Officer, Infrastructure and Administration

He will carry responsibilities and perform functions similar to those

of the other two Chief Evaluation Officers in respect of the Public

Utilities and Transport and Tourism sectors, both regarding PPARs

and special or sector/sub-sector studies. He would also be responsible

for the new urban development PPARs for which the primary responsibility

will be shared between the Public Utilities and Transport Sections,

depending upon the mix of individual projects.
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He will continue to be responsible for the first complete draft of

the Annual Report on Operations Evaluation for which he will have

the assistance of a research assistant.

In regard to administrative responsibilities, he will be the budget

officer for the Department, responsible, in consultation with me and

other senior staff, for putting together the annual OED work program

and budget, coordinating with PAB, and monitoring expenditures in

relation to the budgetary provision from month to month. He will

have the authority to ask for review of requests for consultants 
and

temporary support staff. He will also be responsible, with the

assistance of the administrative secretaries and senior staff assistant,

for administrative matters relating to all secretarial staff, includ-

ing recruitment and selection. The professional staff concerned will

be associated with the selection process.

Mr. Alexander F. Kirk will be the Chief Evaluation Officer, Infra-

structure and Administration.

In addition to the above responsibilities, the three Chief

Evaluation Officers, on the recommendation of the Senior 
Evaluation Officer

concerned, will be responsible for authorizing annual leave 
other than

home leave to all staff under their control. Home leave applications

will continue to come to me as hitherto. In addition, the Chief

Evaluation Officers will carry out any other responsibilities 
and functions

which may be assigned to them from time to time.

It is proposed that the first drafts of project performance 
audit

reports should in future be initialed by the Chief 
Evaluation Officer

concerned and sent across for preliminary comment to the Projects/Programs

division chiefs concerned. Since this move has various implications,

however, for the evaluation function, for OED and for the Regions, it

will be brought into force only after the new system has settled 
down

and other implications have been discussed internally in the 
Department.

Attachment

cc: Mr. Weiner
Mr. Evans, PMD
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WORLD BANK / INTFRNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mrs. Paula T. Valad DATE. May 1, 1981

FROM: Shiv S. Kavur

SUBJECT: Secretarial Train OED

1. I have discussed the issue raised by you with my secretary and
agreed on the outline of an approach to the induction of a new secretary
into the Department.

2. Briefly, the process of induction will go through three stages.
-At the first stage, systematic training and guidance will be provided by
Mrs. Uyehara. This will be based on a checklist of duties and points of
information which should be of concern to all secretaries in the Department.
Thus, the newcomer will be familiarized with the organizational structure
and clearance procedures at the professional level in the Department, with
the central filing system, the material that is available in the library
and the uses to which it can be put and, finally, with the working of the
Vydec system. For the last named she will spend some time in the Vydec
room and receive basic instruction from Mrs. Tillman.

3. At the second stage, the newcomer will be instructed by the
senior secretary in the section concerned with the workings of the section,
the filing system, the preparation of various drafts and how they are to
be handled and other matters of specific concern to that section.

4. During the above two stages, which will last for about three
days, the newcomer will not be expected to become operational and existing
arrangements will continue. If a secretary, temporary or otherwise, is
already in place, the last half of the third day will be spent as an under-
study to her. This would entail the newcomer being given specific tasks
by the existing incumbent to be carried out under the latter's supervision.
If there is no existing incumbent, this stage will be supervised by the
senior secretary in the section.

5. In the third stage, the newcomer will meet separately and together
with the two professional staff members for whom she will be working. The
staff members will be expected to have prepared in advance draft job
requirements for her in terms of what their expectations would be. These
expectations will be discussed with the secretary who will be encouraged to
suggest modifications in line with her own perception of her strengths and
weaknesses while taking into account what the job itself may require. The
finally agreed performance expectations will be put down in writing and will
constitute a joint understanding between the secretary and the professional
staff concerned.

6. The newcomer will thereafter become fully operational but will
naturally be entitled to sympathy and guidance not only from the senior
secretary in the section but also from the professional staff members.

cc: All OED staff



WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: All OED Staff DATE: March 30, 1979

FROM: Shiv S. Kapur

SUBJECT: OED: Organiza n chart, responsibilities
and fun ions of staff

Please refer to my memorandum of September 7, 1978 on the above
subject. In addition to defining the regular responsibilities and
certain special assignments for staff at different levels, the above
memorandum also laid down the delegation of some of my administrative
responsibilities and functions to the three Chief Evaluation Officers.

The arrangement has not worked as well as I had hoped. With
immediate effect therefore the following changes will become effective
in the responsibilities delegated to Mr. Kirk:

In modification of paras. 7(c) and (d), Mr. Kirk will no longer
act as the administrative officer for Evaluation Officers in the
Department either in regard to their training within the Bank or as
liaison with the Personnel Department. As in respect of other
functions concerning Evaluation Officers, these two functions will
also be handled through the normal chain of command by Senior
Evaluation Officers and Chief Evaluation Officers for the respective
sections under their charge. Liaison with the Personnel Department
will be done by me, on the basis of recommendations received from the
Senior/Chief Evaluation Officers concerned. Recommendations for
training, both for secretarial staff and for Evaluation Officers
whether within the Bank or outside, will also be made by the Senior/
Chief Evaluation Officers concerned. These recommendations will be
forwarded to the Training Coordinator who will obtain my approval
before sending them out.

I propose to review the above document as a whole in July, at
the beginning of the next fiscal year, in consultation with Senior/
Chief Evaluation Officers; any suggestions should be passed on to them
before then.
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM
All OED Sta fff

FROM. Shiv S. Kapur DATE September 7, 1978
SUBJECT ED: 

res s
funct &6' of stf ~l~iiiandI Following my discussions with senior staff and my Comments atthe staff meeting on August 30, attached please find:
() an organization chart of the Department-

(ii) brief descriptin of responsibilities 
at different

levels, both general and specific;

(iii) the delegatin of certain functions included in the
responsibilities 

assigned above;

(iv) a description of some major assignments for FY79;and

(v) copies of job descriptos for Chief EvaluationOfficers and Senior Evaluation Officers.

My intention in circulating these papers is twofold. First,they are intended to clarify as far as Possible what is expected ofstaff members at different levels. Second, they announce the

delegation of certain functions. The intention is to improveefficiency in the Department and maintain a high quality Of output
while coping with our work program.

As you will see from the attached papers, I have tried to be
as comprehensive as Possible. There are however bound to be somegaps and a number of studies and reviews included in our work programhave not yet been assigned. Nor is it Possible at this moment tovisualize how the arrangements will work and whether some people inthe Department will be overloaded while others may have relativelylight responsibilities to carry. The extent of the deficiencies anddistortions in the proposed system will become apparent in the nextSix months or so when I expect to review the entire situation In

the meantime, if you have any suggestions Please do not hesitate to
communicate with one of the Chief Evaluation Officers or with me.
Attachments



CHIEF EVALUATION OFFICER CHIEF EVALUATION OFFICER

A. F. Kirk J. M. Malone

SENIOR EVALUATION OFFICER: SENIOR EVALUATION OFFICER: SENIOR EVAl;UATION OFFICER: SENIOR EVALUATION OFFICER:

TRANSPORT & TOURISM DFCa/INDUSTRY & PROGRAM LNS. AGRICULTURE, RURAL DEV., POLICY REVIEW

S. Y. Park P. B. Medhora POPULATION & NUTRITION J. H. Cleave

H. Kordik

Evaluation Officer Evaluation Officer Evaluation Officer
-- Sr. Evaluation officer..

R. F.i'Einthoven J. P. Pinard A.C getS. M. Sulaiman

Ms. P. Valad .. ns rdtSr. Evaluation officer Evaluation Officer
J. Olivares (vacant)

Evaluation Officer

Evaluation Officer

Ms. Crabbe-Anderson I Evaluation Officer ConsultantsH J. Bouwbuis

tants 
Consultants

Administration and Leave Recording .Research AssistantBudget 
Translations Ms. P. Broemser

Ms. Uyehara Ms. R. Kessler
Ms. Kanciur
Ms. Duncan

nctions.



CHIEF EVALUATION OFFICER CHIEF EVALUATION OFFICER

K. A Bor EA. F. Kirk

SENIOR EVALUATION OFFICER: SENIOR EVALUATION OFFICER: TRANSPORT 6 TOURISM DFCsINDUSTRY & PROGCjA! U
SEIO EAUAIO OFCE: I OEVLAINFICR SENIOR EVALUATION OFFICER: SENIOR EVALUATION OTMW

PUBLIC UTILITIES EDUCATION & TRAINING TAS.OR & TORS D P./USR &. PRdh t

R. W. Bates R. 1. Romain S .Pr .B ehr

Evaluation Officer Sr. Evaluation Officer Evaluation Officer

-- T. A. Pereira F. c. Gamble R. F. Einthoven

-EvaluationB oficer .CConsulttEantsn 
ffce

Evaluation officer

Consultants H Ms. Crabbe-Anderson

Consultants

Research Assistant 
Administration and

K. V. Kumar 
Budget

Ms. Uyehara
Ms. Kanciur
Ms. Duncan

Special Equipment
Records Management

Ms. Uyehara

1/ Please see Attachment for brief description of responsibilities 
and functions.



ATTACHMENT I

OPERATIONS EVALUATION DEPARTMENT

Brief Description of Responsibilities and Functions of Staff

I. Chief Evaluation Officers: General

1. Their overall functions and duties will be in accordance with the
attached job description (Attachment III).

2. As a group, the Chief Evaluation Officers will act as the OED
management team under the Director. They will participate in
the formulation of the departmental work program and, collectively
and individually in accordance with the responsibilities assigned
to them from time to time, will be responsible for the efficient
and timely execution of the approved program.

3. They will be assigned specific responsibilities in respect of
operational policy reviews and special studies; these responsi-
bilities will be determined for each such study in the work
program for the fiscal year concerned. Such responsibilities
will include, under the direction of the Director and in
association with the Senior Evaluation Officer concerned, the
determination of the scope of the study or review, the approach
to be followed, and laying out of a broad plan of work. A
coordinating or principal author - usually a Senior Evaluation
Officer, but not excluding the Chief Evaluation Officer if
necessary - will be nominated for each policy review or special
study and will be primarily responsible for its conduct from
the formulation of the approach paper onwards. At least two of
these Chief Evaluation Officers (to be specifically nominated
in each case) will function as external readers, along with the
Director, for draft reports of operational policy reviews and
special studies, and offer their comments for consideration in
finalizing the reports.

4. As indicated below, Chief Evaluation Officers will be responsible
for reviewing individual draft PPARs for the sectors assigned to
them. They will receive the drafts from the Senior Evaluation
Officers and will have the responsibility to ensure that the
draft PPARs conform to the levels of quality, objectivity and
presentation as determined by the Director for the Department as
a whole.

5. They will perform such other functions as will be delegated to
them from time to time by the Director and will act for him in
his absence as nominated.
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II. Chief Evaluation Officers: Specific

6. Sector responsibilities for review of PPARs for FY79 will be as
follows:

Mr. Bohr:

Public Utilities
Education

Mr. Kirk:

Industry, DFCs, Program Loans
Transportation and Tourism

Mr. Malone:

Agriculture, Rural Development
and Nutrition

Population

7. The following special responsibilities have been delegated to
Messrs. Bohr, Kirk and Malone:

Mr. Bohr:

(a) preparation of guidelines for preparing PPARs of all three
types, viz: abbreviated audit memoranda, intermediate length
memoranda, and in-depth audit memoranda. In preparing the
guidelines, Mr. Bohr will bear in mind (i) general and sector
specific guidelines for the preparation of PCRs; (ii)
Operations Evaluation, World Bank Standards and Procedures;
(iii) comments of the sub-committees of the Joint Audit
Committee on PPARs in their recent reports, JAC78-23 of
July 13, 1978 and JAC78-24 also of July 13, 1978; and (iv)
manpower allocation as stated in paras. 12 and 13 of the
"Operations Evaluation Department: Status of Current Work
and Proposed FY79 Work Program and Manpower Budget"
(R78-88 of April 20, 1978 with the Corrigendum R78-88-1
of April 21, 1978). The draft guidelines will be completed
by December 31, 1978 for issue by January 31, 1979;

(b) will be in charge of all visits to this Department of opera-
tions evaluation staff from borrowing countries and other
agencies and to arrange their program internally and, if
necessary, in consultation with operating departments;
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(c) will represent me on the recruitment and reassignment 
panels

for economists and educators. He will keep me informed and

will consult with me and obtain my approval for decisions

relating to recruitment of new staff and to rotation in and

out of the Department;

(d) will be in overall charge of departmental record keeping

and the acquisition and use of special equipment, including

the computer terminal, readers/printers, microfiche, and

word processing machines; and

(e) he will authorize leave, other than home leave, to the

Evaluation Officers in the sectors under his charge, at the

recommendation of the Senior Evaluation Offfcer concerned.

Mr. Kirk:

(a) will help me in the preparation of the annual budget for 
the

Department and in its administration throughout the year;

(b) will be in charge of administration for all secretarial 
staff

in the Department, specifically: conducting interviews and

recruitment against vacancies in OED and maintaining liaison

with the Personnel Department on the one hand and with the

senior evaluation officers on the other; approving training

within the Bank of secretarial staff related to their work

in the Department; lateral transfers within the Department in

consultation with Senior Evaluation Officers and authorizing

leave and overtime and engaging temporaries from time to time

as necessary. In all this, he will have the assistance of

Mrs. Uyehara and Mrs. Kanciur who will act as administrative

secretaries for the Department under the overall supervision of

Miss Duncan. APRs for secretarial staff will however continue

to be written by professional staff members to whom they are

attached, with additional comment being provided by Senior

Evaluation Officers. Supplementary comment will be provided

jointly by Mrs. Uyehara and Mrs. Kanciur after which 
the APRs

will be sent to me;

(c) will also act as the administrative officer for all Evaluation

Officers in the Department in regard to their training within

the Bank and as liaison with the Personnel Department. He will

authorize leave, other than home leave, to the Evaluation

Officers in the sectors under his charge, at the recommendation

of the Senior Evaluation Officers concerned;



(d) will represent me on recruitment and reassignment panels
in respect of staff in the sectors under his charge. This
will be subject to the same remarks as in the case of Mr.
Bohr; and

(e) recommendations concerning training outside the Bank of
secretarial staff and of Evaluation Officers will be made
to me, and I will also authorize home leave for these
categories of staff.

Mr. Malone:

(a) will represent me on the recruitment and reassignment panels
for agricultural economists and agriculturalists, subject to
the same comments as in the case of Messrs. Bohr and Kirk;

(b) will authorize leave, other than home leave, for Evaluation
Officers in the Agricultural Section at the recommendation of
Mr. Kordik;

(c) will prepare job specifications for Evaluation Officers on
the lines of the existing ones for Senior Evaluation Officers.
Draft job specifications should be prepared and put up to me
by October 31 so that they can be made available to staff as
quickly as possible;

(d) Mrs. Kessler, in addition to working as secretary to Mr.
Malone, will handle translation of PPARs and documents as
assigned to her from time to time and within the time available
and will continue to act as leave recording secretary. She
will also prepare the periodic forecast of translations on
behalf of this Department in consultation with the Senior
Evaluation Officers.

III. Senior Evaluation Officers - Managerial

8. They will be responsible for the planning of work in their sectors
(see organization chart), allocating responsibilities for PPARs to
individual Evaluation Officers, preparing monthly work schedules,
and insuring that high quality work is turned out by their sections
in accordance with the approved work program. They will determine
the need for consultants to carry out their work programs, to
engage them with my approval, and to supervise their work. They
will conduct their work in accordance with the attached job
specifications (Attachment IV).
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9. They will review draft PPARs, insure that they are prepared in
accordance with the guidelines mentioned above, that they are
in acceptable format, and that they adequately cover significant
project experience and are so presented as to be acceptable by
the Chief Evaluation Officer concerned and by me without undue
modification. In order to achieve this, they will provide
continuing guidance and training to the staff under them.

10. The Senior Evaluation Officers (managerial) will be assigned
primary responsibility from time to time to conduct special
studies and reviews in their sectors. In such cases, they will
be responsible, in line with the procedure mentioned above, for
the planning and execution of the special studies, for acting as
principal authors, and for producing complete draft reports of
acceptable quality. As and when nominated, they will also
contribute to operational policy reviews and other general studies
as members of task forces to be especially set up for this purpose.

11. Senior Evaluation Officers (managerial) will be the primary
level supervisors for professional and secretarial staff under
their charge, will undertake administrative responsibilities, and
will ensure harmonious and productive work relationships. They
will also prepare APRs for Senior Evaluation Officers non-
managerial and Evaluation Officers in their charge and provide
an assessment of the work of secretarial staff assigned to them
directly and additional comment on secretarial staff assigned to
Evaluation Officers.

12. Senior Evaluation Officers (managerial) will be the major points
of contact between this Department and other parts of the Bank,
especially operating staff. They must maintain constant exchange
with the operating departments on issues arising from this
Department's work in their sectors, and be knowledgeable about
developments in their sectors and of research, whether ongoing or
proposed, and of other literature being put out from time to time.

13. They will contribute to the Annual Review of PPARs for their
respective sectors in a format to be agreed with Mr. Bohr and
me. They will also be responsible for ensuring that highlights
for PPARs are classified for immediate input into the computerized
memory system. Any new classifications proposed must be
scrutinized and approved by them.
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ATTACHMENT II

WORK PROGRAM FOR FY79

Special Assignment of Responsibilities

I. Mr. Bohr

1. Will be responsible for drafting the Annual Review of PPARs for
1979. He will discuss the format with me by the end of the year,
after which Senior Evaluation Officers will be required to
submit their sector contributions by the end of February, at
the latest. The first complete draft of the.Annual Review should
be ready by the end of April 1979. The contributing Senior
Evaluation Officers will function as external readers for the
complete draft Review. Under Mr. Bohr's direction, Mr. Kumar
will prepare all the tables for the Fifth Annual Review so as
to have them ready for circulation to the Senior Evaluation
Officers by the end of January.

2. Mr. Bohr is also assigned responsibility as the principal author
for the study of Delays in Project Implementation. This
responsibility has been transferred to Mr. Bohr in view of the
departure of Mr. Peter Jacob, Mr. Cleave's leave, and the
difficulty of Mr. Cleave working simultaneously on the two
studies of project supervision and delays in project implementation.
Mr. Bohr will work on the Implementation Study in close consultation
with me and will make available to me individual case studies
as soon as they are submitted to him. Selected case studies
will be sent for country comment in early November and the
complete draft report prepared by early February. Messrs. Kirk
and Malone will function as external readers for the draft
report concurrently with me.

3. Along with Messrs. Kirk, Malone and Cleave (see below) he will
work with me on the planning of the study of the Bank's efforts
at institutional improvement.

II. Mr. Kirk

4. He will be in charge of producing the Fourth Annual Report and
will obtain necessary contributions from other Departments in
the Bank. The draft report should be ready and submitted to me
at the end of May 1979.

5. Mr. Kirk will function as external reader for the reports on
Delays in Project Implementation and on Project Supervision
(see below).
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III. Mr. Malone

6. Along with Mr. Kordik, he will be responsible, under my direction,
for designing and planning the Second Review of the Bank's

Agricultural Operations in a country to be selected, for the

allocation and appointment of manpower for the study, and for
its execution. Initial planning for the study will start
immediately, other plans to be made firm after Mr. Weiner's

approval to the study being undertaken. The primary responsi-
bility for this study thereafter will rest with Mr. Kordik
(see below).

7. As mentioned above, he will function as external reader for

the draft report of Delays in Project Implementation and of

Project Supervision.

IV. Mr. Cleave

8. He will carry through with the review of project supervision.
The first complete draft should be ready in time for us to
meet the deadline agreed with the Joint Audit Committee.

9. As already agreed, he will also act as the principal author of

the study of the Bank's efforts at institutional improvement
and will aim to produce an approach paper around January/
February 1979.

V. Mr. Medhora

10. He will continue preparatory work on the study of the Bank's
operations in the DFCs and industry sector in Turkey. A firm
schedule will be developed after the Annual Meetings and the

study undertaken for completion within the current fiscal year.
He will carry primary responsibility for the deployment of
staff and consultants under my direction. External readers
for the draft study will be nominated later.

VI. Mr. Kordik

11. He will be responsible for and be the principal author of the

second study of the Bank's operations in the agricultural
sector in a country to be selected (see comments under Mr.
Malone above).

12. He will plan to have at least three reports produced in the
current fiscal year in the "second look" series, the first of
which is already under way.
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VII. Mr. Romain

13. He will complete the work on the Education Study as rapidly
as possible.

14. On completion of the above, he will immediately start work on
the study of training in Bank-financed projects. Preliminary
discussions on the approach to this study have already been
held and further discussions to define its scope, design and
time will take place in the next few months. An approach paper
will be prepared for review by the Joint Audit Committee in
December 1978. In parallel to my own reading, Messrs. Bohr
and Kirk will be external readers for this draft study.

15. He will also plan and insure completion of three reports in
the "second look" series in education during the current fiscal
year.
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gajpO " 0  THE WORLD DANK

POSITION DESCRIPTION FORM

pjOTE: The information contained in this form will be used for classification which is aimed at the systematic and objective

comparison of different jobs. The aim is to identify the factors specific to this position which are critical to estab-

lishing its classification level. When completed, please forward this form to the Personnel Officer concerned.

SITION TITLE: PRESENT CLASSI. NAME OF PRESENT INCUMBENT:
Chief Evaluation Officer FICATION LEVEL: N

DIVISION: DEPARTMENT:
OED

REPORTS TO: (JOB TITLE) NAME OF PRESENT SUPERVISOR:
Director OED

PART I: POSITION DESCRIPTION

1. PURPOSE OF POSITION: (Describe principal reason why job exists, summarizing duties and responsibilities section
below.)

To provide general supervision for the operations of the evolving PPA/PCR
system of project evaluation; to supervise special evaluition studies and
operation policy reviews and to assist in the management of the department.

2. DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES: (list in order of importance as you see it and combine into eight to ten major
groups.)

Percentage of Time:
(Do not use 5% or less.)

1. Supervise the operation of the PPA/PCR system including general super-
vision of the work on particular sectors as assigned by Director.
This also includes maintaining contact with regions and CPS on
matters concerning PCRs and PPAs. 35

2. Participat.e in the management of the Department and act for the
Director in his absence. 10

3. Participate in the evolution of policy covering evaluation methods
within the Bank. 5

4. Supervise and/or participate in the preparation of major reports of
the Department includ4ng: 40

Annual Review of Project Performance Audit Reports;
Director General's Annual Report on the Bank's Evaluation System;
Annual Work Program
Operation Policy Reviews
Evaluation Studies

5. Supervise training of staff in the production of satisfactory audit
reports and studies including the training of persons deputed from
their governments for this purpose. 10

TOTAL: 100%



ASSIFICATION FACTORS

eovide recent, actual examples of the variety and domplexity of these duties and responsibilities.

e complexity of the work arises from its very broad scope (all sectors and all
crs of project lending), the delicate nature of the judgment required to derive

eful lessons from the experience reviewed, and the discrimination required to

Oe findings in a way that avoids harming Bank-Borrower relations while reporting

,11y on the project experience.

pEOUIRED SKILLS:

it is the minimum level and type of formal education necessary to acquire the basic knowledge needed to undertake
the work in this position? What additional (vocational) knowledge and/or formal training is required?

-Advanced -university education highly desirable incltiding fo-rmal'tr&ining in
economics and/or other fields related to particular sectors and processes involved
iL evaluation work.

6. What is the minimum length of full-time work experience essential to acquire the skills in applying the education, knowledge
and training to the tasks involved?

Fifteen years

6. What other special skills - if any - are required for this position, e.g., languages?

Skill in dealing with people.



VITY:

is the demand for innovative thinking/new ideas inherent in the job? What is the nature of this creative effort: its

level and scope and its real impact on the Bank's current or future work? Please provide examples.

Innovation is an important element in performance of the job. The position

carries responsibility for assisting in the 
establishment of a compiehensive

,et economical system of project Oerformance evaluation. Methods for discri-

,inating in the treatment of cases while maintaining comprehensive 
coverage

Sre still to be developed. The design of reports to draw lessons from the

results of perfoirmance audits and studies to illuminate specific 
aspects of

project operations are other important functions 
requiring a creative response.

DECISION MAKING:

. What decisions need to be made in the performance of this job? What is their impact on the work of the Unit/Department/

Bank? Please provide examples.

The allocation of staff and consultant resources among audits and studies;

the development of an annual work program and the determination of resowrces

required to carry it out; the design of studies.

9. What is the impact (extent of damage) on the organization of errors made by the incumbent of this position? Please

provide examples.

OED reports'are distributed to the Executive Directors and to borrowing

countries. "Consequently any errors contained in them could subject the Bank's-

staff to criticism from Board members or member governments.

1O.What are the safeguards within the Unit/Bank against errors? How is the work checked: What is checked, by what means

and at what periodicity? To what extent is the work self-checking?

Draft OED reports are discussed within the Bank and sent to the borrower

and government concerned. Final reports are reviewed by the senior staff

in the Department and by the Bank's management. This work is not self-

checking.



4 51 N EXERCISED: -

kind of supervision is exercised by the incumbent of this position? Is it direct or indirect, close or general? Please
gxamples. What number of (i) J-Q and (ii) A-I staff are supervised? -

General supervision of task forces dealing with special studies .and of

5,,tions dealing with audits. Occasiopal supervision of the Department in the

abence of the 
Director.

hat percentage of time is spent on supervision? 70 %.

OPERVISION RECEIVED:

Does the incumbent of this position receive close or only limited supervision? Does the supervision relate to concepts,
methods, facts or their analysis and presentation?

Limited supervision by the Director and through him the Director-General
largely restricted to matters of exposition and importait policy matters.

j4. How is quantity and quality of work monitored? By what means and at what periodicity?

Quantity of work is monitored by monthly system of progress reporting;
quality by review of the Director.

WORK RELATIONSHIPS:

15. To what extent must the incumbent of this position establish contacts outside the Bank? At what level are these contacts
made? Please provide examples.

In connection with field missions the staff member must make contact
with representitives of borrowers and member governments. In view of the
nature of audit work and the importance of obtaning the considered views
and reactions of borrowers- and member goverinments these contacts must necessarily
be at the senior level, for example, Managing Director of a borrowing agency or
Secretary of a government department.

This position also will have contact with members of the Bank's Board
of Executive Directors.

16. What is the purpose of these contacts and their degree of difficulty? (e.g., information exchange, negotiation, etc.) Please
provide examples.

To obtain information and opinions from borrowers and member governments
on Bank projects and on various aspects of Bank operations affecting the borrowing
country. This may sometimes concern issues of a sens'tive nature.



,,uld be the effect (a) on the unit (b) on the Bank of failure in such external contacts? Please provide examples.

External contacts are a key element in the audit process and a failure

this element could vitiate the whole audit and compromise the Bank's

,.lations with the country.

18. To what extent must the incumbent of this position establish contacts inside the Bank? What is the purpose and their

degree of difficulty? What would be the effect (a) on the unit (b) on the Bank of failure? Please provide examples.

The audit process involves intimate contact of OED staff with Bank staff
who worked on a particular loan or credit under considertion... It-s.....
essential that good relations be established wi-th- Bank. staff in order that

the execution of the audit process be carried out effectively. The incumbent
of -this positibot will.have frequ nt contacts with the staff of Regions and
CPS and will frequently be called upon to deal with matters of sensitiVity
involvng- findings of audits and/or stuafes.'

CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION:

19. Does the position involve access to particularly sensitive, personal or confidential information? Please provide examples

and state degree of access e.g., free access, need to know, or limited access under close supervision.

All OED staff must have access to the same information concerning

projects which is available to the operational staff.

20. What would be the consequences of indiscretion inside the Bank/outside the Bank? Please provide examples.

Similar to those of indiscretion by operational staff.
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THE WORLD BANK r ATTACHMENT IV

POSITION DESCRIPTION FORM

NOTE: The information contained in this form will be used for classification which is aimed at the systematic and objective
comparison of different jobs. The aim is to identify the factors specific to this position which are critical to estab-
lishing its classification level. When completed, please forward this form to the Personnei Officer concerned.

POSITION TITLE: PRESENT CLASSI- NAME OF PRESENT INCUMBENT:
Senior Eval.Officer,Management FICATION LEVEL: M
DIVISION: DEPARTMENT:

OED
REPORTS TO: (JOB TITLE) NAME OF PRESENT SUPERVISOR:

Director OED
PART I: POSITION DESCRIPTION

1. PURPOSE OF POSITION: (Describe principal reason vy job exists, summarizing duties and responsibilities section
below.)

To take responsibility for planning, organizing and executing, to agieed
budget and schedule, all OED work in a major sector of Bank activity and
for maintaining contacts between OED and the Bank staff working in the sector.

2. DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES: (list in order of importance as you see it and combine into eightito ten major
groups.)

Percentage of Time:
(Do not use 5% or less.)

1. To plan the evaluation and project performance audit work in one
particular sector within the constraints of the small staff avail-
able and such consultant assistance as may be required and provided
for in the budget. 10

2. To motivate and manage the small staff (2 or 3 professional staff
members) assigned principally to the sector, to be responsible-.for
their training, and to facilitate their contribution to, and particir
pation in, other work of the Department; 20

3. To personally carry out an appropriate part of the audit work,
especially that dealing with the most difficult audits; 25

4. To assure the quality and objectivity of all OED work relating to the
sector in question, in particular through consideration, with further
research as necessary, of comments on draft reports from borrowers
and Bank staff and adequate discussion of such comments in final
reports; 20

5. To maintain contact with relevant CPS Departments and Regional Office
Project Department Divisions on plans and terms of, reference for
Project Completion Reports, on dissemination of audit and evaluation
results relevant to the sector of responsibility and on issues
currently under follow-up as the result of earlier OED reports, and to
be known as the chief OED officer for this sector; 10

6. To contribute, on behalf of his sector, to more general activities
of the OED, such as assessment of the adequacy of Bank internal
evaluation systems, synthesis of PCR/PPA results, support to the
evaluation function in developing countries. 15

TOTAL: 100%



CASSIFICATION FACTORS -

provide recent, actual examples of the variety and complexity of these duties and responsibilities.

The analysis of the outcome of attempts to strengthen and/or create institu-

e in various fields, particularly complex when the outcome is not successful
d the reasons not obvious; the analysis of the distribution of economic benefits

port improvement projects between the host country and other port users; the

,nelysis of problems concerning the effect of internal interest rate policies on

resource mobilization and capital market development in connection with lending
objectives for loans to DFCs; the analysis of the impact of a program of agri-
cultural lending in a single country.

REQUIRED SKILLS:

4. What is the minimum level and type of formal education necessary to acquire the basic knowJedge needed to undertake
the work in this position? What additional (vocational) knowledge and/or formal training is required?

Advanced university education highly desirable, familiarity and experience
with details of Bank operational procedures essential, and broad based interest in,and exposure to, economic and technical aspects of the investment sectors important.

5. What is the minimum length of full-time work experience essential to acquire the skills in applying the education, knowledge
and training to the tasks involved?

Ten years experience in the field including, preferably, varied Bank operational
experience for at least five years.

)rl

6. What other special skills - if any - are required for this position, e.g., languages? b.

An objective, independent outlook; an ability to develop ideas logically and
fully; and an analytical mind are first requirements. Also requires tact and a
developed sense of diplomacy. A good grasp of English and an ability to writeclearly on complex topics are essential. Working knowledge of French and/or Spanish
very useful.



is the demand for innovative thinking/new ideas inherent in the job? What is the nature of this creative effort: its

level and scope and its real impact on the Bank's current or future work? Please provide examples.

All OED work is relatively new and requires an innovative approach,

including the ability to discern significant and sometimes subtle relations

between the various aspects of the project, the Bank's policies and

procedures and conditions in the country.

DECISION MAKING:

8. What decisions need to be made in the performance of this job? What is their impact on the work of the Unit/Department/

Bank? Please provide examples.

Decisions have to be made on the amount of staff input to be allocated to
particular audits, including whether or not to mount a field mission,to
employ an outside consultant, etc. These decisions are made by the
section chief.

The section chief is also responsible for deciding when the PPAs
prepared by his staff are ready for distribution outside the department
and for deciding how comments from Bank staff and borrowers will be handled.

9. What is the impact (extent of damage) on the organization of errors made by the incumbent of this position? Please
provide examples.

OED reports are distributed to the Executive Directors and to borrowing
countries. Consequently any errors contained in them could subject the Bank's
staff to criticism from Board members or member governments.

10.What are the safeguards within the Unit/Bank against errors? How is the work checked: What is checked, by what means
and at what periodicity? To what extent is the work self-checking?

Draft OED reports are discussed within the Bank and sent to the borrower
and government concerned. Final reports are reviewed by. the senior staff
in the department and by the Bank's management. However, the responsibility
for much of the detail remains with the section chief. This work is not
self-checking.



SION EXERCISED:

kind of supervision is exercised by the incumbent of this position? Is it direct or indirect, close or general? Please
de examples. What number of (i) J-0 and (ii).A-1 staff are supervised?

The section chief is responsible for the supervision of staff, consultants,
/,earch assistants and other staff allocated to specific audits and/or studies.

What percentage of time is spent on supervision? 40 - (Very approximate estimate)

SUPERVISION RECEIVED:

13. Does the incumbent of this position receive close or only limited supervision? Does the supervision relate to concepts,
methods, facts or their analysis and presentation?

The section chief receives only limited supervision, largely restricted
to matters of exposition, style and important policy matters.

14. How is quantity and quality of work monitored? By what means and at what periodicity?

Section chief's work is reflected in the quantity and quality of the audits
for which he is responsible. Quantity monitored by monthly progress schedules;
quality ky supervisor's review of drafts.

ORK RELATIONSHIPS: br

15. To what extent must the incumbent of this position establish contacts outside the Bank? At what level are these contacts
made? Please provide examples.

In connection with field missions the section chief must make contact with
representatives of borrowers and member governments. In view of the nature of
audit work and the importance of obtaining the considered views and reactions
of borrowers and member governments these contacts must necessarily be at the
senior level, for example, Managing Director of a borrowing agency or Secretary
of a government department.

16. What is the purpose of these contacts and their degree of difficulty? (e.g., information exchange, negotiation, etc.) Please
provide examples.

To obtain information and opinions from borrowers and member governments
on Bank projects. This could sometimes concern issues of a sensitive nature.



t

What would be the effect (a) on the Unit (b) on the Bank of failure in such external contacts? Please provide examples.

External contacts are a key element in the audit process and a failure

in this element could vitiate the whole audit and compromise the Bank's

relations with the country.

18. To what extent must the incumbent of this position establish contacts inside the Bank? What is the purpose and their

degree of difficulty? What would be the effect (a) on the unit (b) on the Bank of failure? Please provide examples.

Preparation of an audit involves contact with all Bank staff who wdrked

on the particular loan or credit under consideration. Without the establish-

ment of good relations with Bank staff the execution of the audit process

could not be carried out at all. The long run effectiveness of the OED work

depends upon a positive relation with the operational staff.

CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION:

19. Does the position involve access to particularly sensitive, personal or confidential information? Please provide examples

and state degree of access e.g., free access, need to know, or limited access under close supervision.

All OED staff must have access to the same information concerning projects

which is available to the operational staff.

20. What would be the consequences of indiscretion inside the Bank/outside the Bank? Please provide examples.

Similar to those of indiscretion by operational staff.



FORM NO. 1102 THE WORLD BANK ATTACHMENT IV

POSITION DESCRIPTION FORM

NOTE: The information contained in this form will be used for classification which is aimed at the systematic and objective

comparison of different jobs. The aim is to identify the factors specific to this position which are critical to estab-

HIshing its classification level. When completed, please forward this form to the Personnel Officer concerned.

PSI1IONTIITLE: PRESENT CLASSI- NAME OF PRESENT INCUMBENT:
..n rVal. Officer FICATION LEVEL: M

DIVISIDN: DEPARTMENT:

REPORTS TO: (JOB TITLE) NAME OF PRESENT SUPERVISOR:
Director, OED

PART I: POSITION DESCRIPTION

1. PURPOSE OF POSITION: (Describe principal reason why job exists, summarizing duties and responsibilities section

below.)

To design, organize, and execute studies and evaluations of the Bank's
operational policies, and to prepare reports and statements which provide
accurate and balanced accounts of the working of such policies with particular
attention to aspects which might be improved.

2. DUTIES AND RESPONSIBI LITIES: (list in order of importance as you see it and combine into eight to ten major

groups.)
Percentage of Time:

(Do not use 5% or less.)

(a) To plan, budget, and design studies and evaluations of the Bank's opera-
tional policies and their implementation, including recruitment of
necessary consultant assistance. (Studies involve association with
all levels of the Bank's technical, operational and advisory staff,
covering all sectors of lending and all vice-Presidential units;
necessitate discussions and exchanges with Part I and Part II Govern- 20
ments at both political and senior civil service levels, and with
project implementing agencies; and direct responses to Executive
Directors and their staffs.)

(b) To motivate and manage the professional and research staff, and
temporary assistance, assigned to the section for policy review 15
work; to be responsible for their guidance and training.

(c) To oversee, set terms of reference for, provide guidelines for execu-
tion, and participate in the carrying out of studies, including 20
country visits and analysis of data and reports.

(d) To organize and ensure the clarity, objectivity, accuracy and time-
liness of all reporting on policy review work; and to formulate and 25
articulate balanced judgements on possible policy improvements aris-
ing from and supported by the studies.

(e) To maintain contact with, and, without prejudice to the independence
of Departmental operations, ensure good working relations with all
policy, advisory, and operational staff of the Bank; provide them 10
with necessary information on the section's activities; and dis-
seminate findings.

(f) To contribute on policy matters to the project evaluation work of OED;
to participate in consideration and implementation of improve- 1
ments in the effective operation of the Department; and contribute TA:
to its day-to-day running.



CLASSIFICATION FACTORS

fXITY:

, provide recent, actual examples of the variety and complexity of these duties and responsibilities.

A recent study of the role and use of technical assistance focussed on 35

,,Iected cases in six sectors. This involved interviews in all regions covering
,soot major specializations among Bank staff as well as discussions with.the

Sovernments and implementing agencies directly involved. The management of the

study involved the organization of field visits and/or document research by
seven professional and five assistant staff and the ability to review reports

against a background of understanding of Bank procedures and practices.

REQUIRED SKILLS:

4. What is the minimum level and type of formal education necessary to acquire the basic knovwledge needed to undertake
*he work in this position? What additional (vocational) knowledge and/or formal training is required?

Advanced university education highly desirable, familiarity and experience

with details of Bank operational procedures essential, and broad-based interest

in, and exposure to, economic and technical aspects of the investment sectors

important.

5. What is the minimum length of full-time work experience essential to acquire the skills in applying the education, knowledge
and training to the tasks involved?

Ten years experience in the field including, preferably, varied Bank

perational experience for at least five years.

6. What other speqial skills - if any - are required for this position, e.g., languages?

An objective, independent outlook; an ability to develop ideas logically and

fully; and an analytical mind are first requirements. Also requires tact and a

developed sense of diplomacy. A good grasp of English and an ability to write clearly
on cmmplex topics are essential. Working knowledge of French and/or Spanish very
useful.



ArIVlTY: .

pat is the demand for innovative thinking/new ideas inherent in the job? What is the nature of this creative effort: its

Xind, level and scope and its real impact on the Bank's current or future work? Please provide examples.

Innovative thinking and the development of new ideas is basic to the job,
and likely to have lasting impact on the Bank's future operations.

DECISION MAKING:

8. What decisions need to be made in the performance of this job? What is their impact on the work of the Unit/Department/

Bank? Please provide examples.

Routine management decisions, and professional and technical judgements

on varied and complex activities are required. The last have potentially

far-reaching impact on the Bank.

c4ft

9. What is the impact (extent of damage) on the organization of errors made by the incumbent of this position? Please

provide examples.

Potential for damage from error of judgement or lack of diplomacy arises

mainly from frequency of contact with member governments and outside bodies.

However, the nature of work also requires a knowledgeable and tactful approach

to colleagues so as to avoid frictions which could develop within the Bank as

a direct result of the section's work.

10.What are the safeguards within the Unit/Bank against errors? How is the work checked: What is checked, by what means

and at what periodicity? To what extent is the work self-checking?

Operational arrangements and final reporting are checked for consistency

and protocol considerations by the Director and/or Chief Evaluation Officers

as the need arises. The work is not self-checking.



EERGISED:

of supervision is exercised by the incumbent of this position? Is it direct or indirect, close or general? Please
,%lmples. What number of (i) J-Q and (ii) A-I staff are supervised?

;-gecqion chief is responsible for the supervision of staff, consultants,

,arch assistants and other staff allocated to specific audits and/or studies.

151pt percentage of time is spent on supervision? 15 %.

ERVISION RECEIVED:

/t3. Does the incumbent of this position receive close or only limited supervision? Does the supervision relate to concepts,
methods, facts or their analysis and presentation?

Limited supervision, mainly on concepts and presentation.

14. How is quantity and quality of work monitored? By what means and at what periodicity?

Monitoring is generally only by routine supervision (para. 10). Work is
typically against deadlines agreed by, and administered by, incumbent.

a-RK RELATIONSHIPS: br

15. To what extent must the incumbent of this position establish contacts outside the Bank? At what level are these contacts
made? Please provide examples.

Continuously, at all levels of Government, implementing agencies, multilateral
agencies, and general public. (See para. 2(a), 3 above)

16. What is the purpose of these contacts and their degree of difficulty? (e.g., information exchange, negotiation, etc.) Please
provide examples.

Obtaining information and views on Bank operations or factors affecting it.



lt would be the effect (a) on the unit (b) on the Bank of failure in such external contacts? Please provide examples.

See para. 9 above.

18. To what extent must the incumbent of this position establish contacts inside the Bank? What is the purpose and their

degree of difficulty? What would be the effect (a) on the unit (b) on the Bank of failure? Please provide examples.

Continuously, at all levels, across all vice-presidential units and

sectors. As para. 16.

CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION:

19. Does the position involve access to particularly sensitive, personal or confidential information? Please provide examples

and state degree of access e.g., free access, need to know, or limited access under close supervision.

Access to personal and sensitive information is periodically involved,
and would be given on need-to-know basis. Access to information is-a principle

of OED operations.

20. What would be the consequences of indiscretion inside the Bank/outside the Bank? Please provide examples.

Similar to those of indiscretion by operational staff.



THE WORLD BANK .ATTACHMENT V
POSITION DESCRIPTION FORM

OyE: The information contained in this form will be used for classification which is aimed at the systematic and objective

comparison of different jobs. The aim is to identify the factors specific to this position which are critical to estab-

lishing its classification level. When completed, please forward this form to the Personnel Officer concerned.

/pSITION TITLE: PRESENT CLASSI- NAME OF PRESENT INCUMBENT:
Senior Evaluation Officer FICATION LEVEL: M

DIVISION: DEPARTMENT:

REPORTS TO: (JOB TITLE) NAME OF PRESENT SUPERVISOR:
Section Chief

PART I: POSITION DESCRIPTION

1. PURPOSE OF POSITION: (Describe principal reason why job exists, summarizing duties and responsibilities section

below.)

.To lead task forces for special studies, to act as alternate for Senior
Evaluation Officers responsible for reviewing major sectors, or for other
aspects of Bank activity, and to carry out the more difficult and sensitive
performance audits requiring special experience, competence and judgment.

2. DUTI ES AND R ESPONSIBI LITI ES: (list in order of importance as you see it and combine into eight to ten major
groups.)

Percentage of Time:
(Do not use 5% or less.)

(a) Design and/or plan, with the aid of their superior, individual evalua-
tion and Policy-Review studies and carry out such studies with the 20
aid of assigned port-ions of the time of more junior departmental
staff members and consultants;

(b) Take full responsibility for the performance auditing work on an
assigned group of projects (generally the more difficult ones) * 60
including the review of projects and Bank procedures with borrower
and country representatives;

(c) Assure the quality and objectivity of .O5D work relating to the
audits in question, giving thorough consideration to comments on 10
draft repor.ts from borrowers and Bank staff and providing adequate
discussion of such comments in final reports;

(d) Act as the main link between OED and the rest of the Bank for sectors
of past Bank activity other than those in the hands of specific 10
sectoral section chiefs or to be the alternate link for such major
sectors, and to be appropriately so known outside OED.

TOTAL: 100%



ICLASSIFICATION FACTORS

10lTY:

provide recent, actual examples of the variety and complexity of these duties and responsibilities.

The analysis of the outcome of attempts to strengthen and/or create institu-
ons in various fields, particularly complex1when the outcome is not successful
d the reasons not obvious; the analysis of-the distribution of economic benefits

,f port improvement projects between the host country and other port users; the
,,nalysis of problems concerning the effect of internal interest rate policies on
,resource mobilization and capital market development in connection with lending
objectives for loans to DFCs; the analysis of the impact of a program of agri-

,cultural lending in a single country.

/REQUIRED SKILLS:

4. What is the minimum level and type of formal education necessary to acquire the basic knowledge needed to undertake
the work in this position? What additional (vocational) knowledge and/or formal training is required?

Advanced university education highly desirable, familiarity and experience
with details of Bank operational procedures essential, and broad-based interest
in, and exposure to, economic and technical aspects of the investment sectors
important.

5. What is the minimum length of full-time work experience essential to acquire the skills in applying the education, knowledge
and training to the tasks involved?

Seven years experience in the field including, preferably, varied Banknerational experience for at least three years.

sri
b.6. What other special skills - if any - are required for this position, e.g., languages?

An objective, independent outlook; an ability to develop ideas logically andfully; and an analytical mind are first requirements. Also requires tact and adeveloped sense of diplomacy. A good grasp of English and an ability to writeclearly on complex topics are essential. Working knowledge of French and/or Spanifvery useful.



CREATIVITY: t

7. What is the demand for innovative thilking/new ideas inherent in the job? What is the nature of this creative effort: its
kind, level and scope and its real impact on the Bank's current or future work? Please provide examples.

All OED work is- relatively new and requires an innovative approach, includ-ing the ability to discern significant and sometimes subtle relations betweenthe various aspects of the project, the Bank's policies and procedures andconditions in the country.

DECISION MAKING:

8. What decisions need to be made in the performance of this job? What is their impact on the work of the Unit/Department/Bank? Please provide examples.

Decisions have to be made on the amount of staff input to be allocated toparticular audits, including whether or not to mount a field mission, toemploy an outside consultant, etc. These decisions are based largely onrecommendations by the staff member.

The staff member is also responsible for deciding which are the significantaspects of the project to which attention must be directed and for drawingthe conclusions from the audit.

9. What is the impact (extent of damage) on the organization of errors made by the incumbent of this position? Pleaseprovide examples.

OED reports are distributed to the Executive Directors and to borrowingcountries. Consequently any errors contained in them could subject the Bank'sstaff to criticism from Board members or member governments.

10.What are the safeguards within the Unit/Bank against errors? How is the work checked: What is checked, by what meansand at what periodicity? To what extent is the work self-checking?

Draft OED reports are discussed within the Bank and sent to the borrowerand government concerned. Final reports are reviewed by the senior staff
in the department and by the Bank's management. However, the responsibility for
much of the detail remains with the staff member. This work is not self-checking.



RVISION EXERCISED:-

t kind of supervision is exercised by the incumbent of this position? Is it direct or indirect, close or general? Please
provide examples. What number of (i) J-0 and (ii) A-1 staff are supervised?

-- The staff member is responsible from time to time for the supervision of
consultants, research assistants and other staff allocated to specific audits
and/or studies.

12. What percentage of time is spent on supervision? 15 %. (Very approximate estimate)

SUPERVISION RECEIVED:

13. Does the incumbent of this position receive close or only limited supervision? Does the supervision relate to concepts,
methods, facts or their analysis and presentation?

The staff member receives only limited supervision, largely restricted
to matters of exposition, style and important policy matters.

14. How is quantity and quality of work monitored? By what means and at what periodicity?

Staff member's work is reflected in the quantity zifd quality of the audits
for which he is responsible. Quantity monitored by monthly progress schedules;
quality by supervisor's review of drafts.

'IRK RELATIONSHIPS: br

15. To what extent must the incumbent of this position establish contacts outside the Bank? At what level are these contactsmade? Please provide examples.

In connection with field missions the staff member must make contact
with representatives of borrowers and member governments. In view of the
nature of audit work and the importance of obtaining the considered views
and reactions of borrowers and member governments these contacts must neces-
sarily be at the senior level, for example, Mandging Director of a borrowing
agency or Secretary of a goverhment departient.

16. What is the purpose of these contacts and their degree of difficulty? (e.g., information exchange, negotiation, etc.) Pleaseprovide examples.

To obtain information and opinions from borrowers and member governments
on Bank projects. This could sometimes concern issues of a sensitive nature.



17. What would be the effect (a) on the unit (b) on the Bank of failure in such external contacts? Please provide examples.

External contacts are a key element in the audit process and a failurein this element could vitiate the whole audit and compromise the Bank'srelations with the country.

18. To what extent must the incumbent of this position establish contacts inside the Bank? What is the purpose and theirdegree of difficulty? What would be the effect (a) on the unit (b) on the Bank of failure? Please provide examples.

Preparation of an audit involves contact with all Bank staff who workedon the particular loan or credit under consideration. Without the establish-ment of good relations with Bank staff the execution of the audit processcould not be carried out at all. The long run effectiveness of the OED workdepends upon a positive relation with the operational staff.

CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION:

19. Does the position involve access to particularly sensitive, personal or confidential information? Please provide examplesand state degree of access e.g., free access, need to know, or limited access under close supervision.

All OED staff must have access to the same information concerning projectswhich is available to the operational staff.

20. What would be the consequences of indiscretion inside the Bank/outside the Bank? Please provide examples.

Similar to those of indiscretion by operational staff.



December 23, 1977

Mr. weiner,

Re: Working Luncheon on Operations Evaluation)
January 3 , 1978: QED Staffino

Reference my note of December 22, the fot towing supplementary
information is provided on our staffing situation.

As of Oecember 31, 1977 we shall have four vacancies in the
Department. These incLude two vacancies in the Agricultural Section,
one in the Public Utilities Section and one in the Education Section.

Of the two vacancies in the Agricuttural Section, one is the
additional "N" Level position authorized for FY78. As you know I have
been trying to get a fix on Takahashi's plans since I am very keen
that he should take up this position ad he himself has expressed
interest. However, he is deeply involved in the Indonesia transmigration
project and does not expect to be available untiL June next year. I
spoke to him Last on December 21 and requested that he should consult
with Sadove and the Region and give me a firm date. I told him that I
would be wiLLing to wait until June 1 but not Later. Putting the best
complexion on this particular situation, if Takahashi moves in on
June 1, the position will have remained vacant for 11 months.

The second agricultural vacancy -rises from Schul's departure
ye terday. I have already selected a replacement (Mr. Egbert from CPS)
and all concerned have agreed that he wilt meve to OED at the end of
February 1978. This position also will thus remain vacant for Just
over two months.

The worst case of course concerns the position of the Chief of the
Public Utilities Section. This has now been vacant for 18 months. In
October, al tsr reviewing a Large number of possibilities, I finally
selected Mr. dates from the East Africa Region. He is due reassignment
and is keen to move to OED. However, despite my speaking to Jim Jennings
and to Jose Bronfman in the Region, I carnnot get a firm date on his
Likely move. I was last informed that the Region will be interviewing
a candidate f r recruitment from outside in January. The position
therefore remains highly uncertain and the work continues to suffer.

The vacancy in the Education Section arose from the inability of
Martha Grosse to function competently in that Job. 'he came to this
bepartment on trial and, so far as we are concerned, the trial period
stands terminated as of October 31. We have already identified Mr.
Skeikh Noor from the "CPG Education Department as a possiblt candidate
to fill this vacancy. Noor is on the reassignsent panet; the



Ressignent Committee cteared his transfer to OED but his own inctinations
have not yet been consulted and we are not aware when the actual transfer
might come about.

Four vacant positions out of a total authorized strength of 20
professional staff is a large proportion. The Department continues to
function under tremendous strain, and while we are t1t doing our best I am
not certain how long we can carry on in this fashion.

The Pers rw n Repartment have recently instituted a procedure which,
I hope, witL alleviate such situations in the future. For every sector,
recruitment and reassignment panels have ben constituted; these meet at
regular intervals to agree on the reassignment to specific departments of
those Listed for this purpose, and to interview outside candidates according
to various departments' needs. We are represented on the panel and, on
the basis of the short time this procedure has been in operation, I think
it witt help us identify candidates for vacant positions mor# systematicatty
and in good time. The basic flw in the reassignment system is that
reassignment finally depends on the concerned staff member's own choice,
and, given the nature of the jobs in this Department, there ore not too
many people whom I would consider acceptable and who are also willing to
move. White the interest of the Bank is stated to be one of the considerations
to determine reassignment, I am not aware of this factor having been given
overriding weight. Whatever the system, therefore, we are at the mercy of
the individual staff member's desire to move to this Department and his
present department's willingness to release him. White the new panets are
therefore an improvement, their efficacy in the face of these underlying
problems is still to be tested.

Shiv S. Kapur

cc: Mr. v-ohr

SSKapur:rmd



December 22, 1977

Mr. Weiner,

Re: Working Luncheon on Operations Evaluation;
JanuarX_ 3 L_1978: Some taLkinS2Rints.

1. PCRs/PPARs. Basic assumption of OED work program in coming years,
beginning FY79, is OED unit cost of half man-week per audit for 50% of
projects. Essential therefore to ensure that PCRs be of good quality,
objective and adequate in their treatment of important issues. While there
has been overall improvement in this respect, some PCRs recently have tended
to be self-serving. Audits based on such PCRs have drawn adverse comment
even from CPS for lack of objectivity. Question: Does CPS at present
exercise quality control function on PCRs on the lines of appraisal reports.
If not, this should be seriously considered.

2. Longer term evolution of PCR/PPAR system for comprehensive audit
assumes increasing proportion (60% by 1982) of audits being done on the
above minimum unit cost basis to keep OED within reasonable size. The
above quality control function therefore becomes doubly important.
Question: How does Mr. Baum see the CPS role in this evolution wherein
the PCR could become the sole project evaluation document.

3. Borrower participation in PCR/PPAR preparation. Progress has
recently been made to involve Thailand, Malaysia, the Philippines and Nepal
in possible preparation of PCRs/PPARs. Contacts have been made by operating
departments as well as by OED staff and agreement in principle reached for
such cooperation. In Thailand, country collaboration is being used for
preparation of a PCR. In other countries, you have encouraged the Regions
to send advance information to the country concerning forthcoming PCRs.
Countries selected in the first instance are those with heaviest concentration
of project completions in next 24 months. Most recent case is Brazil where
Programs Division has alerted the country in regard to the PCR preparation
schedule to explore the possibility of collaboration. - You may wish to add
the latest position concerning the proposed regionaL-meeting in Abidjan.

4. OED's preliminary work program and budget for FY79 have been seen
by Mr. McNamara and have also been supported by JAC at its first review.
The JAC commended the fact that 40% of the proposed OED manpower in FY79
will be devoted to special studies.

5. The present status of some of the ongoing special studies is as
follows:
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(i) Study of the Use of Consultants: Issued on December 8 and up
for discussion with JAC on January 12;

(ii) Study of Bank Procurement Procedures: Draft in preparation;

(iii) Education Study: Desk work being completed in preparation for
field studies which will be undertaken in January-February.
Present plans call for first complete draft by early May. This
draft will be made available to the ExternaL Panel. OED study
being closely coordinated with work of External Panel;

(iv) Supervision Study: Desk work weIl advanced, Status Report planned
before end-January, followed by field studies. Basic focus of
study will be cost effectiveness, for the Bank and the borrower,
of the present supervision process and ways in which this cost
effectiveness might be improved;

(v) Project Implementation Study: Early stage of planning. Approach
Paper will be ready by end-January.

Shiv S. Kapu

cc: Mr. Bohr



WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION -Mr. C. R. WillIoughby ("tM'

Room G-1050 OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Vice Presidents and Department Directors DATE: May 18, 1976

FROM: B. Chadenet, Vice President, AOP

SUBJECT: Specialized Departments -- Designation of Non-operational Departments

1. Several Vice Presidents and Directors have expressed
dissatisfaction to me with the term "support departments" to
describe those departments not in the operations complex.
Accordingly, I propose we use the term Specialized Departments
to describe the non-operational departments outside the Regional
Offices and CPS.

2. The term Specialized Departments has no negative connota-
tions and is in fact an accurate description of the departments
in DPS, External Relations, Finance, Administration, Organization
Planning and Personnel Management, etc. All of these departments
have quite specialized functions in support of the Bank's overall
objective and for the most part are staffed with experts unique
to that department. I appreciate that there are also some
specialized departments in CPS such as industry and population.
However, these are exceptions and in any case are well recognized
components of the operations complex. As a result little confusion
should arise.

3. We have begun to use the term Specialized Departments in some
of the staff development papers including the draft on reassignment.
I suggest that henceforth this term be used in all documents when
referring to non-operational departments.

cc: Division Chiefs, P & B
Division Chiefs,Information & Public Affairs
Division Chiefs, Administrative Services
Division Chiefs, Personnel
Mr. Ruth, Organization Planning

HJDyck/vk



International Bank for Reconstruction and Development

International Finance Corporation International Development Association

ADMINISTRATIVE CIRCULAR
April 20, 1976

STAFF ANNOUNCEMENT

With the Bank Group becoming more deeply involved in the problems
of urban poverty, it has become necessary to divide the responsibilities
now devolving on the Director, Transportation & Urban Projects Department
in order that appropriate attention may be given to the needs of both of
these important sectors. Effective June 1, 1976 this department will
therefore become two departments - Transportation Department and Urban
Projects Department - each under the leadership of a director. Details
of the mEdistribution of functions and responsibilities of the new depart-
ments will be circulated shortly.

I am pleased to announce that Mr. E. V. K. Jaycox, who now heads
the combined department, will become Director, Urban Projects Department
and that Mr. C. R. Willoughby, Director, Operations Evaluation Department,
will become Director, Transportation Department.

Mr. Jaycox has been Director of the Transportation & Urban Projects
Department since 1973 and is Chairman of the Urban Poverty Task Group which
was formed to implement the Bank's attack on urban poverty.

Mr. Willoughby has been identified with the operations evaluation
function of the Bank since its inception and has been the principal con-
tributor to its development and its substantial achievements during the
past five years.

I am also pleased to announce that Mr. S. S. Kapur, Chief, Mexico
Division, Country Programs Department I, Latin America and the Caribbean,
has been recommended by the Director-General, Operations Evaluation to
succeed Mr. Willoughby as Director, Operations Evaluation Department and
will do so effective June 1, 1976.

Mr. Kapur, an Indian national, came to the Bank in 1969 after a
long public service career in India, his last post there being Senior Joint
Director for Planning and System Modernization, Ministry of Railways. He
had also served on a number of special task forces of the Indian Planning
Commission, and written and lectured extensively on the application of modern
management techniques in public sector undertakings. Mr. Kapur joined us as
a loan officer in the Western Hemisphere Department and since 1971 has been
Division Chief, responsible for Bank operations in, successively, Ecuador and
Peru, the Caribbean and Venezuela, and Mexico.

Robert S. McNamara



T0: Mr. Vcrvyn~ L. Wener NoveAber 4,17FROM:~~ J. r-, KArs i.

SUIJECT: Or anizaton oe f 0 -pf2rtion v:u Pepa

In the lir-ht of otir recent discussion, I think it wou]d be best to
postpone further review of the orgaiization of O>D uni:il you and Chris
Wilioughb: have decided on the direction op' rctins &Waluation activit:ies
will take, the work prograu and other questlons c' ncree fundaoantal
inportance. We should then be in a better pcsition coo essess organizati oaal
and staffing i-Mplications and determine whehelr any intensi-ve fact find a
and sudy is necessary. 1Jecase let ujs know when you are read to take
this up again.

cc: Mr. R. A. Clarke, Dir., Personnel
Mr. C. R. Willoughby, Dir., OED 17

TNRuth:alg
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OED Files October 8, 1975

C. R. Willoughby

Recent Discussion with Dr. Sen, Indian Executive Ditrector

In delivering the 'advance copy' of the PPA Report on Indian
Industrial Imports Credits to Dr. Sen on Wednesday October 1, I had a
wide-ranging discussion with him about various current aspects of Opera-
tions Evaluation, particularly follow-up and the effect of the work on
Bank operations, which gave rise to the following principal points:

1. The study on Effectiveness Delays and what the Bank was
really going to do about the suggestions would, he thought, be one
major focus of the October 28 Board discussion on Operations
Evaluation.

2. Present discussions of PPA reports between Operations
Evaluation and operating staff seemed to be much too largely confined
to questions of fact or historical judgment, instead of going on to
deal with what the operating departments were now doing about the
lessons identified.

3. In illustration of his point at the recent JAC Meeting
about the need for Management Policy Review really to cover substantive
policy questions, not merely procedural issues, he added to the stress
of various JAC members on the need for review of Bank's procedures on
consultant appointment: he felt there were real questions to be asked
not only about the Bank imposing its procedures on borrowers (the point
touched on in the Loan Effectiveness Delays report) but also about the
validity of the Bank's preferred procedures themselves, with the small
place they give to price competition. He cited a recent case which had
particularly concerned him, and led to a management consultant contract
of over $8 million, compared with about $5 million originally estimated
and $11 million initially asked by preferred firm.

4. He was worried that Board discussion and emphasis on the
Loan Effectiveness Delays report without the other parts of the trilogy
(Project Preparation and Implementation) might lead to Bank reducing
such delays only at the cost of building up delays in the period before
loan signature; it was the whole cycle which needed to be compressed.

5. Project Appraisal Reports or President's Reports should
include Project Start-up Schedules.

cc: Messrs. Shoaib
WeineriK

CR/aga
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C. R. Willoughby

Mtik With Mr. W.A.E? Green. Mew Zealand ED. SePtaembr 30. 1975

Folowig 4r. Gremn's remarks, at the Joint Audit Committee meeting
last week, about his 622 recomendations and effective way of following
them up, I went yesterday worming to discuss matters with him and his
assistant, Mr. Douglas, to see if I could learn anything of use to ourselves.

The following points of interest emerged from trying to compare his
e*periences in the Hew Zealand Government with our situation:

1. Try more to give even a hortatory recomedation a specific
reference: e.g. require that it be included in the appraisal
chck-list for the next one year;

2. Conceive a mechanism with built-in ::hecks and balances for
reporting on extent of fulfilment of recormendations, to relieve
burdeuon OED: difficult within Bonk, but perhaps poqsible via
coittees of Coutry Program people, to represent the "coun-
tries' plus Pro ects people to represEt "the Bank".

3. Consider preparing periodic follow-up reports, perhaps every
three months, in a very simple form, so that Bank Matageownt
could ride hard on Vi*e Presidents whose offices were not
acting on sons particular point.

4. Consider using Joint Audit Comittee as an outside Senior
Advi .ory Council to seriously review recouzunations and receive
periodic follow-up reports. I pointed out this would be a major
extension of present terms of reference; they r;minded me
Director General would be reporting to Board.

5. Send f ormal Bank management response to some sets of recommend&-
tions (e.g. Loan Effectiveness Delays) to Board, so that coumtries
would receive and could raise issues directly with operational
stait, if they did not think they were receiving treatant con-
sistont with Bank latest policy.

Mr. Gr did add that Mr. Shoaib's mrandui, just received, did answer
some of his questions; he had not realized before about the Closing Report
system, but he hoped their system of ollow-up, relying exteusively on joint
working parties ad Ministry-Agency-Private Sector Councila, could have sems
bits of relevance.

They also mentioned a couple o other ideas. First, would it not be
s good idea to bring staff of country Evaluation Units for eMoyment or on-
the-job training assignments with OED. Second, there was a great need for
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uidelincs sod mwmals from the 3aak; it was ext*rmly difficult to g)t
Bank help even cm the simplest of things, like writing of oonsultaut term
of reference, untleam the particular projects of ftcxv ossigped happenod t .
hawe aipmrianca. I pointed out the Uatter point corresaned closely to
a finding of our in Lbe study of Projtct Prepamtion udrway.

cc: Amssrs. Shoeib
Weim/r
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TI Mr. Gerald A.lterTO: G dDATE: 

October 1, 1975
FROM: Douglas n

SUBJE CT: OED Evaluat ion

1. For the record, I would like to record some personal confusion
concerning statements made on-page 4 of X75-194 of 9/29/75 "Operation
and Impact of Bank's Evaluation System". This, I promise, will be mylast statement on the subject.

2. Your memorandum of April 16, 19'(5 to 1ir. Shoaib, contained
DFOD's final views on the 26 recommendations of the OED report. Onten of the 26 (Nos. 1, 5, 6, 13, 1, 15, 20, 21, 23, 214) I would sayDFCD' s response essentially siid that these recommendations related tomatters which were already part of accepted policy/practice, or issueson which work was already being done independent of the OED Study's
conclusions; i.e. they were,in a sense, non-issues. Five of the recoi-mendations were either rejected or high2y qualified in DFCD's res-onne
(Nos. 7, 12, 16, 19 and 25). This leavos 11 "new" issaes which DJIFC.more or less agreed were important far the Bank to pay miore heed to.
Consequently the sa.ement in P1 '5--1 94 that )TU1 agree ",. with a
few minor modifications, with almost all recommendations m-d:" s 1
think, a distorted recount.

3. The paper then says the Bank ha4s agreed on the d for C
strateg ies, but it has not been resposive regarding 01E'1s e m' s on
promoDtion i had thaoulht the vrLole valuen of strsatee 'ormufi(r n a
to lav a art icu1lated framrk foe pr'omotioal' nctivit, P gx
107 of the '07 "D7C Eport states the same thiag. "Pro ption c y
would fo wc directl y Pro> the strategies, as outlin.0d" Cos-antywhile T a- sure we ha-ve 3much to learn about improving stra-e;i c nd
prosmo; v, I am conumed by the papc-' s vie that implies tr 1 1hil
acceptin 6 the need for strategics, the Bail does not yr appe r to ";'cc-tthe need for promotion.

4. Fina y , I nm confusad by the paper's referenc e to a lacE of
acceptance os "'n f--ancia ec hnqs" On Umo rtizmti -

( ])

DFC D rejecded th e s e i on i n the in i s c a ti as not U DPi 'I e a
but was related to general Bank1 pructic N ' i l u01 On _n
loans For qnity, s ltdies or local currenCr ', d exchange rJI COve V
(!Los. 20, 21 and 2 DFCD ai d toe "teeni we- '' trc ,oore 'alreay a4 ,
and in rele vant oses used,. Ae there ot "techniQ Ls1e outsa ri. a1

All of th,'s r cts a Law in the Pr'ocesc thlat ear r1L -in a
confused f i.e. there has uinen no 7nal ajudicn;lion on om s, nc
where disagremnt, axists beweon operator : and evaluotors . Ti Board ho
always bIen confuised on o. tis i orks, as ton d iseur:(n or- th pi
paper Indc r 'A. The sta,-f is probably confused on Lhat 1a Ln a r "
I didn't thinl J I a 'in'uP a ut nfler ; c; i -1(>) too C s;,11:
confus e
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Distribution:

cc: Messrs. Knapp
Shoaib
Baum
Weiner
Gordon
Willoughby
El Darwish/Seksc -
Gluessner/Renger
Piciotto/Spall
Vergin/Powell
Mathew



INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT I CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM ">
TO: Mr. Mervyn Weiner DATE: August 25, 1975

FROM: Fred King 2

SUBJECT: Operations Evaluation Department

1. As per our conversation of last week, I am attaching a copy of
a note I sent to Chris Willoughby when I ended my term as a Young
Professional.

2. OED was my first assignment in the Bank and I found it difficult
to evaluate procedures and projects without any experience in carrying them
out. While I appreciate the need for fresh insights and outside view-
points, I feel that they should come from people with experience in the
development field, if not Bank procedures.

3. In my opinion the major problem faced by OED is the suspicion and
even hostility it encounters from the other parts of the Bank. Innumerable
times I have o very eful work, but
now. . .'! If OED is to make a useful contribution to the Bank, I fee. it
must work more closely with the other Bank Departments and have more inter-
change of personnel with them. Of course no one really likes to be criticized
and OED must ask some hard questions, such as 'what was this project to do?,
did it achieve its goals? and if not,why not?' If the findings of OED are to
be useful, extreme care must be used and great expertise available or projects
people will dismiss the results, saying "these people can't understand what
the project was all about."

4. If I understand the new procedures that the Bank is to institute,
I think they will make your job even harder. I don't think OED should be
playing the role of the GAO and removing it from Bank management is a step
in the wrong direction - it should integrate more into Bank work. I think
it is important for the Bank to build in monitoring systems in its projets
so that progress can be measured and problems (other than disbursement which
is all that the current supervision missions usually can check on) can be
spotted and overcome during project execution. OED) could help in designing
these monitoring systems.

5. I understand that the current procedure is for OED to do an audit on
each project as it is finished. While this is a useful task, I hope it will
not stop the Department from studying major areas such as agricultural credit
and drawing some general lessons for the Bank.

6. Having spent only eight months in OED and two years in the Bank, I
can only offer these thoughts from the impressions found in a relatively short
time, but I hope you find them useful.

Encl.
cc: Mr. C. Willoughby

FKing/ire



October 11, 197

Dear Chris,

My time in the Young Professional Program is almost over and I have
decided to rea:in in the Bangladesh Division for Y,!y permanent assignment.
Thile I enjoyed and found very vauiaible my stay in OED, I have dacided to
stey on the onairaticns side. However, I would Like to give you some Jirsressions
I have received lately.

I think the work doni by OED is important and of great vaue to the Bank.
However, I feel that OLD's -:ork does not have the effect it should have
because of bU hostility it encounters from people on the operations side.
I think the major need of 0ED right now is to build uo its credibility
among the oe it is evaLuating. To do this I feel it is inperative to
rocrmit and sta~f the D -3rtmsnt with people thoroughly familiar with Eank
operations. It is too on s for the operaticos peope to rationalize their
ignoring OED brk by claining tht its staff is made up of outsiders and new-
comers to thc -, k ho dc'l t realy understand how it :orks. I think the
first priorn y c. your doKarment is to arrange to recruit or borro;: for
tv'o to three years people -:ho have 5-10 years C gerieco in the Dank and
who can serve as a bridge -i-o the operations sta f . Over time as people
move into OLD from -- paris of the Dalk and vice-vcrsa, I think the
present hostility and Ii--rust will- di-appe. Until that time I think the

dcpar-tem'nTs of the BLak. Conversely, as lor as this hostility eXIsts, it wall n i
on>y hi:nder the acceptance and usefulness of the OD work, but also v-ill .
hinder the career development of the OTD staff. I have already had some trouble
with East Asia- Pacific because of the PhiLippine study.

I feel rw time in OD :as :ell spent, and I enjoyed wxrking with you
and Ted. All the best wishes for the future.

Sincerely yours,

$ ii



International Bank for Reconstruction and Development

International Finance Corporation International Development Association

ADMINISTRATIVE CIRCULAR

July 31, 1975

STAFF ANNOUNCEMENT

I am pleased to announce that the Executive Directors have
approved the appointment of Mr. Mervyn L. Weiner as the first
Director-General, Operations Evaluation. This appointment, which
carries the rank of Vice President, will take effect October 1, 1975.
At that date Mr. Shoaib will relinquish the responsibility he has
so far held for the Operations Evaluation Department, until his
retirement at the end of this year.

I regard the responsibilities which will devolve on Mr. Weiner
in this new assignment as of the highest importance. As Director-General
he will, through evaluation of our past experience, also be in a position
to advise and guide us in the future. He is well qualified by his wide
experience in the Bank to do this. A Canadian national, he joined the
Bank in 1951 and has worked as an economist, an area department division
chief, a chief economist, and as Director, Public Utilities Projects
Department; at the 1972 reorganization he became Director, Projects
Department, Asia Region, and in July 1974 he was promoted Regional
Vice President, South Asia.

Mr. Weiner's successor in South Asia Region will be announced
shortly.

Robert S. McNamara



Mr. R. A. Clarke, Director, Personnel August 13, 1973

C. R. Willoughby, Director, Operations Evaluation

Senior Positions of Operations Evaluation Department

Mr. Shoaib sent me a copy of your memorandum of August 8 to him
regarding Senior Positions in the departments under his responsibility.
I was concerned at the portion of the mftorandum referring to ourselves
until Mr. Sheaib reminded me that the arrangment indicated was only a
ttransitional, formal one, on which he had not wanted to take any position
(except with regard to the grade of my vwu position) prior to familiari-
sing himself with our work following our transfer to him on July 1, 1973.

I attach a copy of my maeo of June 25 to Mr. Kearns, outlining a
proposed organization for the new Operations Evaluation Department (OED).
In a memo of June 27 he gave his approval of the basic structure proposed.
Mr. Shosib also agrees with this structure and with the grade levels to be
assigned:

Chief Evaluation Officer (A grade)
Senior Evaluation Officer (B grade)
Senior Evaluation Officer (B grade)

I consider that it is essential to have this heavier management rather
than simply the two 3-level positions indicated inyour memo of August 8,
because of the large number of studies we have to do in many different
countries, the large number of research assistants we have in addition
to professional staff and the fairly siseable consultant budget we have
to operate.

It was my understanding that the A-level position would, in accord-
ance with Bank procedure, be opened up to competition, although Mr. Israel
will be a very strong contender. Mr. Novicki would fill one of the B-level
positions, remaining at his present grade. The other B-level position
would for the wosent remain open, although Mr. Rice, who is joining us (at
C levwl) about August 20 expressly to be a major project leader, should
prove himself capable of filling that position in 6-12 months time.

Cleared with and c: Mr. M. Shoaib



c'q. Mr. C. Willoughby

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE

ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. M. aioaib DATE: August 3

FROM: R. A. Clarke .

SUBJECT: Classification Audi - Senior Positions

The review of the levels of responsibility of all senior and

supervisory positions in your departments has now been completed.

Following several discussions with you and on the basis of your
recommendations, Mr. Chadenet and I submitted classification

proposals on all positions at level B and above to Mr. McNamara

for his consideration and approval. Mr. Knapp participated in the

consideration of the proposals relating to the Operating Staff.

2. In his review of these proposals, Mr. McNamara was concerned

that the classification pattern not result in a structure which

would be top-heavy but which would at the same time adequately

recognize the relative levels of responsibility of each position.

The main factors considered in determining the grading of the posi-

tions involved were:-

(a) the intellectual demands of the functions (e.g. the

degree of innovation, imagination and judgment
required, the difficulties of operating in new

fields, etc.);

(b) the volume and complexity of the duties, including
actual activities and programs as well as numbers and

diversity of staff to be managed and motivated;

(c) the degree and nature of supervision available (e.g. is

immediate supervisor of the same discipline or experienced

in the same field?);

(d) inter-departmental consistency and equity to ensure that

positions with broadly similar functions and where, in

the light of the three preceding factors, their overall

responsibility and impact may be equated be graded alike.

Thus, for example, with but two exceptions, all Program

Department Division Chiefs were classified in the same grade.

3. All senior and supervisory positions have now been classified in

one of the four following grades:-

Grade Salary Range

Department Director 25,230 - 37,560

Other Senior Staff 25,230 - 33,880
A 23,000 - 30,850
B 20,000 - 27,320
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All Department Directors have been placed in the Department Director
grade--the classification of the other senior positions in your departments,
as approved by Mr. McNamara, will be as outlined in the annexed tables
(Annex 1 showing the overall positions and Annex 2 showing the position
for individual departments). Where appropriate, further details relating
to the departments under your supervision are given in the attachment to
this memorandum.

4. In the case of senior professional positions (e.g., Senior Economist,
Senior Engineer, Senior Loan Officer, etc.) which have been classified at
level B, we shall, in discussion with you and your Directors within the
coming weeks, determine the total number of such positions for each depart-
ment required to carry out the department's approved work program. Where
the number of such positions exceeds the number of staff already at level
B, promotions will normally be considered during the forthcoming Annual
Personnel Review.

5. The staff members presently occupying senior and supervisory positions
in each of your departments are listed in Annex 3. You will note that the
approved classification pattern results in a number of positions being
classified above or below the level of the present incumbents.

6. Staff members holding positions which have been classified above the
grades they presently hold are listed in Annex 4. The performance of these
staff members will be discussed with you or the Director concerned to
ascertain whether the incumbent is carrying the full responsibilities of
this post in an entirely satisfactory manner. If so, he will be promoted
accordingly. Otherwise, he may be reassigned to a position more appro-
priate to his level and abilities. All promotions will be effective on
or after January 1, 1973, depending on the date the staff member assumed
the responsibilities of the post. Staff members whose salary is below the
minimum of the salary range to which they are promoted will receive
salary increases to the minimum of the new grade with a minimum of $500.
Those whose salary is already above the minimum of the higher grade will
be granted an increase of $500 on promotion provided, of course, that this
does not take their salary above the maximum of the higher grade. The
salary of each staff member to be promoted will be reviewed and adjusted
as appropriate in full consultation with you or the appropriate Director.

7. A few positions have been classified at a lower level than the grade
presently held by the incumbent. The arrangements set out at the time of
the reorganization will continue to apply except that all staff members so
affected (see Annex 5) will retain their present grade and prospects for
salary progression within this grade on a personal basis rather than
merely retain their current salary. These positions will, of course, be
filled in the future at their approved level. Meanwhile, every effort
will be made to assign these staff members to positions more appropriate
to their personal grade.

/...
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8. The principle has been accepted that, in special circumstances, the
incumbents of advisory positions may be of a grade one level above or
below the established grade of the post. This recognizes that, in posi-
tions of this type, the actual duties and responsibilities may vary fairly
widely depending upon the experience and qualifications of the individual.
This concept applies exclusively to lateral transfers into such advisory
positions, made either at the time of the reorganization or in the future.
Staff members can in no circumstances be promoted above the approved
grade of the position. This provision is designed to promote maximum
flexibility and mobility in the assignment of staff members between line
and staff positions among the Regional Offices, Central Projects Staff,
Development Policy Staff and other departments.

9. After you and your Department Directors have had an opportunity to
review this matter, Messrs. Denton and Dyck will meet with you to discuss
and initiate appropriate personnel actions arising from this classification
structure.

cc: Mr. Knapp



ANNEK I Table 1C

Approved Classification
Personnel Department
July 30, 1973

LG perations Evaluation & Internal Audit

VP Vice President

DIR Internal Auditor

DIR Director, Operations Eval. Office

B Deputy Internal Auditor

B Chief Evaluation Officer

B Senior Evaluation Officer

B Senior Auditor



ANNEX II

Personnel Dear;>ent
July 30, 1973

Page 1
:z*:TAL cLAQ cATIc L TS Pe 1

Senior and Supervisorv Positions

Departnent: Coerations 2raluation

Position Level Remarks

Director DIR

Chief Evaluation Officer B

Senior Evaluation Officer B



ANE III

Approved l 2 i-!atic
Personnel Depa7emt

July 30, 1973

ST2FETG LIST - S"IC- POSITIOC1S Pae 1

Denartment: Operations Evaluation

pprovec Pre sent,
Position Level Incumbent Level Remarks

Director DIR Willoughby, Christopher X

Chief, Eval. Off. B Israel, Arturo B

Sen. Eval. Officer B Nowicki, Alexander B



International Bank for Reconstruction and Development
International Finance Corporation International Development Association

ADMINISTRATIVE CIRCULAR

July 17, 1973

REORGANIZATION OF INTERNAL AUDIT AND EVALUATION ACTIVITIES

Effective July 1, 1973, I have transferred responsibilities for
the direction and management of the Bank Group's evaluation and inter-
nal audit programs to Mr. Mohamed Shoaib, Vice President. Our
evaluation activities have, from the beginning, been carried out with
full professional independence and I believe that this independence
of audit and evaluation work from other operational work should be
formally recognized in the organizational structure of the Bank.

The Internal Auditing Department and a new Operations Evaluation
Department will report to Mr. Shoaib. The functons and staff of the
Operations Evaluation Division of the Programming and Budgeting Depart-
ment are transferred to the new Department.

I am pleased to announce the appointment of Mr. Christopher
Willoughby as Director of the Operations Evaluation Department.
Mr. Willoughby, a British national, is 35 years old and has been with
the Bank since 1963 when he joined the Young Professionals Program.
Most recently he has been Chief, Operations Evaluation Division in
the Programming and Budgeting Department. Prior to that he served as
Senior Programming Officer, P & B Department, and as an Economist in
the former Office of the Director, Projects.

Robert S. McNamara



International Bank for Reconstruction and Development
International Finance Corporation International Development Association

ADMINISTRATIVE CIRCULAR

July 17, 1973

REORGANIZATION OF INTERNAL AUDIT AND EVALUATION ACTIVITIES

Effective July 1, 1973, I have transferred responsibilities for
the direction and management of the Bank Group's evaluation and inter-
nal audit programs to Mr. Mohamed Shoaib, Vice President. Our
evaluation activities have, from the beginning, been carried out with
fll professional independence and I believe that this independence
of audit and evaluation work from other operational work should be
formally recognized in the organizational structure of the Bank.

The Internal Auditing Department and a new Operations Evaluation
Department will report to Mr. Shoaib. The functions and staff of the
Operations Evaluation Division of the Programming and Budgeting Depart-
ment are transferred to the new Department.

I am pleased to announce the appointment of Mr. Christopher
Willoughby as Director of the Operations Evaluation Department.
Mr, Willoughby, a British national, is 35 years old and has been with
the Bank since 1963 when he joined the Young Professionals Program.
Most recently he has been Chief, Operations Evaluation Division in
the Programming and Budgeting Department. Prior to that he served as
Senior Programming Officer, P & B Department, and as an Economist in
the former Office of the Director, Projects.

Robert S. McNamara



INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT j INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

PI

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Willoughby, Chief, Operations Evaluation, P&B DATE: June 27, 1973

FROM: James M. Kearn , or, OPD

SUBJECT: Organization f Operations Evaluation Department

1. With reference to your memorandum of June 25, 1973, I approve
the organization that you proposed and agree with your reasons for it.
The position of Chief, Evaluation Officer is appropriate in your situa-
tion where a divisional structure is not necessary or desirable, but
where senior level positions are required, in lieu of division chiefs,
to direct major tasks -- in your case the Project Performance Audits.

2. We have discussed your proposals with Mr. Dyck and Mr. Singh
of the Personnel Department, and have agreed with them that you should
proceed to organize the Operations Evaluation Department as proposed.

3. Unless you can devise some other qualifying descriptions for
the two Senior Evaluation Officers, I suggest that they not be included
in the organizational listing of the telephone directory because their
sectoral attributions would imply that only projects in Agriculture and
Industry will be evaluated. I understand that you will concentrate in
those sectors during the coming year, but that you will also evaluate
projects in other sectors.

4. Best wishes for the success of your new Department.

cc: Messrs. Dyck/Singh, Personnel
Shoaib
J. Adler, Director, P&B

TNRuth :lo



tNTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL 2ANK FOR IN- 'NATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION .CONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT | 2ORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. James Kearns, Organization Planning DATE: June 25, 1973

FROM: C. R. Willoughby,YProgramming & Budgeting (through Mr. Shoaib)

SUBJECT: Organization of Operations Evaluation Department

Mr. Shoaib tells me that the decision to make the Operations

Evaluation Division of P & B a Department is to become effective on

July 1. I have been giving a good deal of thought to how the new

Department might be organized and I have now reached decisions for

which I would like to have your approval.

The start of FY1974 brings two major changes to the nature of

our workload, both increasing the administrative component: first,
the change from Division of the P & B Department to separate Depart-

ment, and-second, and probably more important, initiation of systematic

Project Perfornance Auditing for all projects assisted by Bank/IDA

about a year after completion of loan/credit disbursement.

Whereas the work program for FY1973 consisted principally of

two major evaluation studies, one. smaller evaluation study and about

half a dozen individual project audits, that for FY1974 will consist

of two major evaluation studies and 25 individual project audits.

Apart from new studies we have also allocated some time in our work

program for (a) follow-up on recommendations contained in earlier

studies and (b) helping to get an effective system going for produc-

tion of Project Completion Reports by the Regions and for conversion

of these into Project Performance Audits. The resources allowed for

accomplishment of the new program, about the same as those we have had

for the last year, comprise 8 professional staff (including myself),

9 special services staff and 6 general services staff, plus the equiva-

lent of about 3-4 manyears professional staff in the form of consultants

and members of other Bank departments.

It is quite clear that the unit requires strengthening mainly at

the higher administrative and managerial level. About one year ago we

introduced some structure into the Division with the appointment of a

Deputy Division Chief and the creation of two Senior Evaluation Officer

positions at the B level. Effectively Mr. Israel has been doubling as

Deputy Division Chief and Senior Evaluation Officer for the major trans-

port study now being completed, while Mr. Nowicki has been the other

Senior Evaluation Officer, responsible for the major DFCs study which

is nearing completion; I have myself taken main responsibility for

follow-up work and for organizing the other studies.



Mr. James Kearns - 2 - June 25, 1973

I now propose to create the following positions:

(i) Chief Evaluation Officer, at the A level, with primary
responsibility for planning and implementing the program of
Project Performance Audits and for developing the system
linking these with Project Completion Reports; this work
accounts for about half of the resources available for
FY1974.

(ii) Two positions of Senior Evaluation Officer, at the B
level, to head major studies, taking full responsibility
for their planning and implementation and for follow-up to
recommendations emerging; each major study envisaged for
FY1974 accounts for 15-25% of resources available for the
year.

I feel that this rather flexible top structure to the Department is
much more suitable than any divisional organization, since I plan
that all staff-members should work to some extent on both project
audits and major evaluation studies.

I attach terms of reference for the positions of Chief Evalua-
tion Officer and Senior Evaluation Officer.

These officers should be listed in the front pages of the Bank's
telephone directory upon its next issuance, as Chief Evaluation Officer,
Senior Evaluation Officer - Agriculture, and Senior Evaluation Officer
- Industrv.

I would like your early approval of these proposals, so that the
situation of our staff may be clarified.

cc: Mr. J. Adler
Mr. J. Singh



OPERATIONS EVALUIATION DEPARTMENT

Chief Evaluation Officer: Major Functions

1. To take primary responsibility for introduction and development
of Project Performance Auditing system, advising Regional Offices on
the preparation of Project Completion Reports and periodically checking
on their production.

2. To take primary responsibility for planning and organizing the
execution by staff and consultants of Project Performance Audits and
for ensuring satisfactory quality.

3. To take full responsibility of managing the Department in the
absence of the Department Director.



OPERATIONS EVALUATION DEPARTMENT

Senior Evaluation Officer: Major Functions

1. To design, manage and implement major evaluation studies, involving

supervision of work done by Evaluation Officers, consultants and research

assistants and responsibility for all organizational arrangements involved

in such studies.

2. To take primary responsibility for follow-up on recommendations

emerging from major studies for which they have been responsible.



C r r DATF: ,

J r. Willoughby has sent m trms of reference for thc

ma or functions of the ninposod Depuy Division rhief PnJ senior

DalutionOfficers in the Goerations EValuation Division. Copies

ars attached. to Whs memo rapdr,,n. '11h e answer satisfactorily the

uestin s T nt-I oredK in y ry 12 me-yranri9d1 to you, and i am happy

now to approv) the orvaninatio.. of t D ii proposed to me

May 5,

2. You. should now get in touch Wi h th Persounel prit n to

discuss filling the position of INputy Division Chief and th grade

levels of the Evaluation Officers.

TNR:jk

Attachments

cc: Messrs. Tyiring/de Silva
Mr. Blaxall
Mr. Singh
Mr. illoughby J

I



Mr. Jasdip Singh May 26, 1972

John H. Adler

Senior Industrial Economist for Operations Evaluation Division

1. We are making a major effort to add some experience to the staff of
our Operations Evaluation Division which is being asked to undertake an
increasingly diversified work-load in evaluation and audit of past Bank
operations with a view to preparing brief papers for the Executive Directors
summarising conclusions and putting up for consideration suggestions regard-
ing practical improvements in Bank policies, practices and procedures. Due
to the importance of Development Finance Companies in past and present Bank
lending, Mr. McNamara's strong desire that we should give particular atten-
tion to this form of lending, and the relevance of industrial issues in
several other parts of our work (e.g. country and sector evaluation studies,
procurement questions, reviews of policy advice, and evaluations of indus-
trial/mining projects) we badly need an industrial economist with broad
experience, interest in policy questions and imagination.

2. As you know, the Organization and Procedures Division of the Adminis-
tration Department has approved the creation of two Senior Evaluation Officer
positions, at "B" level, in our Operations Evaluation Division for men who
would take the lead in planning, organizing and executing major and minor
evaluation studies, with the aid of junior staff and consultants. We would
like to appoint an industrial economist, with the requisite qualities, to
one of these positions.

3. Mr. Alec Nowicki, presently in the South America Department and prior
to that in the Economics Department, has come to our attention as a man
admirably suited to filling this position, which would broaden his experience
in Bank work and might well be of interest to him, in view of the consider-
able responsibility involved and the concern with policy matters.

4. I would be very grateful if this opportunity could be drawn to the
attention of Mr. Nowicki at the earliest moment so that he might consider
it and discuss it with us.

CRWilloughby zya



INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTFhNATIONAL FINANCE

ASSOCIA TION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Jasdip Singh DATE: May 23, 1972

FROM: John H. Adler

SUBJECT: Additional Senior Transport Economist for

Operations Evaluation Division

As -you know, we have been looking around for some time for an exper-
ienced transport economist capable of taking an imaginative lead in planning,
organizing and executing both major and minor evaluative studies of past Bank

transport projects, with the aid of consultants and junior staff. We have

the approval of the Organization and Procedures Division of the Administra-

tion Department to create a Senior Evaluation Officer position at "B" level

for such a man. We are most anxious to fill the position with a man with

several years' experience in the Projects Departments, in order to make our

work more directly and fully relevant to the day-to-day problems encountered

there in application of Bank policies, procedures and practices. Such ex-

perience would materially help to improve the recommendations and suggestions

part of our products, on which Mr. McNamara has recently been placing great

stress.

We have sought to meet our requirements from among people presently
inside and outside the Bank, and we have reviewed a great number of files.

We have come to the conclusion that Mr. Brian Shields, presently an economist
in one of the Highways Divisions of the Transportation Projects Department

would suit our needs admirably, and we feel that he might well be interested
in the job we have to offer. He has considerable experience in analysis of

projects in different modes of transport, having worked for a long time in

Nigeria and for a two-three year period with an engineering consultant in

Brazil. He has been with the Bank some three years, performed most satis-

factorily and, according to his file, several times evinced interest in

getting into broader aspects of Bank work, including analysis of country and

sector lending programs, policy development and work on projects outside the

transport field (such as he seems to have had experience of in Nigeria). In

our Operations Evaluation Division he would have considerable opportunity to

apply these interests and, even as a Senior Evaluation Officer specializing
in transport, he would still have the chance (and, for us, the need, since

the division remains very small) to take a lead from time to time in analy-
zing projects outside the transport field.

I am convinced that Mr. Shields would fulfill very excellently the job

of a Senior Evaluation Officer and I think this experience would be in the in-

terests of broadening his career in Bank work. I would.be grateful if this

opportunity could be brought to the attention of Mr. Shields and if arrange-
ment could be made for us to discuss the matter directly with him. The ear-
lier this could be done the better since our requirement for help is urgent.

CWilloughby/lmh
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INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INi-RNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO:Mr. Jasdip Singh DATE: May 31, 1972

FROM: John H. Adler

SUBJECT: Operations Evaluation Division

As you know, Mr. Messenger has responded favorably to Mr.
Willoughby's request to approve the Terms of Reference for a Deputy Chief

of the Operations Evaluation Division and of Senior Evaluation Officers.

(See Mr. Messenger's memorandum of May 22 entitled Operations Evaluation

Division and attachments.)

In view of this I am anxious to proceed with having three positions

in the Operations Evaluation Division upgraded to B level and to fill the
positions.

I am looking forward to receiving your proposals for candidates.

JHA/mwm



INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPY - INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. John H. Adler DATE: May 12, 1972

FROM: H. W. Messenger

SUBJECT: Operations Evaluation Division

1. Please refer to your memorandum of May 9, 1972, requesting
approval of a Deputy Division Chief position and two B-level positions
in the Operations Evaluation Division of the Programming and Budgeting
Department.

2. I have asked Mr. Willoughby to send me draft terns of re-
ference for the Deputy Division Chief and the Evaluation Officers. If
these clarify some questions I have about the proposed organization of
the Division and provide assurance that there will be no unnecessary
overlaps of responsibilities in supervisory positions nor unnecessary
tiers in the Division's chain of command, then I shall be happy to
approve your request.

3. The questions of who should be the Deputy Division Chief and
the grade level of the Evaluation Officers should be taken up with the
Personnel Department. Terms of reference for the positions will also be
helpful to Personnel in considering these matters.

4. My tentative affirmative response to the request is based
upon my understanding of the following points concerning the Operations
Evaluation Division:

(a) The work of the Division is still rather new and uncharted.
Evaluation methodology is being developed and refined. The Division
Chief is heavily involved in leading this development and supervising
evaluation studies. He feels he needs someone with recognized ex-
perience to take the lead in some sectors and to back him up in the
administration of the Division as well.

(b) The Division will expand to about 12 professionals taking into
account three or four consultant man-years in your FT-73 budget re-
quest. There will also be eight Special Services staff. The antici-
pated size of the Division is additional justification for a Deputy.

(c) The work program for the forthcoming year is rather fragmented
with three major studies, 12 smaller studies and followup on completed
evaluation reports. Therefore, the request for two positions with
responsibilities for leading projects appears justified.

5. I shall giv you a firm response after reviewing the additional
material to be supplied by Mr. Willoughby.

TNR:jk
cc: Mr. Twining/de Silva

Mr. Blaxall
Mr. Singh
Mr. Willoughby vI



INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPM7 T INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. John H. Adler DATE: May 12, 1972

FROM: H. W. MessengerA \

SUBJECT: Operations Evaluation Division

1. Please refer to your memorandum of May 9, 1972, requesting
approval of a Deputy Division Chief position and two B-level positions
in the Operations Evaluation Division of the Programming and Budgeting

Department.

2. I have asked Mr. Willoughby to send me draft terms of re-
ference for the Deputy Division Chief and the Evaluation Officers. If
these clarify some questions I have about the proposed organization of
the Division and provide assurance that there will be no unnecessary
overlaps of responsibilities in supervisory positions nor unnecessary
tiers in the Division's chain of command, then I shall be happy to
approve your request.

3. The questions of who should be the Deputy Division Chief and
the grade level of the Evaluation Officers should be taken up with the
Personnel Department. Terms of reference for the positions will also be
helpful to Personnel in considering these matters.

4. My tentative Affirmative response to the request is based
upon my understanding of the following points concerning the Operations
Evaluation Division:

(a) The work of the Division is still rather new and uncharted.
Evaluation methodology is being developed and refined. The Division

Chief is heavily involved in leading this development and supervising
evaluation studies. He feels he needs someone with recognized ex-
perience to take the lead in some sectors and to back him up in the
administration of the Division as well.

(b) The Division will expand to about 12 professionals taking into
account three or four consultant manyears in your FY-73 budget re-
quest. There will also be eight Special Services staff. The antici-
pated size of the Division is additional justification for a Deputy.

(c) The work program for the forthcoming year is rather fragmented
with three major studies, 12 smaller studies and followup on completed
evaluation reports. Therefore, the request for two positions with
responsibilities for leading projects appears justified.

5. I shall give you a firm response after reviewing the additional
material to be supplied by Mr. Willoughby.

TNR:jk

cc: Mr. Twining/de Silva
Mr. Blaxall
Mr. Singh
Mr. Willoughby



The additional tran3port engineer-economist in the Oln ill be expected

to undertake, largely independently, evalUtion studas of past Ba:nk

pr6jects in all fields of transport. Those tudies auld be relatively

short and simple reappraisals, aimed at establishing uether the orig-

inal objectives of the projects were attained; more cemplete evaluations

of large projects comprising, for example, an analysis of the develop-

ment impact of highway investments; or complete transport sector studies

including several projects, for instance in railways, ports and highways.

Candidates should have a solid background in engineering, with some econ-

omics in addition and several years' experience in project appraisal or

planning in the field of transport; they should also be familiar with

the latest techniques used in the field.



P- RATTC S lAUIJATiJ )-T DIVI ST.17

ep-0uty ivision Chief: Major Function~s

1. To direct all CVIluation v k in the fields of transport and public

utilities. This fuinction -il .entail the design of the work program,

the supervision and administration of evaluati on studies carried out by

Senior Evaluation Officers and Evaluation Officers, and the supervision

of the fol low-up activities emerging from the studies.

2. To be responsible for the administration of the Division as regards

research assistants and general services staff.

3. To take full responsibili-ty of managing the Division in the absence

of the Division Chief.

4. To assist the Division Chief in planning for the Division.

May 12, 1972



PROCRA'i D EiD G DEPART _T_

OPEIRAI0$S EVALUA10, (I DIVISION

Senior 7valuation Officer: 4ijor Functions

1. To (sign, mOiiane and implement major evaluation 'studies. In the

course of their work, they should supervise work done by Evaluation

Officers, consultants and research assistants.

2,. To supervise and advise on audit Stu(ieS of individual projects or

series of projecLs done by Evaluation Officers'or consultants.

3. To take full responsibility for follow--up on recommendations nier-

ging from major evaluation studies and audit studies done under their

auspices.

May 12, 1972
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OPERATT.C-S EVALUATION BIVISTO

Deput: Division Chi of: ma ior unctions

I To direct all evaluation work in the fields of transport and public

utilities. This function will entail the design of the work program,

the supcrvision an(d administ ration of evaluation studies carried out by

Senior Evaluation Officers and Evaluation Officers, and the supervision

of the follow-up activities emerging from the studies.

2. To be responsible for the administration of the Division as regards

research assistants and general services staff.

3. To take full responsibility of managing the Division in the absence

of the Division Chief.

4. To assist the Division Chief in planning for the Division.

May 12, 1972



OPE WRT ATW V SION

Senior Evaluation Ofi cer VAth

1. To dvsign, mana e and impl nnat major evaluation studies.. In the

course of their work, they shou supervisp work done by Evaluation

Officers, consultants and rcsc. ch assistints.

2 To supervise and advise on iu'it studlies of individual projects or

series of projecLs done by Evaluntion Officers or consultants. -

3. To take full. responsibility -fn foilnJs-up on recommendations emer-

ging from major evaluation studios and audit studies done under their

auspices.

May 12, 1972



International Bank for Reconstriction and Development

International Finance Corporation international Development ws? _iation

ADMINISTRATIVE CIRCULAR

September 2, 1970

ESTABLISHMENT OF AN OPERATIONS EVALUATION UNIT

Effective audit and control procedures have always been matters of
major concern to the World Bank Group. Two of the most important innovations
introduced by the World Bank in its early years were the procedures developed
for supervision of loan disbursements and of the execution of the projects
(end-use supervision). Over the years these procedures have been continuously
strengthened and adjusted in the light of changing circumstances.

This process continues. In addition, in the last two years, budgetary
controls have been strengthened by the creation of the Programming and
Budgeting Department. Financial controls have been improved by the establish-
ment of the Audit Committee of the Executive Directors and by the strengthen-
ing of the Office of the Internal Auditor.

I feel that, with the growth of the Bank Group, the time has come to
carry our systematic aud.iting procedures a stage further - to cover the con-
tribution of our operations to development. Some review of our operations
from this point of view has of course always been carried out in the course
of Economic and Sector Missions, but these have other overriding responsibil-
ities. As regards projects which we have helped to finance, end-use super-
vision generally stops with the completion of construction, but the results
of -many of them- have been reviewed by the Projects Departments in the course
of appraising further loans or credits to the same entity or sector. Here
again, however, the review of past operations is only a subsidiary issue and
time seldom cuffices to carry it very far.- A number of thorough reviews have
been carried out by the Sector and Projects Division of the Economics Depart-
ment in connection with their responsibility for helping to improve the
methodology of project appraisal, but the number of projects covered in depth
is small and the focus is generally more on methodological improvements than
on re-evaluation of costs and benefits as such. Evaluation of the impact on.
development of our operations is thus at present limited. I believe that the
growth in the funds that we are responsible for channelling into development^
and in the number of countries with which we are actively involved makes it
Important for us to develop a more systematic approach.

I have therefore decided to establish, in the Programming an. Budgeting
Department, a unit whose sole responsibility will be to evaluate the iontri-
bution of our operations to the developn.ent of member countries. The principal
task of the unit will be to review past lending operations with the. central
objective of establishing whether the actual benefits of the completed projects
are in accerdance with those expected at the time of appraisal and, in case
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of divergence, the reasons. Our methods of project appraisal have devc loTed
and improved over the years. Our quantification is sounder now than inzthe
past, our view of development more comprehensive and our analyses of projects
and sectors deeper. Naturally, our current techniques and methods will be
used in evaluation of past operations, but in comparing results achieved with
original forecasts due attention will be paid to the cost and benefit concepts
prevailing at the time these operations were appraised.

Since this type of work has not been carried out to any extent before
in the Bank I envisage the new unit starting with a modest staff complement
of three and a workload of some five projects in several different sectors.
Especially in the beginning, the staff of the unit will need to draw heavily
on the advice and knowledge of those in other Departments of the Bank Group
who have been concerned with the projects selected.

I believe that this initiative will have two principal benefits. It
will contribute to the formulation of policy and procedures by enabling us
to learn more from our past experience. And it will give us a degree of
conviction about the impact of what we are doing which we could obtain in no
other way.

Robert S. McNamara
President


